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Abstract 

Following Nietzsche, Oswald Spengler posed the central problems of the cyclical 

history of civilization in the twentieth century. Subsequent world historical theorists have 

attempted to answer Spengler's nihilistic p<!rspective on the destined rise and faU of aU 

cultures by rescuing a progressive movement which transcended the downfall of 

civilizations. World history since Spengler has been written in pursuit of an answer to 

the -:T!"'cs of modernism: to the 'Death of God,' the problem ')f progress, the emergent 

technological order with its bureaucratie management of society, and the need sensed by 

the metahistorians for a new 'mythical' grounding to avert the faH of the West. The 

"Crisis of the West" dominates the perspectives of the world historians. Their goals for 

the solntion of 'modernism,' through the religious transformation of society or political 

and cultural world unit y, are central to their motivation as writers and to the formulation 

of their paradlgms. 
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Résumé 

A la suite de Nietzsche, Oswald Spengler a posé au vingtième siècle les problèmes 

fondamentaux de l'histoire cyclique de la civilisation. Les théoric~ens de l'histoire 

mondiale ont tenté de répondre à la perspective nihiliste Spenglérienne qui prévoit le 

déclin inévitable de toutes les cultures, en fais sant ressortir un mouvement progressiste 

qui transcende la décadence des civilisations. L'histoire mondiale depuis Spengler a été 

écrite avec l'idée de trouver une réponse aux crises du modernisme: la "mort de Dieux," 

1<- problème du progrès, l'émergence de l'ordre technologique et du bureaucratisme, le 

besoin ressenti par l'h~storien d'un nouveau fondement "mythique" pour éviter le déclin 

de l'Ouest. Le "Crise de L'Ouest" domine les perspectives des métahistoriens. Leurs 

soucis de trouver Ulle sùlution au "modernisme," grâce à une transformation réligieuse de 

la société ou grâce à l'unité politique et culturelle du monde, sont au centre de leurs 

motivation en tant qu'écrivains et de la formulation de leurs systèmes intellectuels . 
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Preface 

The criticism of cyclical metahistory since the Second World War may obscure 

its predominant place in the historiography of world history in the first hall' of the 

twentieth century. It has been my purpose here to write an intellectual htstory of world 

historica! paradigms in the twentieth century from H.O. Wells to William II. McNcill, 

especially the wuy in which these paradigms have evo!ved to digest Spengler's cyc1ical 

vit>w in order tn save a prog:essive movement in history. 

The writmgs of the world histOIlans of our century have sought to artÎClIlate and 

answer the cnsis of their own civilization by putting it into the context of a lIniversal 

history. The fomlUlation of each (lf these paradlgms has entailed an elaborate dialogue 

between the historian 's prospect on the future, his philosophicaJ or ~eligious sense of the 

'ends of man,' and his confrontation with historieal evidence. Each has perceived his 

purpose in writing as a means of educating modern society toward the resolution of 

curr~nt macrohistorica! dilemmas. 

No one has yet drawn together an exhaustive exposition of these paradlgms. 

Pitirim A. Sorokin' s SOCIal Philosophies of an Age ot Crisis (1950) may still be the best 

survey of the world historie al system of the first half of our (.:"ntllry. Sorokin evaluated 

the works of Danilev~ky, Spengler, Toynbee, Shubert, Kroeber, and Schweitzer but he 

was interested m them as SOCIal theories and nm as world historien! sy'items per se. HIS 

focus was further clouded by his own religious agenda and the tact that Iw, own work was 

at the center of the cyclical tradition both philosophically and tcmporally in the twentleth 

century, and he was therefore unable to dlscern the conclUSIOn of thl~ l1lovemcnt of 

cyclical 'social philosophies' in the works of, among others, Dawson, Mumford, and 

McNeill. 

Other historians have written sweeping surveys of metahlstorical theory from the 

Bible and Augustine. John Barker has written in his The Superhi'ltoriam, (1982) a study 
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of those histOi ians who have creatcd a 'sense of the past' within their cùntemporary 

mentality. Barker encap~ulate'i his worId hi~toricaJ paradigms neatly but doeç; not bring 

his l.'nalysis oal,t l'oynbee :md WeIl.,. Frank E Manuel's Shapes ln PhIlo~oplllcal History 

( ! (56) l1ay be the be~t ~hort survey of the continuity of cyclical and progressive theories 

in W0fJc1 hi'itory but hi~ long range perspectlve docs not allow him to claborate broad 

anal~/scs of the range of cyclIcal thernes In the twt>nt;pth ccntury or the cIosing of this 

traditIon. Karl Lowith's Meaning In History (1949) begins wit~ Ni;tzsche and works 

backward chronologlcaIly 10 argue agaIt1st l}ll" by demonstrating the essential role of telos 

(purpose) In Western conc::..ptIons of hl~l,)r} After Wells and Spengler each of ~he 

writers to be evaluitted beIow, Toynbee, Dawson, Mumford, McNeIlI, and Sorokin, have 

made an analysis of thelr histonc:d place in al1swering the paradigms of their 

predecessors. 

No one outside of thls tradi~ion has written a summary alld ana!ytical 3;':~V;..,y of 

their work that includes Wells' warn;l1gs of catastrophe and the problem poseti by Oswald 

Spengler, examines the religiolls premises inherent in the early formulation of Toynbee's 

history of civIlizations, exposes the roots in and influences upon this tradition of Dawson 

and Mumford, and evaluates WIlliam McNei!! 's place in symbolically closing out, to a 

large extent, the tradition of the 'hlstOry of civilizations.' This stuUj undertakes tllese 

tasks whlle focu"ing on the confrontation of the world hIStonans with the criSlS of the 

West, thelr utoPUtn or relIglOus per~pectives on the transformation of humamty essential 

to its resolUtlon, the conti nuit y of thelr reaCHon !O technologlcal growth and bureaucratie 

agglomeratlOn, and thclr fears of a mechamzed, h)talitanan ~ocial order. 

The present analy~ls examines each author's work !o,eparately as an architectonie 

scheme that attcll1pts to amwcr the central problems, the "crisls," of the twentleth century 

and ernbodIes the author's goals for the future. In dDing so the author relies on the sense 

of tschatologlCal motive inherent 111 the writir:g of metahistory that has been described 

and analyzcd Hl broad historic,~l surveys by Rudolf Bultmann, John T. Marcus, Robert J. 

Lifton, Frank E Manuel, and Karl Ldwith. 1 These authors share a common perspective 

lSee entnes in the Blbhography for each of these authors. 
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that wcrld history serves a psychological function in providing II ground or sense of place 

in an age of rapid change and apocalyptic potential. 
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WORLD HISTORY ~N THE WEST: AN INTERRUPTEO DIALOGUE WITH PROVIDENCE 

FfOm Death and dark Oblivion (near the same) 

The Mistress of Man' s Life, grave History, 

Raismg th~ World to good, or evii Fame, 

Doth vindicate it to Eternity. 

Hlgh Providf. œ would so: that nor the Good 

Might be defrauded, nor the Great secur'd 

But both Imght know their ways are understood, 

And the Reward and Punishment assur'd. 

Sir Walter Raleigh l 

The world beneath the moon its shapes doth vary 

And change from this to that; nor can it tarry 

Long in one state; but with its self doth jar, 

Kills, and is kill'd, in endless Civil war. 

New fonn 'd again, 'us but to dye. The frame 

Neither of Bodies nor of Minds the same 

But that above the Spheres, the Heavens on high, 

In which God reigns in Glorious Majesty, 

Free from old Age, unchang'd, and of one face, 

Alwaies presents Jt self in equal Grace. G. Buchanan2 

ISir Walter RaleIgh, The History of the World (1614, London: Thomas Basset et. al., 
1687), face page. 

2G. Buchanan, from "De Sphera," quoted by Peter Heylyn, Cosmographie in Four 
Books; Containing the Chorographie and HistOIie of the Whole World (London: Philip 
Chetwmd, 1666), 1095. 
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The perspectives of Western worlù hislonans in the twentIeth centllry are 

dominated by an overwhelmmg "ense of cm,J~. a feelll1g that Western Civilllatioll may 

be doomed to de<,tmy ibclf m a cataclysllllc ~uicidc or l'ail into a ùegencrate ~tagnal1on 

where "the machlflc" will supersede the 11Ighe<;1 asplratlOn~ of humalllty and souety will 

sink inlo depcl~onalll.ed aUlomati~llI. In the sludy ot world 11l~tory one confmllt~ 

civilizauons or lIr1lfied cultural sy~telT1s made up of nabItual p'ltterns I~f symbob and 

matenal lifc--as whnles--that hve and progre~s, or dIe and dl~lntegrate, in rhythm wlth a 

hidden lInderlylllg rcality. To grasp that reallty IS scen as e~~entIaI to the rC'iOIUllOn of 

the crisis of the twentleth ~entllry where okl symbol~ have broken down, oid faiths lost 

or betrayed, where 'God IS dead' and progress become~ a l'earful passage of FallslHln 

striving toward" l'nds that lo<;e thelr a'traction with our approach, whcre the old lltOpHIS 

become priwns and asylums. 

To mo~t of the major world historians of the lWentIelh centllry modern man has 

10st his connectIon with a unit y beyond hls own self-inleresl; through 'progress' he has 

broken his connectlon lO a meamngful cosmm. The n',odern indlvldual's VISIOn of the 

world is distracted by his concern for detaIl; the mechal11cal Increment IS taken for reahty 

as a whole and consequently he cannat corne to gnps wIth the ulurnate Issues of lus time 

or the eternal ones of his nature. T J tre wnrld hl~tonans there IS a cn'll" 1f1 modern 

map's eplstemology; as the frame of reference is con~tncled ~o 1., the pos~i1hJlity of any 

meaning in the world beyond a narrowly circumscnbed sensate experience. Â" rcahly IS 

broken down lO liS constItuent data nothing can be known except the quantitative and the 

pers on become~ a fragment. 

ACCOldlllg 10 Henry Adams, "unit y lS viSion, 11 mmt have been part of the proles:-. 

of learning to ~ee "l Hl..,tory, for the world hlstorian, 1'1 a projectIOn of thl<; unit y on the 

past. In his mmd's eye the hi~torian orders event"; he attnbllleo,; mcallIng to [hem, a"..,lgns 

importance, c()ordIllates them chrom)loglcally and adaph rcœlved eVldence III 1lI1c wIth 

a psychologlcal weltanschauung ThIS worldvlcw gUl(k'i hlln Hl the "e!eCtlon of 

3Henry Adams, The Education of Henry Adams (191 H, 80\tol1: Houghton Mifflm, 
1961),398. 

l 
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rneanlOgful fact; it is in a perpetuaI dialogue Nith his study of hinory, both fonned by 

what he learn ... of the pa~t and simuI~aneotisiy producing that past through selecting from 

the dlscreet elemcrlt'i of hl~toncal data. This implIes a rclativism of the historian tow:lrd 

his lime) .II., wdl a.., a breakdown In the diVIsion of subJect and obJect, as the Internai 

p~ychologlcal and cvcn relIgiou" (hsposltlon of the writer infuses hl::' vlew of history as 

a who/t>. 'l'lm 1'> Inherent ln the wnt10g of ,Üly history to some extent. It is magnified 

10 th~ wntmg of world hLitory Il/hlCh, 10 its attempt to grasp the 'pattern of the past' as 

a unit y, l'i leaq amcnahlc to bure empiricai Investigation. 

Ac-.OIding to Chri~topher Dawson, "mctahislory is concerned wlth the nature of 

history, the mealllng of hlS!Ory and the causes and slgnifican..:e of hlstorical change."4 

While il is pOl.i'>lble 10 approach rnetahlstorical issues in the abstract, questions of the 

mcaning of hl~tory Icad Joglcally tu the observation of the patterns of the whole, and to 

speculative fOreCa'il'i Oi1 the future directlon and outcome of these trends. Worlc 

histonans are lllt.:tahistonans par excellence. For the purp~)~es of this paper world 

histonal1~ hIC ddll1cd .lS scht.:matic ... tudent~ of the pust who have attt.:Il'ptcrl. to specify the 

pattern of the pa~t l'rom earhest recorded Ume to the present. There ha" l)~è,; an evoiving 

idea of worlJ hl'itory ln the West that /1<I'i ongmated 111 the Bibhcal tradition and 

devcIopcd Sl!1Ct: the Renaissance III an lI1creasingly secular direction. DespIte this 

seculanZalJfHl, the Idea of worlJ /1lStory has retalncd fundamental elements of continuity 

through the inlcrrupllons and transfOlmatwns that Il has undergone. 

Th(' appeal of wodd lli"tory to the general public in the twentieth century is 

cImely conncctcd 10 the [,lUits WlllCh academic hlstorians find with it. Its apocalyptic and 

moral therlll:~ and t(me, the grand gcncrahzatwl1s WhlCh seem magnificent in the abstract 

but hon ifv the -.pecialIst, the orga11lcÎsm and anthropomorpluslTI in its ~tudy of cultures 

and clVllmlllons, ltS mO'.11 lmprecations and speculative predictions, and its claims to 

empmcal valIdny and SCleHtJflC method while descnbing nebulous sup~r-sensual 

4Christopher Dawson, "The Problem of Metahistory," History Today 1 (1951): 9 . 
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abstractions, aH offend the sch()lar who declaims, "Mais ce n'est pas l'histoirel"5 evcn 

as it draws an av id readIng public. Despite errors III the partIculars, am1 tlle 

contradictiul1s and absunhues Inherent In some of the theories tlu:msdves, wmil! Im.tory 

has articulated clemellts common to the modern weltan~chaullng where lw,tory na~ COIllL' 

tu provide psychologleal grnunding for life in an <,gc wlthout a COllllllon faidl III any 

cosmic setting or slipernaturai drama. 

It coult! be argued that l'ven those historians who have rejectee: the globallzlIlg 

attempts of the 'metahistorians' relain, If unconsciously, unexamined assllmptioll~ and 

analogies with winch the y place their sector of the pasi within a gencral field. III the 

attempt to P.lakc thls fIeld expllcit and to enlargc It fIom the nincteenth century 'icheme 

of the Ancient, tv1edieval and Modem hlStory of Europe, the mtlclOhlstorian take~ a ~tep 

that, whatever m, drawbacks, must be considered courageous given the epIstcmologH.:al 

predilections uf modern Western acadenllc culture In thc long run such attempts are 

doomed to failure, and models of world hlstory fated tn perpetually glve way to one 

another, Ii1 that they can only approximate reallty from a relatIve pm,ltlon and exprcss It 

only through the Ll~C of grand metaphor rather th an p<:rcelve and t:xpn;~'i the dllllg 111 llsdf 

that is world hio;tory. "Progress," "challenge dnd respon<.,e," the "volk" or Illstoncai 

people, the lIfe cycle of civlhzatlolls or conceptIOns of "wllfIed cultural <.,uper ... y~tcm'i," 

unify the "nalural hislOry" of the human ~pecics anù. rcify demol1strablc but pcrhaps 

isolated OC-':UIlcnce<; and umlatcl al patterns by enlarg~ng them mto hcnncneutle models. 

The analogical rm,:dla WhlCh the world histonans select act !Il the same way that Freud 

employed hls concept of the "lI1st1l1cts" for UIHVCI 'iul explanatlOn' they an: "mythlCul 

entities, maglllftœnt 111 thelr mdeflllJtent.:ss. ,,6 

Clcarly there is a diffeœnce between what Willtam McNctll has called 

5Pieter C1eyl, Debates \Vith Historians (New York: Meridian, i 958), 113 h}r a more 
detailed di~cl1ss\On of the dIvisions between world hlstOlian'i and <.,peClllhst~ <.,œ: Walter 
A. McDougall, "'Mais Ce n'est pa'i l'hist()ir~!' Somc Thoughts on Toynbee, McNeill and 
the Rest of U,>," Journal of Modern I-li"torv.. 58 (1 <)X6) 1. 19-42 

6Sigmund Freud, New Introductorv Lecture>.; on P"ychoanalysis, Standard EdItion. 
James Strachey, Ed. (1953, London: Hog,trth, 1974) 22 95. 
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"mythhistory" and the work of more empirically-restricted regional and period histories. 

The difference, however, is one of degrees on a continuum; the same epistemological 

problems are inhcrent for the specialist in expressing uny interpretation of (or indeed even 

in the selection of) his historical data. But it is the broad myth-making propensity of our 

grand theorists which arouses the ire of their professional colleagues even as it ensures 

their popularity with the general reading public. World historians reflect and contribute 

to the collective symbols of their times, and in so doing, articulate world views which 

find a ready market especially in ages when the myths of the past are questioned and 

symbol systems discredited. The power that world historical faiths exert in our time can 

scarcely be exaggerated--one need only think of the fascist manipulation of the past, the 

Marxian faith in future destiny that guided revolution and empowered Stalin and Mao 

Tse-tung, and the perennial, if at times unexamined, progressive liberalism of the modern 

West. 

Ultimately, world history is employed as predictive. If one can as certain the 

imperatives of the past, the causal chain which bas produced the present, then one can 

extrapolate to the future by extending one's perspective forward to the teleological ends 

of this pattern. Inherent in this is the possibility of the historian consciously or 

unconsciously extending his own goals for the future into the past, of finding a 

progre'iSiOH in the long duration of history which will inevitably bring his desired future 

into being or will do so if certain actions are taken. This js not to denigrate the real 

historical and hermeneutic value of world historical models at aIl; it is only to recognize 

the continuolls und almost innately human dialogue that occurs between one's sense of 

the ends and goals of history and the patterns of the past. 

An obvious example of this propensity is Marx, whose view of the progression of 

economic relations of classes and the means of production is predicated at least in part 

on his preconceived goal to history of a classless communist society. As Robert Nisbet 

has put it: "long before Marx thought in terms of the science of society, he was 
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consecrated to the transformat~on of society."7 Here the revolutionary comes before the 

historian in turning ta the past to de scribe the stages leading, with the hard logic of 

economic inevitability, to a personal vision of utopia. While thp, violence _'f c1ass 

struggle is still essential for the success of the transformation to communism, history is 

on "our side." The historian, having found the key to the future, becomes a prophet of 

the new order; th'! writing of history becomes both an expression of his goals and a 

polemical tool toward their realization. 

Action in line with the deep pattern of the past becomes a moral duty. To Marx, 

while this scientifically-discerned progression was ineviu~ble, each individual must do 

what he cou Id to further it. The moral imperative is to aet in accordance with the 

movement of history, not simply to struggle for one's class interests but to strive to be 

in harmony with destiny rather than to pursue a "reactionary" line which would leave one 

by the wayside or under the steamroller of progress. This same sense of historical 

imperatives is integrated into each of the models of world history to be ~xamined in detail 

in this volume; in an age they perceive as one of crisis, the world historians' projection 

of a future is essential to their task and motivates much of their writing. 

Modern world historians pursue one fomi or another of world unit y in history. 

They project a future world united by CriSlS, by the evolution of mind and technics, by 

revolution or dictatorial force. Like William McNeill the y study progressively enlarged 

hegemonies or, like Pitirim Sorokin and Nikolai Berdyaev, look back to a Medieval unit y 

that must be recaptured. 

Each of the authors we will examine is motivated by a sense of crisis. Each notes 

a loss of faith in the tradition al religious dogmas of the West and in the secular creed of 

Progress. Each is concerned with the increase of humanity's power without a 

corresponding growth in its capacity for wisdom or tolerance; each also fears the 

influence of a teehnology seemingly beyond weial control on the liberty of the individual 

and on social mores and values. Twentieth century world historians prophetically warn 

of social decay und at the same time evoke images of enslavement to the machIne and 

7Robert Nisbet, History of the Idea of Progress (New York: Basic Books, 1980), 264. 
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ultimately the possibility of the destruction of the human personality or of the world 

itself. 

From Burckhardt and Henry Adams to McNeHl, macrohistorians wam of the end 

of the world as an incipient possibility with the rise of man's power. They reite:ate the 

eschatological prophesies of the Christian millenarians and, like Old Testament prophets, 

they ,;a11 on individuals to mend their ways, to recognize historical imperatives in the 

present and thereby save the world as well as their souls. For most of the authors 

examined, the crisis of the West requires for its resolution the institution of a 'new man,' 

a new mentality and a new social organization based upon a fundamental shift in values 

and morality. This cannot occur without a connecdon beyond individualism, either to an 

idealized humanity as in H.G. Wells' Comtean religion or in the recognition of a supreme 

being external to, but in contact with, human beings. Until William McNeill's The Rise 

of the West, the world historians of our century have tended to emphasize the religious 

im plications and origins of macrohistorical patterns. Their visions of the future have 

included millennial utopias to be achieved in the successful passage of the ordeal of 

m00ernity; in an age of individualism the y have he Id that this requires the internaI 

conquest of self in a sublimation to a transpersonal, even transcendental, unity. 

These observers of worId processes manifest an anti-modemist and to sorne extent 

anti-rationalist conception of history; they have rejected llaive views of progress under 

the successi ve hammer blows of twentieth-century events, especially the two world wars 

which mark major shifts in their perspectives on the destiny of modem civIlization. It 

wa~ not untll the work of William McNeill that the central trend in the writing of world 

history reverted back to a strictly linear and progressive view of time and human 

development. and even then this has not been without serious qualification and moral 

admonition. 

The histories that have been selected will be examined as paradigms--as 

architectonie structures. Each will be briefly outlined in skeletal form and then evaluated 

in relation to the author's views of the present and the future. Critical, here, are the 

expressed goals of the historian. This study will concentrate on the interface between the 

historian' s perception of the dilt...!:lma of his time and his view of history as providing 
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analogous periods which can show the 'way out' or give the consolation that in the long 

run a phoenix will arise out of the ashes. 

The purpose of this study of world history will not be to judge how ciosely the 

world historians come to 'reality,' how universal their theones are, or how well they 

f\ccommodate known facts. This volume will be less concerned with the accuracy of the 

facts collected than with the underlying worldview \vill,;h guides their selection. The 

"truth-vi,lue" of a particular world history is relative to the reader and to the USI~ to which 

it is put. This study will examinl; these histories from another tack, as mythhistorics 

which refleet their authors' personal sense of purpose, historical nect"ssity and human 

destiny. Rather th an work out an exhaustive psycho-biography for eueh author, the texts 

of their writings will be employed as the primary key a.ld test of their intentions. Il 

almost goes without saying that there is no one historian who fits aIl the generalizations 

which the field as a whole prompts one to make. 

There is an epistemological crisis in the modern West; it is clearly reflected in the 

struggle to put together a view of the history of the world that could act as a meaningful 

sense of place after the breakdown of a consensual and unifying worldview. The world 

and history for the<;e authors take the place of, or in sorne cases are used to demonstrate, 

Providence, and thereby to assert a desüny in a world where beneficent progress has gone 

from being an unquestioned faith to a central question and problem 0 For the world 

historians under study, the rejection of world history itself registers the blindness and 

defeatism of the modern age. To avoid ioe challenge of a global perspective is to 

abdicate in the face of the historian' s central task--to decipher the meaning in hlstory. 

To reject world history in a time of crisis is to renege on the historian's ultimate 

responsibility of confronting society WIth its past in a meaningful and useful way, as a 

dialectical step toward the resolution of its fundamental historieal problems. 

There 1S space in this introduction for only a brief and selective Vlew of particular 

world historieal models as they have evolved in the West. One must not take the naive 

view that each model gives way smoothly before Ils natural descendant or accept Pitirim 

Sorokin's belief that there is a rythmic recurrence of cyclical and linear persp~ctives. 

• 
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While there is an essential continuity in Western conceptions of the history of the world, 

it has always been subject to interruptions. individual ~uthors have emphasized Progress 

or Providence, the sacred or the profane, linear patterns or corn binations of cydical rise 

and faIl along with underlying directional movements. Even when 'Progress' in Ol'e forrn 

or another has been the dominant worlrlview of a period, cyclical perspectives have 

emcrged, likc Vico's al the outset of the Enlightenment, Fe -,:Json's at its height and 

Danilevsky's in the mid-nineteenth century. A brief" .d by no means inclusive overview 

of pre-twenticth-century models of world history in the West will be useful in exposing 

the themes, goals and trends which repeatedly crop up and serve as foundations for the 

problern that wor1d history has become in our century. 

It almost goes withoU! saying that the Bible was the first world history in the 

West. Though creation myths have been formulated since before the dawn of historical 

time, the Jewish people were the first to go beyond their genesis of the world and of man 

to delineate a complete chronological history from these origins to the covenant with their 

God and to the contemporary lives of the 'chosen people.' This was a !inear and 

ecumenical history-- the 'known' world was that of The People bounded by their contacts 

in space with the peoples surrounding them, and in time, by the creation and fall of 

humanity and the ends ,)f history in the reunion of the tribes of Israel, the rebuilding of 

the Temple, and the coming of the Messianic kingdom. Later Christian eschatological 

speculation would grapple with Daniel's interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the 

four metals which he saw as four earthly kingdoms beginning with Babylon. Otto of 

Freysillg in the twelfth century was one oÎ those who employed Daniel to predict the 

imminent end to the fourth age of the world and the Second Coming. From the Bible 

arose a belicf in a linear movement of time which is the essential prerequisite for any 

progressive ideology and thus a primary source of the modern Western world view. 

Robert Nisbet has convincingly repudiated J.B. Bury's thesis that the idea of 

progress is a reccnt invention of the West by pointing out the pervasiveness of the idea 

nmong the Greeks.8 Hesiod's world history incorporated an inverse, though linearly 

8John Baynell Bury, The Idea of Progress (1932, New York: Dover, 1955). 
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progressive, movement from the Age of Gold to those of Silver, Bronze and Iron. 

Protagorus produced a sketch of Progress. I\ristotle, while holding to a cyclical sense of 

history, also belicved that knowledge incrcased likc the "links of a chain." Polybius 

employed historical cycles even as he claimed that the history of the world aIl pointcd to 

the development of the Roman Empire as its culmination. Zeno, Democritus, EpkunJs, 

Lucretius--atomists, sktptics, stoics, believed in progress. Sencca hcld that progrcss 

occurs but is in sorne ways negative, as intellectual progression break~ human bonds and 

increases wars and other disturbanc".:s; he predieted an end in world destnJction.9 

Augustine's The City of God (426), aside from the Bible pcrhaps the most 

influential expression of a Christian world historieal system, was inspired by the capture 

of Rome by Aleric in 410 A.D. Crities of Christiamty attested that the city had iallen 

beea~lse Il had turned to the worship of Christ and the God of the Jews. Augustine's 

apologetic in response ta these crities established a fundamental pattern for Christian 

world historical thought that would dominate the fIeld of metahistory for more than a 

millennium and has been retained by many to this day. 1'0 Augustine the city of Rome 

was but a state in this world, subject to the vicissitudes of mundane struggles for power 

and to the evil inherent in the world after the Fal! whIle the CIty of God is eternal and 

inviolable in heaven. The earliest Christians were nearly ahistorical in their conception 

of the future. The Gospel of John had c1aimed that the judgement ",as now at hand; Paul 

likewise proclaimed its imminence. The New Testamem, and particularly the Revelaltons 

(a history of the future) is replete with assertions that the end was near. "Behold, 1 am 

coming soon, bringing my reeompense, to repay everyone for what he has done. "JO 

Augustine rejected the vestigial cycEeal element in ChristIan metahlstory held by Origen 

(of the accumulation of evil and penodie clcansing by God) to posit a seven s!agc world 

history with periods ending with Noah, Abraham, David, the Babylonian Captivity, and 

9Nisbet, 30. 

IORevelations, 22: 12. "1 am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the 
begmning and the end." Also see: Rudolf Bultmann, History and E'!chatolo!f'y 
(Edinburgh, Edinburgh UP, 1957), 23-37. 
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the coming of Christ. The presen. age, the sixth in worId history, was passing; it wou Id 

be followed by a final epoch. He became the first philosopher of the Church by defining 

the CUITent stage of history as that designed for the universal extension of the Church so 

that ail men would be ready for the end of history in the Second Coming. Augustine held 

that this progrcs'\ivc City of Man intersected historically with the City of God; in this he 

left a lcgacy of conceptualizations of eschatology and Pro"idence.1I 

Augustine's seventh stage acquired an increasingly millennial cast with the passage 

of time. Rudolf Bultmann has documented the way in which the Christian sense of time 

became increasingly historical wHh the distance from the (,vents of the New Testament 

and the continuaI delay in the Second Coming.1l Olto of Freysing's Bistory of the Two 

Cities (1146) marked out cycles for secular progress alongside a Providential movement 

in the sacred realm. With Joachim de Fiore, a Cistercian abbot who li ved from 1132 to 

1202, Augustine's seventh stage was definitively tied to the Revelations of Saint John in 

an "Eternal Gospel" of history. The seventh stage was equated with the millennium of 

Jesus on Emth. Joachim developed a Trinitarian doctrine from his study of the Olet 

Testament and the Gospels; the three ages of history, Before Christ, After Christ and the 

MIllennium, corrcsponded to the three perscns of God. Each was acccmpanied by a 

sacred dispcnsation; the early one of married people led by the Father, then that of Lhe 

clergy lcd by the Son, and fmally a communistic heaven on earth of monks inspired by 

the Holy Splflt. The existing Chureh, founded on Christ, would give way to a new 

messianic leadcr who would institute the Kingdom of Christ in this world, after a final 

cri sis in the ~ccond ageY~ Nisbet has also documented that the high Middle 

l1AuguStlllC, The City of Gad (London and Toronto: T.M. Dent and Sons, 1931). 
Frank E. Manuel, Shapes of Philosophical History (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1965), 4-33. 

12Bultmann, 56. 

IJNorman Colm argues that Joachim de Fiore was the most influential prophet before 
Mat x and that his faIth was a central antecedertt of the works of Lessing, Schelling, Fitch, 
Hegel, Comte and Marx. Norman Cohn, Pursuit of the Millennium; Revolutionary 
Millenarians and Mystical Anarchists of the Middle Ages (New York: Oxford UP, 1970), 
108. Aiso see Karl Lbwith, Meaning in History: The Theol".KÎcal Implicatbns of the 
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Ages were not exclusively concemed with the spiritual but had already concdved an 

earthly view of progress.14 John of Salisbury held to a cumulative sense of progress; 

"we are on the shoulders of giar'ts." Roger Bacon' s writings on material progress and his 

role as a founder of the scientific method are weB known; hls work exemplifies the inter

penetrating dualism of Western thought as he holds to a progressive naturalism alongsiJe 

a forward-Iooking belief in the coming of the anti-christ and millennium. 

With the Renaissance and its dominant tendency 10 look back to a Golden Age of 

antiquity, millenarian questions in the writing of world history were deemphasized and 

progress was questioned. The 'rediscovery' of c1assical knowledge included a revival of 

the popularity of Greek and Roman cJclical formulas. Machi .. velli's world historical 

perspective noted the cyciical passage ot empires through six forms of government. The 

rule of a Prince degenerated tel tyranny wHch gave way 10 the rule of an aristocracy, that 

decayed to an oligarcby, and was succeeued in its turn by a dernocracy which fell to 

anarchy. Each progressive downturn in the pattern marked a loss of virtue '1 series, tirst 

by the Prince, t:len ty the aristocracy and, finally, by the dc:mocratic cltizenry.15 Sir 

Walter Raleigh's The History of the World C614), despite his genuflections to Providence 

at the out set and end of his history, traced a tragic pattern of meaningless change in this 

world, warning that those who sought to break balances of power ended in precipilating 

their own falls. J6 

With the Reformation came a revival of sacred his1Ory. John of Sleidan revived 

Daniel's view of the four successive monarchies in his De Quatour Summis Impiris 

Philosophy of Historv (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1949), 150-159. 

14Nisb~t, 66, 81. 

15Niccolo di bernando Machiavelli, The Discourses, The Portable Machiavelli, Peter 
Bondanella and Mark Musa, Eds. (New York: Penguin, 1979), 177-179. 

16Ralcigh, ad passim. 

-------~------------------------------------~ 
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(1558).17 Jean Bodin wrote his Method for the Easy Comprehension of History (1583) 

as a dcliberate "sacrcd history," a "means of incu1cating piety to God, reverence ta on",'s 

parents, charity tn indlviduals and justice to aIl. ,,18 Even sa, Bodin sought a "history of 

the activities of men only," that could avoid the confusion of human and divine affairs 

to see "baœ history" without judging moral and philosophie values. His system turned 

to the dynamic and determinative effects of latitude on human society and a naseent 

evolutionary perspective along with a secular sense of progress; races and hence 

civilizations werc detemlined by their respective distances from the equator. 

Bodin held the theory that men of historical accomplishment presently resided 

between the forty-fifth and seventy-fifth parallels where "men grow increasingly warm 

within, while southerners, since they have more warmth fr0m the sun have less from 

themselves. ,,19 Temperature, humors and "biles" were the critical factors in history; the 

progressive movement of civilization from south to north corresponded to the dominating 

humor of each latitude in three historical pe'riods. The south, where civilh:ation 

originated, had a religious predominance. Men of the mid-latitudes excelled in practical 

matters and leadel ship. The northem peoples dominant in the present had acquired their 

power through their natural talents for invention and their proclivity ta skill in warfare. 

While Bodin attempted a natural history, even an ecological history, he soon 

moved beyond natural forces to posit relationships of climatic regions with the rule of 

planets; Saturn and Venus ruled in the south, Jupiter in ~he mid-latitudes and Mars in the 

north. He also found that the cydictll "change of empires" in history, where each gave 

way progressively to an order at a higher level, could be calculated through the 

17John of Sleidan (Johan ne Sleidannus or Johann Philippson of Sleidan), The Key to 
History, or A Most Methodicall Abridgement of the Four Cheife Monarchies (1558, 
London: Uni v1.:r Slty Microfilms/ N athaniel RoUs, 1695 edition). 

18Jean Bodin, Method for the Easy Comprehension of History (New York: Columbia 
UP, 1945), Il 

l'JBodin, 54, 92. See his evolutionary speculations on page 144. 
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manipulation of Pythagorean numbers. 

In the end, Bodin's attempt at an ecological p.::rspective was bounded by u sense 

of the universal hand of Providence. The study of the numbers in the ùates of history 

showed "divine 'visdom," the cosmos was ordered by God in a hannoniolls balance 

wherein no event, no quantity, escaped a universal significance.2o Bodin 15 most falllolis 

for his assertions of the Dlvin~ Right of Kings; he demonstrated that royal power was 

both historicall:' the most stable system of government and the most natural, that is, 111 

correspondenl..:e to God's will. He closed his history of the ecumene with a stirring 

argument for tolerance, against ethnocentrism and for the unit y of aIl men as common 

descendants of Noah, and he claimed that those who professed a more ancient origin or 

nobility of descent than other men had faced divine retribution again and again in history. 

The Greeks were so punished for their sense of separateness and superiority, and the 

Latins, for their pride.21 In the end Bodin was unable to extricate divine from human 

action in history; world history remained an evolving matrix 'Jf ecological processes, 

human decision and Divine intention and chastisement. 

Nearly one hundred years after Bodin' s Method Bishop Bossuet wrote his Discour~ 

sur l'histoire universelle (1681) as a last-ditch defense of the Bible as a literaI world 

history, a progressive revelatlon which, in the New Testament, embraced the ecumene as 

a whole. The Discours was written aç; a moral and humanistic tract for the education of 

Bossuet's former pupil, the Christian Prince LoUIS XIV, "to explain the h1story of religion 

and the change of empires." Bossuet's was a hisiory where the God-fearing were the 

2°Bodin 236. On page 235 Bodin disagreed with A cistotle's argument in Politics 
where he claimed that numbers had no signif1cance. To us Bodin' s argument by 
examples is no longer convincmg: "Why then does tht' · ... .;veilth male heal scrofula? Why 
does the Chlld born ln the seventh and ninth month live, that burn in the eighth nevcr? 
Why seven planets, nine spheres? Why has the abdomen the ratio of seven 10 the length 
of men? ... Why is tLe seventh day of starvation fata!..." 

21 Bodin, 336, 362-4. 
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victors and where idolaters and immoral leaders were punished, and their people with 

them.22 Whcn the good bishop looked back from the rightful rule of Louis XIV and 

Pope Innocent Xl he found a clear chronological line back to Peter, then to Aaron and 

Moses, the Patriarchs and the origins of the world. In the last analysis, the two 

testaments told the essential story of world history: "the relationship between the two 

testaments prove bath uf them to be divine ... the fonner lays the founàatÎon and the latter 

finishes the structure; in a word, the former foretells what the latter shows fulfilled. Thus 

ail ages are united, and an etemal scheme of Providence is revealed to us. ,,21 

Clearly Bossuet, des pite his extensive knowledge, was a preacher and educator 

first and an historian second. In an age still reverberating with Refonnation and Counter

Reformation and bjtten by a rising and pervasive 5' eptical detachment, Bossuet was a 

defender of the tru~ Faith who championed the central historical "continuity of church" 

to the king; he proclaimed a moral maxim that whatevf"f interrupted this continuity "ought 

to be abhorrent to yoU.,,24 Empires had fallen in the past, after aIl, frorn idolatry, 

injustice, liberty carried to an "excessive and intolerable degree," jealousy between the 

natural 'estates' and the consequential breakdown of a solid sense of the place and dut y 

of each citizen before God and his monarch. "God reigns over every nation," rewarding 

justice and chastising immorality. When this has been realized in our perception of the 

whole of history it aIl will come clear: "aIl things concur to the sarne end; and it is only 

because we fml to understand the whole design that we see the coincidence or st."angeness 

in particular events."25 

When one looks from Bossuet to Giarnbattista Vico one has a sense that in fort Y 

years a corner ha'; been tumed; we are confronted by the central thernes and motifs of the 

22Jacque Benigne Bossuet, Discourse on Univer5.al Histo!y (1681, Chicago: 
University of Chicago, 1976), 20, 183. 

HBossuet, 289, 27R. 

24Bossuet, 294. 

25Bossuet, 360-74. 
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systematic exposition of world history that anticipate in large measure those of primary 

concern to the twc,ntieth century. Where Bossuet's popularity reached ilS peak in the 

romantic reaction to the French Revolution, Vico was largely unappreclated 111 lm own 

day; his Wu k h<ls receivcd ilS greatesl acclmm In our œntury. Vico's The New SClencc 

(1725) was a brilhant condensatIon that took up the questIons of the origins of genule 

civilizations 111 rehglous myths, the provldential commonality of naturallaw, and the ages 

of 'nations' with their accompanying languages, epistemology, morcs, myths. views of 

nature, and patterns of thollght. V1CO'S analysis of the ul1lty of each age forcshauowed 

Sorokin's systcmatic and quantItative exposItion of these periods and the cychcal 

perspectives of Spengler and Toynbee. His emphasis on the manner In whlch cultures 

have origlllated in myths dramatically anttcipated the Vlews of Burckhardt, Nietzsche, 

Adams, Daw~on. and Mumford. 

Vico turned from the study of the City of God 111 the history of the Jews and the 

Christians to that of the gentiles, to the "science of institutions" and "common nature of 

nations." In doing so he deliberately avoided a world hi~tory based, hke that of Bossuet, 

on the Judeo-Christian tradition of Provldence as one of umque actIons by God among 

his "chosen reoole." lnstead, VICO'S "New SCience" mvestlgated an immanent providence 

that was revcaled in the universal sirllliarity of hllman customs and historical patterns and 

cou Id be studled through systemauc science. Providence here was like Hegel 's "cunning 

of Reason." V lCO held that "there is a divine provldence and ... lt i~ a dlVIne leglslatlve 

mind." It certifies natural laws; "uniform ldeas origlllatmg among entlre populatIons 

unknown ta eac..h other must have a common ground of truth ,,26 

In Vico's system each genule natlon passed SliCceS!o.lvely through three cras, cach 

wi'h an accompanying order. Each age, from the Age of Gods to the Age of Herocs and 

26Giambattista VICO, The New Science (1744, Garden City: Doublcday, 1 <)61), 20, 
22. "Our new ~cience must therefore be a demonstratÎol1, so tn speak, of what proVidence 
has wrought 1II history, for it must be a history of the 1l1sUtul1ons by which, wlthout 
human discernment or cOllnsel, and often against the designs of men, providence orucrcd 
this great city of the human race" (p. 60). Abo ~ee, Max Horkhelmer. "VICO and 
Mythology," New VlCO Studie~ 5 (1988): 66, and ad paSSim, and Ismah Berhn, VICO ar.<.! 
Herder (London: Hogarth, 1(76). 
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the Age of Men, had an associated language, character, civil nature, fonn of government, 

authority, and jUrIsprudence. AIl these aspects of cultural life were united by a general 

solid,~rily of pha~e.21 Each nation had a foundation in a religion, a system of marriage 

and a bunal of the dead. RelIgion was present at the dawn of every nation and even at 

the foundauon of humanity itsel f - "every gentile nation has its Jove." The first taming 

of man to humal1lty occurred through ar. archetypal thunder god, who turned the eyes of 

childhkc pnr11llive men 10 the skies, and, through an anthropomorphic projection like that 

later postulated by Ludwig Feuerbach, populated the heavens.28 In the Age of Gods 

natule was percclved as a world of divine immanence, one interpreted by theological 

poets by means of a divine language. At the dawn of the Age of Heroes, "every gentile 

nation had Ils Hercules." HerOlc poeu'y emerged from the theology of the tirst age and 

heroic kingdoms, or Patria, rose out of theocratic governments. Vico argued against 

Bodin 's theory Ihat states were first and by nature monarchie to assert that monarchies 

emerged 111 the !ate Age of Heroes to unite the dominant aristocracy, who are the only 

people consldered as cltizens, against the multitude of rebellious common people. In the 

end the Age of Men IS in'~vItable as the common people demand a God in their image 

and the extcn~ion of ct systel:'. of sacred marnage to thcir unions. The civil stage 

recogni7cd hUIllan nature as "benign and reasonable, recognizing for laws conscience, 

reasoll and dut y ,,2'1 The ruie of reason, however, gave way to a 'barbarism of 

ret1ectioll' and led to a "recourso" which was mamfested in a return to the "pure :md 

pious war~ 01 the herOlc period." a "second barbarism." Vico looked, predictably, to the 

fall of Rome to document thls recomso; he found a movement with the dec1ine to a new 

Age of God", and th~n, \Vith the heroic raids of the Gennanic barbarians, a root of a 

21YICO, 2X.-l "Tins IS the unit y of the religion of a providential divinity, which is the 
11l1lty of spirit [hat lI1forms and gives lIfe to the worId of nations." 

2!lYICO, 3, 30, 76 On page 56 Vico asserted that man became hllman only through 
"some divil1lty, the fonn of whom IS the only powerful meal1S of reducing to dut y a 
liberty gone wIld," He laler made the creditable daim (page 134) that "no nation in the 
world was c"cr founded on atheism." 

29V' ')Of. 1CO, _on. 
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nascent Age of Heroes which finally coalesced with the origins of the feudal period. Thb 

sense of recourso, of travehng the sarne stages in the same order, following a 

disintegration through over-sophistication and over-retlection, is one that p:rvades the 

cyclical formulations of twentieth century thconsts--most cxactly in SorokIl1's tllIcc-beat 

dialectic of cultural orders and weltanschauungen. 

From Carl Becker's study of The Heavenly City of the Eighteenth Century 

Philosop'hers to Bury's Tr.e Idea of Progress, It has bec orne almost axiom:ltlc that the 

the ory of and falth in Progress replaced that of PIOvidencc by the end of the tightecnth 

century.30 Voltaire. who coined the phrase 'the philosophy of 11lStory' and as much as 

any other figure of hls day contrihuted to a relativist\c perspective on clvtlWtllOnS, wrotc 

his Essai sur les moeurs et l'esprit des nations (1756) as a story of Ih~~ 111 te 1'l1l1IteIl t 

"progress of the human spirit." Voltaire isolated four ages of the worh.l that excmplifit'ù 

hurnan greatnes~ and sought a Newtoman aXlOm that could expla1l1 their success. i le 

found one in the ide a that progress never occurred wtthout enhghlcncu kadel~ll1p anù 

toleration.31 For Voltaire Progress became antitheticaI to Providence, It occureù ~hrough 

the applIcation of enlightcned reason by leaders to the atfam; of men and conslsteù 111 part 

in the erasure of the Slllbboleth~ and superstitions of the past, incIudll1g the j'lea that Goù 

actively interfered in hl!man 11lstory. 

Other Enlightenmcnt philosophes held a wide variety of progr~ssjve stance'i frolll 

an ecstatic fairh In the future evolution of human COlbCI()U~nCSS to a mcclwrmtlc 

determinism. Wlllle Diderot tumed to an agnostic materÏallsm and apotheosl.œcl Postent y 

and, with Helvetius, !;ought an education toward perfection, Baron cl 'Holbach produced 

a System of ~ature (1770) that excluùed any sort of deity or free wIll ln favOI 01 a 

strktly determimstic SOCial movement of progress 111 nature that foresfwùowcd the 

30Bury, 69. Nisbet, ad passIm, held that progress ex!sted as thr ùomll1ant myth of the 
West for twenty-fivc hunùred years; the Er:lightenment marked only a partlcular 
manifestation of this faIth and not !ts bIrth. 

'IFranç()l) Mane Arouet de V!,.)ltaire, E'isai sur les moeurs et l'esprIt de'i natiOn", 2 
Vols. (Pans: Galmer Freres, 1963). Cf. also, John Barker, The Superhistonans: Makers 
of our Past (New York: Scribners, 1982), 108. 
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evolutionary views of the second half of the nineteenth century. Turgot self-cunsciously 

blended a study of the progressive "advances of the human race" with a belief that the 

growth of nations, Enlightenment, and increased human happiness, aIl "contributed to the 

designs of ProvIdence. ,,32 

Adam Ferguson, a friend of David Hume and Adam Smith and a leader in his own 

right in the Scottish Enlightenment, wrote his world history in An Essay on C~vil Society 

(1767). Ferguson held that progress occurred through the division of nations, the 

balancing of power and the diffusion of civilïzation from its origins in Egypt to aU the 

nations.33 Ferguson foreshadowed modern evolutionary perspectives and the "challenge 

and response" themes so prevalent in the twentieth century by claiming that when 

competition between nations was stifled public virtue likewise declined. Where Greek 

independent city-states in mutual competition were "the nurseries of excellent men," 

Rome became monolithic to a point where the stimulus of division was 10st, along with 

public interest in the state and the martial virtues that accompany it--"National vigor 

declines from the abuse of that very security which is procured by the supposed 

perfection of public order." Anticipating anod::::r modern the me Ferguson asserted that 

advanced civilized nations faU from the moral decay of their members, the result of a 

corrupting despotism, a decay that issues from too much success!34 Ferguson was not 

really a progressive. To him, "every age hath its conwlations, as weU as its sufferings." 

He felt that the progress involved in the ad vance of a civil society was balanced, in the 

end, by its corruption and decay; "the progress of societies to what we call the heights 

of national greatness, is not more natural, than their return to weakness and obscurity is 

necessary and unavoidable."35 

31Anne-Robcn-Jacques Turgot, "On Univers al History," Turgot on Progress, Sociology 
and Economies, Ronald L. Meek, Ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1973), 69. 

33 Adam Ferguson, The History of Civil Society (1767, Edinburgh, Edinburgh UP, 
1966), 53. 

34Ferguson, on challenges, 210. On Rome and Greece, 209, 223, 240, 279, 60. 

35Ferguson, 105, 208. 
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The secularization of 'providence' into 'progress' reaches what might be 

considered a culmination in Condorcet's Sketch for a Historical Picture of the Progress 

of the Human Mind. This optimistic work was written, ironically, while Concorcet was 

in hiding from the Jacobins between July, 1793, and March, 1794, just before his de,tth 

in prison. It elaborated nine stages in the progress of humanity in the past and asserted 

that "perfectibility is indetinite" and wou Id follow from the rational calculation of hllInan 

happiness, welfare, and government.36 Condorcet's world historical sketch is an open 

expression of faith in a posterity released from the terror of his immediate o;ituation: 

"How consoling for the philosopher who laments the errors, the crimes, the injustices 

which still poIlu te the earth and which he is oftM the victim, in this view of the human 

race, emancipated From its shackles, released from the empire of fate and from that of the 

enemies of its progress, advancing with a firm and sure step along the path of truth, 

virtue, and happiness!" The enlightened man knows that his strivings are "part of the 

eteroal chain of human destiny.'m Surely in this vi~ion of posterity a man might find 

his immortality! 

There is no sharp dividing tine between philosophies of history based upon a 

divine plan and those which emphasize a strictly secular progressivism. Lessing echoed 

Joachim de Fiore (and foreshadowed Saint Simon and Comte) in his anticipation of a 

third age of the world, one with a "new eteroal gospel. Il He held that education was the 

key to the progress of humanity, that "education has its goal, in the Race, no less th an in 

the lndividual. ,,38 The education of the race, to Lessing, was a reciprocal process 

36Jean-Antoine-Nicholas de Caritat Condorcet, Sketch for a Historical Picture of the 
Progress of the Human Mind (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1955), 199, 189. 

37Condorcet, 200-201. On 202, Condorcet again notes this consolation, " ... he is fillcd 
with true delight of virtue and pleasure at having done sorne lasting good which fate can 
never destroy by a single stroke of revenge." For Condocet's place in the history of 
progress see, Lowith, 96. 

38Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, "Education of the Human Race," Literary and 
Philosophie al Essays (New York: Collier, 1961) 203. Education has as its goal a "time 
of perfecting." 
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between Providence and human development where reason, trained through progressive 

revelations, was now able to turn back and understand revelation: "Revelation has guided 

their reason, and now, aIl at once, reason gave clearness to thelr Revelation." Now, "that 

which Education is lO the lndividual, Revelation is to the Race. ,,39 

Herder maintained a dualistic sense of human 'character' embedded in a particular 

historical and geographic place that provided an ecological conditioning to it. At the 

same time he claimed that "God is in aIl his works"; He was immanent in nature and in 

history, too. Man's destiny was suspended as the highest Hnk in creation, in a middle 

state between the two worlds of the divine and the material, partaking of both and tending 

always, through a "golden chain of improvement" toward the "throne of Providence."4o 

Kant, Herder's mentor, had also he Id that history was teleological; there is a 

purposive movement toward a destination for human history, which "Nature has as her 

ultimate purpose," the rule of reason and moral law and a "universal cosmopolitan 

condition" of social and political organization.41 August Comte, in founding his System 

of Positivism, deliminated three worId hi~torical stages from the Theological to the 

Metaphysical and up 10 the Positive era, when the rule of reason would prevail. 

Jronically the progressive rule of l'eason and science would Iead to a new age of unit y in 

a rationalized Religion of Humanity.42 

Hegel took the sense of the immanence of Providence in history to sorne of its 

logical conclusions. Reason, the "concrete representation" of God, actualized itself in 

history. Through the "cunning of reason" humanity was led progressively to the 

39Lessing, 193, 185. Aside from his progressivism Lessing anticipated Nietzsche's 
sense of historical recurrence. "Why should not every individual man have existed more 
than once upon this world? ... --Is not a whole eternity mine'!" (205-206). 

4°John Godfrey Herder, Outlines of a Philosophy of the History of Man, 2nd Edition, 
2 Vols. (London: J. Johnson, 1803), 1: XIV, 225,416. 

41Immanuel Kant, "Ideas towards a Universal History from a Cosmopolitan Point of 
View," On History, Lewis White Beck, Ed. (Indianapolis: Bobbs Merrill, 1963), 23. 

42Gertrude Lenzer, Ed., August Comte and Positivism (Chicago: University of 
Chicago, 1975) . 
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history. Through the "cunning of reason" humanity was Id progressively to the 

consciousness of the divine Idea of Freedom and, as it is manifested in the world, the 

State. Providence and progress are here so closely wedded as to be inextricable from one 

another; "the present stage of spirit contains aIl previous stages within itself."43 When 

Marx 'turned Hegel on his head' in an atheistic rejection of the actualization of "spil it" 

in history, he retained the funetional equivalent of Hegel's view of the "cunning of 

reason" :-,s "the law of the world."44 While Providence was rejeeted an underlyillg Jogie 

was apotheosizeJ as historieal process; progress was an inevitability pre(icated on the 

nature of the evolution of modes of production, their ac.:ompanying organizalions of 

productive labor, and their inherent class contradictions.45 

Even as Marx found in history a material process, that of dass struggJe, which 

contailled its own progressive imperative!i, (.thers turned to the mundane worId of 

humanity's relationship to its environment and of human racial strains in competition. 

The influence of Darwin on paradi gl11:o, üf .nodern world history will be examined in some 

derail in context within later chapters. Herbert Spencer's "synthetic philosophy" equated 

Progre~'S with ~he ab'lCJlute freedom of individuals to compete in the evolutionary "survival 

of the fittest." 

George Perkins Marsh wrote of the downfalls of historical civilizations and the 

threat to his own due to humanity's mis use of the natural environment. History to him 

was the story of "natural revolutions" where the emergence of civilii.ations naturally gave 

way to their degenerations due to the disruption of ecological balances. Marsh held that 

nature tended always to revert to a balanced steady state; his calI to his contemporaries 

430.W.F. Hegel, Reason in History; A General Introduction to the Philosophy of 
History (New YOl!C Liberal Arts Press, 1953), 44, 95. 

44Marx tacitly agreed with Hegel that "the indivIdu a! does not invent his content; he 
is what he is by acting out the universal as his own content." Hegel, 38. 

45Marx and Enge!s anchored the communist struggle of 1847 to ,t worId historiea! 
foundation with their challenging first statement in The Communist Mamfe..,to: "tht; 
history of aIl hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles." Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels, The Commllnist Manifesto (New York: Washington Square, 196.1),57. 
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to aet toward the "restoration of disturbed hannonies" was an early root to the 

conservation movement in the United States.46 

Others, like de Gobineau, Houston Stewart Chamberlain and Alfred Rosenber,~ 

employed naturalism to produce a racist world history. In his The In!'1tlalhy of Human 

Raees (1853), de Gobi,neau postulated that "aIl civilizations derive from the white race, 

that none can exist without its help, and that a society is gl'eat and brilliant only so far 

as it preserves the blood of the noble group that created Ït ... ,,47 To de Gobineau 

"civiIization is incommunicable"; the ten historical civilizations which he recorded were 

products of a pure racial strain, most often the Aryan one, that have aIl inevitably 

degenerated with their intennixture with the blood of the "inferior races. ,,48 Al the turn 

of the century Houston Stewart Chamberlain echoed de Gobineau's racism in an 

enortTIously popular and influential world history, The Foundations of the Nineteenh 

Cent ury (1899). Chamberlain wrote with the clear and calculated mission of the 

"awakening of the Teutonic peoples to the consciousness of their aIl-important vocation 

as the founders of a completely new civilization and culture."49 As George Mosse notes 

in his introduction to Chamberlain's work, the Foundations gave Nazi racism an academic 

respectability of a sort; his world history was a coherent base used to demonstrate the 

deep historieal "truth" of racist doctrines.50 Chamberlain's perspective was more 

optimistic th an de Gobineau' s; degeneration of race was not inevitable, closed 

civilizations that are born and decline are but a part of history. Chamberlain felt that 

46George PCl'kins Marsh, Man and Nature, Or, Physical Geography as Modified by 
Human Action (1864, New York: Scribners, 1874), 10,24,35, 134. 

47Arthur comte de Gobineau, The Ineguality of Human Races (New York: Fertig, 
1967), 210. 

48de Gl'bincau. 171, 211. 

49Houston Stcwart Chamberlain, Foundations of the Nineteenth Century, 2 Vols. (New 
York: Fertig, 19(,8) 1: xxiv. 

5()George L. Mosse, "Introduction," Chamberlain, 1: xiv. 
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universal history contained a l'attem transcending declines, that of the rise of a "master 

builder" race, a practical people who, presumably through Chamberlain himself and the 

"sun of his life," Richard Wagner, wou Id realize their racial ideal and, in lnis contlllenœ 

of practicality and vision, produce a Teutonic world order.51 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century world historians increasingly llllestioncd 

the optimistic ideal of progress. Jacob Burckhardt èxpressed fears of "the despotlsm of 

the masses" and predicted the rise of "terrible simplificateurs" who wOlild lead in a 

renewed barbarism as culture was "flooded by waves of majority from below." Ile 

argued that the West was in a late stage of civilization, without "natural" moral and 

political authOIities, where the ca1culation of interests and the rational organization of 

society suppressed man 's highest attriblltes. To him, "Greatness" can only "appenr at 

moments when mere calculation ceases and a way of thinking, a feeling, overwhel;ns 

everything ... ,,52 Leopold von Ranke foreshadowed major twentieth-century concerns in 

his mulu-volumed Univers,!l History (1888) by dividing progress into a moral and cultural 

category and one of material advancement. According to Ranke, "we can assume in the 

areas of material interest an absolute progress, but we cannat find a slmilar progress in 

moral affairs. ,,53 Ranke eschewed eschatological forecasting. He noted that history itself 

contains no clue to its end and that "every epoch is immediate 10 Gad and its value 

consists, not in what follows it, but in its own existence, its proper self."54 Lord Acton 

was confronted by the same dilemma as he sought llnsuccessfully to extricate a world 

history of the progress of liberty from a parallei pattern he discerned in the rise of an 

increasingly centralized, and ultimately cOITlIpting, political power in the state and the 

51 Chamberlain, 2: 223, 258. 

52Jacob Burckhardt. Judgements on History and Historians (Boston: Beacon, 1958), 
32. 

53Leopold Von Ranke, The Secret of World Bistory: Selected Writings on the Art 
and Science of Fhstory, Roger Wines, Ed. (New York: Fordham ~P, 1981), 160. 

54Ranke, 159. 

, 
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modern bureaucratie organization of society.55 

While observers from de Gobineau to Burckhardt noted the paralIe! downfalls of 

civilizations of the past and warned of a similar fate for the moder.l West, Nikolai 

Danilevsky, in his Russia and Europe (1869), revived a systematic view of cyclic;al 

processes in the rise and fall of civilizations that fores!tadowed those of Spengler, 

Toynbee, and Sorokin in O'.U century. Danilevsky's identification was with a nascent 

Slavic civilizauon in the East; he condemned the "pernicious delusion of Westernism" 

which held that Western clvilization was a world historical culmination to which other 

peoples might rise. 56 He felt that the West was in a decline that lnticipated its imminent 

downfall. Mcdern European dvilization was corrupted, tirst of aIl, by a Protestantism 

which relied on personal, rather than collective, authority; secondly, by an all-embracing 

naturalism which took the place of a unifying œligious faith; and thirdly by a "socio

political anarchy" resulting from the unresolved contradiction between poli tic al democracy 

and economic feudalism. In Danilevsky's view, the Slavic peoples bore a religious élan 

which made them the 'chosen people' who wou Id overcome the 'Germano-Roman' world 

and dominatc the next era of world civilization.57 

Danilevsky foreshadowed Spengler's closed cycles and his beHef that the future 

belonged to a Slavic civilization; Nietzsche's phiiosophy acted for Spengler as a death 

55William H. McNeill, "Editor's Introduction," Lord Acton, The Liberal Interpretation 
of History (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1967), vi-xvii. 

5bNikolai Danilevsky, "The Siav Role in World Civilization," [The last chapter of 
Russia ~nd Europe 1. The Mind of Modern Russia, Hans Kohn, Ed. (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1955), 195. "Only a false concept of the general development of the 
relationship of the natural to the pan-human, a concept incompatible with the real 
principles of the systematization of scientific-nacural phenomena, as weIl as a so-called 
progress, coult! lead to the confusion of European or Germano-Roman civilization with 
universal civiliLation." 

57Dal11h.!vsk)', 200,201,210. "From an objective factual viewpoint, the Russian and 
the majority of the Slavic peoples become, with the Greeks, the chief guardians of the 
living tradition of rcligious truth." For an excellent detailed summation of Danilevsky's 
theories, sec Pttirim A. Sorokin, Social Philosophies of an Age of Cri sis (Boston: 
Beacon, 1950), 49-71. 
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knell to Western culture, an impetus to his elaboration of the crisis in world history that 

he articulated in The Decline of the West. In the first of his books, The Birth of Tragedy 

(1872), Nietzsche- set the problem that would dominate modern world history. His 

argument hm, become almost a truism of twentieth-century 'modernism' and deserves to 

be quoted at length: 

Every culture that has 10st myth has lost, by the 

same token, its natural healthy creativity. Only 

a horizon ringed about with myths can unify a 

culture ... The images of myth must be the daemonic 

guardians, ubiquitous but unnoticed, presiding over 

the growth of the child's mind and interpreting 

to the mature man his life lind struggles ... 

Let us consider abstract man stripped of myth, 

abstract education, abstract mores. abstract law, 

abstract government; the random vagaries of the 

artistic imagination unchanneled by any native myth; 

a culture without any fixed and consecrated place 

of origin, condemned to exhaust aIl possibilities 

and feed miserably and parasitically on every 

culture under the sun. Here we have our present 

age, the result of a Socratism bent on the 

extennination of myth. Man today, stripped of 

myth, stands famished among ail his pasts and 

must dig frantically for mots, be it among the 

most remote antiquities. What does our great 

historical hunger signify, our clutching about 

us of countless other cultures, our consuming 

desire for knowledge, if not the 10ss of myth, 

of a mythic home, the mythic womb? Let us 
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ask ourselves whether our feverish and frightening 

agitation is anything but the greedy grasping 

for food by a hungry man ... S8 

Ironically, even with his profound passion over the fate of culture, Nietzsche can 

be considered pcrhaps the most potent of the Socratic enemies of the predominant 

surviving myths of Western culture: Christianity and Progress. Nietzsche recognized this 

contradiction but claimed that any movement toward a 'true culture' required an absolute 

sincerity toward the idols of the time that would shatter any system, like that of his own 

day, of merely "decorative culture." His analysis of the relationship between the "death 

of God" and the conjoined downfall of ail fonns of progressive faith, ideology, and 

positivistic "truth" has become a commonplace notion in understanding 'modernism.' His 

"transvaluation of ail values," of morality, of the sense of time and world view, promoted 

a nihilistic elimination of progress, perhaps (as he himself saw it) the central and final 

key remaining to the "fixed and consecrated origin" and goal of Western culture. 

Nietzsche's perspective on the necessity for tbis and his vicw of alternatives will be 

examined further in evaluation of Spengler's attempt to apply a Nietzschean revaluation 

to world history as a whole. Whereas history, as ex am pIed by works from Turgot to 

Marx, was of a universal progress based upon a Judeo-Christian, linear sense of time, 

Nietzsche celebrated the Dionysian moment which overcame individuality, dme, and 

Becoming 10 an experience ûf flrimal Being. He rejected the en tire Western 

weltanschauung with its teleological perspective on man's temporal position, for one 

where the eschaton (end or goal of time) is experienced in moments and life is not lived 

through regret, guiIt, and anticipation. To Nietzsche this was a "superhistorical" view: 

where the world is seen in the moment, "the past and present are one and the same ... a 

58Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birth of Traged"y and The Genealogy of MoraIs (Garden 
City: Doubleday, 1956), 136-137. 
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picture of eternally present imperishable types of unchangeable value and significance."59 

His sense of the "eternal recurrence" of times led him to look toward the great men on 

mountain peaks of culture in the past and future and to speculate on tf,e cyclical pattem 

of history.60 

It wou Id be hard to overestimate the importance of Nietzsche's impact on the 

writing of world history in the twentieth century. Throughout the century, the idea of 

progress has been described problematically by world historians; the cycles of history 

predorninated in the world historical writings of the first half of the century and the 

problern of the destruction of historical myths and their reformulation have been central. 

The writing of twentieth-century world historians has been governed by the attempt to 

reanimate a meaningful myth of history, to reestablish an historical ground as a purposeful 

setting for modern life, as a basis for sorne sort of progress. Historians have been forced 

to answer Nietzsche and to do this in part from within a Nietzschean perspective. His 

etemal recurrence combined with the classical training of Spengler and Toynbee to guide 

metahistorians back to a reexamination of Greek rnodels of historical cycles as opposed 

to the Christian outlook of Iinear progressivism. 

When Spengler articulated the crisis in world historical thought with his abstract 

analysis oftragically-c1osed historical cycles, he believed that he was completing the work 

of Nietzsche in history. Toynbee's work relied on a Nietzschean cyclicism and a 

perspective on the overman-saints who created civilizations and provided the continuai 

élan which spurred their growth. Berdyaev, Sorokin, Mumford, Dawson, and Kroeber, 

aIl have relied on cyclical metahistorical patterns. After Spengler's "hard pessimism" of 

closed cycles of indepenJently doomed cultures, however, modem worId historians have 

been driven by an attempt to find a progress that answers Nietzsche and that transcends 

meaningless recurrence to revitalize a hopeful teleology in hlstory. 

59Friedrich Nietzsche, The Use and Abuse of History (New York: Macmillan, 1957), 
10-11. 

6°Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy, 102, 138. 
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EVOLUTIONARY ETHles AND THE RISE OF THE WORLD STATE 

THE UNIVERSAL HISTORY OF H.G. WELLS 

From being a premature, he became a forgotten man. 

H.G. Wells l 

The power rny brother caUs God proceeds by the method of Trial and Error; 

and if we turn out to be one of the errors, we shaH go the way of the mastodon 

and the megatherium and aIl other scrapped experiments. 

George Bernard Shaw 

Wellsian world history is founded on an ideology of threatened progress. The 

utopias and anti-utopian sodeties of Wellsian fiction serve either as guiding ideals or as 

wamings of possible dehurnanization, in the literaI sense of racial degeneration, if certain 

negative trends in the presl!nt are not reversed and if historically residual patterns and 

practices from nationalism and factory specialization to cla~s differentiation are not Ieft 

behind. The study of history, for Wells, was aIso an exercÏse in the articulation of human 

goals and wamings. In his view, the full realization of humanity's progressive potential 

could only occur when individu:lls recognized that their private destinies were wedded to 

the destiny of the race as a whole, with the "identification of the interests of each with 

lI-I.G. Wells, "My Auto-Obituary," Interviews and Recollections, Ed. J. R. Hammond 
(Totowa: Bames and Noble, 1980), 118. 

2George Bernard Shaw, "Back to Methuselah," Complete Plays (London: Odham, 
1937) , 888. 
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the interests of all," as Condorcet expressed it.3 In subsuming their egotistical, class, 

ethnie, and nationalistic ideologies to a faith in the common advance into the future, 

individu ais would complete the CUITent task of evolution by creating a collective mind and 

will. This moral goal is the primary thread connecting aU of Wells' historieal discourse. 

Individuals rue encouraged to renounce greed and privilege in favor of the common good 

and in the face of the catac1ysmic potential that Wells evoked aIl too clearly in his anti

utopian fiction. Wells left his readers with a choicc between self-sacrifice or 

degeneration, the God-man or the man-ape, the World State or Annageddon. 

Wells set out to write a world history as a means of educating his society toward 

a new enlightenment. To Wells, "aIl history is the history of Ideas"; like Cond,)rcet, he 

believed that governmenf.al organization and practice would follow inevitably fmm the 

"progress of public opinion."4 Wells closely followed the prescriptions of the 

Enlightenment philosophes who sought progress to cosmopolitan unit y through the 

application of rational principles to all aspects of human society. In his OUlline of 

History, Wells charted the progress of life from its inorganic roots toward the present 

evolutionary task of world unification. He conceived the Outline as an element in a new 

model of Diderot' s Encyclopedia that would fill the needs of an age on the brink of unit y 

but aIse confronted by new apocalyptic possibilities.5 With Voltaire, Wells rejected 

Panglossian views, such as those expressed by Condorcet in his Sketch on progress, and 

instead retained a qualified optimism like that affinned by Turgot in his essay "On 

Univers al History."6 Turgot sought a history written as the "advances of the human 

race." In his essay on "The Progress of the Human Mind," he argued that "progress, 

3Jean-Antoine Condorcet, Sketch for a Historical Pieture of the Progress of the Human 
Mind (London: Werdenfeld and Nicholson, 1955), 192. 

4Condorcet, 127. 

5H.G. Wells, World Brain (Garden City: Douhleday, Doran, 1938), 20. Wells 
claimed that he sought to reproduce "Diderot's herok efforts." 

6Christopher Dawson has called Wells the "last lf the Encyclop~dlsts ," The Dynamic.;s 
of World History, Ed. John J. Mulloy (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1957), 359. 
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although inevitable, is intenningled with frequent periods of decline as a result of 

occurrences and revolutions which come to interrupt it."" Wellsian world history charts 

just this path but marks the shift in Western universal history to the modernism 

anticipated earlier by, among others, Burckhardt and Henry Adams, who warned that the 

progress of the race could result in its self-destruction. 

The most important differe,nce between Wells and the Encyclopedists, in his own 

mind, was 111 the philosophes' hostility to religion. According to Wells, "they belkved 

that man was naturally just and politically competent, whereas his impulse to social 

science and self-forgetfulness is usually developed through an education essentially 

religious ... "K He ,1eplored Rousseau's romanticization of Nature which flew in the face 

of post-Darwiman biology. While his own enlightened elite of Samurai were in part 

modeled on the philosophes and their idea of enlightened despotism, their duties toward 

mass education and social progress though self-subordination were directly opposed to the 

romantic conception of man as naturally good. 

To Wells it was only in transceniing nature through self-control that humanity 

could progress. Nature, 'red in tooth and claw,' enjoins untamed competition which, in 

the modern sctting, leads ta brutalization and the selective survival of outmoded and 

essentially destructive animalistic attributes. Wells endorsed the evolutionary theories of 

his mentor at the Kensington Nonnal School, Thomas Henry Huxley, and spent the 

greater part of hls life writing both fiction and propaganda to populruize and extrapolate 

the implIcations of Huxley's view. In Evolution and Ethics (1893), H\lxley articulated 

his perspective of the progress of human organization, which is driven and maintained by 

ethics and procceds at a [aster rate than purely biological change. Human evolution has 

shifted from the "organic stage" t0 tht: "~ocial stage," from the competitive struggle of 

7 Anne-Robert-Jacques Turgot, "On Universal History", Turgot on Progress, Sociology 
and Economies, Ed. Ronald L. Meek (Cambndge: Cambridge UP, 1973), 68; and 
"Progress of the Human Mind," same volume, 88. 

RH.G. Wells, The Outline of Hh torY (Garden City: Garden City Publishing. 1920), 
855. 
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each against aIl to the cooperative realization of the duties of members in a community. 

To Huxley, at this stage, "the ethical progress of society depends, not on imitating the 

cosmic process [as Spencer heldJ, stilliess in running a\\ay from it, but j,~ combatting 

it."9 Evolution, lcft to itself, can lead to no "millennial anticipations"; any perfecttbility 

of man will oecur in the pursuit of humanity's highest sublimations of instinct: justice 

and cooperation. The process of civilization is one of taming the adaptive traits acquin:d 

in the competitive struggle for survival. Social order becomes a struggle of human wIll 

against nature, of the tended garden a~ opposed to the jungle, and of human self-direction 

against accidentaI variation and "natural selection." To Huxley, only the repudiation of 

the struggle for eXistence through the application of the 'golden rule' to society as li 

whole could lead to the realization of humanity's highest aspirations. lO 

Huxley rejected aItogether the Victorian optimism hke that voiced by Spencer 

which assumed that evolution wou Id proceed toward ever higher forms of humanity. To 

Huxley, the first law of nature was change without finality~ this precluded hUll1an 

perfectibility. The iniinite permeability of nature occurs in a universe subject to the 

Second Law of Thermodynamics: under conditions of ul1lversal entropy, the cosmos is 

steadily winding down and mankind's fate, however intemlpted by his moral affinnatlons 

and noble achievements In clvilization, is ultimately doomcd, in the end, ta faIlow the 

downward course of the cosmic processes of matter and energy.1\ 

The threat to human growth, which Huxley along with the Adams brothers saw 

as an inexorable entopic degeneration, is the bête noire of Wellswn progresslvism, a 

challenge answered by the evolutionary mctaphysics of Henri Bergsoil and TeIlhard de 

Chardin, and a ulllversal motif in Western htetature from Gl'orge Bernard Shaw to Arthur 

9Thomas Henry Huxley, Evolution and Ethics and Other Essays (New York: 
Appleton, 19(5), 83. See also: John Robert Reed, The Natural History ot H.O. Well~ 
(Athens: OhIO UP, 1982), 31-34. 

IOHuxley, 32. 

lIHuxley, 45. See also the "Law of Civilization and Decay" employed in, Henry 
Adams, "The Degeneration of Democratie Dogma," The Tendency of History (New York: 
Book League of America, 1929), ad passim. 
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C. Clarke. Shaw was largely justified in predicting that "creative evolution .. .is going to 

be the religion of the twentieth eentury."12 The common theme in the 'creative' view 

of evolution is tile rejection of Darwin's perspective on blindly accumulative causation 

through accidentai variations, and the assertion (which leads into a twentieth century 

existentialist cliché) that man must make himself: humanity must seize upon its evolution 

and consciously interpret and then direct its path. 

Even in his first large seale literary success, The Time Machine (1895), Wells 

rejected unplanned natural evolution and the positivistic conception of inevitable progress 

by demonstrating the degeneration that he felt wou Id follow from the present trends of 

class division and economic specialization.13 The sense of progressive evolution being 

threatened by the disunity of humanity is the central theme around which Wells wrote his 

fiction, his history, and his socio-moral treatises throughout his career. 

Wells was born the fourth and last child of a lower-middlf' class family in 

Bromley, Kent, in 1866. His mother, a lady's maid, was the daughter of an innkeeper. 

Wells was supposed to have been a girl. Mrs. Wells, a pious Episcopalian, had 10st a 

beloved daughter, Possy. to appendicitis in 1864 and sought to replace her with another 

12Shaw, 888. 

13H.G. Wells, The Definitive Time Machine, Ed. Harry M. Gedulds (Bloomington: 
Indiana UP, 198'1). The Eloi and the Morlocks are degenerate men of the future, the 
results of a cIass and functional specialization of an effete aristocracy and a brutalized and 
mechanized caste of machine teilders. Other examples of science mismanaged by human 
greed include The Island of Dr. Moreau, and The Invisible Man. In The War of the 
Worlds, Wells demonstrates what inhuman intelligence allied with advanced technology 
is capable of while he warns that no species can escape its place in natural cycles and that 
cosmic accidents are always possible. This is a fundament'll theme that enters into a 
number of bis romantic novds and acts as a saving grace in another scientific romance, 
In the Days nt the Cornet. In When the Sleeper Wakes, Wells portrayed an 'Orwellian' 
fl.ture where a misdirected social order ~volves inta a totalitarian nightmare. For more 
complete disClissions of Wells' distopian fiction and the problem of science divorced from 
humanity see: Mark Robert Hillegas, The Future as Nightmare; H.a. Wells and the 
Anti-UtopHlIlS (New York: Oxford UP, 1967), 4-56. Jack Williamson, HG. Wells: 
Critic of Proglcss (Baltimore: Mirage, 1973), 47 -81. 
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but was chagrined when God sent a third son instead.14 Wells' ambivalent relationship 

with his mother Hnd what she stood for in his eyes hinged upon his extended emoüonal 

and material dependence on her coupled with an almost total rejection of her system of 

values: her smothering sensitivity to keeping one's "place" in society, her maliciclis and 

violent God, her domestic inefficiency, and her worship of Queen Victoria. ln the 

cynicism of his last years Wells lightly tesrified (in the third person) that their relationship 

was "embittered by a positive hatred for his own deceased sister whose death preceded 

his birth by a co~ple of years." Little Possy's virtues and charms were a constant 

reproach to a less-than-perfect !iule boy; "a more normal nature than Wells' wOllld 

certaialy have responded to these pathetic appeals to be a little Possy en Pantalon, hut the 

diabolical strand in his nature raised him into an unconcealed hatred of th s rival, who 

had, he feIt, ousted him from his mother's heart."15 Despite this admission, Wells 

denied any Oedipal conflict in himself and asserted that he blasphemed the pious 

conformity which Possy represented and defied his mother's deepest convictions for his 

faith, his lifestyle and especially for his adult vocation.16 

Mr. Joseph 'Vell s, little Bertie's father, was a failed gardener from a family of 

gardeners, "born as it were for bankruptcy."17 He owned an insolvent china and 

crockery shop, the Atlas House, and made money on the side as a champion semi

profession al cricketer. Joseph was something of a local hero: he was the tir st ever to 

14H.G. Wells, Experiment in Autobiography (1934, Boston: Little, Brown, 1984),25, 
42-45. 

15H.O. Wells, "A Complete Expose of this Notoriolls Literary Humbug," Interviews 
and Recollections, 1l0-11l. See also, Wells, Experiment, where Wells considers his 
m' ther as a symbol of blind enslavement. 

16Wells, Experiment, 56. Anthony West, RG. Wells: Aspects of a Life (New York: 
Random House, 1984), 180. 

17Wells, liA Complete Expose," 112. 
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take four wickets in successive balls in a county match.18 Mr. Wells' popularity led to 

the tirst of many fortunate accidents in Bertie's life. When Wells was seven, the son of 

a local tavcrn keeper, in Iaughing celebration of Joseph's skills, threw Bertie up in the air 

next to the post-game beer tent asking "Whose little kid are you?" and failed to catch him 

on his second descent. Wells Ianded on a tent stake--the broken Ieg that resulted saved 

him, in his own view, from being a shop assistant for life: confined to bed, Wells 

acquired a habit for reading which became the key to his escape from maternaI 

dominance and class position.19 Mrs. Wells maint:tined the fixed conception that Wells, 

despite his lack of interest and increasingly vociferous protest, should be a draper; toward 

that end he was sent to Morley's School up to the age of thirteen when he was old 

enough for his first apprenticeship. 

It has been said that Wells' socialism was a quasi-religion formed in the image 

of his mother' s faith.20 While his eventual religious constructions retain a fundamental 

dualism, the pelson of God separate from man and his evolution was rejected by Wells 

in his childhood. When he was about twelve Wells had a terrifying nightmare which 

ieatured his mother's God, "basting a poor sinner rotating slowly over a fire built under 

the wheel." He woke up full of hate and horror for such a being and lost ail semblance 

of faith?1 Even as he rejected the dogmata of his mother's creed, Wells embraced an 

inspiring vision of Br.tannia that included a faith in the ultimate triumph of the Empire 

and, in his own words, "ideas about Aryans extraordinarily like Mr. Hitler's."22 This 

naseent 'inspirational' racism can be seen as the foundation of his later deitication of the 

18Steven J. Ingle, "The Political Writings of H.G. Wells," Queens Ouarterly 81 (3): 
396. Wells, Experiment, 34. 

19Wells. Experiment, 53. Jngle, 397. West, 180. 

20 Alfred Borrello, H.G. Wells: Author in Agony (Carbondale: Southern Illinois UP, 
1972), 8. Jngle, 397. 

21Wells. Experiment, 45. 

22WelIs, The OutIine, 72. 
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species as a who1e; over time, and with education in the Darwinian view of the common 

origins of races, Wells extended his perception of racial identity to include ail vaneties 

of homo sapiens in a "patriotism of humanity."23 

In 1877, in what may have been a suicide attempt, Joseph Wells felI from a ladder 

while pruning grape5 and broke his leg, thus ending his career as a cricketer. In the 

poverty that ensued for the family, young H.G. Wells was apprenticed to a draper and his 

mother resumed her pre-marriage occupation as a lady's maid at the local Up Park Estate. 

Wells inwardly rebelled against his mother's goals for him and against the deadening 

drudgery of shop routine; he was soon fired for his inattentiveness. In the wake of this 

disgrace, Wells had the luck to find a position as a 'pupil-teacher' in Wookey, Somerset, 

where he could further his own education while supervising the lower grades. To his 

utter dismay, the school became insolvent and collapsed after he had been there only three 

months.24 

Between positions, Wells stayed with his mother at Up Park where the master 

gave him free run of the library. Wells devoured Voltaire, Gulliver's Travels and Plato's 

Republic.25 In 1881 Mrs. Wells was able to arrange a new apprenticeship, this time with 

Samuel Cowap, a chemist at Midhurst. To function effectively in the shop, Wells needed 

to acquire a knowledge of Latin, so he worked nights at the Midhurst Grarnmar School 

under headmaster Horace Byatt. He also studied sciences and literature for state 

examinations. Once he was established at Midhurst, it turned out that his mother could 

not afford to pay his employer for his training, so again Wells lost his post. He moved 

23 Anthony West, "RO. Wells," Encounter 7 (Feb. 1957): 58. Wells luter rejected the 
concept of independent or 'pure' races as a "phantom of the imagination." H.a. Wells, 
The Open Conspiracy (Garden City: Doubleduy, 1928), 110. 

24Wells, Experiment, 88-96. 

25These writings were the bedrock for his later use of the l'antastic in his science 
fiction, his utopias and his anti-Marxian socialism. The Republic was his "first encounter 
with the Communist idea." He noted the influence of the Platonic utopia on his view of 
morality, the social contraet, and SOCial order as a means to progless: "So by way of 
Plato, 1 got my vision of the Age of Reason that was just about to begin," Wells, 
Experiment, 142, 143. 
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into the Midhurst Grammar to continue as a teacher-pupil only to be pulled out against 

his wishes by his mother and apprenticed to the Southsea Drapery Emporium. Despite 

Well's entreatIes for reledse, his mother refused to allow him to quit and he stayed for 

two years at the emporium as an "inattentive and unwilling worker. ,,26 

FinaIly, out of desperation Wells ran away from the draper's position, thus 

forfeiting his mother's 1:50 investment. He was able to secure a student assistant positiop 

at Midhurst and then, after sorne excellent examination returns, a scholarship to the 

Nonnal School of Science at South Kensington under Thomas H. HuxleyP Here his 

atheism was confirmed by Huxley's Darwinian perspective of man in nature, his rebellion 

against his mother's confining conception of class and 'place' was corroborated by a new 

exposure to the socialist movement, and his racial prejudices put into the larger context 

of the species struggle for survival. Wells began to come of age: his adult opinions 

began to crystalize and his autodidacticism grew more systematically directed. By his 

second year Wells was lecturing his fellow students on evolutionary socialism, progress, 

and the coming scientific age. He became more interested in social theory, literature 

(especially Ruskin 's writings), and polemics th an in the nuts and boIts of scientific 

investigation. Reverently Wells led his classmates to William Morris' house at 

Hammersmah to hear Morris, G.B. Shaw and Graham Wallas address meetings and 

debatr the ways and means of the coming transformation of British society.28 

~n hlS tirst year at Kensington, with Huxley as his lecturer in biology, especially 

in the imphcations of evolution, Wells did quite weU, but in his third year, bored by 

inferior lccturcrs and the spadework of geological experimentation, he failed to make the 

grade. In the wake of this reverse, Wells secured employrnent in Wales at the HoIt 

Academy 111 Wrexham, a miserably unstimulating situation after the social and intellectual 

life at Kensington. Once while fulfilling his extra-scholastic duties by playing football, 

26Wells, Experiment, 118,106-118. Montgomery Belgion, H.G.Wells (1953, London: 
Longmans, Green, 1964), 15. West, H.G. Wells, 18-190. 

27Wells, Experiment, 159. 

28West, 11.G. Wells, 277 . 
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one of his more malicious pupils delivered a violent knee to Wells' back while he wus 

down, crushing his kidney. As he recovered flOm the bleeding, Welis had the first of u 

series of possibly tubercular lung hemorrhages which were to wrack him over the next 

five years and scar his lungs for life.29 He thought he would die and was horrified 10 

end his life WIthout ever having experienced sex. Death and sex, Wells said in 1934, 

were henceforth intimately paired in his imagination; sex became "maddeningly desirable" 

for the rest of hiS life?O 

Wells' illness forced him to give up, without regret, his work at the HoIt School. 

After four months ofrecuperation at Up Park and three more with friends in the country, 

he made his way, despite his lingering illness, ta London--again penniless and in pursuit 

of employment. This time, after a struggle, Wells received a position teaching science 

at the London Tutorial College, a knowledge factory aimed only at expeùitiously cranking 

out pupils who cOllld pass, by rote, the certificatory examinations for professional 

employment of London University. At the same time he began writing light short pieces 

for the PaIl MalI Gazette to a formule;, modeled on J.M. Barrie's fiction. His finances 

improved enough for him to marry his cousin Isabelle in 1891.31 Despite relapses in 

health, dis satisfaction with his wife' s level of sexuality, subsequent infideHties, and some 

continuing poverty, Wells began a relatively stable period, developing his writing skills 

in numerous stories, reviews, essays, and even a biology textbook. By 1893 he was able 

to support most of his extended family. He left Isabelle and movcd in with one of his 

students, Amy Catherine Robbins, soon to be Jane Wells. In 1895, Wells' writing began 

to attract critical acclaim and widespread popularity with the publication of The Time 

Machine. From this point on, Wells produced an average of two books per year. In his 

lifetime Wells wrote one hundred and fifty-six volumes and his bibliography includes 

29Ingle, 398. Wells, Experiment, 239-45. 

30Wells, Experiment, 246. 

31Wells, Experiment, 255-308. lngle, 398. 
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more than thrce thousand citations.32 Eventually \\'ells was able to support his parents, 

his mistresses (sorne with children), and his own family in sohd comfort. He recognized 

the financial irnperative that drove him to write rather carelessly, noting that "the larger 

part of my fiction was \l'ntten lightly and with a certain haste.'r33 

Wells' life is a rags-to-riehes story. Like many Horatio Aigers he was proud of 

his successful rnoney-making ability and was prone to worry over his fiscal security; evem 

early on, however, his writings established the principle of the ascendancy of message 

over style and polish. In a sustained controversy with Henry James in the early twentieth 

century, Wells defended the use of literature toward a purpose, an idea antithetical to 

James' refined definition of artistic purity as its own end.34 From Wells' point of view, 

James, along with Shaw and Conrad, erred in the importance which they ~ave to discrete 

impression in literature relative to the underlying system which gave them meaning. 

Wells felt that these artists were "uneducated minds," that they wrote to catch the vivid 

imprint of pelccptual detail, while he wrote to pull detail together 10 system; the singular 

percept was meaningless to Wells as an isolated artistie impression; it only gained power 

as an element in a schematic plan.35 Wells, on the other hand, in his anticipation of 

Socialist Realisrn, was criticized, especially in his latter work, as a polemicist and 

propagandist whose art was sacrificed to his prophetie delusions.36 Yet, in consciously 

choosing the didactic novel, Wells prov~ ied one model of literature for the modern era, 

that of fiction written toward social change and a new social order in the utopian tradition 

of Plato, Thomas More, Roger Bacon, Swift, Butler, and Morris, but in an age whose 

32Borrello, 2. 

31Wells, Experiment, 532, 420. Wells. "My Auto-Obituary," 117. 

34Wells, Expenment, 414. Williamson, 36. 

35Wells, Expcriment, 529. 

36See, for cxarnple, H.L. Mencken, "The Late Mr. Wells," Preiudices, First Series 
(New York: Knopf, 1919),22-35. Mencken held that by 1912, Wells had sacrificed his 
art. By then he was in "obvious decay ... his days as a serious artist are ended." 



speed and sc ale demanded social reorganization at a level beyond that of the isluild or 

city-state. Warren Wagar is quite correct, in his study of the prophets of world union in 

the twentieth century, to place Wells' "biological historicism" at the cornerstone of this 

modern intellectual movement.37 Jack Williamson, in his intellectual biography of 

Wells, concluded that his ideas of world crisis, world economy, and world goycrnment 

were essential to the foundation of much of modern thought on these subjects. 1H ln his 

writings Wells is a "man with a mission"39 whose central guiding ideas remained 

remarkably stable throughout his adult life. His work can be viewcd as li whole; the 

varying emphases and topies which he elucldated reflect various aspects of his world 

vision and the impact of events throughout his life but the fundamentai guiding principles 

of his thought underlies aIl. By 1934, Wells could say that 

My life, in the faet that it has evolved a general sustaining idea has 

become, at least psychologically, a religious life; its persona is dissociated 

from the ego. My essential purpose is world vision.40 

The "system" in Wells' writing was "scientific," based on a Huxleyan evolutionary 

peIspective, inc1uding an underlying, and mostly de-emphasized, dehumanizing entropy, 

and utilizing the close observation of present trends as a base for the "scicntific" 

prognostication of future possibilities. Wells worke.J toward the developmcnt of a new 

discipline which he called "Human Ecology." The new science would take as ils point 

of departure the point at which "Analytical Science" left off--with the requircmcnt for 

synthesis--and aimed at the evaluation of what Teilhard de Chardin was to call the 

37Warren Wagar, The CIty of Man: Prophesies of a World CJvilization in Twentieth 
Century Thought (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1963), 66-72. Warren Wagar, H.O. Wells 
and the World State (Freeport: Yale UP, 1961),272. 

38Williamson, 124. 

39Wagar, H.G. Wells, 6. 

4°Wells, Experiment, 425. 
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"phenomenon of man": humanity taken as a whole scientific phenomenon in the context 

of an extended perspective of natural history.41 The new science would be studied by 

professors of "Analytic History." 

This science is a sociology. While Wells rejected the sociology of statistical 

reduction, he believed that literature could serve a large part of the sociological purpose 

by projecting utopian models for human organization.42 The other side of sociology, in 

his view, was the schematic interpretation of history closely tied to present social trends 

and the needs of social planning.43 Wells' first application of his new science, outside 

of his fiction al predictions, was in his Anticipations (1900), where he articulated the key 

themes of his subsequent work. The Anticipations called for a "New Republic," modeled 

on that of Plato, in response to the "change of scale" and the collapsing of distances in 

modern life. A new social movement would originate in a select group of like-minded 

men and women who recognized the failure of democracy and the contemporary state 

system and foresaw the inevitability of the coalescence of a World State. The 

Anticipations also prophesied an increasing rate of technological change in the twentieth 

century and included projections on the future importance of air transport, the tank, the 

submarine, and the machine gun, as weIl a~ the threat of "total war" and the increased 

power that humanity would gain in the exploitation of new sources of energy.44 

In A Modern Utopia (1905), one of his earliest fonnulations 0,( the shape of the 

World State, Wells predicted the rise of a class of Samurai, an eHte meritocracy of the 

enlightened who would lead society beyond its petty nationalism into a new world order. 

Like Plato's Guardians, Comte's eHte of technicians and priests, and Veblen's managerial 

41Wells, Experiment, 552. Pien-e Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man 
(New York: Harper, 1959), 29. 

42Wells, Expenment, Hillegas, 57-58. 

43Wells, Expcnment, 562. 

44Edwin Emery Slosson, "H.O. Wells," Six Major Prophets (Boston: Little, Brown, 
1917), 84. West, H.G. Wells, 255. H.a. Wells, Anticipations (London: Chapman and 
Hall, 19(2), ad passim. 
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class, a new technocratie and philosophical nobility would take its place in the leadership 

of a corporate hierarchical society.45 A planned social arder would arise where the 

machine would eliminate the need for physicallabor, the security of the individual would 

be guaranteed by social insurance, and the work that was done would be accomplished 

out of pleasure and an instinct for workmanship like that conceived by Morris and 

Veblen. The Samurai were to be "an aggressive order of religiously devoted men and 

women who will trace out and establish and impose a new pattern of living upon our 

race."46 Originally, Wells hoped that the British Fabian Society would be able to serve 

this purpose. 

Wells was accepted as a member of the Fabians in 1903 after being courted by 

Beatrice and Sidney Webb at the "Co-efficients" lunch club they fonned together, and 

with the sponmrship of G.B. Shaw and Graham Wallas. He had attracted the favorable 

attention of the Webbs with the socialistic future he portrayed in the Anticipations. Wells 

saon appeared as a disruptive influence in the group, however, as he attempted ta turn the 

Fabians ta his Samurai ideal. He sought ta en large the membership of the group from 

its limit of seven hundred up to ten thousand members, ta discipline its membership to 

its leadership role and ta "sexualize socialism" by sponsoring a program aimed at the 

legal emancipation and sexual liberation of women.47 The influence of the Wellsian 

platform is evidenced by the growth of a Wellsian faction and his election as a member 

of the Fabian executive in 1907. 

To Wells, as ta Marx and Engels, the family was an extension of pro pert y to sex 

4sWells, Experiment. See pages 562, on his dassification scheme for a hierarchy of 
meritorious citizen types, and 568, for conditions in the new society. 

46H.G. Wells, The Shape of Things to Come (New York: Macmillan, 1934), 431. 
H.G. Wells, A Modern UtoQill (London: Chapman and HaH, 1905), ad passim. 

47Wells, Expcnment, 400. On the Fabian period also sec: Arthur Salter, "Apo~tle of 
a World Society," in Wells, Interviews and Recollections, 71-73. On the Co-efficients 
Club see Bertrand Russell, "H.G. Wells," in Wells, Interviews and Recollectiom, 53-54; 
and David C. Smith, H.a. Wells: Desperately Mortal (New Haven: Yale UP, 1996), 
106; and William J. Hyde, "The Socialism of H.G. Wells in the Early Twcntieth 
Century," Journal of the History of Ideas 17 (1956) 2: 218. 
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relations. He feit that jealousy was alcin to Veblen's view of pecuniary emulation.48 

The Anticipations had advocated birth control and Wells was a long-time propagandist 

for its free use as a member of the Neo-Malthusians in England and a supporter (and 

lover) of Margaret Sanger in the V.S. In 1906, Wells read a paper before the Fabians on 

"Socialism and the Middle Classes" whem he argued that marriage must go with the 

downfall of competitive capitalism, private finance, and large-scale private property. In 

the same year he published In the Days of the Cornet, which advocated fcee love. His 

Samurai, in A Modem Vtopia, had a communal marriage. Wells' goals translated into 

a program which he put before the Fabians that centered on the transfer of land and 

capital to the state, equality for women, and an endowment for the public support and 

education of aIl children. This latter wou Id, in his view, provide child care by the 

community and free women economically and sexually.49 Part of this emancipation was 

toward the alleviation of the petty jealousies of sexual life as a step in the development 

of people who wouid identify with the larger group and not with the individual possession 

of objects or other people. The utopia in Men Like Gods (1922) "had not abandoned the 

family. It had enlarged and glorified the family untH it embraced the whole world."50 

In the hem of the baule in the Fabians over his radicalization program, the "Stop 

Wells" contingent Iearned that Wells, practicing what he preached, had impregnated 

Amber Reeves, the daughter of a Fabian couple split by their respective opposition and 

support of Wells. Wells was ostracized by the subsequent scandaI and his enemies 

employed it effectively against him.51 In the end, "the order of the Fabian Samurai 

perished unborn" and Wells resigned from the group Îl. September of 1908. The old 

guard, led by Sidney Webb and Shaw, made light of Wells' militant utopianism even as 

Lenin, from Wells' perspective, was evolving "an extraordinariIy similar scheme" of 

48Wells, Experiment, 397-400. 

49Wells, Experimen!, 397-410. West, B.G. Wells, 289. 

50H.G. Wells, Men Like Gods (New York: Grossett and Dunlop, 1922), 87. 

51West, H.a. Wells, 325, 332, Il. 
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centralized organization by a revolutionary eHte.52 

By the beginning of World War One, Wells had shifted his focus from British 

politics and the wranglings of Fabian socialism to the international baule 10 preserve 

democracy. He coined the phrase "the war that will end war" even as Lenin sought to 

"tum the international war into a civil war" loward the same end. Like Lenin, Wells 

anticipated the imminent arrivaI of world socialism in reaction to the crisis--the war 

would end as national states were swept into the dust bin of history to be replaced by a 

world federation of socialistic peoples.53 Wells alienated many of his leftist associates, 

however, with his view that Germany must be defeated in order for this transition to 

occur and in his consequent support for the Allies. He was no pacifist; he visited the 

front and was active in research into technology that could assist the British war effort. 

War, in any case, was an essential lever toward his envlsioned new epoch: "1 remain 

persuaded that there will have to be a last conflict to inaugurate the peace of mankind. ,,54 

In 1918, Wells worked at Crewe House as the Chainnan of the Poliey Committee for 

Propaganda in Enemy Countries but resigned when he was infonned that ~my promises 

of a "just peace" made for propaganda purposes were in no way binding on post-war 

governmemal policy.55 

At the outset of the war, Wells hoped that it would be the conflict that would 

establish a new world order; his millennial expectations prompted him to write God the 

Invisible King (1917), a deification of the system of evolution. Wells later called this his 

"theocratic phase" where, under the stresses of a "war for civilization," he sought a 

"captain of the World Republic" in order to unite the aspirations of men. In his 

autobiography, Wells disowned this religious evangelism as a regressive "falling back of 

the mind towards immaturity under the stress of dismay and anxiety" to regain the 

52Wells, Experiment, 565. West, H.G. Wells, 140. 

53Wells, Experiment, 570. 

54Wells, Experiment, 570. 

55West, H.a. Wells, 62. Smith, 238. 
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"reassurance of a child."56 But really, aside from the personalization of a redeeming 

God, his "deistic humanism" is retained throughout his subsequent works. God is the 

"racial consciousness" or "collective mind," a synthesis of the "ceIls" of men, "an 

immortal being arising out of man" whose purpose is the "attainment of clear knowledge 

as a means to more knowledge and of knowledge as a means to power. For this he must 

use human hands and brains. ,,57 

In his aUlobiography Wells regretted his wanime religious enthusiasm for Ieading 

his supporters lO think that they could rely on an externai power. While the "Invisible 

King" is "external to the individu al man," his tirst task is the "maintenance of the racial 

ward "ends that he is only beginning to apprehend."58 This God evolves with 

"." ,s finite, and is gradually coming to consciousness in the "mastery of the blind 

"ces of matter.,,59 Wells, even in his chagrin over the faise optimism of his war 

writing, always considered the World State his "religion and end" and continually assened 

that the indivldual was but a member of the "mind of the species" which would eventually 

realize itself.60 While his faith was less open for show after the war, and employed less 

ecstatic and transcendental imagery, most of the underlying tenets of Well.;;' creed were 

retained. 

To 'Wells, God was not an extemai "being" as in Christian theology, but a process 

in human development. In 1929, Wells posited that "we may be but parts of a larger 

whole, as the qlllvering cells of our living bodies are parts of us ... " which may, at death, 

56Wclls, Expcriment, 573-75. Wells evinces an awareness of Freud's view of the 
origin of 'Gnd the Father' in the feeling of "infantile heJplessness." Sigmund Freud, 
Civilizauon and Its Discontents (New York: Norton, 1961), 19. 

57 . Wells, Expenment, 573-575. H.G. Wells, God the Invisible King (New York: 
Macmillan, 1917),22,25,69,98-99. 

58Wells, God, 85, 107, 99. 

59Wells, Got!, 108. 

6°Wells, Experiment, 643. 
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merge again into the "universal ~tream."b1 In The Open Conspiracy (1928), Wells 

argued that "our immortality is conditioned [on our behavior) and lies in the race and n()~ 

in our individu al selves."62 In his 1934 depiction of The Shape of Things to Come, 

Wells forecast that mankind would become "a colonial organism as uny branching coral 

or polyp." "A confluence of wills" would lead to a "common consciousness. "Ill What 

Wells objected to most was the idea of a "power beyond your own which excuses you 

from your duty. Utopia says, Do not leave things at ail." To Wells, sinc~ the eye of God 

is given sight by the progressive adaptation of humanity, and is actualized in evolution, 

man cannot leave things to God but must realize God in himself. Evolution is u blind 

process until the mind of man cornes to realize itself and to direct its self-education.M 

The "change of seule" which Wells foresaw in his Anticjpations led w the "raec 

between education and catastrophe" which he invoked and hoped to ameliorate in sorne 

small way in The Outline of History (1920). The inter-war period for Wells WOlS 

dominated t,y this race. Mankind's power to destroy civllization and ultimately himself 

as a species had outstripped his social evolution--the change l!l scale of warfure alone 

demanded a corresponding shift in the scale and intensity of socml organization. In his 

1903 story, "The Land lronclads," Wells exposed sorne of the Imphcations of tank 

warfare; in The War in the Air (1908), he foresaw massive air bombardments; and in 

1914, with The World Set Free, the bombardment became nuclear and prompted a 

"Parliament of the World" and the abolition of war in a startling anticipation of the 

notions of the nuclear umbrella and deterrence. 

From the onset of the war up to the year of his death, Wells preached the religion 

of world unit y and the politics of the World State. Hl~ .... nti-utopian novels had earlier 

61H.G. Wells, The Way the World is Gcmg (London: Ernest Benn, 1928), 322. 

62Wells, The Open COl1spiracy, 143. 

63Wells, The Shape, 428-430. 

b4Wells, Men Llke Gods, 106. 
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presented the prospective result of the failure to educate humanity to cooperation; they 

are genre catastrophes in which man does not adapt to the new conditions. WeIl sian 

utopias also contain the catastrophic crisis, as in The World Set Free, Men Like Oods, 

and The "Nar of the Worlds, where the cataclysm, when surpassed, leads to a utopian 

denouement.65 The challenge ta humanity is essential to its evolution, it demands an 

adaptive response--without the hurdles that confront progress, social degeneration would 

occur as it did for the Eloi in The Time Machine. Wells has been called a precursor of 

existeiltialism for his extension of the Darwinian pen:pective on pain and struggle as the 

selective mechanism by which evolution proceeds for both the individuai and the 

collective; man makes himself in struggle.66 Catastrophe, often blind, and accidentaI 

like the dialectical impetus behind Darwinian evolution, provides a unifying challenge and 

a catharsi'i of natural, instinctuai responses leaving civilized adaptations in place as the 

foundation of a new arder. Psychologically, for the writer of the catastrophic tale with 

an utopian ending, the shattering of the old society may be very satisfying as an artistic 

expression; it makes aIl the struggles and flUstrations of mundane existence quite pe~ty 

and provides a millennial outlook which pulls one out of present angst in a forward

looking postponement of action--everything will be resolved in the end. Wells identified 

with Roger Bacon in his pre-vision and impotence: "1 play at being such a an as he 

was, a man aItogether lonely and immediately futile, a man lit by a vision of the world 

still sorne centuries ahead, convinced of its urgency and powerless to bring it nearer." 

In the face of the harsh attacks of literary critics, and a general Iack of popular 

enthusiasm for his laœr works, this must have been a comforting perspective for Wells.67 

In The Outline of History Wells appHes ~hallenge and !"e3ponse to history as a 

65Patrick Parrinder, "H.O. Wells and the Fiction of Catastrophe," Renaissance and 
Modern Studies 28 (1984): 53. 

66Borrello, 66. 

67Wells, Experiment, 623. Malcolm Crawley gives evidence of Wells' post-war 
eclipse; he criticized Wells as a naive pre-war, optimistic utopian whose falth had 
outlived itself. See his "Outline of Wells' History," New Republic 81 (Nov. 14, 1934): 
23. 
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whole. as weB as to the civilizations which make it up. While Arnold Toynbee employed 

his Challenge and Response paradigm to the specifie rise and faU of his twenty-six 

independent civilizations, and then to the world as a whole in its present crisis, Wells 

began with the concept of racial unit y and emphasized the diffusion of adaptations 

throughout the speeies; Wells took the foreshortened view of the apocalyptic challenge 

to the species as a whole as his starting point and the particular challenges to societies 

as incidents in that total evolutionary process. To Wells, civilization has occurred more 

in specifie periods than in distinct units. The evolution of civilization as a whole 

culminated for both with the challenge to the modern West, which, it almosl goes without 

saying, would determine the fate of the world as a whole. 

Evolution, again, shifts to social evolution with civilization, and occurs through 

education in a eommon beHef system. To Wells, modem knowledge, particularly in the 

physical and biological sciences, made earlier thought obsolete. The common cosmology 

which had united the West, the Bible, had served as a "general history of Mankind" but 

it had "lost hold ... [and] nothing has arisen to take its place"; th erefore , "our modern 

communities are no longer cemented."68 While this expresses a general malaise of 

modernity, clearly Wells in his Salvaging of Civilization (1921), The Outline, and 

subsequent works ~s responding to post-war despair. As a vigorous proponent first of the 

"war to end war," and th en the League of Nations, which he felt was born disfigured by 

nationalism, Wells sharply experienced a sense that the accomplishm.!nts of civilization 

were threatened by dissolution and revers ion to barbarism. The revolution to socialism 

and the biological adaptation required at this stage of evolution were one and the same; 

the means of transition would be universal education for world citizenship. What was 

required, in Wells' view, was a "Bible of Civilization," a new "idea of place 111 the 

world," a "new story of Genesis," with "rules of Life," and "Books of Conduct and 

Wisdom," as the basis for a new global enlightenment. Toward this end of a common 

history for humanity and a patriotism for world eitizenship, Wells wrote The Outlinc of 

68H.G. Wells, The Salvaging of Civilization (New York: Macmillan, 1922), 103-104. 
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Historv.69 

Wells shared the hope that Kant expressed in his "Idea for a Universal History 

from a Cosmopolitan Point of View" (1784), that "after many refonnative revolutions, a 

cosmopolitan condition ... will come into being as the womb wherein aIl the original 

capacities of the human race can develop."70 Kant helL that a univers al history was an 

essential means to this end. Any schema l'Jf history is a cOh~truction of man and not a 

final truth, which is ultimately unknowable. Because of ths it is inevitable that the 

historian aims his work toward the achievement of his goal ,md includes the goal as an 

integral thread through his scheme. 

lt is strange and apparently silly to wish to write a 

history in accordance with an Idea of how the course 

of the world must be if it is to lead to certain rational 

ends. It seems that with such an Idea only a romance 

could be written. Nevertheless, if one may assume that 

Nature, even in the play of human freedom, works not 

without a plan or purpose, this Idea could still be 

of use. Even if we are too blind to see the secret 

mechanism of its working, this Idea may still serve 

as a guiding thread for presenting as a system ... what 

would otherwise be a planless conglomeration of human 

actions.71 

"Even in the play of hum an freedom" is key to Wellsian faith in education al 

69Wells, The Salvaging, 104-105,107,113, 138,196. Wells, The Way, 5. 

7°Immanuel Kant, "Ideas Towards a Universal History from a Cosmological Point of 
View", On History, Ed. Lewis White Beek (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1963), 23. 

71Kant 24. 
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progressivism. The play of freedom is Platonic: "Justice is Wisdom.'072 As man 

realizes the Good, is educated to it by a Samurai class, he will act in il. The union of 

wills, aIl acting in mutual recognition of the common good, is to be the foundation of the 

"collective mind"; in its realization of the history of human progrcss and the present 

threats to its continuance, it will aet in unison to choose the correct (necessarily 

progressive) path into the future. Human freedom, in this sense, is the freedom of the 

morally educated to choose in accord with a reasoned truth or to follow a General Will, 

like that of Rousseau. 

A universal history, according to Kant, must be essentiaIly teleological; in 

exposing a progressive thread in history it provides a guide to the actions of the 

enlightened toward a hoped-for future. In this sense universal history is predictive; il 

establishes a line of development which extends indefinitely into the future and by which 

one can judge one' s actions. Wells attempted to make his world history a history for aIl 

men of aIl races and locales; he sought to coordinate a vision of past unit y and the intcr

development of the hum an race; he sought to promote into the future an ever-increasing 

consciousness of this unit y as a guide to personal and political action. His vision of the 

past and future interact in the present as a Kantian Moral Imperative. 

The Outline of History charts the origin of the species and presents a Freudian 

perspective on the childhood of the race. The origins of consciousness and the foundatio/1 

of society lie in the recognition of a power outside the self, the primaI father.73 The fear 

of the wrath of the tribal father instills taboos in avoidance of his anger which prove to 

be the origin of religious consciousness. While Wells deals at sorne length wah the 

movement of peoples and the development of social a:ld politieal structures, his history 

72Plato, Plato':, Republic (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1974), 24. 

73Wells, The Outline, 94. H.a. Wells, A Short History of the World, Rev. Ed., 
Raymond Postgate and a.p. Wells (New York: Penguin, 1965),37. Freud's Totem and 
Taboo preceded the Outline by seven years. Wells' views 0/1 the evolution of 
consciousness also parallel the mature perspective of Carl Jung on the importance of the 
collective unconscious--see Wells, The Outline, 304. 

, 
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repudiates the nation-state and its "batdes and kings" as the primary locus of 

development. From the first, Wells aimed at grasping the evolution of a religious 

consciousness as the fundamental element of human pro!:,Tfess. Beginning with the advent 

of primitive religion, "the history of mankind .. .is a history of more or less blind endeavors 

to conceive a common purpose in relatton 10 which aIl men may live happily, and to 

ereate and develop a common consciOl,sness and a corn mon stoek of knowledge which 

will serve and illuminate that purpose."74 In the development of a civilization, a 

"community of obedience" to the will of the primaI father or an elite, be it of king and 

aristocracy or of a priestly class, gives way to a "community of will" as the externally 

imposed compact is internalized or socialized and a rational understanding of the common 

social interest cornes to dominate. A community of will, in the end, makes most state 

funetions unnecelisary due to the broad social consensus which cornes to reign in the 

behavior of the citizenry.75 In The Outline, Wells depicts the rise of social 

consciousness and the crystallization of the communities of will as the unifying foci of 

history. 

A major awakening of the "free intelligence of mankind" occurred in the Classical 

Age in Greece \\ohere Plato first conceived of the idea of "willfully and completely 

recasting human conditions." Henceforth, thought, freed from a subservience to historical 

conditions, dogmas and the current social hegemony of ideas. cou Id orient itself to the 

future.76 Wells claimed that earlier thought was imbedded in images akin to dreams; 

thought was "lIndlrected" like that of primitive men according to Jung's psychology of 

the lInconscious. Post-PlatonÎC thought was freed as "directed thought," which aimed at 

educatIon in self-knowledge and, From there, conscious social construction. This 

awakening thus marked, for W~lls, the shift to the evolutionary movement that Huxley 

74Wells, The Outline, 104. 

75Wells, The Outline, 843. 

76Wclls, The Outline, 204, 300. 
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saw as possible in civilization.77 

At the same time the Hebrew mind "awoke suddenly to the endless miseries and 

disorder of life, saw that these miseries and disorders were largely due to the lawless aets 

of men, and concluded that salvation cou Id only come through subduing ourselves to the 

service of the one God."78 While the Greeks approached the problem of self-knowledge 

and the community as a rational enquiry into right-living, the Jews employed monotheislll 

to the same end. Wells' history rings with evangclism over this shift to sclf

subordination. one never yet fully realized historically but the essential dut y of man. In 

the upward movement from thr unconsciousness of the animal world to the racial and 

tribal self-consciousness of primitive man and then to the individual consciousness, therc 

was a sense of the "inevitable tragedy of self-seeking" and the inadequacy of merl.: 

individuality which provoked, ultimately, the subordination of self t,) law for the Hebrews 

and to the polis for the Greeks.79 

Equally significant in terms of the advancement of conscÎousness and in "close st 

harmony with modern ideas" was the rise of Buddhism in India. Wells argued that 

Buddhism closely reflected the findings of modern biology; it certainly mirrored his own 

religious viewpoint. Wells rejected the "immortality religions" of the West as faiths for 

the modern era; the immortality found in Buddhism, however, fit weIl with his own ideas 

on the relations between the self and the whole, "the merger of the narrow globe of the 

individual experience in a wider being."80 This, of course, was his goal for evolution, 

the loss of the personal pronoun to something greater th an self. The other advantage of 

Buddhism over traditional Western faiths was its lack of a jealous God, the zealous 

torturer he had feared and hated in his youth.81 There is an interesting irony In Wells' 

77Wells, The Outline, 304. 

78Wells, The Outline, 305. 

79Wells, The Outline, 305-308. 

8°Wells, The Outline, 361-362. 

8lWells, The Outline, 375-376. 
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one major objection to Buddhism: the religion \I:ü~ 'stagnated ali~ corrupted" by its 

(~yclical conception of history. 82 It is just this feature of Eastern religious thought which 

would provc to be so attractive to later world historians such as Toynbee and Sorokin. 

It could be argued that the Buddhist seeks Wells' end goal of evolution in tlle present ~s 

an internai evolution; in Wells' mind the transformative loss of self must b~ historical and 

firmly Bed 10 a vision of humanity's technologie al progress to :tn age of material 

plenty.83 This may be due in part to his early deprivations, hi~ ·Western cultural bias and 

again, to the pattern of his own life. Clearly he embrdccd Freud's use of ontogeny 

recapitulating phylogeny and the cultural legacy of Judeo-Christianity, especially the 

linear conception of time. Only in the final adult~,ood of the race would reason and 

religious self-subordination rule in the relations be'ween men. As he put it, "The history 

of our race and the personal religious experienc f, run so closely parallel as to seem to a 

modern observer almost the same thing. Tha~ .. .is the outline of history."84 

To Wells, Jesus the Nazarene was a man who preached the renunciation of self 

as its own reward; self-sacrifice and doing for others were the Kingdom of Heaven, in 

process, in the world. Jesus was a progre:lsive! Like Wells he struck out at narrow 

patriotism I1d the bonds of the nuclear famB)' in favor of the brotherhood of mankind. 

He did this in the face of the priestly dogmatism of the Pil~risees who u1dmately crushed 

him just as his own priestly followers would distort and u:lft:..mine his message. The 

major advance of Christianity, its catholicism, its open universalism, its idea of self

subordination without regard for polis, nation, or people, mark It as the first naseent and 

fumbling conception of the Universal State.85 Wells wrote sympathetically of the idea 

of the "peace of Christ on Earth" coordinated by the early ehurch and aimed, in his view, 

at world govcrnment. This idea was distorted from the start, however, by Paul' s 

82Wells, .The Olltline, 378, 362. 

83Wells, The Outline, 1094-1098. 

84Wells, The Outline, 507. 

85Wells, The Outline, 654, 812. 
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invocation of the messiah and the priestly machinations of conservative dogmutists 

culminating with the abortion of Christianity at the Council of Nicea.86 

While humankind's evolution of consciousness was essentially toward the 

subordination of self to ever larger unities under religious systems, a parallei development 

took place politically as the hegemony of polilical organization enlarged with the progress 

of technology and the techniques of social organization. Wells bucked the popular 

opinion of his day in his low judgement of the "great men," the conquerors, empire 

builders, and heroes of history. He pointed to Alexander to illustrate the impediments in 

the sustained expansion of civilized hegemonies. Ever since Alexander, "hum an thought 

has been haunted by the possible politieal unit y of the race. "S7 His reason for the failure 

of the West and the world in general to achieve this unit y are predictable. Alexander 

acted as an egotist and not in subordination to any perception of collective will. 

The fall of Rome is another example of the failure of a social organization 10 

successfully adapt. According to Wells, Rome's prostration occurred due to the 

degeneration of its mental life; the inventions of the Greeks, like Hero's steam engine, 

were ignored or forgotten; there was no knowledge of life beyond the empire, of lands 

beyond the frontiers, of patterns of migrations occurring. And again, Caesarism in a 

community of obedience rather than a general will predominated.88 In addition, the 

empire was "saddled by a class of rich men who were creditors" but, like Veblen's 

pecuniary class, had no relation to production, invention, or any gainful activity but actcd 

as parasites on the system who could calI up capital and disrupt economic 

arrangements.89 Directed intelligence by the leaders of society illlo th~se areas of 

ignorance were the appropriate but neglected means of mamtaining the Empire as a 

universal state. Wells repudiated Glbbon's complacent optimism that such an outcome 

86Wells, The Outline, 499-522. 

87Wells, The Outline, 492. 

88Wells, The Outline, 466-467. 

89Wells, The Outline, 552. 
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cou Id not reeur in the modern West. Waste, ignorance, and economic inefficiency on an 

analogous pattern existed in the present "deflection of the profits of progress" to warfare 

and business competition rather than to education for citizenship. Moreover, Wells' 

attitude toward cvolution contained the possibility of the reemergence of barbarism, now 

from within.90 

The Olltline charts the idea of the unit y of mankind through Chinese, Arabie, and 

Christian cultures as a progressive realization of corn mon hllmanity, again paralleling his 

own life experience, and culminating in Enlightenment rationalism and the rise of modern 

science, especially Darwinian biology. The Outline of History maps the progress of an 

idea in the past but clearly aimed to be an outline for the future: a common realization 

of the central theme of history that would lead to its actualization in the unified World 

State. 

Wells' subsequent work was dominated by attempts to lead in the development 

of his self-conscious Samurai class through an "open conspiracy" of scientific and 

functional men in alliance with a worldwide intelligentsia of those who could perceive 

and orient themselves to the common goal of humanity. In The Open Conspiracy (1928), 

Wells attempted to summarize his mature perspective and to present a "scheme for aIl 

human conduct." The conspiracy was to result in the awakening of mankind from the 

"nightmare of the struggle for existence and the inevitability of war," as such it wou Id 

directly counter the fascist ideology growing on the continent.91 In addition to 

producing a "Bible" for the future civilization and eventually a complete encyclopedia to 

provide the common "mental background of every intelligent man in the world,,,92 the 

conspiracy wOllld reconsecrate daily life. It would adapt old rituals and in vent new ones 

for the new binding religion. Wells proposed "meetings for mutuaI reassurance, 

9OWells, The Outline, 817-825. 

9lWells, The Open Conspiracy, viii, 196. 

92Wells, World Brain, 20. 
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confession and prayer, self-dedication sacraments and seasons of fast and meditation"; aIl 

old patterns of worship must be "modemized or replaced by modern equivalents."93 

This religious conspiracy is inherently undemocratic; the World State would not 

be voted into being. Only a few people realize "scientific" truth and are willing to 

dedicate themselves to the realization of historical ends. These individuals fornl a naturai 

elite.94 Wells' elitism and pessimism over the future of libeml democracy mirrored the 

views of continental fascism. Sovereignty, to Wells, did not rest atomistically in the 

arithmetical calculation of the will of the people but in "that common impel'iOtUlI will and 

sense of necessity" which is best recognized scientifically. It lies in the racial mind, a 

"merger of sovereignty" which is best interpreted by the most intuitive, insightful and 

scientific members of the social body.95 Liberalism, at any rate, has failed to respond 

to modem imperatives. The oId-style democratic rise of freedoms has contributed to a 

"world wide detachrnent of individuals from codes and controls, subjugation and 

responsibilities, functions and duties. 1 suggest that this process of dissolution is at an 

end, and that mankind is faced--is challenged--by the need for reorganization and 

reorientation .. ," Liberal capitalism is not a defensible system, it is the "absence of a 

system"; it has reached a point of disorder which demands resolution and the only 

solution is a religious one,96 Wells felt that the Communists and fascists were driven 

by an essentially "religious passion," one that he shared with them. Even as he affirmed 

anti-democratic principles and millennial anticipations of a new scientific social order in 

common with the fascists and Communists, he sought a middle way, a pre-Marxian 

socialism which would avoid class war, and racial and national divisions, through the 

93Wells, The Open Conspiracy, 117. 

94Wells, The Way the World Is Going, 3, 43, 63, 66. 

95H.G. Wells, The World Set Fr~e (New York: Dutton, 1914), 178. Wells, The 
Salvaging, 14, 

96Wells, Experiment, 142. Wells, The \\jly the World Is Going, 110. 
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evolution of the rule of an international Comtean elite.97 

The Samurai discipline of this elite wou Id be that of self-immersion. They would 

work rigorously toward the sublimation of ego to the race, and their devotion to this task 

would justify them to aet as the mouthpiece of the racial consciousness, as the interpreters 

of the needs of the race at each evolutionary juncture. The shift to the World State would 

be a shift in religious consciousness, like that which occurred in the spread of Christianity 

or Islam. "The World State must begin, it can only begin. as a propagandistic cult."98 

Trained as educators toward the common good, the Samurai would systematize this 

education for aH, they would "catch and domestieate the ego at an early stage and train 

it for purposes greater than itself. "99 In the end, the edueational system would, ideally, 

make government superfluous. In Men Like Goos (1922), the state has "withered away" 

and "our education is our govemment. . .there is no rule nor government needed by adult 

utopians because aIl the rule ~nd govemment the y need they have in childhood and 

youth."IOO 

By the late 1930's, Wells was growing increasingly pessimistic of the World State 

ever coming into being. His Manichean invocations to "adapt or perish" became harsher 

as he noted lhe extinction of other species due to hum an mismanagement and the rise of 

new and restrictIve conceptions of the "chosen people," especially that of the Nazis. The 

"change of scale" and "abolition of distance" of man's technologie al progress in 

97Wells, The Way the World Is Going, 49. "We may be only in the opening phase 
of this sort of pohtical religiosity ... " In his autobiography Wells discussed his distaste for 
Marx; he rejected class war, "the simple panacea of that stuffy, ego-centered and 
malicious theonst." Wells, Experiment, 143. In H.a. Wells, The New World Order 
(New York: Knopf, 1940), 35, Wells argued that the idea of c1ass war was a "perversion 
of the world drive toward collectivism." 

9!!Wells, The Salvaging, 24-25, 37. 

'J9Wells, The Shape, 428. Education would seek to "establish a new complete 
ideology and a ncw spint which would induce the individual to devote himself and to 
shape all his activuies to one definite purpose, ta the attainment and maintenance of a 
progressive world sociahsm." Wells, The Shape, 398. 

JOoWells, Men Like Gods, 80. 
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unrestrained capitalism threatened the world ecosystern as a whole. Wells noted increases 

in deforestation, desertification, the exhaustion of resources and the "killing off of whales, 

seals and a multitude of rare and beautiful species, (which ends inl destroying the morale 

of every social type and devastating the planet."101 Until the crisis was resolved, Wells 

predicted the increased use of drugs, a refusaI of sorne people to procrea te, increases in 

suicides and eventually, a new "Dark Ages" . ï the "corning barbarism."I02 Wells feh 

that he was drowning unheard in a "sea of unconscious ignorance" that mu~t be overcome 

or el se "we shall destroy each other."\03 

Even as he grew more pessimistic as to hurnanity's ability to adapt and avoid 

extinction, Wells worked toward the organization of the United Nations and in 1940 

called for a new worldwide Declaration of the Rights of Man to be recognized as central 

to the Allies' war aims. Wells was instrumental in the development of the "Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights" which was ultimately adopted by the U.N. 104 As in 

World War One, he hoped that the war would be the fulcrum for a new world order; this 

was tied to a dualistic sense that if the World State failed to be implemented, the war 

might be a step toward the end of humanity. 

Wells' last work, Mind at the End of Hs Tether (1945), is a desperate restatement 

of his main theses writt~n in the pessimism of his illness in the last years of his life. He 

feh that the human race truly approached its doom. There was, he said, a mindless evil 

in human nature that had yet tn be conquered and that threatened the dissolution of 

lOlWells, The New World Order, 19-23. Wells closed The Outline, 1098, with a piea 
to save other species from extinction. 

102H.G. Wells, The Fate of Homo Sapiens (London: Secker and Warburg, 1939),308-
312. 

lO3Wells, The Fate, 280-281. 

lO4Wells, The New World Order, 105. Smith, xii. 
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civilization. 105 David Smith has interpreted the work differently th an most scholars. 

He concluded that Wells feh that the ordinary man of the past was indeed at the e Ild of 

his tether, only the new man could adapt to the new age and the World State and survive 

this "age of confusion."!06 Smith's position is attractive when one grasps the overall 

coherence of Wells intellectual life, but the tone of the work is decidedly one of bleak 

pessirnism about man's future prosçects. Wells died of cancer in 1946, soon after the 

publication of his last volume. 

H.G. Wells was not an historian in the academic sense of the term. No 

professional historian would have the audacity to write an outline of univers al history 

based upon slich a limited use of secondary source material, complete laek of formaI 

training, and rmnirnal study of earlier attempts. Wells' perspective on world development 

was that of a bD Id pamphleteer; he was first and foremost a propagandist whose unstudied 

use and contortÎon of fact followed the thread of his millennial anticipations. His 

religious dualism prompted him to propound evolutionary imperatives to such an extent 

that even bcfore the publication of The Dutline he was rightly critieized for his 

"Messianic dellision."107 

As Jack Williamson has noted, Wells, despite his inadequaey for the task, was the 

first to consistently apply the science of organic evolution, ecology, and Social Darwinism 

to a chronoIoglcally developed world history and as a prospectus on future development. 

It almost gocs without saying that he also defined the realm of discourse for modern 

science fiction. lOS In the fifst haif of the twentieth century, this discourse was in good 

part a reaction to a perceived Wellsian optimism about the new world order. Authors like 

!05Warren Wagar presents an evocative picture of Wells' despair: Wagar, H.a. Wells, 
21. H.a. Wells, Mind at the End of Its Tether (London: William Heinemann, 1945), et 
passim. 

!06Smith, 457. 

I07Mencken, 28. 

108Williamson, 6. 
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Orwell, Zamyatin, Aldous Huxley, E.M. Forster allt! William Golding reacted aguinst 

Wells' prospect of a scientific bureaucracy which they suw as technocratie totalitarianisJ1\. 

As Orwell put it in 1941, "much of what Wells has imagined and worked for is physically 

there in Nazi Germany."IIJ9 Despite his early distopian works, including The Time 

Machine, The First Men in the Moon, and When the Sleeper Wukes, Wells was 

condemned for a naive Victorian progressivism, in which he never really believed, by 

those most in his debt. I1O 

Wells was an enormously popular public figure in his day. He maintained a wide 

network of relationships with many of the most important British and American 

intdlectuals and politicalleaders of his limes, from Arthur Balfour and Lord Beaverbrook 

to Leonard and Virgmia Woolf, Joseph Conrad, a.K. Chesterton, William James, Walter 

Lippman, Bertrand Russell, Maxim Gorky, and Charlie Chaplin. Malcom Crowley argued 

in 1934 that "by the time he was fort) his influence was wider than any other living 

English writer."I11 Wells met vvith four V.S. presidents and mamtained a fricndly 

correspondence with FraI1klin Delano Roosevelt. He toured the world. lAC debated wuh 

Lenin in the Kremhn ln 1920 and with S talin in 1934, on the World S tate, the corn mon 

interests of aIl mankind and particularly of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. in the upcoming 

age, and what he saw as the Soviet errors of class struggle, and under Stalin, the 

repression of dissent. 112 

109George Orwell, "Wells, Hitler and the World State," CoHected Essays. Journalism 
and Letters of George Orwell, 4 Vols., Snnia Orwell and lan Angus, Eds. (London, 
Secker and Warburg, 1968),2: 143. 

l1°Hillegas, 56-57, and ad passim. 

l11Crowley, 22. Orwell, 143. Orwell asserted that, "1 doubt whether anyone who was 
writing books between 1900 and 1920, at any rate in the English language, influenced the 
young so much ... The mind of all of us ... would be perceptibly dlfferent if Wells had never 
existed." Bertrand Russell claimed that Wells dld more than any other figure tD 
popularize British socialism. Russell, 55. DavIJ Smith concurs in th1<; asc.,essment. 
Smith,311. 

1l2West, H.a. Wells, 133-134. For Wells' account of the meetIngs: Experiment, 665-
667. 
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William McNeill has called Wells a "brilliant amateur" for his The Outline of 

History.1I3 The work was never meant as a text for the professional or the specialist; 

Wells saw himsclf as an "outsider" who, because of his distance from the minutia of 

scholarship, ClJuld encapsulate the breadth and meaning of history in a way which the 

insider could not.114 The Outline was meant to replace national histories as the basis 

for education in the schools; it was wri~ten as a history for the common man. As such, 

The Outline reads Hke a Reader's Digest of worla history; deliberately popular in tone, 

the work Îll no way matches the scholarly level of other studies to be reviewed in ·his 

volume. 115 John K.A. Farrell, in a thoughtful evaluation of Wells as an historian, noted 

that while his "conception is magnificent, his history is suspect," "subject to telescoping 

distortions" and an "inability to distinguish prejudice from facto ,,116 This is 

incontrovertibly true. Not only is his emphasis skewed by the dominance of his thesi\l 

and his lack of detailed knowledge of his subject, but The Outline is full of gaps through 

the omission of sorne of the essential personalities of history. There is no mention 

whatever, for instance, of Shakespeare or Erasmus, and the orig1ns of modern socialism 

are found excIusively in Robert Owen--Saint Simon, Comte, and Fourier did not rate 

inclusion. Farrell also noted that Wells was "Ltdifferent to documentation."lI7 Wells 

wrote with the Encyclopedia Brittannica at his elbow, he relied extensively on Gibbon, 

Carlyle, Plutarch, the Bible, and popular works of the day. Despite Wells' omissions, 

I\3WIlliam H. McNeill, "Sorne Assumptions of Toynbee's Study of History," The 
Intent of Toynbee's Hist.QIY, Edward T. Gargan, Ed. (Chicago: Loyola UP, 1961), 32. 

114Wells. Experiment. 556. 

115Christophcr Dawson called Wells a "compiler," but one with historie al vision and 
a talent for synthe sis. Dawson, 359. 

116John K.A. Farrell, "H.G. Wl!lls as an Historian," University of Windsor Review 2 
(1967): 49. Farrell can himself be rather shallow in his assertions. On page 47 he 
wrongly claims that Wells believed in inevitable progress to utopia before the First World 
War; actually Wcllsian progressivism was always to sorne degree quali5ed. 

\17 FarreIl. 48. 
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errors of detail, and inappropriate use of sources, Arnold Toynbee hniled the grand 

conception of The Outline as a "magnificent intellectual achievement"; to Toynbee the 

main flaw in the work was in its lack of connection b~tween the macrOCOSI11, of progress, 

and the microcosm of indivldual personalities, deHuls, and e lents. 118 

Wellsian world history prefigures in many ways the perspective demonstratcd by 

the neo-progressivism of William H. McNeill in his tour de force, The Rise of the Wc!'!t 

(1963). In 1934 Wells called his outline a "story of communications and increasing 

interdependence"; 119 c1early this is also the central theme in McNeill's work. Both 

emphasize the progressive development of mankind as a whole--the race is one from day 

one. Both have a primary concem with the history of human and environmental ecology, 

as in McNeill's Plagues and Peoples.\20 Both chart the progress of technological and 

cultural diffusion in space, between peoples, and in time, in the cumulatIve nature of 

human invention and culture--the main the me in The Rise of the West. Both find a 

cultural junctllre in the rapid development of technology, a change in econllmic scale, and 

a corresponding growth of goo/ernmental organization in response ta the se conditions. 

They depict the emergence of the 'military-industrial complex' lied to an outmoded 

nationalism and warn, as McNeill does in The Pursuit of Power (1982), of ilS pOlential 

for mass destruction. Both Wells and McNeill emphasize the 'horizon point' which these 

developments produce in the twentieth century and argue that their resolution can only 

be along internationallines. Both write history as the progressive consolidation of human 

units through the spread of technology and education, and both qualify this process by 

118Arnold 1. Toynbee, A Study of Hislory, 2 Vols., abridged by D.C. Somervell (New 
York: Oxford UP, 1957), 1: 238. 

1\9Wells, Experiment, 613. 

110ln addition to discussing plagues and thclr effects on the Roman Empire, Welh 
notes of the Black Death that "Never was there so c1ear a warl1lng to seek knowledge and 
cease from bickcring, to unite aga1l1st the dark powers of nature." Weil.." The OutIIllC, 
713. Modern mobihty makes thI~ even more prc~~lng a~ epldcmics can more ea.,lly 
become worldwlde. Wells, The Outline, 1092. ThIS is e~sentially the mC'i\age III 

McNeill' s Plaglle~ and Peoples. 
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documenting potential catastrophes in the future, and horizon pointll In the past. 

Admittedly thcir progre~sivism is poles apart in many ways: McNeill's liberalism resists 

the imposition of any WeIl sian technocratie Samurai; he wou Id celebrate the virtues of 

cult'Jral pluralism and in his later work repudiate Wells' invocations of religious 

commumty. 

Despitc HS inadequate scholarship, the imponance of The Outline lies in its 

introduction of so many now commonplace elements to broad numbers of people who had 

not been exposcd to them previously. The Outline of History was the most popular work 

of history wnttcn Hl the flrst half of the twentieth century, selling a million copies by 

1931 and over two million in all.121 John Barker daims that The Outline was tt,:! most 

populilf and one of the must influential works of history ever written.122 Wells 

introduced for many people the nùtions of the World State, and the "abolition of distance" 

and "change of scale" implications of modern technology. He presented the ideas, first 

of a League of Nations and then of a United Nations with a universal bill of human 

rights. He exposed an historical view of Jesus, the importance of Eastern religion, and 

a MaIthllSlan Vlew of modern population dynamics along with a then-controversial 

advocacy of the free use of binh control and family planning toward the sexual 

emancipauon of women. As Warren Wagar has pointed out, what was radical in Wells 

has bcen so thOrollghly digested by the modern West as to seern "platitudinous" in 

retrospect. Wagar assens that Wells "conditioned early twentieth century minds to think 

in terms of cata~trophe."123 The other side of potential destruction was of course the 

long-term education which Wells delivered and which conditioned his contemporaries to 

I21Warren Wagar, Books in World History (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1973), 21. 

122John Barkcr, The S1iperhistorians; Makers of Our Past (New York: Scribners, 
1982),300-310. 

123Wagar, ItG. Wells, 270. 
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think in tenns of international organization. l24 Wells typifies many of the themes and 

trends which are confronted by the majority of twentieth-century world historians, from 

the need for education toward international order to his religious conception of hurnanity's 

destiny and the challenges it must overcome in order ta rcalize itself. What appears to 

us as platitude in Wells was once startlingly new to many; perhaps the fact that so many 

of his ideas remain clichés testifies to the tenacity of their influence as weil as our own 

lack of distance in examining their ,'" :!ate historical significance. 

124As his son Anthony West said of Wells during his inter-war period: "While my 
father was unquestionably boring the majority he was doing as much as any man thcn 
living to create the climate of opinion in the middle ground that was to make the creatIOn 
of the United NatIons and the establishment of the European Economie.; Community an 
inevitable part of the peacekeeping process at the end of World War Two." West, II.G. 
Wells, 132. 
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THE PROBLEM OF OSWALD SPENGLER 

My friend, the times that antecede 

Our OWI1 are books safely protected 

By seven seals. What spirit of the time you calI 

Is but the scholar' s spirit, after aIl, 

In which times past are now reflected. 

Goethe 's Faust l 

Every idea that is possible at aIl is a mirror of 

the being of its author. Oswald Spengler 

The whole of hi~tory is the refutation by experiment 

of the prindple of the so-called "moral world order." 

Friedrich Nietzsche3 

For Oswald Spengler historical truth was but an intuited abstraction. To him 

history was a personai realization of the a priori essence of culture. More than any other 

historian to be examined in this volume Spengler saw himself as an artist and a 

philosopher as weIl as a 'naturalist: His epochai world history of culture was his 

expression of a grand symphonie tragedy and his articulation of this tragedy was to him 

IWalter Kaufmann, Trans. and Ed., Goethe's Faust (New York: Anchor, 1961), 1, 
1, 575-579. 

20swald Spengler, The Decline of the West, 2 Vols., Trans. Charles Frallds Atkinson 
(New York: Knopf, 1926, 1928), 1: 381. 

lFnedrich Nietzsche, Ecco Homo, The Portable Nietzsche, Walter Kaufmann, Ed. 
(New York.: Viking, 1968),660. 
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but an echo of the last climactic notes that presaged the silence of a doomed culture-soul. 

The Decline of the WèSt (1918, 1922) reads like an epic poem: there is virtually no 

consistent narrative of any history; there is no recourse to empirical fact to evaluate 

perceived patterns or to define the reality of mtuited cultural wholes. Instead, The 

Decline is an artistic articulation of despair and a vioknt attack on dvilization in the 

West. Spengler's closed cycles of cultural emergence and downfall contain the frozcn 

fascination of compelling tragedy, where an inevltably unfolding destin y prescribes the 

actions of the players toward the dramatic glories of their deaths. Alone among the 

important world historians of the twentieth century, Spengler anticipated the fall of the 

West without issue, survivors, or any contribution toward a meaningful future. 

However one may criticize Oswald Spengler's morphology of cultures it must be 

admitted that Spengler set the central problems in the discourse of world history for the 

twentieth century to which ail subsequent world historieal paradigms had 10 respond. 

Spengler's definition of the identity of culture has been a central probll!m throughout the 

century. To him culture was a self-contained monad whose internai rhythms provided the 

central dynamic of world history and to whom external influences could only be 

ephemeral and incidental to its internaI unity. His distinctIon between cÏvihzation and 

culture, based on the widely-held sense that the later stages of uny Cl vilizauon are 

decadent, over-civilized, limited by the achievements of its youth, and corrupted by Ils 

own over-refïnement, provides a paradigmatic vehicle that either aets in the staging of 

future theories or must be actively opposed. And all this proeeeds from Spengler's 

cyclical metahistory and the parallel between the course of culture and that of the scasons 

of nature or the IIfe cyde of the indivldual man. Spengler confrontcd Progress head on 

and rejected It; in this he set the central dilemma for meanmg in the study of world 

history for the century. By disavowing any \.e1eology III world history other th an that 

within isolated cultures Spengler made the hlstory of lhe world as a whoJe a sen~cle~s 

recurrence. Concurrently Spengler made positive (,~JI1tributlons to a "Copermcan" VICW 

of world history in hlS perspective on the viabIlny of carlier civllizations and lm VICW 

that the modern West was not the single end-product of hl~torical development but a 

contemporary example of human dcvelopment that paraIJeled previous examplc'i and wa" 

2 
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philosophically contemporary with them. Finally Spengler set up a detenninism of the 

whole in which the central idea or "soul" of any culture underlay and decided the 

phenomenal expressions of that culture; culture here takes on the Dart of the noumenal 

ground, of the Invisible being whose life course is revealed to the poet and historical artist 

in the play of epiphenomenal events. 

Iromcally, for Spengler, as for so many other political and metahistorical 

philosophers, thls determinism of the whole does not preclude 'moral' conduct by 

individuals, whose actions are so deeply conditioned by time and place, but posits a 

socio-polilical morality in relation to the deep currents of historical progression. One 

must act in accord with the laws of history and, in particular, according to the imperatives 

of the particular time and plac(! of the culture which supply one's destiny. According to 

Spengler, in this context freedom means "the necessary or nothing."4 The consciousness 

th al Spengler sought to impmt to modern Faustian man was essentially tragic in its 

implications. One had no choice in one's destiny any more than one chose one's time; 

the only future is death, for the individual soul as weIl as the culture; one must remain 

at the gate, hkc the Roman legionnaire at Pompeii, and fulfill one's dut y in the face of 

the inexorable annihilating future. 

Spengler's metahistory was a modernist antidote to the positivist faith in historical 

progress and the 'documentation' of the past by its broken shards and fragmented data. 

In this his rebcllion paralleled that of the neo-idealists, Croce and Dilthey, except that he 

rejected their behef in the possibility that we can truly reexperience the inner life of 

earlier peoples or cultures. In any examination of history our perspective is conditioned 

by the Faustian lens embedded in our way of seeing, it is inherent in our cultural 

dispoSltlOn anù al the core of our psychological development as individuals. Spengler's 

"Copernican" /ustory is impossible except to Faustian man who bears the mental 

eqUlpment to gl asp gcstaltic cultural phenomenon and whose sense of infinity allows him 

to accept a rclauvistic perspective; our understanding of history can then be only true for 

us, true for our tUlle and true only in this period between the realization of our cultural 

4Spenglcr, Decline, 1: 39. 
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essence, beginning in the early nineteenth century, until the ultimate dissolution of our 

cultural integrity, in the centuries to come. 

At the risk of being tautological one can claim that metahistorialls share li 

particular frame of mind. They apply a wide-angle lens to the past most often in respollse 

to what the y see as the death of a myth; the metahistorian attempts to consolidate a new 

world perspective or schema as a new ground for understallding and for action in the 

world. World history in the twentieth century is a sometimes desperate response to th~ 

crisis of modernism, attempting to find in history a replacement for the faith in progress 

of the nineteenth century positivists, that received such a setback at Nietzsche's hands and 

a shocking blow in the First World War. Spengler is himself both a symptom of this loss 

of faith and a destroyer of the progressive view of history. His The Decline of the West 

is a challenge that in sorne measure dominates the world systems of the next two 

generations of world historians who seek to rebuild a meaningful past. 

In Spengler's case, des pite the fateful implications of his philosophy, there is sense 

that Lewis Mumford has called "religious consolation"5 in the elernal recurrence of the 

cycles of birth and death and in Spengler's postulation of a 'soul' of a culture 10 which 

the individual's spirit and destiny are inextricably united. Though Spengler nihihstically 

posited cycles WIthout human advance or meaningfullegacy from one to another and so 

left history as a dead and determinate pas t, he did not adopt a "fellaheen" or oriental 

passivism before the cyclical rise and fall of cultures as one might expect. In!Jtead, he 

upheld a further solace in the present cycle by claiming [hat it was a period in which 

Faustian striving must be channeled into the ardor and pas)ion 0:' conquest for the Jast 

struggle of the West, that for world dominatIon. In so dOlng he jusufled and affinncd hb 

own personal and Germanie aggressive drive for power; he as~erted il highest moral good 

for this twilight culture in the expression of his own violent hatred~ and resentmcnts a~ 

weIl as those of his contemporary national culture. Spengler provided key clements of 

mental equipment toward an historically-em bedded salvation 111 this last stage by taklllg 

5Lewis Mumford, "Spengler's 'The Decline of the West, '" Books that Changed our 
Minds (New York: Doubleday, 1939),218. 
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on the prophetie mantle as the voice of destiny. This destiny required a sense of spiritual 

unit y , found in part in Spengler'g sense of culture soul and "race-ideal," however distorted 

they became, and his calls for a Napoleonic leader, a fuhrer who could manifest the 

collective will and fulfill a role demanded by nature itself. 

Brilliant as his insights and his manipulation of historical patterns could be, 

Spengler's scholarship was shoddy, his grasp of the historical record inadequate and his 

designs contortcd by his guiding ideas; The Decline is torturously convoluted, repetitive, 

and opaque. To rcview Spengler's ideas one must adopt a corresponding, if inhospitable, 

abstractness. 

The cosmic pessimism of Spengler's world historical system was founded on the 

sense of destiny, fate, and weltangst in his own experience; Spengler defined historieal 

truth in the preface to his morphology of culture as the author's "being expressed in 

words.,,6 To Spengler, fate applied to the single soul as weIl as to cultures; in his ease 

fate providcd a "miserable, joyless youth," a self-perpetuating psychological isolation, a 

reactive anti-world of fantasies of personal grandeur, power, and destiny, and a profound 

yearning for the saving heroes who cou Id overeome 'Civilization'--and his own 

alienation--by actuahzing a new anti-intellectual, aristocratie, Germanie barbarism.7 

Spengler projccted a title to his proposed autobiography, of which we have only 

fragments, as the "Life of a Rejected One" or "Loneliness"; 

c1early Spengler saw himself as a man 'born out of his time,' an outsider whose works 

6Spengler, Decline, 1: xiii. Spengler's works as a whole are less empirical and more 
intuitive thull those of any other historian to be examined in this volume. He explicitly 
admitted that he mined hls personality for reflections of the Faustian 'culture-soul.' 
Spengler's projection of his own p~rsonality into his writings on world history is 
reminiscent of Goethe 's vicw of his own writings: "Everything of mine which has 
appeared so far consists only of fragments of a great confession ... " Quoted in Jeanne 
Ancelet-HlIstache, Goethe, (New York: Grove Press, 1960), 6. 

7JlIrgen Naeher, Oswald Spengler (Rembeck: Rowohlt, 1984), 7-8. 
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could only be understood by the future.8 It seems obvious that to Spengler the downfall 

of the West was no great tragedy but an antidote to the bourgeois mediocrity of decadent 

modernism and even a projected wish-fulfillment for the destruction of the external world 

that had conditioned his own life course and had eut him off from the sources of 

'Culture' in emotion, community, and myth. In the place of this rejected world Spengler 

envisioned the actualization of the "anti-world" of his childhood, a noble world of vinue 

in the face of tragedy where heroic action was its own justification. 

Oswald Spengler was born in 1880, the eldest of four children and the only son 

of a minor postal official at Blankenburg in the Harz mountains. Bernard Spengler was 

a cold and repressive father, a c1osed-minded "anti-literary man," who despised recreations 

of aU sorts, and books with a special fervor; Oswald claimed that from his father he 

inherited his hatred, and his abiding sense of duty. In reaction to his father's overbearing 

dominance of his home Spengler affirmed that he cot;ld never accept imposed schedulcs 

or external authorities. In his autobiographical fragments Spengler continually asserted 

that as a youth he had no one that he could look up to; he could only feel a silent hatred 

and pit y for his father. Yet he felt an almost desperate need for a "great man" who could 

lift him up; without one, Spengler felt that a man could only be an "inner cripple." He 

c1aimed that "1 have such a strong urge to adore someone, not just Goethe or Shakespeare 

but a contemporary." Spengler later considered Goethe and NIetzsche as his "spiritual 

fathers" and dreamed that his life would have been fulfllled if Nietzsche had lived to be 

a model for him 9 

Spcngler's mother was a stifling hypochondriac who bitterly chastixed her husband 

and daughters but spared her only son. She was from a musical fanuly, her sister Adele 

was a virtuoso ballerina, and she herself painted and played music and so passcd on to 

her son an enduring love of the arts, especially of poetry and mUSIC. Disabled from binh 

and subject to intermittent headaches--which Oswald inhented--Pauline Spengler modeled 

8Naeher,7. 

9James Joli, "Two Prophets of the Twentieth Century: Spengler and Toynbee," 
Review of International Studies Il (1985)2: 91. Naeher, 8-13. 
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for the boy, especially after the death of her sister, an almost boundless anxiety. Frau 

Spengler taught her son that existence was a "walk of repenmnce ... through the desert of 

life"; Oswald clllng to her, and later as a bachelor, to his three younger sisters, again3t 

his inherited Weltangst. He felt "limitless feelings of fear as a child in the world," and 

claimed that "1 wanted to die because of the terror of life." lo Spengler's Weltangst was 

so powerful that he founded his world historical s:,'stem upon it; he he Id that life itself 

was founded on "dread," the fear of mortality and "the thing become." In The Decline 

of the West Spengler asserted that "world fear is assuredly the most creative of aIl prime 

feelings "; in the last analysis, il is the inspiration of myth and symbol itself. lI 

In the face of his loneliness Oswald invented imaginary countries with detailed 

histories of wars, massacres, and natural disasters; at sixteen he made up an imaginary 

continent callcd Afrikasien. 12 Although he was never really rejected at home or in 

sehool, Spengler felt isolated and outside the normal relationships with the people and 

institutions arollnd him; he created what he called "anti-worlds" to his home, to his father, 

and huer to university. Even as a child these included obsessions with power, with 

'changing the map'; in his daydreams Spengler took on the part of a Napoleon or a great 

statesman. In his fantasies he felt that he had to be a new messiah for a "new Germany" 

with a new sun worship; "that was nine tenths of my dreams." In 1885 Spengler was 

eonfirmed, but already religion per se had eeased ta be an issue for him; the attempt ta 

make him a Christian through rigid training at home and school had turned him into an 

"anti-christian" who read Nietzsche behind a prayer book and later lectured his family on 

the importance of Zarathustra.13 As an autodidact in an anti-literary family, Spengler 

IONaehcr, 21-24. J.P. Stern, "The Weltangst of Oswald Spengler," Times Literary 
Supplement, 10 Oct. 19~O, 1149. 

11 Spengler, Decline, 1: 79. Spengler c1aimed that weltangst provided the deepest 
elements in conscious life, that it was a "secret melody not sensed by everyone" but that 
underlies all art and action in the world. See Naeher, 23. 

12Joll,91. Stem, 1149. 

1 ~Naeher. 28-29, 33. JolI, 92. 
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turned to an "inner worId" that was "c1osed to everyone eIse." He asserted that he owed 

this fantasy world of poetry, knights, and angst to his father and that he retained it as 

"waking dreams" in his adulthood; his adult insights were the result of this YOllthful 

training in 1I1wardness as an escape from his father's repressiveness:4 Nonetheless, 

Spengler realized that the pattern of withdrawal that he underwent in relation to his 

parents, his schoolmates, and teachers had scarred hlm deeply; he huer lInderstood that 

he had withdrawn from life into thought, the very fate of the "last man" of civilization, 

and he thoroughly regretted it. 15 In the end, however, one is not able to chose one's 

time or one's message to the world; "That which one ... wills ta express is in him LI 

priori. "16 

It does not seem contradictory to describe Spengler' s own personality and 

worldview in terms that he himself applies to hurnan nature. Spengler c1airncd that the 

expression of personality was a "protest against humanity in the mass."17 Like Haeckel, 

his vehicle to a Darwinistic perspective on the evolution of man, Spengler believed that 

"man is a beast of prey."t8 History is a battIe in a lIniverse that goes on with "godlike 

unconcern" where the indivictual, "a very solitary soul," is a "foe to everyone, killing, 

hating, resolute to conquer or die," who "stands in irreconcilable opposition to the whole 

world," who feels exultation in plunging a knife into another. World history is a 

"tragedy" of man, who, by his own creativity, breaks irreconcilably from nature; it is "the 

history of a rebel who grows up to raise his hand against its mother." 19 

14Naeher 14. 

15Naeher, 11. 

16Speng1er, Decline, 2: 58. 

l70swa1d Spengler, Man and Technics: A Contribution to a Philosophy of Life (1932, 
New York: Knopf, 1963), 71. 

18Ernst Haeckel, Last Words on Evolution (New York: Eckler, 19(5). 16. Spengler, 
Man and Techmcs, 19. 

19Spengler, Man and Technics, 42, 43 . 
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Spengler started school in 1889 at the gymnasium at Soest but moved in 1891 to 

Halle where he studied mathematics, philosophy and history. He graduated in 1899 and 

th en as a post-graduate studied natural sciences until 1901, when his father died. He then 

went on to Munich and Berlin. With the death of his father Spengler claimed that he felt 

freedom for the first time; "my father died at the right time."20 At Munich Spengler 

was frustrated not only by his own alienation and anxiety which made him a "spectator" 

of life rather than an actor, but by the fragmentary nature of the university curriculum 

which taught truth in detaiIs and fragments, or Fachwissenschaft, rather than as a whole. 

He felt that he had acquired his own method of observation, which he modeled on that 

of Goethe.21 

Spengler received his doctorate in 1904 at Halle with a dissertation on the classic 

heroic-vitalist Hcraclitus, whose dictum that aU was in flux and that "war is the creator 

of aIl things" fore~hadowed Spengler's later perspective, and with a scientific work on the 

physiology of the eye in animaIs that echoed Goethe's research into the nature of light 

and presaged his later philosophie interest in ways of seeing. Most of his training was 

in math, physics. and the natural sciences but he had discovered Shakespeare and 

Nietzsche while still in his teens, and finally Goethe when he was twenty-two. His 

interest in philosophy and Iiterature threatened to dominate his scientitic perspective and 

in the end he was a poorly motivated and unhappy teacher of mathematics and science. 

Spengler tlew II1tO tI'ars wh en he saw the school building at his tirst assignment; he 

suffered a nel vous breakdown during his first year teaching.22 He then spent the next 

two years 111 various teaching roles, traveling ta Paris, and holding temporary positions 

until he recclvcd a regular schoolmaster position in 1907 in Hamburg. In 1906 Spengler 

had bcen rejcctcd for military service at Dusseldorf due to a heart condition. His youthful 

dreams of glory sccmed headed for frustration in a teaching career that left littIe room for 

20Stern, 1149. Naeher, 14. 

21Naeher, 25 

22Naeher, 140. JoU, 92. Stern, 1149. 
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his imagination much less heroic action. When his mother died in 1910 she left him a 

small inheritance which enabled him to quit teaching and settle on a vocation as a free

lance writer. Spengler moved to Munich, where he would live for ~he 1\.:st of his life, and 

over the next few years he lived in an intellectual vacuum; in his isolation he wrote a 

number of lincompleted plays and novels.n 

In 1911 Spengler was inspired by the crisis at Agadir, where Wilhelm Il's colonial 

aims in North Africa were frustrated by the French, to ~ee a new cm approa~hing the 

West. A "period of contending states" presaged a new Caesarism and the ev~ntual 

downfall of Western civilization, a declîne that paralleled those of carher civilizations. 

By the end of the next year he had arrived at the tille ta his magnum opus after seeing 

Qtto Seecks' Geschichte des Untergangs der antiken Welt in a bookstore window?' In 

1911, Spengler's intention had been to deal primarily with CUITent problems and entitle 

his work "Conservative and Liberal" but as he wrote he feIt that he approached the 

"single and comprehensive solution" to the problem of modem hlStory and philosophy 'hat 

Nietzsche (who "had dared to look strict reality in the face") hud articulated and which 

awaited fmal solution.25 Spengler's brooding megalomania evinced itself in his view 

that his new intuitive and "prùvisional expression of a new world picture ... will (1 repeut) 

be accepted without dispute.,,26 

It is ironie that The Decline of the West, written in Spengler's war-time optimism 

over the short-term victory of Germany tempered by his des pair over the long-term 

benefits of this victory, should have achieved such a popular success 111 dcfcatcu 

Germany. Spengler asserted in 1921 that he had directeu his work in "instinctive 

opposition to the prevailing mood," as a rehellion against the softenll1g effects of the 

23Naeher, 140, JolI, 92. 

24Jo11 , 92. Stern, 1149. John F. Fennelly, Twilight of the Evening Lands; Oswald 
Spengler a Half Century Later (New York: Brookdale, 1972), 14. 

25Spengler, Declin~, 1. 46. Fennelly, 13. 

26Spengler, Decline, 1: 50. 
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optimism of the progressive worldview which gave people lia moral excuse for their 

timorousness."27 Yet in 1914 Spengler had claimed that "I am a thorough optimist. We 

shall win and in such a way that the great sacrifices will be richly compensated." He 

believed that Germany would acquire an African empire, invade England, and retain 

Belgium! Concurrently, however, Spengler felt that in her victory, Gennany would 

degenerate into a "soulless Americanism" that would "dissolve art, the nobility, the 

Church, the world outlook" in a megapolitan materialism.28 During the war Spengler 

lived in holation and a sometimes dire poverty as he hunted about for a publisher for the 

Decline. Whcn it f1l1ally came out in 1918 it was a huge and immediate success and 

Spengler went from being an unheard and isolated man to an international celebrity 

overnight. 

He actively engaged in politics beginning in 1919 with the publication of his 

Prussianism and Soclalism, which promoted a corporate view of society bound to a 

Prussian discipline and united in the nascent Caesaran age by a heroic leader, a fuhrer. 

During the w1I1ter of that year he debated Max Weber in the Munich City Hall for a day 

and a half, and then a few weeks later locked horns wilh Moeller van den Brucke.29 

Spengler opposed the Weimar Republic and considered forming his own party to work 

agall1st il. Late! he looked to Stresemann and General Von Seect and even later to Gustav 

Von Kahr to overthrow the demo~racy. Kahr attempted to use Iii der and his S.A. to 

accomphsh Ihis task but Hitler';,; Putsch was a ridil.llous failure; as Hitler stood trial on 

February 26, 1924, Spengler lectured on "the political duties of Gennan youth," ridiculing 

the flag<;, slogans, and parades of the Nazis.3o After a period writing similar politieal 

tracts Spengler moved away from politics and immersed himself more deeply in his 

270swald Spengler, "Pcssimi~m," Selected Essays (Chicago: Gateway, 1967),147. 

2HOswaid Spengler, Letters of Oswald Spengler, 1913-1936, Ed. Arthur Helps (New 
York: Knopf, 19(6),25 Oetober 1914,27. 

2~H. Stuart Hughes, Oswald Spengler: A Critical Estimate (New York: Scribners, 
1952), 174 . 

\li \ltst:l1I' i lamilton, The Appeal of Fascism (New York: Avon, 1973), 114-116. 
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"scientific" work. In 1927 Spengler suffered a stroke which interfered with his memory. 

Spengler projected further great works in the huer years of his life, such as a narrative 

of the "History of Man from His Origin" which he was ne ver able to compkte.~1 

When Spengler characterized his philosophy of history as lia Gennan Philosophy" 

and even as "the philosophy of our time," he evinced his ambition to unite the vanous 

strains of German phiiosophy in order to produce a unifled "morphology of world 

history.,m TI1lS was the Faustian task par excellence: tu express the true l'orm of worlù 

history as the "rnirror image of our own inner life," to understand aIl becoming in linc 

with the eternal recurrence of being, to locate the striving for infinity that is our substance 

in a reahsuc approach to nature that demonstrates its very hopelessncss. B 

Spengler approached history as the "marveloll~ waxing and waning of organic 

forms," rather than as a progressive "tapewonu mdustrinusly adding on 10 itself.,,34 

These fonus are Liebnitzian monads whose plant-hke life courses proceed ulong a 

thousand year life span, each in line with its prime symbol. "Cultures are organisms and 

world history is thclr collective biography.,,35 Each culture ha:, hud its "own imagc ... own 

idea ... own passions ... own life, will and feeling, landl it~ own death." '1'0 Spengler the 

emergence and passage of the prime symbol of a culture disproves any progrcs:'lve 

ideology.36 He felt that his "Copernicun discovery" of the morphological cl;uivalencc 

31Emst Stutz, Oswald Spengler aIs politischer Denker (Bem: Fnncke, 1958), 239. 

32Spengler, Decline, 1: xiii, xv, 5. 

33Spengler, Decline, 1: 16. According to Spengler, the "Fallst-cyc" of our culture is 
the only one which possesses the ability to see the wholc picture of the world as 
"becoming." His own role in this process cou Id be seen a:, of mcs~iunic proportions in 
that he artiClilates the final and fulfilling expression of the Faustian Vl~lon. Sec Decline, 
1: 104. 

34Spengler, Decline, 1: 22. 

35Spenfler, Decline, 1: 104. 

36Spengler, Decline, 1: 21. 
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of world cultures overturned the Euro-centric myopia inherent in the tradition al division 

of history into the mal-descriptive categories of Ancient, Medieval, and Modem.~7 

To Spengler, there is a "morphological relationship that inwardly binds together 

the expreS~J()n forms of ail branches of a culture"38; 'Itly culturai attribute or action can 

only be llndel~tood from an intuitive experience of that unifying ground. Another way 

to put this i~ in lcrms of the "destiny idea" of a culture, the "truc existence mode of the 

prime phcnolllcna," which is the "organic logic of its existence." Like Herder, Spengler 

believed dl:'itIny mhered in ail natural fOnTIs; once conceived they followed a course 

immanent in thclr autochthonous essence.39 Any expression of a culture is relative to 

that sym bol and can only be understood, according to Spengler, by a member of that 

cllltllre--.dthough In t~ 'is he makes allowance for his own intuitive apperception of the 

symbob thcl11sclves as a means of realizing the central meaning of cultural movements. 

Ali "truths" arc relative "established" reahties since aIl knowledge of the world is relative 

to a parucular culture and serves as its axioms and myths; part of Spengler's task then 

is to providc a "comparative morphology of knowledge forms. ,,40 For ex ample, there 

are no mathcmatics which are true in the abstract but only the mathematical expressions 

of partIcular l'copies in various ages.41 For the historian then the task was to isolate the 

prime pheno1l1cnon or the cultural essence and not to elaboraLc "facts." 

In Spcngler's cychcal metahistory, which he pattemcd on those of Polybius, 

Joachim of Floris, Goethe, and Nietzsche, cultures pass through four stages that 

correspond to the seasons in nature. The spring of a culture sees the birth of its prime 

symbol and the 1I1ll0n of its social arder in a myth. Spengier envisioned this symb01 

37Spenglcl, Decli!1e, 1: 17-18. 

3HSpengler, Decline, 1: 5. 

3lJSpenglcl, Decline, 1: 121. See: G.A. Wells, "Herder's Two Philosophies of 
History," JOlII na! of the History of Ideas 21 (1960): 528-530. 

4°Spcnglcl, Decline, 2: 12; 1: 60,67. 

41Spcng1cl, Decline, 1: 67. 

1 
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much as Hegel had, as the "soul" of a culture; 1t is "the possible" as opposed to tht~ 

"world" which is the actual. Life, the emergence and growth of culture through spring, 

summer, and into fall, is the actualizution of the possible. In his words: '" Soul' IS the 

still to be accomplished, 'world' is the accomplished, 'Llfe' the accomplishing."42 The 

realization of the symbol in the world is the apex of a culture's development; the pOlllt 

is reached where the 'becoming' of the culture-soul in life IS translated to the' becomc' 

now expressed in the world, and the livll1g proœss of culture is translated lIlto a 

hardening and devolution of forms in Civilization. "The Civilization is the ll1evltablc 

destiny of the Culture. "43 

To Spengler, civilizations are "conclusions, the thing-become succeeding the thing

becoming, death following lIfe, rigidity following expansion ... petrifying \'torld city 

following mother earth and the spiritual childhood ... ,,44 Spengler empfoyed the terms 

Kultur and Zivilization in a manner that has roots in Kant and is used by thinkcrs as 

divergent as Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Thomas Mann, who sought a return to Kultur 

as a means of Germanie revitalization, Moeller van den Bruck, who shared ll1uch of 

Spengler's perspective without hiS pessimism, and Hitler who, in .Mein Kampf, recognizcd 

the distinction and called civilization the "enemy of true spiritual and living levels. ,,45 

Central to the life process is ~he death of the myths WhlCh provided a unifymg ground at 

the dawn of the culture's existence; like Vico (whom he did not read until huer), 

Burckhardt, and, more direetly, like Nietzsche. Spengler he Id that the loss of myth in a 

42Spengler, DecIme, 1: 54. 

13Spengler, Decline, 1: 31. 

44Spengler, Decline, 1: 31. 

45Richard V. Plerard, "Culture verses Civilization: A Christian Criti4ue of Oswald 
Spengler's Cultural Pessimism," Fide'l et History 14 (1982) 2: 39, 47. Por an overvicw 
of the hlstory of the Juxtaposition of the two temlS sec: Norbert ElIaS, The fli..,tory of 
Manners, Vol.! of The Civilizing Process (New York: Panthton, 197X), 8-31. l,or 
Hitler's use of the terms: Adolf Hitler, Mein Kmnpf (New York: Rl~gnal and Hitchcock, 
1939),352. 
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society marked the end of its health and creativity.46 Again, "Pure 

Civilization, ... consists in a progressive taking down of forms that have become inorganic 

or dead."47 This petrification of soul occurs as cultural growth reaches hs apex and is 

replaced by dCll1ocratic, religion-Iess, tradition-Iess, megapolitan existence that centers on 

the intellection of the "fact men" and the competitive striving for power in the world of 

Caesars.4K Thcre IS a nihilistic "de-souling" that takes place, a "spiritual extinction," as 

cultural values are transvalued under the skeptical eye of the fact men and the mythical 

foundations held unconsciously by the culture are subjected to a corrosive rationality.49 

Spengler quotes Goethe to this effeet: "The Godhead is effective in the living and not 

in the dead, in the becoming and the changing, not in the set fast; and therefore, similarly, 

the reason (Ycrnunft) IS concerned only to strive toward the divine through the becoming 

and the living, and the understanding (Verstand) only to make use of the become and the 

set fast"; Spengler felt that this epigram comprised his entire philosophy.50 To put this, 

alternativeJy, in Nietzschean ianguage, Spengler claimed that in the end, the 

"transvaluation of ail values is the most fundamental character of every civili~ation."SI 

The sterility of the end product of a cultural cycle leads men to a "metaphysical tum 

toward death"; "the Jast man of the world-city no longer wants to live," he breaks with 

nature, does Ilot marry and reproduce or he plans for few children in a fellaheen indolence 

46Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy and The Genealogy of MoraIs, (Garden 
City: Doubleday, 1956), 136. 

47Spenglcr, Decline, 1: 32. 

4KSpenglcr. Decline, 1: 352, 32. 

49Spcnglcl, Decline, 1: 351-355. The urban mind of civilization inevitably rejects the 
religion of Us spnngtime as it forms a liberal scientific world view. Spengler, Decline, 
2: 97. 

50Spenglcr, Decline, 1: 49 fn. 

51 Spengler, Decline, 1: 351. 
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and treason to his blood.s2 There i~ a simultaneous regression in the whole of culture 

back towards its founding myths and rehgious roots as an antidote to the decay 

experienced; thls movement of "second rehglOusness," however, is a degeneral10n to 

fellaheen stasis rather than an active and positIve development or even a ~eed 10 a new 

phase of cultural growth as we will see envisioned by Soroklll and Toynbee. For 

Spengler 111 this last ~tage the coherence of the CI vlhzation dis1l1legrates mlO LI nOI1-

historieal irralionalism, a mysticism in escape from the skepticlsm that IS the only 

enduring resliit of the enlightenment penod of the cultllre:51 On the political front the 

reversion tu primitive religiosity is parallcled by the œgression to an ahlslOrical 

formlessness where the only valid mode of action is that of the pure striving for power 

and the hopdessly tragic attempt tu preserve cultural forms in the twilight of the 

civilization. This is done by Caesars whose destiny it is to compete for a final hcgcmony 

of civilization before the long night ahead. "The way from Alexander to Caesar IS 

unambiguous and unavoidable, the strongest nation of any and every culture, consciously 

or unconsciously, has to tread it...the last race to keep its fonn, the last living tradition, 

the last leaders who have both at their back. Will pass through, onward, victors ... 54 It 

is revealing of Spengler's own state of mind that he concentrated hls work on the decline 

into civilizauon and deemphasized the ather stages in the life cycle. The angst which he 

experienced \Vas projected Il1to his interpretation of Nietzshe's "last man" whorn he 

recognized as himself, a fulflllment and desperate reaction to the end of culture, and at 

once a prophet of war who could overcome despai. only by foreseeing a violent 

overcoming of the present decadence through the fiSC of a conquering saVIOL 

Spengler did not fully develop the factors which give nsc to culture in the first place, 

52Spengler, Decline, 2: 103, 104. 

53Spenglcr, Decline, 2: 435, 310-311. 

54Spengler, !îecline, 2: 430-31. Banhold Niebuhr, in his Roman History (1 ~nO), had 
anticipated Spengler in holding that the West was in the position of Rome in the thlrd 
century B.C. hcadll1g toward the fall of liberal instituuon~ and the rise of a new 
despotism. Hans Kohn, The Mind of Germany (New York: Scribncrs, 1960), 46. 
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only approaching the problem in depth in the second volume, and then in response to 

racist vicws of world history--especially those of Houston Stewart Chamberlain--which 

he saw as makll1g a romantic error in mistaking the effect for the cause. Chamberlain, 

in his Foundal1ons of the Nineteenth Century, followed his mentor Gobineau; he held that 

world history was not a tale of the general progress of man as a whole but a record of 

the accomph"ihmcnts of "a definite, individual racial type.,,~5 Following Herder, 

Spengler hcld that the environment, the way of life, and the history of a group provided 

them a charactcr, an identity, that was bound by language and a consciousness of the 

group as a "wc."S!! Herder rejected racial terms of description. To him, man is "formed 

in and for socicty"; men are "naturalized" to the areas of earth that they inhabit through 

an organic growth that is influenced by the forms of the land, the climate and the 

traditional l11cans by which a people adapt to an environment including the most 

important adaptation and distinguishing characteristic of a people, its language.57 

Herdcr's view of the "genetic spirit and character of a people," which "pertains to its 

region," is thc modcl for Spengler's perspective of the unitary character of culture as a 

development rooted in a particular 'mother landscape' and his notion of the central role 

55HoustOll Stcwart Chamberlain, Foundations of the Nineteenth Century, 2 Vols. (New 
York: Fcrtig, 1968), xxx. Gobineau argued the most extreme sort of radst philosophy 
in his world lustory; in contradistinction to Spengler he held that "Nations [races], 
whether proglcssing or stagnating, are independent of the regions in which they live." 
Arthur comte de Gobineau, The Inequal!!y of Human Races (1853, New York: Fertig, 
1967),54. 

56John Godflcy Herder, Outlines of a Philosophy of the History of MaQ, 2 Ed. 2 Vols. 
(London: J. Johnson, 1803), 1: 242-243,427. Spengler, Decline, 2: 119,160, 165. On 
page 160 Spengler asserts that a people is an aggregate that "feels itself a unit," and later, 
on 165, he dUlIllS that a people is "a unit of th~ sou!. The great events of history were 
not really aclllc"ed by peoples. They themselves created the peoples." 

57Hcrder. OutlInes, 1: 376,298-299,318,427. "Language bears the stamp of the 
mim.l and charactcr of a people." Herdel consequently sought a "general physiognomy 
of nations from thcir languages" as the best "architecture of human ideas, the best logic 
and l11etaphy:~"c of a found undelstanding." (428) One can discern in Herder's 
physiognol11lc sense of the unit y of a people's character a methodology that passed on to 
Gocthe and so inspired Spengler indirectly as weIl as directly. 
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of language in defining the "linkages of waking-being," as opposed to the racial aggregate 

of physical characteristics, of a people.58 For Spengler, the origin of culture is in this 

plant-like process of the organic development of a people which reaches a critical 

threshold in language, the vehicle of categorization and naming, and which is 

accompanied by an inextricable religious developPlent or spiritualization as language 

provides mewphors for the world.59 

To Cham berlain, the geniuses of a culture are the flowers of its racial being, they 

S8Herder, Outlines, 2: 46. Spengler, Decline, 2: 114. Spengler's determinism, 
although not of a linear pattern, also parallels Herder's. According to Herder (2: 107), 
the principle law of history is "that everywhere on our Eanh whatever could be has been, 
according to the circumstances and occasions of the times, and the nature or generated 
character of the people." William J. Bossenbrook, The German Mind (Detroit: Wayne 
State UP, 1961), 389, examines the sense of culture as a 'windowless monad' with a 
unique soul, as an influence of Herder on Spengler. G.A. Wells, "Herder's Two 
Philosophies of History," Journal of the I-listory of ldeas 21 (1960) 4: 528, evaluatcs 
Herder's detenmmsm and, on 529, describes how Herder viewed the proces!l by which 
mental characteristics are generated by historical and envlfonmental conditions which 
determine future development. See also: G.A. Wells, "Herder's Determinism," Journal 
of the History of Ideas 19 (1958) 1: 105-113. Like Herder, Spengler he Id that culture was 
an autochthonous product of its environmental setting; culture is rootcd in a natural 
setting and as it develops it "renews and intensifies the intimacy of man and soil." 
Spengler, Decline, 2: 90. 

S9Spengler, Decline, 2: 113, 139. In Decline, 1: 302, Spengler describes the 
interconnections so: 

Clear thought, emancipated from ail connection with 
seeing, presupposes as its organ a culture-language, 
which is created by the soul of the Culture as a 
part SlippOlting oth~r parts of its expression; and 
presently this language itself creates a "Nature" 
of word-meanings. a linguistic cosmos within which 
abstract notions, judgements and conclUSlonS ... can 
lead a mechanically determmistic existence. At 
any particlilar time. therefore, the current Image 
of the soul is a function of the CUITent language 
and its inner symbolism. 

1 
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manifest race as hs product.60 To Spengler "peoples" themselves are the products, not 

the authors, of culture. Culture emerges, first, in its highest exponents who, as a nobility, 

articulate a ~L:l1se of Identity for the spring culture. These geniuses supply the "deepest 

foundauons of spirituality" that serves as the basis for a cultural style.~l Like Bergson, 

whose work he was not exposed to until aftef he had finished volume one, Spengler held 

that this elile manifested an élan that gave it a natural leadership role in cultural 

development. The "Weil that emerges around this cultural style is not the product ofrace 

but its foundation, as in time, the autochthonous landscape, identification, and mutual 

"comradeship," act together to unite a people in "a yearning for ils destiny." The "Race

ideal" is at bo!tom a metaphysical feeling that has no necessary physical basis. Spen.~ler 

is evcn able to say that "in race there is nothing materiai. but something cosmic and 

directional, the fclt harmony of a Destiny, the single cadence of the march of historical 

being."62 

Cultures emerge in their springtime through the development of language, myth, 

and identification; their life is the actualization of the compendium of these three in a 

prime symbol through summer and faIl, and their death is in the hardening and decadence 

of this actuahzation in the winter of Civilization.63 The articulation of the prime symbol 

centers on the perspective of space or the type of extension of each forming culture. 

Spengler held, contrary to Kant, that the mental concept for space was environmentally 

and cuIturaIly dctermined and not an a priori pattern in the mind. "The choice of this 

prime symbol in the moment of the Culture-soul's awakening into self-consciousness on 

its own soil--a moment that for one who can read world history thus contains something 

6°Chamberlain, Foundations, 1: 502. 

6lSpenglcr, Decline, 2: 170. 

62Spengler, Decline, 2: 170-172, 119-139, 165. 

61Spenglcr, Decline, 2: 279. Spengler held that the foundations of culture were in its 
religious [aith. The prime symbol is conceived in the religious youth of a people, as a 
sort of love. 
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catastrophic--decides aIl. 1164 The destiny inherent ln this choice is exemplified for 

Spengler by the Egyptian culture whose symbol of 'The Way,' the straight course through 

life to the judgcs of the dead, originated with the Fourth Dynasty (2930 B.C.) and 

dominated the cultural style of the Egyptiac civihzation throughout its life course.65 

Spengler never really developed a detailed morphology of world history. Although 

he classified cight historieal cultures--the Egyptian, Babylonian, Indian, Chinese, Classical 

or Apollonian, Arabian or Magian, Mexican, and Westem or Faustian--he concentratcd 

his attentions on the C1assical, the Magian, and the Faustian I.:ultures. Of the eight 

cultures whieh he depicted, aIl were dead or in dccline. Spengler broke from any 

adherence to the Hegelian perspective of the dia1ectical path of history by presenting his 

cultures as wholcs unto themselves. There is no real cyclical spiral to history within 

which individllal cultures progress and give way to one another. Instead a culture exists 

in a closed circ1e; it emerges sui-generis and follows a terminal circle in its self

actualization. Like Flinders-Petrie, however, Spengler adopted a naturalistic perspective 

that emphasized the contemporaneous stages of cultural progression.66 So that, whilc 

history has no lInity in itself, cultures progress homologously within their own closed life 

cycles. In this Spengler seems relatively short-sighted when compared to his predeeessor 

Vico, whose theory of 'rieorsi' or histoneal returns did not preclude the dia1ectical 

movement of world history as a whole. 

As one might expect from his propositions concerning the centrality of the cultural 

symbo1 anù the destiny of its expression, Spengler did not write a world history of events 

or even pcrsonalitics but of abstracted images, from thcir inception to their dissolution. 

The Classical or Apollonian Greco-Roman culture had as its prime symbol the strictly 

64Spengler, D:->clinc, 1: 174, 180. 

G5Spengler, Decime, l' 1)19,201 

66See W.M. Flinders Petrie, The Revolutions of C'ivilization (London: Harpcr und 
Brothers, ]911),5, 105, 114. Petrie held that aIl civilh:ations decayed after reaching a 
maximal point in expressing themselves in a variety of ~~lccessive cultural areas, al' ter 
which they arc too decadent to initiate anything; "therc is 11() new gencratlon without a 
mixture of blood." 
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self-contained body; this was expressed throughout the range of its cultural fonns from 

statuary and architecture to Apollonian "mechanical staties" and geometry, to a sense of 

bounded time, of lIving in the instant, to the cult of the Greek gods exclusively bound to 

particuhu localiues, the Doric column, and the self-contained city-state.67 While the 

world-picture of Apollonian culture was of a pure present with no direction or goal in its 

sense of lime, to Magian or Arabian culture world-space and world-time were cavern-like, 

having a surveyable history bounded by creation and a known future. God acts within 

history, within the baules of light and darkness, between angels and devils; in the end the 

cavern may be destroyed, as Jesus prophesied or as the Chaldeans envisioned as a series 

of cavern universcs being born and dying. In the Magian cave, dut y is in a "will-less 

resignation," as in "Islam" ("submission"), of the 1 to the We.68 Magian culture had its 

first premonitions in the inchoate rise of mystery religions of the Near East around 700 

B.C. By 300 Re. a metaphysical current of "last things" had entered the Magian 

conseiousness based on the prime symbol of the cavem and maintained by the apocalyptic 

myths of the End of the World, the Last Judgement, he aven and hell, and a belief in 

resurrection. The "spring" of Magian Culture oecurred in a third period, one of almost 

unbelievable religious intensity, homologous to the Faustian Gothie period or the Vedic 

period in India, where Christia'1Ïty formed and broke into an efflorescence of movements 

!luch as those of the Monoph) sites, Roman Catholics, and Nestorians. By 200 AD. the 

Magian soul had coalesced in.o a "dualism of two mysterious substances, spirit and soul"; 

this dualism was the basis :or the Magian accomplishments of the Neoplatonists, the 

Gnostics, the Manicheans, anù the Jewish amhors of the Talmud.69 By 500 A.D., with 

the rcign of Justlllian, Magian religions had frozert into their characteristic fOnTIS and its 

springtime was over; its last significant fom1ation, Islam, was but an "outward" religion. 

Although in Islam Magian religion finally shook off classical forms and influence, having 

67Spengler, Decline, 1: 174,183,132. 2: 200. 

68Spengler, Decline, 2: 233-243. 

69Spcnglcr, Decline, 1: 306. 
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occurred when the spring was over it could not create anything appreciably new or 

"inner" but only follow and harden into earlier fonns.70 

The Faustian soul is of the north, of the dark, endless primeval forests of 

Germany. Western man is keyed to time, he lives in becoming, in the striving of the will 

to infinity; this figures in the clock and bell tower of his cities, the teleology of his 

religion and science, his quest for salvation and the ethies of psychologieal analysis that 

goes with it, his mathematical sense of the infinitely small and large, his artistic 

expression of perspective, distance and depth. The prime syrnbol of Faustian culture is 

that of infinite extension; it reaches its highest expression in cham ber musk but is 

integrally intertwined with aU its artistic, philosophie, and poli tic al aspirations and even 

in the psychological aspirations of individuals as the '''l' becomes the center of force in 

the Faustian sentence ... 71 

Each Civilization, in Spengler's view, has its own Morale, an intellectual 

interpretation of life that assigns gooa and evil into particular categories; the modern 

Western morale was a socialistic one, in an ethical if not an economic sense-- it becomcs 

economic only with the 'last men' of culture. This socialism is inherent in the basic 

premise of the culture that "everything is in motion with an aim, Il and the very sense that 

action in the world can be ameliorative. Spengler sees this sense even in Nietzsche 

whose command, through the voice of Zarathustra, was for a refonn of man according 

to his image: it is only the Faustian who can have any moral imperative; there are no 

classical rcformers. In his caU for a "general transvaluation" Spengler holds that evcn 

Nietzshe acted in terms of the cultural idiom of "ethical mnnotheism" which in practice 

is socialism--"All World Improvers are Socialists."n 

Following Nietzsche, Spengler he Id that modern men live in a sea of bccoming 

as opposed to the ahistorical Greek immersion 111 being; to hirn, by about 1000 A.D. the 

7°Spengler, Decline, 2: 243-261, 304. 

7lSpengler, Decline, 1: 134, 174,183,231,263. 

72Spenglcr, Decline, 1: 341-342. 
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"mother becoming" was symbolized in art and religion as woman par excellence;; she is 

time and destiny.73 From this Gothie springtime Faustian culture proceeded along the 

course of aIl cultures into the realization of itself in the world; it achieved a progressive 

actualization In the movements of the Renaissance, the Reformation, and the Baroque ta 

reach its culmination and end point in the music of Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart and 

Beethoven. Spengler posited 1800 as the "frontier of Civilization," where culture gave 

way to colossalism and theatricality within the old fonns but lacked the creative spark of 

historicallife Inspinng it. The last Faustian arts died with Wagner's Tristan at Bayreuth, 

ufter which an could only be symbolism put in a pot and boiled aU together and then 

"recast in wholly inorgallic fonns. ,,74 

Even now, however, as the West approached its period of Caesarism and its 

decadent "second religiosIty," the Faustian man had an original task to perform; it is the 

hallmark of Faustian culture that it is able to discern the direction of its history. In 

Spengler himsclf there is a culmination as, for the first time, the entire cycle is envisioned 

by a "Fuust -cyc." We can see inevitable destiny as it approaches, and, with a "strong 

pessimislIl," act out our tragic roles to the last.75 

Likc Nicholai Danilevsky, whose sense of organic cultural life cycles was 

remarkably simllar to Spengler's, Spengler held that each culture was unique and could 

not be transmittcd to another people, but he claimed that by "pseudomorphosis" a 

culture's phcnomcnal expressions could be distorted into the patterns of another 

culture.71J This IS the very antithesis of any theory of progress by diffusion. In historical 

'lISpengler, DeclInc, 1: 264-267. 

74Spcnglcr, Dccline, 1: 280-288, 291-3. He goes as far as to say that "What is 
practiced a~ art today .. .is impotence and falsehood." 

75Spcllglcl, Decline, 2: 180. "Strong Pessimism" cames from: Nietzsche, The Birth 
of Tragedy, <{ 

7bPitiIlm Sorokin, Social PhilosophIes of a Age of Cris,lli (Boston: Beacon, 1950), 
102-111. Spengler, DecIme, 2: 190. Sec also for further parallcls: Nikolai Danilevsky, 
"The SIav Role JI1 World Civilization," IThe last chapter of Russia ar.d Europel, The 
Mind of Modern RlI~si!!., Hans Kohn, Ed. (New York: Harper and Ro'w, 1955), 195,210. 
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pseudomorphosis, an older culture overlapped with a younger culture so that the emergt:nt 

culture failed to achieve its own self-consciollsness.77 The c1assic l"'xamples that 

Spengler used of pseudomorphosis were those of the Magian Culture, which \vas distorted 

for most of ils existence by the elements of c1assical culture suffu~ed in it, and that of the 

nascent Russwn Culture which was presently suspcnded under the inl1uclH:e of the 

dominant West.7H Russian Petrinism was a distortIOn of !ts destIny; Spengler saw the 

Boishevik Revolution as but the final straw of this pseudomorphosis, of Western social 

philosophy in its civilization phase! Marxism was to Spengler a "weapon for decaying 

megapolitan .,ouls, an expression for rotting blood," which, he predicted as early as 1919, 

would be replaced by a new fOffil of Tsarism. Like Danilevsky, however, Spengler 

thought that the future, after the downfall of the West, belonged to the Siavs; he felt that 

Dostoevsky's mysticism epitomized the autochthonic symbol of the boundless plane of 

Russia and he forecasted that "to Dostoyevsky's Christianity the next thousand years will 

belong. "79 He later warned, however, tl.at the pseudomorphosis of Boishevik nihllism 

might be retained and Russia not achieve its religious destiny as a "Third Rome"; it 

might, instead, turn outward, against the West, in response to Western (most likel)' 

On page 210 Damlevsky argues that it is an historical imperative to fight this clement 
(which Spengler caUs pseudomorphism) to allow the rise of Russian culture. The 
similarities ùf the two views are extrordlllary, especially glvcn that it is unlikely that 
Spengler hau read Danilevsky before he wrote. Sec Robert E. McMaster, "Danilevsky 
and Spengler: A New Interpretation," Journal of Modern History 26 (1954): 154-61 
Alfred L. KlOcber, Style and Civi!i7ation (Ithaca. Cornell UP, 1957), 109-117. 

77Spengler, Decime, 2: 189. 

nSpengh>t', !)edine, 2: 192 

79Spenglcl, Decline, 2: 196. See also: Spengler, Letters, (6 July 191';),34-38. 
Spengler de~cnbed the prIme symbol of the na"ccnt Ru~slan culture a~ a "plaIn without 
limit." Spengler, pccline, 1: 201. On Marxism and Tsan<.;m sec: Oswald Spcngkr, 
"Prussianism and Sociahsm," Selected E~say~ (ChICago: Guteway, 19(7), 126-127 
Dostoevsky i~ the propth~t of the "unmanent blrth of a new religIOn Hl RU"'~la" --tht..: future 
will bc dOI11inatcd by R\I~sia as Jt attempts to actualt ~e its '\en~e of rcilglOu) mi.,<.;JOI1." 
ilS ccntral cultural, social, and political exprc~sion. 
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Gennan) aggression--but this wou Id be "disastrous" for both sides. llo 

In the interim between the breakthrollgh of authentic Russi.m Culture and the 

dissolution of the West Spengler forecasted a 'period of contending states' in the West 

for the last struggle of Faustinn universalization, th"t of world conque st. The Western 

tendency to infinite expansion in all realms of culture turned tü the economic rcalm with 

the exhaustion of aU its other cultural channels, seeking ta lllrn the whole world into a 

"single colonial and economic system"; this is a final product of the Fhustian sense of 

infinity, first transposed intü Will, Force and Deed.81 ln the end Sllccess goes 10 the 

people or nation which can hold onto its culturaillnity, ils inheritance and ils native will 

to conqller. The victor will be that state which is most "in foml," which is able lU unite 

and maintain itself in tune with its essence. "Good form" lS the replication of "the beat 

of a givf'n species ()f being" and the maintenance of a living tradition of nobility.82 Il 

is also action in tune with the times; to Spengler all possibilities of Faustian philosophy, 

metaphysics, active religion. music, and the arts had been realized and there was no 

avenue left for the will except that of the pursuit of power through technic~ and 

militancy.83 As society turned away from reason and men sought faiths new 

charismatic leaders -Caesars--would overthr:>w the powers of the monied interests and 

usher in a last glorious epoch of war or, through politics, "the continuation of war by 

intellectual means. ,,84 

In The Decline of the West Spengler's perspective on the ominous development 

of technology and economic growth was similar if more fatt::ful to that which we will sec 

8°0swald Spengler, "The Two Faces of Russia and Gennany's Eastern Problem," 
Selected Essays, 171-172. 

8lSpengler, Decline, 1: 335-337. 

82Spengler, Decline, 2: 330-331. 

83As he later put it, "we Gennans will never again produce a Goethe, but indeed a 
Caesar." Spengler, "Pessimism," Selected Essays, 154. 

84This is Spengler's transfonnation of Clausewitz's famous dictum. Spengler, 
Decline, 2: 330. 
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in the work of Lewis Mumford. Both included in their definition of technics not simp1y 

hUf.lan technology but also the human intentions behina it, its use in practice, and the 

system of thought upon which it was built.85 Spengler felt that, historically, "true beHef 

has regardec! the machine as the dcvil." In the twilight of the West, Faustian civilization 

was dommatcu by a cancerous growt~, a product of the machine which had its own 

imperativcs.~h Modern culture had reached 1n unprecedented level of activit; so that the 

earth trembJcd bcneath it The Faustian extension Df the will to power over nature had 

reached such a pomt that future generations would see this as an era when nature was 

tottering and mankind modeled himself on his toois. li "slave of his creation." The 

dominance of the machine for Spengler, as for Henry Adams, symbolized the "deposition 

of God"; Faustlan sccular 'progre,>sivism' after the destruction of aIl of its sacred myths 

conceives "the idea of the machine" as a vehic1e to Godne!..s!87 The Faustian bargain 

with technological and economic growth, so familiar in CUITent ecological parlance, was 

for Spengler a last result of the Faus\ian drive to infinite extension in aH areas; it was 

inevitably uoomcd ta failure. In time he belicved that the even the high priests of 

technocratie culture, the engineering elite, would come to see a "Satanism" in their 

creation; in sorne future generation these leading minds of sodety "will find their soul's 

health more important that aIl the powers in this world" and the mysticism of second 

religiosity would bring on an abrupt collapse of the intellectual and economic will of the 

8S0swuld Spengler, Man Rnd Technics; A Contribution to a Philosophy of Life (1932, 
New York: Knopf, 1963), 10-11. "Every machine serves sorne process and owes its 
existence to though t about this process. Il 

86Like Jacques Ellul, Spengler felt that "our techniclll thinking must have its 
actuulizutlon, senslble or senseless." Spengler, Man and Technics, 94. 

87Spengler, Decline, 2: 501-504. Years later Spengler reiterated his contention that 
civilization hac! lost control of its tools: "The creature is rising up against its creator ... the 
Lord of (he World is becoming the slave of the Machine." Spengler, Man and Technics, 
90. 
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Faustian culture soul.&8 In his later work ';ppngler look the apocalyptical inù\gl~ of 

mechanized civilization further by pointing out the result of the mechanized order on th\.! 

environment. He described species and productive land loss and claimed that Faustlan 

civilization was destroying the organic world; "an artificial world is imperm\.!ating and 

poisoniJ1g the natural."89 Therc is a sense here that the tragedy of Faustian dedinc 

somehow culminated the tragedy of the race as a whole; machine dOlT'inancc of modern 

life is unprecedentcd. This is furthered as he examincd how techl11cs Jevcloped in the 

West were bcing appropriated by the "colored world revolution" of ri~lng pcoples in pl\.!

civilized areas on the pcnphery who in the end would l'ise up against thcir fonner 

exploiters and shatter the last bastion of Faustian culture, the economic system. Then, 

according to Spengler, Faustian technics, rooted in the now-spent culture soul, wou Id be 

cast aside and forgotten--this again is destiny.90 

After the enonnous success of the first volume of The Decline Spengler wrote a 

manifesto for the future ",/hich expressed his ideals in political lenns. In "Prussianism 

and Socialism," a work that was to be more popular than the Decline, Spengler defined 

the Gennanic soul as one dominated by a "Prussian instinct" wherein "power belong.\ to 

the totality" and "each citizen is assigned his place in the totality. He receives his ordcr~ 

and obeys them ... This is authoritarian socialism."91 This Gennanic destiny would roll 

over any who opposed it; socialism would fulfIl! the German destiny even as it 

manifested itself in a hierarchical order of the all-powerful Staat ruled by a new class of 

88Spengler, Decline, 2: 505. Already in 1932, Spengler feh that the technicians were 
fleeing from machine dominance. Spengler, Man and Technics, 97-98. 

89Spengler, Man and Technics, 94. 

9OSpengler, Man and Technics, 101-103. 

910swald Spengler, "Prussianism and Socialism," Sel~cted Essays (Chicago: Gateway, 
1967),17-18. 
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"socialistie mastertypes."92 Clearly his caU resonated strong!y with other Gennanic 

voices of the pcriod as diverse as Hitler and Rosenberg, Langbehn and Moeller van den 

Bruck. 

Spengler voted for Hitler in April of 1932 and then again in July; he and his 

sisters hung flags with swastikas out their windows. In 1934 Spengler claimed that no 

one detcstcd the revolution of 1918 with greater fervor, at the same time "no one can 

have looked ('orward to the national revolution of this year [1933 J with greater longing 

than myself."n He wrme The Hour of Decision as a "danger signal"; the ti'TIes 

demanded action, "through the livmg example and moral self-discipline of a ruling class, 

not by a tlow of words or force." Germany was the key country in the world, it must 

lead in the ncw age of contention, it must be the foundation of the coming 'imperium 

mundi' that woulù rise out of the present world war age of transition.94 While he 

criticized the Nazi Party for its racism and the vulgar mass politics that it engaged in, 

Spengler's call for a fuhrer was unequivoca1.95 He feh that "Hitler is a fool, but one 

must SUppOlt the movement."Y6 

Spengler's relations with the Nazi Party were ambiguous. \Vith tne Nazi accession 

to power Spengler was recognized as an intell~ctual predee·.;ssor of the Party and offered 

a chair at the University of Leipzig. He refused it. As early as 1927 Spengler wrote to 

a frie:ld that he had stood aloof from the Nazis and had attempted to prevent the Munich 

Putsch. He condemned Nazi taetics claiming that "politics should be based on sober facts 

92Spengler, "Prussianism," 130. 

930swald Spengler, The Hour of Decision (New York: Knopf, 1934), ix. 

94Spenglcr, The !:lour, xiii-xvi, 24. 

95Spenglcl, The Hour, 230. He closed: "The ultimate decisions are waiting their 
man ... He whme sword cornpels victory here will be lord of the world. The dice are there 
ready for thls stupendeus game. Who dares to throw them." 

96Hamilton, 142-3. 
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and considerations and not on a romanticbm of the feelings. ,,<;7 Whil.: he .' grced wuh 

a good part of their program and arguably hall cOl'tributeLl 10 their success with hls 

negative vicws of parliamentary govcrnmcl1t, his as~enlOns of the incvitabillty of il new 

Caesarism, and l11s cati for a "PrltS~Hln SoclaItSI11," Spengler W'l'i avelSl~ to Nall raCI~1l1 

and the romanllc emotlonuh~m of the movement. He tdt th.n the Nazl~, pattÏl'ularly 

Hitler, werc 110t aristocratie enough; they were Vùlces from the mob. Arter a Illl'etl/lg 

with Hitler .lt \vlllch he was talked into the ground for an hour and a hall' at Bayreuth 1/1 

luly lÇ33, Spengler Felt that he WdS a "very dcccnt fellow, bUl...onc doesn't Iccl for il 

second that he \ :'Igmficant. .. 9!l Spengler sent Hitler his The Hour of DeCIsion (hrcr 

weeks after thcir meeting; with ilS condemnatlon of plebeian polltlCs, tlag~, and slogan~, 

the book could not, If il were read at aIl, have pleased the Fuhrer. ln February 01 that 

year Goebbels had written to Spengler askl/lg him for a prc-clectlOn article "to bc hundcd 

by me to the ?ress for further circulatIon" on the Germanic ~truggle for honor and 

position that the Nazi Party was leading. Spcngler rcplied: "1 have never yet taken part 

in election propaganda and neither shaH 1 do so In the fll[Ure"--though he agrecd that he 

would write wh.tt he thought if the govemment would cease 11s "unmeasured aHack. 'i on 

him.\l99 ln March Spengler was again courted by tilC Nazi hlcrarchy. He refuscd 

Goebbels' invitation ta go on the radio on the evening of the cercmony at the Garrison 

Church in Potsdam which symbolized the Nazi reconcihation with the P:-ussian pa~t.IOO 

97Si>engler, Letters (15-3-27), 217. 

98Hamilton, 155, 117. Somewhat Ironically Spengler considered Mussolini a greater 
leader; he wa~ a "Lord of hi~ country." Sec also: T. W. AdufI1o, "Was Spengler Right'!" 
Encounter 26 (1966): 25-29. On Febrlla.I.)' 14, 1933, Spengler wrotc to a friend of the 
degeneration of the natiol1Dlist movement with the rise of N ali dominance LUlli the 
"grotesque incapacity of their kading clique." Spengler, Lettcrs, 27X. 

99Spengler, Letters, Goebbels to Spengler (2-10-1933),289, Spengler's rcply (3-11-
1933),290. or in, Koktanck., Anton M., Oswald Spengler, Briere 1913-193(}, (Münchcn: 
C.H. Beck, 1963), 709-711. 

lOOJo11, 93. 
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In Octoher Goebi)cls worked out a late a~ld pourly organized banning of The Hour of 

Decision. Ultllnately Ît was difticult to reconcÎle Spengl. r's deterministic cycles and 

his postulate that a periml of t\\'o centuries of Caesarism was ,',Il that was left for Western 

culture wlth the more optunistIc Nazi premI~es that echocd \ttoeller van den Bruek's 

perspcclI ve on tht: Germans as a young people who had a long future ahead. lOl In 1934 

Gunthcr Grul1llcl vOlccd the Party's ~cntiments in Jahl .... Der l perwindl11,lg (tlYears of 

OvercOJl1lng") whch condcmned Spenglcr's fatalism a~ "Jaming" ,he peopl >'s minds and 

the Volkish will cven (l!. the NaZIS led a Germanie "ResurrectIon ,102 In the same year 

the Rohm Purgc of the S.A., led by Himmler and Gonng, devasw l~d Spengler; frien1s 

and aequaintanœ~ whme politieaI VIe\Vs \Vere reiallvely congenial tri \'Îs own, hke Gustav 

von K"hr, Glcgor Strasser, and Will! Schmidt, were assasinatcd. 103 ,'lis alleglance now 

clear, Spengler tl)ok the symbolic step of breaking his ties \VlIh NIeczs,:he's sIster and the 

Archive over thcir ~upport for the regime. Elizabeth Forster-NIetzsche \lrote to Spengler 

with an irony and a sense of imphed responsibility that mmt have infuriated him: "Does 

not our sinceICly honored Fuhrer have the same ièeal and values for the Third Reich, as 

yOIl have expIcsscd in Prussianism and SOClulism?"I04 In the end Spengler's name was 

banned from the radIo, he was effectively silenced, and he died in 1936 of a heart attack, 

at home in Munich, a lonely and embittered man. 

IOI0n Moeller van den Bruck and Spengler see: Fritz Stern, The Politics of Cultural 
Despair (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1961), 238-9. 

102Gunth~r E Grundel, Jahre Der UberwlI1dung (Korn: Breslau, 1934). The ritle is 
an obviou'\ answcr to Spengler's The Hour of Decision. The 'offidal' world history of 
the rcgimc wa~ that set forth in Mem Kampf and 111 Rosenberg's Der Mythus des 20. 
Jahrhunderts (1930) Rmenberg sharply attacked Spengler's prsition on race, he rejected 
SpcngJer'~ pClspcctive on what he sawas "heaven sent 'CUlllJre groups'" in favor J! his 
own Mythll~ 01 Blood which precedes culture and dctermlfles it. Alfred Rosenberg, Race 
and Race IIJ'itory and Other E~says, Robert Pois, Ed. (Nevl York: Harper and Row, 
1970),94-99. 

101Hanllltoll\ l5R. 

104Spengler, Lctters (10-15-1935), to Spengler from Elizabeth Forster-Nietzsche, 304. 
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In criticizing Spengler's work one must start with hls dail11 that he fulfillcd the 

work of Nietzsche and applied Goethe's system of thollght 10 world hi~tory; in /lis worLl~. 

"Goethe ghVC me method, Nletz~che the questlonmg taclllty.,,\ll~ Spengler W.l~ whal 

Walter Kaufmanl1 referrcd to as a "liard Nietlscheal1"I'~', he held that tmtOly wa~ a long 

tragic strllgglc; "Ihls battlc ,b.life--life, muccLi. 111 the Nlel/~chcan sen~e, il gnm, plllk~.." 

no-quarter battlç of the Will to Power" in wlllch "IJeals are cowarthce ,,1(I! 1'0 

Spengler, the flght for eXl~tencc ln the face of this slfIIgglc, even thOligh an es~enl1ally 

meaninglcss and hope\css task, IS ennobling, it is the "amor l'ail" of NIetzsche. 1'0 hll1\, 

the Ovennan in a latc cultLnal period can only be an amoral power-seekl'r am! Ilot il 

seeker of truth l)f explorer of conSClOusness. 

In an allures'.; on "Nietzsche and his Century" glvcn on Nicll:sche's eightieth 

birthday in 1924 at the Nietzsche Archive, Sper.gJcr put hnnself forward as a ~llCet=S:-'or 

whose vision of hlstory acted as a complctlOn of Nietzsche' s thought. Ile (\s~erted tha! 

before Nietz~che "no onc knew of the tempo of hlstory" and no one had exposeu the 

"rhythmlc !-.c<-}l'ence of agc'i cultures and attitudes" that have no loglc or goal. No one 

had recognized the ul1lversal causal pnnClple in hlstory, the WIll To Power IOH Along 

with his praisc was a sense that Nietzsche 'Jnly necded li Spengler to come after ln fuitili 

his vision of history as li "symphony." Ckarly, Spengler dld begin wlth the que~tlOns that 

Nietzsche aruculatcd. Yet cven in hIS rejectlon of progress and "sclcntific history" with 

its suppmed objcctivlty and "will-Iess kllower" and hls attempt to clrcumvelll or 'forget' 

the meaningle~s datul11 of history 10 favor of a perspective on the essences of hls cight 

105Spenglcr, Oed:ne, 1: xiv. 

I06The "hard Nietl'.;cheans" were concerned les" wllh the ~trllggle of the II1dividual for 
creation and ~elf-overcoming (the central mterest of the "soft Nictzschean~," like 
Kaufmann hUllSelf) a" wah the ~ense of lire as a 'itrugg\e bctween "trong and wcak in 
tenns of wùrldly power. Sec Walter Kaufmann, Niel/selle: Ph!lo~opher, PsYC!lOlOgl'it, 
Antichrist (1950, Princeton. Princeton UP, 1974),414 

107Spengler, Man and Techlllcs, i6. 

\0
80swaid Sper.gler, "Nietzsche and his Century," Selected E'i'iays. UQ-194 
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specifie cultures, Spenglerconfused Nietzsche's historical categories of the "Monumental" 

and the "unhl.,ton(;al" and fcll far ~hort of what Nietzsche meant when he sought the 

"superhlstOrIcal" a" an antidote to hist()ricl~m. Ultimal.?ly, Spengler mixen hlS metaphors 

and crrcd in hlt:nthng C()cthc'~ physiognomlC perspective on Nature with Nietzschc's 

~uperhlstoncal per.,~"'ccllve on 'bl~ing' a~ oppost'J ta 'becoming' to produce an historical 

work that abu"cLi the be.H Idea~ d enher man. 

Ir i., argulthle thi;! Nietz"che 'lPphed his sense of eternal recurœnce metaphoricnlly 

in maintaimng, un cternal repetiuoa of historicai events but that he envisioned through this 

symbolizatlofl a ~l1rerhistorical levcl of Being, outside of history, a DionysIan moment 

that the Illstollcal perspectIve makes pass. From this perspective one can view Spengler's 

effort a~ a baslardlLatlOn of Nietzsche' s esscntlally personal and expcriential sense of 

lime. A look at N IctLsche 's understanding of thr "super-historical" may help us here: 

By the wmd "unhi~t()ncal" 1 mean the power, the 

art, of forgetting and of drawing a limih::d horizon 

round oneself. 1 call the power "super-historical" 

which tUfI1S the eycs from the process of becoming 

to that which glVCS existence an t'ternal and stable 

char:l~ter--to an and religion. SClence--for it 

is science that make~ us speak C 'pOlsons"--sees 

in thcse powers contrary powers; for it considers 

only that vie\\' of thmgs to be true and rig\1t, and 

thereforc sClcntific, which regards something as 

fll1ished or hlstoncal, not as continuaI a'ld eternal. 

Thus It livc~ in deep antagonism toward the powers 

that make for eternity--art and :ehgion--for it 

hmes the forgetflllnes~ that is the death of 

knowledgc, and tries to remove ail limItation uf 

hon.wn and cast men mto an intinite boundless 

sca whose waves are bnght with the clear knowledge 
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of--becoming! IOQ 

Surdy Spengler has l11't gone beyond recurrent becomingl His sense of 'destiny' 

can hll.l'dly scrve as grounu 111 p!ace of Nietz'ichc's eternally 'lIlltill1'ihed' art and n:ltbinll, 

His history \\.'Ollld have bren abh(\ITenl 10 Nlct, ',che, bOlh 11\ Il'i fatahsm, whteh hy il~ 

detennini~tlc Ir rc\allvI:-.tlc ~en~e of trrne al1'l place rc:-.tncts IIldivHJual pO"\lbilrl1c\ of 

"overcommg" Imtory, and 111 hi~ 11lIsplaced pcr~pectivc on ovclcOllllng ItsCIt a~ a proù~~~ 

of pohtical, and in the Faustian context, Gennal1lc cmpowcllnen\ Accolll1ng to Ern~t 

Stutz, Spengkr\ metahi'itory is a proJcctiOl! of hi., pcr~()l1al polI\lcaJ lIltell\lon~ UpOIl the 

history of th~~ world as a whole eù\ en;d c v~r by a palll1a of llaturahSI1C detcrm lIliSlIl 110 

In spite of the transfonmltions of Nietzsche' s work accom phl,hed by Elizabeth Forster

Nietzsche and the proto-Nazi ~Hetzscl'te Archive that '"'0 color.?d Spengler'~ VICW ,)1 

Nietzsche, wc know that Nietz'iche had no fauh 1\1 a parucu!arly Gcrm:lI1 desllny but wa~ 

a "good European."lll 

Whlle Spengler asserted that human bCll1gs I1lU~t aet 111 accord wlth thclr destiny, 

Nietzsche hcld that man must Justify him~elf aesthetlcally, he must "say ye~ \.) lite" 

through art, and further, he must ùo this throllghout the movement of a culture; decadence 

is 'eternally recurrent' 111 that it crops up as a [eature of ill!. times. Nietzsche conùemneu 

the conscIence that supphes a faise dlchotomy of gond and eVl\--to him this rose out of 

I09Friedrich Nietzsrhe, The Use and Abu:-.e of Ih:-.tory (New Yo!'~· Macmillan, 
1986). 69-70. Nietzsche held that lt was "lllgh time to move forw<lrd wlth the whoIe 
battalion of ~atirc and maltce again~t the exccs..,e~ of the 'historrcal ~ense,' tht! wanton 
love of the \\'01 Id proce~s at the cxpcmc of IIfe "nt! eXll,tencc, " (60). 

IHlEm~t Stlltl, Oswald Spengler aIs pohtl.,cher Denker (Bern. f·ranc~..:, 195H), 95. 

IIlSee: Hans Barth, Truth anù Iùeo!ogy (Bcrkeley. UllIver<;lty nf Califorma, 1976), 
140 fn. Also ~('e. Edmond Vermeil, Doctrlnalrc'i de la Revolution allemande 191 K-193X 
(Paris: Sorlot, IlJ3R), 8'+. Spengkr rehcd on The Wtll 10 Pow(:r whlch Ehlabeth l'or\tcr
Nietzsche lh~tnrtcd with her own patlonali~m and raCl'im. 
Aiso ~ee: Kaufmall, Nlctz~che, ad pa)~im, Stcrn, The PobtIC'>, 286, 2X7, argue, 
convlrIcmgly that Nietz~che warncd agaillst thc tranl,fcl of the concept of 'will 10 power' 
from lIldlvidual ~clf-actuaillation to the ~tatc. Thl~ i'i the very mi..,under~tandIng of 111''; 
work that N lctzschc mo~t fearcd. 
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a sense of a 'lïxed pallt' and a 'fixed future' --while Spengler's moral invocation is to act 

in terms of one'.., ume and place, or destiny, Nietz~che's calI is to ,1Ct ahistorically in the 

arti'ale cxprc..,..,lo!1 of onc's nature.") Nietz::.chc cond\~mm j Chri<;uunity as dominated 

hy the "will to dcny lIre' and the "will to d~<;tructwn," "a :iccret ln,;\inct" that 

forcshadowed iT~Lld\ death Iml1nct, 'lurely, l'rom Nletl~chc 's perspective thls instinct is 

the dominant mou! li) Spengler'<; cultUIal e::.chatology,lll Spengler has no place for 

Nietz~che\ DJ()ny~ian JOY; as 1Ian<; Barth has put Il, after reduc;ng Nietzsche to the 

his!oflcal and the poillical, "nolhing rcmained of the promi::.c of a new salvatiorl thlOUgh 

a hfe-afflrIl1Ing ethlc."t11 

Spengler'.., ..,cnse of cultural morphology is, as we have sern, modeled on Goethe's 

perspective on ",clcntific morphology. While Spengler was able 10 apply the morphology 

of Goethe'" ~tudy )1' plants almost dlrectly as a dominant metaphor in hi~ world hlstOry 

and rellcd on Goethe 's morphology of 'Epochs of the Spirit,' ;1e differed in his orientation 

from Goethe who, hkc his mentor Herder, saw cosmic processes as essentially 

telcological. m Spengler's Faust is more hke Marlowe": than Goethe's; in the end he 

is damned. Whereas Nletz~che opposcd ceaseles~ Fau<.;tlUn stnving In time with his 

perspective of a}ll~lOrical being, Spengler accepted Goethe's pelpetual bccomi.lg but 

desacralizcd the proecs" and danll1ed it 10 ultimate hl:>llJncal dlsilltegrarion. 

Over the years Spengler's metahlstory has been attackcd on ail fronts. Christopher 

I\2Haydcll Whllc provIJCS a useful Vlew of Nletzsche's perspective in: Hayden White, 
"Nietzsche. The Poetic Defense of I11story 111 the Metaphorical Mode," Metahistory: The 
Histoncai Imagm<ltlOn ln Nmeteenth Century Europe (Baltimore: John Hopkins UP, 
1973) 360-J61, ,mL! ad pa~"lTn, 332-373. 

II~Nletl,che, The Blrth of Trill>;.cJ!y, 9-11, 33,52. 

114Hans Banh. Truth and Idcology (Berkeley: University of California, 1976), 178. 
Hmmlton, 112. nOk'i that Mann callcd Spengler an "ape" of Nietzsche. Eric Russell 
Bentley, A Centllry of lkro-WorshlQ (Philadelphia' J.B. Lipp~ncott, 1944),210-211. 
Bentlcy holt!.., that Spengler reduces Nietzsche to the male aspect of the will (0 power; 
his work IS "rellevcd hy no ray of Nielzschcan sunshine." 

1l50n Goethe' ~ Impact on Spengler see: Erich Helier, The Disinhented Mind (New 
York: Harcourt Bracc Jovanovich, 1975),91, and 179-196, ad passim. 
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Dawson has convincingly demonstrated lhat the ongll1s of a cl\'1111atlOn emhract's myth\ 

and epic~ from a vancty of cultural ~ourct'~, c~pccl.llly l'will carhcl CI\'llInItIOn\ and 

peoples, ~o 11',\1 a Cl\'lh/<ltlOn 1\ thc ~yncll:t1c produli 01 .1 vancly 01 pcoplr:\, 1Il0lh'11\ 

civil!zaocn 1" not JUq CJcrmalllc. 11t
, Th: obviou:- lorollary LO th" Clltlll"111 l, Ih.!! 

cldlures Call110t eXI\1 ;h \"atertq:ht compalllllcilh whlch "l'nng. uut 01 Ilm\llt' 1 l' hy 

spontaneoul., p.lrthl'llflgenCl.,I.." thi" pcr~pl'C1I\'C .thqf .;1I~ ClaltUI e Ullt DI a Wldl'l \\ orld 

histoncal pIOCC'>I., 11' Ilam Barth has rej~.;tcd Spcngkl'I., l:!H..,tl'PlOloglC.ti (ll'I\Pl'L'lI\t' 

oftakmg hl, pllllll' ..,ymbol ao.; a mylhlcal "lIb.,uuI . .'tun: whli:h leave' II\:elkclHlI1 al., 1111:ld)' 

a reflectJon, or ao.; a 'Iupcr.,trucIUlc. Hc bl'ltcve~ !hal Spengler ~llllr~Y lIl\cnled ail 

abstraction l'mm tho.;cretc lInlt~ of eVldencl' :ind the Il u.,ed it lulocate and judgl' thl'~c .,ame 

bits and pl~'CC'> of eVldenec IlH R Ci. Collll1gwood Na" an eatly crille \vIH) ndlL:ukd 

Spengler's organJCl~m, lm "UlbOl!l1d" perl.,f)('ctlve on P'>èlld')!llOrphm 1\, wllich hold" (hat 

one culture can nd:,. Impact another 10 Ill., detlllllcnL and lw, attcmpt lO "charactcnlc a 

culture by I11can" cf " ~lI1gle Ide.! or k,lJcncy" ano, evtn WOl~C, to rnakc ba~l'le<;" 

predictions f10m ..,uch p~eudo-scitntlflc preml'ic~.1I'J AccordJ/lg 10 anolhcr carl f enlIe, 

Don Augu..,t Me'i,>cr, it i'l ab~un.! to pO~lt that lultll!'e:-. arc bound !t'a 'mother lanu~cape' 

and cannot !'IpIC.10 or move 10 ather envJr(mrl1enh Me\!'Icr <11"0 argucd t'lat men can use 

their intellect'l to ..,ohe pmblcl11s that are Important beyond thelr OWIl cultund clrclc and 

ti:nes. Mcs'Icr condudcd in 1 ~22 that Spengler'~ prcuu,:tlom of cultural uecay werc 

\I6Christophcr Dawson. The Dynarnics of World History, John J, Mulloy Ed (New 
York: Shced and Ward, 1 ~57), .nrJ • 

117StcphCI1 Chant and MIchael Joyce, "Spengler and the Anthropologists," 
Conternponl' y RevÎc\V 131 (1927 J. 766. 

JlXBarth, Trulh ,md IJwlogy, lR2. Barth reJt:cto.; the POSl,lblhty that wc U\lî :n,.KC a 
real compamon bctWCCll hl<.,toncal cxprc"..,lon .\!id the undcrlymg grnunu 01 the ,>oul 

119R.G. Colllllgwood, The Idea of III'>to.!.Y (1 ()-4(1, LO!ll\lJ!l Oxlord UP, 1m2), 163, 
167, 169-170. R G Colhngwood, "Ow·;ald Spt:llglcr and the Thcory of lil.,toncal 
Cycles," Antlqulty J (1927), 311-325 ad pa"..,II11. Alfred Krot:bcr calleu Spengler\ def1la) 
of any viable dllflll.,lOJ1 "1I1"okncc " (X6). 
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unfoundcd but thm they could con~ribute to such a decJinc. 12
() 

Spengler 1\ aj<.,o cril1clzcd for his I11hll1StlC perspective on the n .. ~ure of man. 

Ilcller cOndCllln\ Spengler li'i a "[abc propht't": "the Image of man which lurks behind 

Spenglcr\ va'>! Imtoflcal canva~ i"i pcrvèrr~(\, and could only be acceptcd by ;1 hopelessly 

pervcrted age "1 '1 Alfrcd Krochel ha\ calkd Spengler an "Expressionist" wt.ose 

tcmpcramenl "vcIgcs on the pathologlCal." To hml The Dcchnc manifests "needless 

exaggeratlo!l'>, dogrnatisrn, vehemence of convictIOIl, blind sp0ts, [and an! Inability to 

balance cVltknce "1)2 Martlll Braulln noted that Spengler gave the Nazis "historical 

credcntiah" ,lml wa" III active leaglle wlth the irratIonal anJ destructive forces of his 

timc. l2l V C1111l~il notcd how Spt!nglcr' s sense of pSlledo!i1orpho~is and the need for 

rcncwal of 'gond form' for Gennanic culture fH well WIth the Nazi effort to elim:nate 

'Magwn' corruptHllls of Fau'itian culture, partIcularly those of democracy, egalitarian 

sociah~m, and the corrupung Magian pcoples, especlUlly the Jews; In the end Spengler's 

"cultural antH'ICmlll~ll1" gave way before Hitler's materiahstk and Darwmian view.124 

Adorno condcmncd Spenglcr's slIrrender to fate (Schicks:d); he attacked Spengler's error 

of invel1llllg an abs()llItI~t conception of nature that "he was prepared to defend against 

12ODon August Messer, Oswald Spengler ais Philosoph, (Stuttgart: Drud von Streder, 
1922), 74, 88, 207. 

121Hellcr, 193. 

i2lMarun Brauun, "B~ry, Spengler and the New Spenglerians," History Today 7 
(1952)' :'i2X. BralJlIl1 notcd that the "new Spenglenans," Sorokin, Toynbee, and Kroeber, 
wcrc rea,ly antl Spenglcnans who ~()ught to free cycles From biological detenninism. 

124Vcnncll. lOS, 125. Velmeil cOllcluded that Spengler acted as a useful prelude to 
the NazIs, antlClp.ltll1g thclr doctrine "()I1 the cssential pOints." For further information 
on the two I.lCl"m~ and for an lIltngl:1I1g VICW of the lI11pOnancc of Spengle. in British 
fa~Cl~m ~t'c Richard C. Thurlow, "D~stiny and Doom: Spengier, Hitler élnd 'British' 
Fasci~m," PaItCI!l" of Prejudlœ 15 (1981) 4: 23, and ad passIm. 
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the elements of reason and cnlightenment."125 Clearly Spengler's perspectIve 011 n:tllllC 

and history as a sllIgle process of phy!->iognomic nse and taU i!-> a naturahstlc myth 

modeled uncon~ciou'ily on the TcutoI1lc myths (hat Spengler, hke Wagner, fo.md al thl: 

~ource of Gennanic cultUIC ln the end Spengler propheslcd '(îottcHl.tlllIllCIllllg,' an 

apocalypse without a mIllennium ('Ir ~alvation, not onlv for FaustHl!l culture but for world 

history as a whok 126 

Spengler' s syc1ical perspective on ci viIi zatIOIl" and [:leir 'hOIllOlogolls' 

contemporanclty can also be seeu, however, as a posllive contribution to dialogue. Seen 

as an heurÎstlc device, the theory broadened the contcmpOlaIy VICW of world Llstory, 

Spengler is correct in clainung tltat he made a COpCI11ICHn levolutlOll hy opcnlllg a 

discourse 1I1to the parallels belween worlù cultuœ:-.. ami "hattenllg the c()rnplaCCnl hp\.'al 

model of Anclent, Medieval, and Modern cominuIIy. As Ern<.,t Swu point'i Ollt, Spenglel 

also laid the founclatio.1 for a broad and lI1ter discIpli lIary perspectl ve on pohlir .. , ,HI j the 

soc~al sciences by demonstI atmg th:1t potines, relIgIon, art, and Imtory ~ll e lI1terrclatcd 

parts of an intcgrated culturai whole rather than isolared sy~tel11s.!lI 1 Ils II1sighlful if 

pesslmistic pCI::,pcctlve un the machine of the mO<.krn SOCial ortier and lt'i tcchmcs lS a 

central COllCCIIl of world histonans up to the presl'nt. Spcngltl's Idatlvi'im, extreme 

though it 'NUS, opcned a broad perspective on aIte! native' ways of 'ieclllg' ulI10ng world 

cultures and to !-'ome extent est.lbllshed the inherent vahdny of mher cultural PCI"pcctivcs. 

To Spengler, one could only understand a people by secll1g It 111 Il li own tl' lllJ). 

Spengkr epItomizes many of the fundamcntal pro!':lcms whLch lI,fould dormnalc the 

study of world lm tory in Ih~ twentieth œntury. In the end, SpL'ngler's atternpt to Ploducc 

125T.W. Adorno. "Was Spengler Rlght'?" EncoLlnter 26 (1966): 29. 

126Spenglcr, Decline, 1: 421-L~24. The Second Law of Thcrmoùynamics symboli/ed 
for Spengler (Ju'.t ,\S lt had tor J !cnry Adam,,) "the worlù's end <l<" completlon of an 
inwardly nccc'isaty evolutIon." AI<.,q se~ Bentky, 211. 

L27Ern ... t Stlltz, Oswald S penglex al" polJtl'lher Denker (Hern: Francke, 195H), 2.W. 
Kroeber (65), noteci that the Idca "lhat sciencc 'ihare" at kaq li degrec of the rclauvlty 
that is chalactcn'itIc of ail human culture, was tir,,! realiled by Spengler." 
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a Nietzschean world history was a failure. Spengler erred in retaining a holistic pseudo

science aJongside a detenninism of human artion that Jeft room in the future for only the 

lowest common dcnorninators of hum an ac,tion. In his pontifkations on the future tragic 

glories of the Gennan nation Spengler reverted to the anti-world of his childhood 

fantasies and the 'waking dreams' of his adult life; his apocalyptic predictions, accurate 

as sorne of them turned out to be, were based as much on his own weltangst and anger, 

even hatred, against a world in which he felt he had no place as they were on actual 

historienl events. In an age of Caesars Spengler was a misplaced metaphysician, an epic 

poet in an era that, aecording to his theory, could only grasp tacts. His deterministic 

predictions were projeeted wishes, expressions of the author' s "being expressed in words," 

more than they were results of careful his!orical scholarship. 

Even his detraetors have reeognized the aceuracy of some of Spengler's forecasts 

and as penetrating a reviewer as H. Stuart Hughes has called the Decline the "nearest 

thing we have to a key to our times."128 Spengler tOOK hecoie vitali sm to an end point 

from which he could envi sion no hopeful future except in escapist mysticism and the 

glories of war. His nihilism reversed Schopenhauer's pessimism to make it active, 

direction al, Germanie. Not only did he typify the pervasive groundlessness and despair 

over civilization in inter-war (lermany, he also embodied the anti-history of modernism 

with hs relativism, its experiential and anti-intellectual biases, and its fundamental 

rejection of the positivist world system and the ideology of Progress. As works of 

destruction Spengler' s writings have acted as a fundamental challenge to any meaningful 

world perspective in the twentieth century. After Spengler, world historians were forced 

to rebuild world history, to rescue continuity, direction, and an ideology of progress. 

The Decline of the West demanded an answer and much of the writing of world history 

in our century has been an attempt to provide one, by the resacralization of the world and 

the reaffirmation of mealling beyond the detennined individual and the will to power. 

128Hughes, 165. 
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THE RELIGIOUS PREMISES AND GOALS OF ARNOLD TOYNBEE'S WORLD HISTORY 

Tous les grand empires que nous avon vus sur la 

terre ont concouru par divers moyens au bien de 

la Religion et la gloire de Dieu, comme Dieu même 

l'a déclu..ré par ses prophètes. 

Bishop Bossuet' 

When we are investigating the relations between the 

facts of history, we are trying to see God through 

History with our Intellects. 

Arnold J. Toynbee2 

The furor has died down. The intellectual and religious passions which inspired 

vituperative condemnation, sarcastic ridicule and even occasional cultish mythicizing have 

aU withered with the death of Arnold Toynbee in 1975. His massive opus, A Study of 

His tory , is rarely read with the enthusiastic immersion of the iI13pired or converted but 

remains like a bombed-out cathedral shell, a monument to his faith Toynbee '5 goals in 

writing his epic started out with the ideal of a "synoptic view of history" and grew into 

an effort at regrounding historical consciousness in the sacred in order to educate and 

inspire individuals in the selflessness of the saints ~nd thereby lead civilization through 

the 'shadow of death' of Modernism into a new age unified by an integrated world 

'Jacques Benigne Bossuet, Discourse sur l'Histoire Universelle, Third Ed. (Paris) 
Third Part, Chap. 1; quoted by Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study of History, 12 Vols. (London: 
Oxford UP 1933, 1939, 1954, 1961), 7: 55. 

2Toynbee, Study, 10: 112. 
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religious faith.3 

Toynbce's importance in the field of twentieth-century thought ean searcely be 

exaggerated. There has been perhaps no other historian in the century able to master as 

extensive a wcalth of historieal detail from such a far-flung variety of civilizations, no 

more cohcsivc and thorough an applied paradigm of universal history, no more lucid 

expression of the present cri sis facing the world and the West, and no more ambitious 

study of the interrelationship between religious and secular history. As much as any other 

single historian of the twentieth century Toynbee contributed to the modern view of 

cultural relativism ,nid to our conception of civilizations as independcnt historical entities 

living out thcir own valid cultural experience rather th an as people to be enlightened ;'1 

Civilization by the Modern West. 

Toynbce's ambitions took him into the metaphysical, the metahistorical, as his 

field of study progressively opened up to include aIl of God's creation. Even as the scope 

of his search for historical 'laws' widened. however, Toynbee sought to root the uItimate 

responsibility for the creative action whieh determines historical destiny in the free will 

of individuals to make moral decisions. To Toynbee, the human community progresses 

in mimesis of the macroscopic whole of God's universe and the locus of this motion is 

in the individual human soul reaching toward a bridge between the two. In his 

explication of his 'empirical' epistemology, Toynbee affirmed that meaning preceded his 

enumeration of historical specifies and, in effeet, made details into useful facts.4 

Toynbee sought to break through modern relativism by testing a priori intuitively

eonceived patterns through the multiplication of historical instances which seemed to 

document them. ln this way he could discover universals in the behavior of civilizations 

and, more importantly, reveal the evolving relationship between the lower world of 

civilized men and the higher realm of truth perceivable "through a glass darkly" by 

3Arnold J. Toynbee, "A Study of History~ What the Book Is For: How the Book 
Took Shape," Toynbee and Hiscory: Critical Essays and Reviews, Ed. A. Montague 
(Boston: Porter Sargent, 1956), 11. 

4Toynbee, Study, 7: 245, 230. 
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"mystically inspired personalities" who are the natura1 leaders in the advancing movement 

of human civihzation.5 

From carly on in the writing of his Stt1dy Toynbee hcld that the rclativity of ail 

things p\lrsued by man in time governed ail action, "including the study of history itsclf," 

yet it masked "an underlying unit y." Civilizations are "philosophically ~quivalent"; thcy 

are "aIl representatives of a single species and are engaged upon an identical enterprise. "0 

Through Yang action in the world they advance to a new stage of synthesis in a 

dialectical reversion to the Yin and so climb ledge by ledge up a common clIff. Each 

resting point is êphemeral; by leading ta a new challenge each ledge will provoke a new 

effort, or, in failing to do 50, wi!llead to the ossifica!2on of a death-in-life arrestation or 

an abortion of its "birthright" ending in a revers ion to insect-like arder and animalism. 

Despite the variety of challenges that face particular peoples in partkular envlronments, 

there is an underlying unit y to the goal of their response, this is, "10 create something 

Superhuman out of primitive Humar. Nature ... 7 Even in his first three volumes of A 

Study of History (1933) Toynbee articulated the "true goal" and universal goal of aIl 

peoples which would "only be attained when the whole of society has come ta consist of 

individuals of the ne w species which is represented by the Saints alone in human history 

up to date. "8 In fact, the Sainthood of humanity at large through the mimesis of past and 

future examples is humanity's only salvation in a disunited age with increasingly 

apocalyptic possibilities. Toynbee's eschatology is seemingly left in a muddle of thls 

endless progression of cliffs and ledges alongside his cyclical view of the rise and 

inevitable decline of cÏvilizations and his ecstatic pronunciations, which bccamc 

increasingly emphatic in time, on Man's progressive spiritual destiny.9 Perhaps the only 

SToynbee, Study, 3: 235. 

tYfoynbee, St~ldy, 3: 390. 

7Toynbee, Study, 3: 383, and 1: 194. 

8Toyr.bee, Study, 3: 373. 

9Toynbee, Study, 12: 569. 
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way to see through his mixture of ends Îs to separate, rather arbitrarily as he did. 

humanity's rchgious ends, which are progressive and hold the hope of sorne final 

salvation, l'rom the historically cyclical path of secular civilizat:ons. Civilization~ can 

then be sccn as the vehicles of religions in this world which can ""lly approximate a 

transcendenta! order. They are al ways left challenged by the necessity ') follow an 

etemal mode! against the vicissitudes inherent in mllndane existence which will overcome 

them in the end. 

Toynbee's personal goal in his intellectual life and in the writing of the Study 

corresponded to what he proclaimed to be "human nature's /;'mal tl
: 

Its goal is to transcend the intellectual and lnoral 

limitations that its relativity imposes on it. Its 

intellectual goal is to see the Universe as it is 

in the sight of God, instead of seeing it with the 

distorted vision of one of God' s self-centered 

creatures. Human Nature's moral goal is to make 

the self's will coincide with God's will .. 10 

In taking this position seriously in the final detinition of his field of study. Toynbee 

overstepped human intellectual limitations. After elimination of the city-state or nation

state as an "intelligible tield of study," Toynbee first chose 'civilizations' and their cycles 

of birth and decline as meaningful objects of study. In time, Toynbee found this level 

inadequate, as but a step towards a view of the role of civilizations as vehicles for the 

progression of the 'higher religions,' which, in a world unifying under the auspices of the 

now dominant Western Civihzation, could result in a unified religious world order-~clearly 

an ultimate goal of Toynbee's eschatology. Behind aIl these 'historical' aspects of "God's 

Commonwealth" are the actions of God Himself in history. Ultimately, the "intelligible 

field of study" for Toynbee must include the actions of the Creator; "Man's Oikemene 

l'Toynbee, Study, 12: 563. 
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only becomes intelligible when it is recognized as being a fragment of Ood's universe," 

as a progressive rcflection, in the historical dimension, of the City of Ood. 1I Toynbee' s 

effort is unpreccdented in the twcntieth century. He Ilot only sought 10 detinc the 

historical cycles of aIl the civilizations to date, but in the end he transcended them with 

his view nf rcligious progrcss and he attcmpted, 1I1 an analysls which employcd il vast 

wealth of bcth cross-cultural mythological illustration and crudite emplrical compilallon 

of historical detail, to resurrect an Augustmian histoneal view of the worldly mll1H!SIS of 

the heavenly city through the mystical appercepllon of the eternal by creatlve II1divlliuab. 

Toynbee presentcd this vision as a challenge, a moral cali tl) actIon, and as an impcwtive 

which might offer the only hope for the salvation of individu al souls in the modern world 

and indeed for the survival of the City of Man itself. 

Arnold J. Toynbee was born in 1889 in London and was named for his uncle 

Arnold Toynbee, whose fame as an historian of the "industrial revolution," social efforts 

toward bridging the classe~, and early death at the age of thirry provided a legacy lO 

young Arnold.12 The dominant influence on Toynbee' s youth was his mother; a staunch 

Anglican and patriot, she was also an historia.l in her own right. Her Scottish tales and 

stories of ancient adventure gave Toynbee an early appreciation for the histoncal narrative 

of exotic peoples and places. Toynbee's father was employed as a social worker for the 

Charity Organization Society and earned too meager an income for the family ln afford 

to rent a home illdependently. They had no choice but to live with Arnold's Oncle Harry, 

a retired sea captain who had written a tome on the Idolization of self as the "Basest 

Thing in the World." In this household Toynbee was raiscd an orthodox Anglican, 

"soaked in the bible at an impressionable age ... ," and consequently, "the biblical view of 

history, stayed with me throughout my life. "13 

llToynbec, Study, 10: 87. 

12Arnold 1. Toynbee, Toynbee on Toynbee (New York: Oxford UP, 1974), 110. 
Arnold J. Toynbee, Acquaintances (London: Oxford UP, 1967),21-38. 

13Toynbce, Toynbee on Toynbet;., 38. 
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The family's financial limitations left any possibility of a higher education for 

Arnold depcndcllt upon h,s nWIl scholastic merit. Toynbee was something of II prodigy; 

he avoidcd sport"i and, in what his biographer \Villiam McNeill has called a "desolate 

lonclmess," he applied hllnself vigorously 10 his schoolwork at Wooten Court in Kent to 

achieve an cx lraordinary school record and, in 1907, a 8allioJ scholarship.14 At Oxford 

Toynbee quc-;tH>ocd l11s inherited faith and found it wanting; he could not accept the 

intolerant doctrme of a jealous God and whaî: he saw as the religious accretions on a 

spiritual VISion. Ile never regained a faith in any onc church but remained a religious 

outsider who convertcd from his collegiate athelsm by 1930 ta a view of "Love is God," 

where lovc, though divine, was not omnipotent but must battle forever in a Manichean 

dualism against eVll and death.15 

ln his time at Oxford Toynbee was confronted by sorne of the highest experiences 

of his life, which marked in many ways his future vision of history, as weIl as sorne of 

the most painful. In 1909 Toynbee's father went insane and had to be hospitalized-~he 

was to remain in an institution until he died in 1940. His father' s breakdown left 

Toynbee wah a lifelong fear for his own sanity; he left the duties of visiting and 

overseeing the care of his father almost entir~ly to his slsters and his mother. In 1911 

Toynbee won the prestigious Jenks Prize which allowed hirn to escape his books and 

farnily troubles tu travel 10 Greece and Rome for most of a year. In his travels he 

tramped ovcr three thousand miles through Greece and had three experiences of 

"visionary communion with the past," At Cynocephalae in Greece, Toynbee saw in his 

rnind's eyc the 197 B.C. battle between Macedonia and Rome. Then, coming upon an 

abandoned Ycnetian vIlla in Crete, he experienced a transcendental feeling for the passage 

of empires and an inspiration that a similar fate must unfold for Britannia. Again, at the 

14Wilham H. McNeill, Arnold Toynbee; A Life (New York: Oxford UP, 1989),9-24. 

15 Arnold J. Toynbee, Experiences (New York: Oxford UP, 1969), 127-147. Arnold 
J. Toynbce, An Historian's Conscience; Correspondence of Arnold J. Toynbee and 
Columba Cary-Elwes, Monk of Ampleforth, Ed. Christian B. Peper (Boston: Beacon, 
1986), Lctter of 5 August 1938, 19. 
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Morcote Citadel of Momenvasia, Toynbee felt the presence of a living pa st and an 

equivalent present meeting. Toynbee 's Greek wandering~ ended when he contracted 

dysentery winch, 111 his latcl writings, he always clanllcd saved him from Jeath 111 tlll' 

Pifst World War. 1b On lus ret lfn from Greccc in 1912 Toynbee recelved the high hOl1or 

of a posi~ion as a Bailloi Don 1.1 Ancient hlstOry. Back at Oxford, Toynht,'c œncwcd lm 

acquaintance \Vith Rosalind MU! ray, the daughter of one of lus mentors, Gilbert Murray, 

and married her not long after th ~ onset of World War One. 

When the war came, Toynbee, Immcrsed in the lustory of ancient Greccc, came 

to an intdlectual msight through reading Thllcydidcs Ihat echoed the 'mystical' 

impressions he had in Greece. He su.Jdenly reahzed that Thllcydides had "anticipated our 

experiences," that somehow the two eras were contemporary, that the mtemecine warfare 

of parochial sovereignties that occurrt,d III the Peloponncslar War ,1l1d in the modern 

Westem World War contained equivalerit historical patterns. Toynbee laler claimed that 

out of the "binocular visIOn" that resulted from thesc rencetions, the "patterns and 

regularities wlllch you find in my Study el'lerged empmcally. ,,17 

Toynbce's experiences during wartiLle provldcd a survivor guilt which suffuscd 

his tater writings. In hls autobiographical works Toynbee continually referred to the faet 

that fully half of his contemporanes from his ~\chool days were killed In the trenches of 

France. IM The rea: suffenng that hlS rnemorie.; of those dead caused him actcd as a 

personal challenge which spurred his life 's work. In later lIfe ~e claimed that World War 

One made the :1bolition of war his primary goal. William H. Mc Neill has documented 

16Toynbcc, Experiences, 36. See McNeill, 43, on f:lysucal experiences, und 33-34, on 
his father's insanity. 

17Toynbec, Toynbee on Toynbee, 17. Study, 10. 95. 

l8Toynbee, Toynbee on Toynbee, 39, 110. ln his aUlobiographlcal Experiences 
Toynbee dl~CLl~~e'i the se deaths on at least elglH separate occaSlon~. ln Acquamtances he 
mentions five mdlviduals sigmftsant to him who~e live, were cut short by the war. In 
a letter to father Columba (25 Jan 1(72) In An HI<,tonal1',; Crmscience, 537, Toynhcl~ 
expressed wonùer at hls ~urvi val after the deaths of so many others. Lee E. Greugel, "In 
Search of il Lcgacy fOI Arnold Toynbee," Journal of Modern l~dl1catlon 31 (1979) 1: 39, 
also diseus!\cs Toynbec's ~en~e of a ~l.rVIVor'S mis~ion. 
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that in order to evade military sevice in 1914 Toynbee look steps to obtained a doctor'~ 

cenificate stating that he would probably have a recurrence of dysentery if he were ta 

serve in combat. Toynbee took this certificate when he volunteered knowing that il 

would prevent him from Jüining up. In 1915, Toynbee again went to a doct'Jr for similar 

documentation; whcn the first doctor that he approached refused to gh e him such a 

cenificate, Toynbee went for a second opinion in order 10 obtain it. Later, in 1916 and 

1917, Toynbee pcrsuadl~d hls superiors at the propaganda unit where he was employed 

ta ccrtify that Ills work on Turkish alrocities was Vital to the 'var effort to get fürther 

exemptions from service. The contradiction here with the heroic ideal that he espoused 

in his te.tching on GIcece and with the deaths of those who did serve gave Toynbee a 

deep sense of ~urvlvor's gUilt which, McNeill plausibly speçulates, led to his obsessive 

work habit~, first ln the propagallda department and later at the Chatham House and on 

his Study.lY Toynbee admitted to a compulsion to work to the exclusion of his pe:sonal 

life; he was unhappy when he was not employed on a project and his work was driven, 

at least in part, by an anxiety of conscience.2o 

Like II.G. Wells, Toynbee saw World War One as a forerunner of a cataclysmic 

snuggle lead1l1g to a world state 0; 10 a future apocalyptic self-destruction. He d~dicated 

his life to the prevention of future wars: "1 must do aU that 1 can to save my 

grandchildren and great-grandchildren from being overtaken by the fate that has 

criminally eut shon thl! lives of so many of my contemporaries."21 The war shattered 

Toynbe~'s falth in the unitary progress of Civilization, and the peace process, which he 

obscrved a:, an advisor 10 the Politienl Intelligence Department, alienated him from the 

Briush pnlnical establishment in the short run and from nationalist parochialism in the 

long. After the war Toynbee returned to academia to take the Koraes chair in Modem 

Greek and BYLantine History at King's College but he never really took ta teaching as 

l'1McNeill, 6S-6~. 

2<Toynbee, Expenences, 88. 

21Toynbce, Experiel1ce~, 81-84. 
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a profession. After being forced tu resign becausc of his crilicism of post-war Greek 

atrocities against the Turks, he l'ound his place in 1924 as the wnter of the anllual Survey 

of International Affairs put out by the British lnstitutc of International Affairs at the 

Chatham House. The staff of the Chatham House cnncei vcd of Ils ll11ssiOIl as working 

against the incidtnce of ruture wars through the edu~atLon of pllbltc opll1i()n:'~ Berc for 

thirty-three Y':ars, Toynbee was responsible for a digestive exposition of each ye,lr's world 

history as it happened. 

At the same time, lI1splred by the models of PolyblUs, Herodotus, lbn KhHlùlIll, 

and Augustine, Toynbee began his analytical duddauoll of tllstOry as a whole 2) 

Toynbee had ':,:onceived the outline of the Study in 1920 and hall joued oui his fl'ajor 

headings then much as the y would be worked out over the next thirty-four years. He was, 

however, trought up short when he dl~covercd Spengler's efforts which seemed tn 

anticipate hlS own vlew of historÎCal cycles. He quickly reahzed that Spengler's view of 

destiny did not explain either the growths of culture or thelr cyc1ical passage and he feh 

that the application of Enghsh empiricism to the growths and dcchnes of civilizatlOns 

would be more revealing and scientific?l By 1933 he was able to pubhsh the first duee 

volumes of his A Study of History; the next three volumes followed Hl 1939. 

In tt.e Intcr-war years Toynbee was terribly dlsappointed with the failure of the 

League of Nations to take ~trong steps against the Italian invaSIOn of Ethiopia in 1935-

1937. He came 10 see eontcmpon1ry poli tics in increasmgly eschatological tenns with thls 

failure of nerve of the League and with the rise of Fascism and Na7.11sm eulminatmg with 

the "natural cpilogue" of Munich. Toynbee met with Rosenberg 111 1934 and thcn with 

Hitler in February of 1936. when he was lectured for two and a quarter hour~ on the 

Gennan needs for the unit y of the Germanie people~ and lands, and on Hitler's l'Ole as 

22MeNeill, 121. Toynbee, Experiences, 61-81. 

23Toynbce, Study, 10: ad paSSIm, on "The In!\pirdti' ;1S of Historians." 

24McNeill. 99. 
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a savior from the communist menace?~ For awhile he believed that war cou Id be 

avoided; if only Engiand made sorne positive maye loward Gennany Hitler wou Id respond 

as a "Good European." William McNeill develops Toynbee's equivocations al length in 

his review of thls pcriod, demonstrating that Toynbee was neither the "intellectual ally 

of Hitler" a~ Trevor-Roper huer clairned, nor an unequivocaJ appeaser. Instead Toynbee 

can be seen as subject ta emotional and intellectual fluctuations. He anticipated a war 

that might bril1g the hbtorically-necessary world state, even as he was haunted by his 

memories of World War One and his pledge against war.26 When the war finally came, 

Toynbee feh that it marked tht" end of the nationaliMic epoch and the coming of the world 

sr'He, either through force, in a Nazi victory, or by the united rising of the \X/est ta def~at 

Hitler. The war seemed likely to "sweep away barrit!rs between classes and nations that 

looked, only a ycar ago, im rnovable. ,,27 

The pCflod of the Second World War was one of great personal suffeIing for 

Toynbee, market! by hcalth concerns, the suicide deuth of his eldest son Tony, and the 

breakdown of lm marriage. In the war Toynbee .:;erved as the head of the Foreign 

Research and Press Service, which condensed world news into a digested summary to fit 

the hectlc scheouJe:-. of policy makers. During the war, Toynbee worked harder than ever; 

in the ten'ilOm of hlS personal difficulties with Rosalind he developed a facial tic and 

sleep dl!-.lurbanccs. The war also led him into a deepened search for a sustaining faith 

whlch drcw him toward the security and authority of the Catholic Church and his friend 

Father Columba Cary-Elwes at the Ampleforth Abbey.2B Rosalind had converted to 

25McNeIll, 16X, 171-2, Toynbee, Acquaintances, 279. 

26Bodlclan Llbrary, Toynbee Papers, Memorandum to Foreign Office, 8 March 1936, 
quoted by McNeIll, 173. 

27Toynbee, An Hlslonan 's Conscience (Letters of 23 June 1940, and 10 October 
1940), 67, 77 

2HMcNcIlI, 179, 189. Toynbee never joined the Catholic Church due to what he saw 
as the intolerant exclusivity of Church dogma and its curtailment of intellectual freedom. 
Toynbee, AJ1 p .. ,torian's Conscience (Letter of 21 July 1919),20. 

1 
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Catholicism in 1932 and religion had been il central focus of thcir progressive 

estrangement. At the saille time, the Church was a rotent tCl1lptation to Toynbee Llunng 

these years or suffcnng and uncertainty. ln 1939 Toynbee' s son Tony cnl11m itted MllclI.le 

by shootlng hll1l,Clt Rosahnd had grown (older and more dlstarJt from Toynbee and Imi 

"nonsense book" over the years and in 1942 ~he Idt IHm Toynbee' s concern for bnngmg 

Rosalind back subsequent!y became a slllgle-mindcd ob~e"''iIOn unul he \Va,> able, part!y 

through the <ud of ,! psycho:lllalyst, to put aside ail hopes of reloncil.dtion Ile fïnally 

divorced Rosalind in 1946 ln marry Veromca Boulter, who hall labored in lus shadow a~ 

his indispensable .ud in the production, and lIlcreaslIlgly a:-. a contnbutory wnter and 

editor in her own nght, of the Survey of Internal!onal Affmrs. 29 

Soon arter the war D.C. Somervell negotiated WIth Toynbee 10 work out a ol1e

volunle abridgcl11cnt to his Study which Sllllll11anzed Volumes One 10 SIX The 

abridgement came out 111 1947 and was a tremendou'\ hit, especlally in the Umted States 

where it was a best seller. Toynbee became a world celebnty; Henry Luce put hirn on 

the cover of Tune magazine, toutll1g I1U11 as a prophet of a new wdrld order WllICh he 

attempted tn me~h \Vith lus own m1l1ennial Vl~lon of an 'Amcm:an Ccntury' Aflcr the 

publication of Volumes Seven tu Ten 111 1954, Toynbee œtl/cd from the Chatham Jlou~e 

and went off on :1 world tour from 1956-1957. ?uhhc ~pcak1l1g engagellll'Ilt<;, controversy 

over the f1l1al four volume), of the Studv, and the often h,mhly negative cntlclsm he 

received aftcr 1954 made Toynbee a figure of almost mytllIc proportIOn.. Ifi After the 

completlon of the Study with !m, Rccon~ideratlOn'i, Vohmc Twelve (1961), Toynbee 

continued 10 write cxtenslvely; he produced ..,everal volume.., on the cn~i~ of the Wt'),t and 

in defense of lm paIadlgm of worlli /mtory, he wrole penol! hlSloncal I,tu\.iIn, ,>uch a<; 

his dnalysl~ of Hannibal \ Legacy; he analyzcd intcrnatlOnal rclatIon,>, c,pcclally tho'ic 

between Rm~Ia and the U.S. He also pubh"hcd "everal travcl narratives and 

29McNeill, 149, l50, 184, 200. On Tony'..; ..,UICldc, Toynbee, An lh~tonan''i 

Conscience ~Letter of 19 Man.:h 1939), :n, on the breakup of lm marnage (Letter of 25 
February 1943), 132~ on psychoanalyst (Lettcr of 26 May 1(44), 164. 

30McNeill, 184-200. 
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autobiographlcal sketches of places and people that he !lad known in his life. ln the years 

after the Study was complete his religiolls C0nCefitS continued to dominate his work 

although he became more pessimistic about the prospects of any immediate spiritual 

rencwal Hl: cOlltinllCd to address 11lf11self to what he considered tne central issues of the 

day, in the SlxtH.:" lhelic ccntercd on the threat of nuclear confrontation and by the 

Scventlcs hc \Va ... one nf thm.e who voic:ed conœrn with global ecology. In both these 

area'i Toynbt:C "aw CrISes of catastrophic dimensIOns In the making which could be 

avoided only Ihrough the ~pmtual transfOImatlOfl of indivlduals. Toynbee's views on the 

modern Wc!'>t WIll he cxammed in more detail further on; first it is necessary ta examine 

his tifchitecture of the long duration. 

Thcle IS ~pace here only to examine the bare-bones framework of the argument 

in Toynbee's maSSlve theodicy leavmg aside almost entirely the wealth of historical 

documentation and mythologlcal anu poetic illustratIOn that makes up much of the 

greatnes'\ of Â Study of Hl li tory. For our purposes. however, an outline can be more 

illllmmatll1g than a complete expmé since Ol.r goal is 10 grasp Toynbee's sense of the 

rneanmg of Iw.tory, which I~ contained in hls evolvmg religious vision of histary, rather 

than the enullll'l.lllon of llh" hi:;toncal detuIIs of partIcular civilizations which he fit into 

lBS frame\\lOlk Wlth varyll1g degrees of S'1ccess. Mueh has been made by critics of the 

siglllficance of Toynbee 's religlOlls shift in his 1954 publication of Volumes Seven 

through Ten. (]early the~e works do express a heightened religious passion and prophetie 

implllst~ In the context of the work as a whole, however, these discontinuities are less 

e'\sentlal than an evolvlI1g conti'~Ulty; Toynbee's weltumchallung was founded from the 

outsel on a profound ~ensc of spint\lal dualism. This is clearly manifested even in the 

tIrst thrce volume'> of the ~ in Toynbee's concern for the sucreel and revelatory, in 

the way he lIlultiplIes IlIS examples frùm world mylhology to cnumeratc what are to him 

archetypal and underlymg 11l11ver~al truth~. in hs apocalyptlc and nllllennial anticipations 

and, mosl plOfouf1ùly perhapli, 111 lus pCI ~pectlve on the rnystical process of hllman 

crcatlvlty Whcn Toynbee dosed his Volume Three (933) wlth the injunction, "To Him 

retllrn yc CVl'ly one," he clearly was not comclOusly cailing for a retllrn ta Christ and His 
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Church, but he was closing on a note that expressed, for him, ~I ulllversal truth and need, 

probably one for Withdrawa: and resacralization. If he did Ilot express his tinal fullblowll 

vision of Christian and world religious syncretism, TOYllbee did express a rore~hadowil1g 

perspective of t~cse later eltn . .::r.ts, sOl11etimcs recessively and at otlwr time~ in the l'Ole, 

as he propoullcled his theory of the gellcses and growths of civllizauo'\s rmjtcd in 

'mystical' creativlty and the goal of hllman evolutioll of sa1l1tly sl.lpenncn 111 eClll11cnical 

unity.31 

Toynbee sought to exhibit the "lif~~ spans" of societles; 10 do this his flfSt task was 

to define the hVlllg units of history, ''!he intelligible field of study," whose life would 

"resemble' the succeSSIve experiences of a smgle person."12 ln a brier pelllsai of national 

histories Toynbee found them to be umntelligible as umts outside of the larger "wholes" 

of which they were a part: civilizations. B After defining Clvih7Htl0l1S Inosely as 

integral cultural wholes, Toynbee (: 'amaucally slIrveycd the hlstOry of the world to 

discover a total of twenty-one distinct representatIves of lhis class: the Western, 

Orthodox Christian (along with its Russian offshoot), the Irallie, Arabie, l-linth.! lUlU Far 

Ea';tern (broken into the discreet clvilizations of KOlea and Japan), thl: 1 lellcl' le (lI1cluding 

the Ruman), tht Syriac, Indic, Sinic, Minoan, Sumene, HlttHe, Babylonic, A ndean, Mexic, 

Yucatec, Mayan, and Egyptiac. 34 As gestalts, the~e entitJ(~s were onginally scen as 

sufficient unto themselves; their geneses were, though IJ1 SOlJ1C cases affiliat~ù, for the 

most part independent creations, and their progress toward an eventual Jisint\!gration 

31Toynbee, ~tudy: In Volume 1, Toynbee aS'Iumes on pages 159 and 194 that the 
goal of histOl y il) to produce sl.;pel111Cn and play S \VIlh the notion that thls goal IOcludes 
a cornmon conSClOUlÎne~s (197). In Volumc 2 Toynbec anticipates the fall of the modern 
West and suggcsts that Chmtianity "may cunœlvably bCC0111C the IIvmg fauh of a dying 
civilization for the ~econd lime" (220). 

32Toynbee, Sllltly, 1: 44-45. 

33Arnold J. Toynbee, A ~ ,uùy of History, 2 Vols. Abridged by D.C. Somervell (New 
York: Oxford UP, 1946), 1: 20, 

34Toynbce, Slœ!y, 1: l2o. Toynbee later extcndcu and revised his hst up 10 twenty
six and then thirty civilizations. 
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followed internaI imperatives and was not due to external influences. 

Toyn bee rejécted the then-cuITent explanations of the genesis of civilization as dt;e 

to racial or environmental determinism, like the dialectically opposed views of Houston 

Ste'Nart Chambe:1ab and Ellsworth Huntington?5 He insisted that causation was not to 

be found in the "Non-psychical domain of Nature" but went beyond the total geographic 

and social environment to include the directive force of the human will and intelligence 

in responsc 10 cnvironmental or social challenges.36 In this Toynbee self-consciously 

aimed ta slIpply a holistic pattern for world history that could respond to Marx; he 

claimed that "Illy olltlook is the reverse of historical materialism.1\37 The detenninative 

factor in historical progression was not the impetus provided by the physical challenges 

and social readjustments inherent in the 'mode of production' but in the psychological 

responses individuals made to material conditions. At the interface between physical 

conditions confronting a people and their response are psychological, even spiritual 

variables which determine the nature of their responses in the end.38 Toynbee 

disavowed determinism even as he sought historie al "laws"; "Man is the master of his 

own destiny" and hence is morally responsible for the state of his society.39 

3SToynbee was familiar with and wrote in ~h,)\'!er to the presentation of racial dogmas 
as world historieal systems. He rejected the works of Gobineau, Chamberlain, Rosenberg, 
and Hitler, which posited the stimulus of "blood" in the origin of civilization. On the 
environmentalist side, Toynbee was both mfonned by ar.d attempted to refute Ellsworth 
Huntington, whose World Power and Evolution (New Haven: Yale UP, 1919), and 
Civilizarion and Climate 2nd Ed. (New Haven: Yale UP, 1922), took environmental 
arguments to an extremely detenninative form. Toynbee included a note of criticism from 
Huntington ilS an appendix to Volume 1 (477-484). 

36Toynbcc, Study, 1: 253, 269. 

37 Arnold J. Toynbee, "Can We Know the Pattern of the Past?" Pieter Oeyl, Arnold 
Toynbee, and Pitirim Sorokin, The Pattern of the Past (New York: Oxford UP, 1948), 
73-94. 

38Toynbcc, Study, 1: 301. 

3'7oynbee constantly contradicted himself by positing universal patterns or 'laws' of 
history but thcn denying the predictability of history. See: Arnold J. Toynbee, Change 
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Civilizations are formed in this encounter betwcen Challenge and Rcsponse, a 

dialectical Yin!Yang pulsation which nms througholtt ail nature. Toynbee insisted that 

he did not take the concept of Challenge and Responsc from the Darwinian vicw of the 

struggle for existence and the 'survival of the finest' or from Hegel's conception of the 

progressive dialectic, but from thcir comman source in the Oid Testament where Yahweh 

presented a series of challenges to his Chosen People to which a core of the enlightened 

responded in advancing God's pllrpose in the world.40 Toynbee dramatized the 

challenges which disturb the Yin immobility of primitive peoples by the use of myths 

which analogously illllstrated the process of creation as he saw it. The challenging 

element in the world is compared to the Serpent in Genesis, Satan in Milton and the Book 

of Job, and Mephistopheles in Goethe's Faust, who identifies himself as "part of the force 

which wOlild do evil evermore, and yet creates the Good."41 God, being perfect, must 

accept the challenging foil of evil in the world in order to create. 

In slirveying the geneses of his original twenty-one models of civilization, 

Toynbee began with those he called the tirst generation of civilizations, which included 

the Sumeric, the Egyptiac, the Sinic, and later isolates like the Mayan and Andean 

civilizations which came into being without precedent, "unaffiliated" with other cultural 

hegemonies. His c1assic paradigm for the rise of the se civilizations is the Egyptiac case. 

The Nilotic civilization developed in response to the post-Ice Age challenge of the 

desiccation of the North African steppe which left the choice of an adaptive nomadism 

or the conquest of the swamp and jungle environment of the Nile Valley to the Nonh 

and Habit: The Challenge of Our Times (New York: Oxford UP, 1966), 7-9. Arnold 
J. Toynbee, Civilization on Trial (New York: Oxford UP, 1948),30. 

4°Study, 12: 255. Toynbee does owe a debt to Darwin through the influence of 
Winwood Reade's The Martyrdom of Man (New York: Buns, 1874), whose Darwinist 
challenge and response pattern of world history anticipate-d Toynbee's. See hls 
perspectives on internaI causation (page 6) and the challenge of the survival of the fiuest 
(69). 

41Walter Kallfmann, Trans. and Ed., Goethe's Faust (New York: Anchor, 1961 ),lines 
1336-1337, 159. 
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Africans. The response taken by the Egyptians, of cultivating erops, using the Nile's 

periodic floods, and ehanneling the Nile in dry seasons for irrigation, marked their 

breakthrough into civilizalion. The problem of large seale environmental management 

demanded a corresponding large seale of social organization.42 The same pattern 

independently occurrcd on the Tigris and Euphrates in the genesis of the Sumerie 

Civilization and on the Yellow River for the later Sinic Civilization. For the Minoans, 

the challenge was that of the Aegean; the North African desertifieation prompted the 

volkwanderung which, eonfronted by the sea, accepted ils ehallenge.43 The Mayans 

responded to the tropical rain forest while the Andeans had a poverty of soil and a bleak 

climate to stllnulate them to a large seale social order.44 For the "second generation" 

of civilizations, those who had sorne previous model to respond to, the challenges 

eombined environmental difficulties with those of the human environment in the 

breakdown of an oid civilization or in the affiliative contact Nith a live one, to prompt 

a new model of cultural adaptation. 

Toynbe~ used Challenge and Response as an almost universal explanatory 

metaphor both of the macrocosm of civilizations and the microeosm of individuals. The 

hard winters and rocky soils of New England toughened the men who conquered the 

American West. The swamps of Rome :nade it a stimulating environment. The 

penalization of ~lavery in North America provoked a positive Black response in a 

revitalizcd Christianity (which may yet prove a model for a dying civilization). Religious 

repression stirred soI:darity and deepened the faith of the Puritans and Mormons. Even 

"the long Hellenic intrusion on the Syriac domain" provoked a belated response, one no 

less powelful for having simmered unconscious for hundreds of years, in the Arab Isiamic 

42Toynbec, Study, 1: 303-306. erities later changed Toynbee's mind about thi~ 
process which had aetually begun in the desert oases: Study, 12: 330. Toynbee relies 
here and in the Sumeric and Sinic cases on Wittfogel's famous hydraulic hypothesis. 

43Toynbce, Study, 1: 229-230. 

44Toynbee, Study, 1: 321. 
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invasions.45 The range of the activity of Challenge nnd Response can be categorized by 

the stimuli of "hard countries," of "new ground," of "blows," of "penalizations," and of 

"pressures," especially those of the marches, where a general ru le holds that "the greatcr 

the pressure the gre~lter the stimulus. ,,40 Toynbee relied here on the <.)uestionable 

assumption that challenges can be philosophically identlc, varyll1g only in the degree of 

severity which will determine whether a civilizatiol1 is capable of survivillg them. llis 

notion of the "Uolden Mean of Challenge" is tati1cr tautologieal: if a clvihzation survives 

then it has by definition met its challenge and been "stimulatcd 10 fulfill ilS nature" Of 

birthright.47 If it has not, then it may wellleave no lecord of its failure exccpt perhaps 

that of an unconquered jungle, mountain slope, or river and a primitive people stagnating 

in Yin equilibrium.48 

For individuals, and, by generalization, in Toynbee's anthropomorphized 

civilizations, "suffering is the key to salvation, as well as to understanding."49 Tle 

challenge to a civilization as a whole creates the suffering for illdividuals within it that 

activates them spiritually towards bath secular and religious solutions. Challenges must 

be perpetuaI and pulsate recurrently within the spiritual life blood of the civilizational cliff 

climber ta prevent the arrestation which follows a tour de force response that leaves no 

challenge unanswered.50 The tour de force of the Eskimo to his environment, and the 

Spartans and Osmanlis in their social organization, eliminated the impetus which makes 

man human and ended in reversions to animalism. "In forcing the human mind into the 

45Toynbee, .Study, See: 2: 15,65-73, on New England; 2: 17, on Rome; 2: 219-220, 
and 5: 194, on Black slavery, the Puritans and Monnons; and 2: 203, on Islam. 

46Toynbee, Study,2: 133,1: 31,73,112. 

47Toynbee, ~tudy, '2.: 385-393. 

48Toynbee equivocated on the positive nature of civilization in an Appendix to 
Volume 3 where he asked but did not answer the question: "Which are the truc 
catastrcphec;: the Breakdowns of Civilizations or their Births?" (Toynbee, Study, 3: 585). 

49Toynbee, Study, 6: 275. 

5<Toynbee, Study, 3: 119. 
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similitude of animal morphology, the Eskimos, the Nomads, and the Osmanlis and the 

Spartans have betrayed their own humanity."S1 By the rejection of continuaI adaptation, 

and the conscrvative retention of pattemed responses, these peoples have rejected the 

implications of creative evolution. In a successful, 'progressive' civilization, the rhythm 

of con!lecutIvc challenges and responses produces a corre<lponding élan in the spirit of the 

civilized people 10 ovcrcome further obstacles. The first three volumes of Toynbee's 

Studyare suffused by an encompassing bio10gism and anthrapomorphism of cÏvilizations 

modeled at Icasl in part on Spengler's use of the life cycle to describe the rise and fall 

of cultures. ln the se volumes civilizations live through four main periods: birth; or 

genesis, growlh; breakdown; and dis~ntegration, corresponding to Spengler's spring, 

summer, fall and winter analogy. By Volume Three, however, Toynbee aIready moved 

away from the deterministic view of society as a vast leviathan super-organism following 

a predictable life course, toward one which conceived of society as a "relation" whose 

growth is found in progressive steps of se1f-determination or "self articulation" through 

the creative acts of individuals.52 To Toynbee, aIl creativity occurs at an individuallevel 

and is not due to the supra-personal force of an inevitable destiny.53 Toynbee went 

beyond the anthrojJomorphism of the macrocosm (as in Spengler) by tuming to the study 

of the microcosm, of the individual raie of creative leadership, and the subsequent rnass 

mimesis in society of these individual creations which fulfill a civilization's response to 

challenge and overcome the inel".:ia of cultural equilibrium.54 

Early on in his Study Toynbee broke with Spengler's view of the historical 

inevitability of a fixed pattern of the birth and death of civilizations both by equivocating 

over the fate of Modern Western Civilization and by hinting that there was a saving grace 

51Toynbec, Study, 3: 88. 

52Toynbec, Study, 3: 217. 

53Toynbec, Study, 3: 232. 

54Toynbee, Study, 3: 255. For a perspective on mass mimesis in progressive religious 
movement sec 373. 
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that might allow him to retain a progressive view of history in the end. Toynbee mixed 

his metaphors about the ends of civilizations, sometirnes positing his cyc1ical pattern ~'., 

a univers al "Iaw" and at other limes tentattvely infuslI1g a vicw of an ultimatc end to 

history as when he suggeslcd ll1 Volume Three tha! the final product of an élan in a 

civilizaiÏon may be to make "something wperhuman out of primitive Humnll Nature," or 

when he asserted that "the diffcrentiating Yang movement of growth is leading towards 

a goal which IS a Yin-state of integration."S5 In either case, Toynbee's history, despltc 

its cycles, is teleological from the beginning. The progression of a civilization proceeds 

toward a final dissolution, or toward an end, which becomes increasingly predominant as 

the Study goes on, in ecumenlcal religiou5. and social unity. 

Ta recognize the ce ,ltT al role of religion in Toynbec's work--even in his firsI 

volumes--one must confront Toynbee's sense of the transcendcntal element in the process 

of creativity. In the development and growth of civilizations, social change occurs 

through the leadership of "creative minorities," or "mystîcally inspired personalities" who 

provide leadership in the transformation of the macrocosm of culture through the 

recreation in themselves of the internaI image of what man is. These "supermen" disrupt 

the social equilibriurn by their creativity and so give rise to hum an conflicts which are 

essential to the "creative mutation of human nature . .,56 Toynbee held that "the 

individuals who perform this miracle o~ creation and who thereby bring about the growth 

of society in which they arise, are more th an men. They work what to mt!n seem 

miracle~, because the y themselves are supermen in il literai and no mere mctaphorical 

sense."57 The Nietzschean clement in these "supermen" is obviollS but To) nbee took 

them more from Bergson, especia1ly from his The TwC) Sources of Morality and ReligIon, 

whe~e Bergson claimed that "it is the mystic souls who draw and wi!l continue to draw 

55Toynbee, Study, 3: 383, 390. 

56Toynbee, Siudy, 3: 235-237. The recreation of views of self in history WhiCh 
Toynbee postulates 1" similar to Erik Eriksun's psycho-historical view of the mle of the 
identity struggles of "great men" in histOry. 

57Toynbee, Stu.Qy, 3: 232. 
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civilized socicties in their wake."58 Toynbee agreed that these Bergsonian mystics are 

his Gwn "superhuman creators par excellence" and he described the proœss of their 

growth: "in the s(mls of certain human bejngs, a new spiritual species--a veritable 

Supennan--emcrges. The mystically illllmined Personality evidently stands ta ordinary 

Human Nature as civihzatIons stand to primitive societies,"59 This 'mystical 

illumination' sccms to imply a divine or at least transcendental source of inspiratit)n at 

the foundatioll and growth of civili:mtion. Toynbee taok from Bergson this notion that 

mysticism provided the "vital impetus" which drove creative evolution, through the 

mechamsm that he called "Withdrawal and Return."60 Here again, an archetypic 

Yin/Yang movcment of internaI intuition and creative inspiration occurs in a physical, 

intellectual, or spiritual Withdrawal from the known world and a Return from the internaI 

to the external world to manifest the gains of the creative experience. Essential to the 

Withdrawal IS sorne sort of mystical reception of truth from an external spiritual force.61 

Percival Martin has described this process in terms of Toynbee's favored Jungian 

psychology as a withorawal into the depths of the collective unconscious to acquire 

solutions to a current dilemrna from a transpersonal timeless source.62 

While civihzations come (0 birth and grow out of the creative impetus of a 

minority or series of minorities in response to challenges through Withdrawal and Return, 

the breakdown of civilization occurs in the moral failllre ùf the leading minority and the 

consequent secession of their potential succe~sors. "Breakdowns are failures in an 

58Henn Bergson, The Two Sources of Morality and Religion (New York: Holt, 
1935), 75. 

5~oynbcc, Study, 3: 234-237. 

6°Bergson, 223. Toynbee, Study. 3: 248. Toynbee here describes Withdrawal and 
Retum as "the rnystic's soul passing first out of action into ecstacy and then out of 
ecstacy into action again." 

6lToynbce, Study, 3: 232-235. 

62Percival William Martin, Experiment in Depth; A Study of the Work of Jung. Elliot 
and Toynbee (London: Routledge and Paul, 1955), 14, 248, 254. 
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audacious attempt to ascend from the level of Primitive Humanity living the life of u 

social animal, ta the height of sorne superhuman kind of being in a CommuIllon of 

Saints ... 63 Whcn the y do fall, clvllizations fall from within, they die from slllcide rath~r 

than murder. Toynbee calegorically reJected Gibbon' s thesis that the fall of Rome was 

due to the "tllumph of barbansTll and rehgion." Clvlhzations do Ilot collapse beçause of 

tcchnological breakdowns, e il.tern al vIOlence, or the fisc of new religious movemcnts; 

these are but symptoms of their internaI disorganization. A dvIiization that is wnquered 

by another is nearly aiways already in a statc of internai decay; slIçh a "moribund 

civilization has [already] been thrown on the scrap hcap by an iconodilstic revoit on the 

part of its internai and external proletariat, in order that one or the other of these 

insurgents may obtain a free field for bringmg a new civiIizal10n to binh."M Once 

again, the se 'proletarians' are defined in terms of their internai psychoIoglcaI statc rather 

than by any materialist premise; they are spiritually "in but not of" society and inc1ude. 

often as leaders, Rn intelligentsia of alienated intelle(;tuals who were nurtured at the 

meeting places between clvilizations but remain outside any tradition, "born to be 

unhappy. ,,65 Their sufferings stir them to psychological adaptations which may lead to 

a new wave of growth within a civilization, or act as a seed of a ncw social order thut 

llay replace it. 

As a creative minority successfully overcomes a challenge and inspires li society 

by its example, it may assume the position of a "dominant Minority." Toynbee takes it 

as a ruIe of thumb that each group can resolve only ~ challenge: the dominant minority 

63Toynbee, Study, 4: 5, 6. Toynbee's long argument with Gibbon ovcr the roIe of 
religion in the fall of civilizations is concluded in Volume 10: 105-107, where he aS!lert), 
that Gibbon rnissed the boat by setting his field of study too small--the earth-
"automatically ruhng the supra-mundane dimension out of his reckoning." 

64Study 4: 58, 78, 114. Toynbee claimed that civihzations do Clot fall from externaI 
violence. Othel civilizations may provide a coup de grace and "devour hi), carca~1i after 
it has already become carrion," -but death cornes from within. He echoc~ Winwood 
Reade in this. (See footnote 40). 

65Toynbec, Study, 5: 63. "Proletarianization is a state of feelIng rather than a matter 
of external cilcumstance." 
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thus maintains, in the wake of its accomplishments, a conservative inertia that prompts 

the reactivc secession of internaI and bordering groups. who may be creative or come to 

be creative ln the face of the challeng\!s to which they are exposed.66 Toynbee takes the 

collapse of civIlizatIon as a resuIt of the breakdown of relations between individuals. The 

breakdown occur~ in the failure of a Gramscian cultural hegemony; under an uncreative 

dominant mmority the social cement of mimesis beeomes meehanical. In the la~k of a 

mimesis of aspiration, internaI und external peripheral members of society withdraw 

psychologically and spiritually to conceive alternative values, lifestyles, and patterns of 

social order.tJ7 

Therc is, then, a moral breakdown at the core of this cultural schism and 

disintegratiol1. The creative minority, in its shift to the status of a dominant minority, 

succumbs to the "nemesis of ereativity"; it is "resting on its oars." After its adaptive 

response to challenge it makes an idol of its accomplishment which orients it to the past 

rather than the future. The "Idolization of the Ephemeral Self" is a worship of the 

psychological integration of the last soeietal creation of personality.68 In mueh the same 

way, in the "Idolization of the Ephemeral Institution" there is a reverence for past politieal 

and social accomplishments wÎ1ich limits fllrther progress under the then-cuITent dominant 

minority. The Greek idoliz:uion of the Polis, for ex ample, led to the Greek breakdown 

of 431 B.e. Lmd !cft thè integration of the larger ecumene to a power who could see 

beyond local patdotism, as the Romans did through their solution of dual citizenship in 

6~oynbee, Stlldï, 5: 31. 

67Toynbee, Studï, 4: 122-127. 

6!1Toynbec, Study, 4: 260-261. This is the error of the Athenians in their anachronistic 
worship of the myth of the Periclean Age; Toynbee daims that their self-worship spelled 
Athens' failure tu look beyond immediate interests toward a larger Hellenic unit y and 
hence thcir loss of a larger hegemonic power. Study, 4: 277. The Jews also failed to go 
beyond their worship of their "half truth" of monotheism, to embrace its logical 
culmination in Christ. In retaining the parochial worship of themselves as "God's Chosen 
People" thcy t~liIed to open Judaism to Hellenism and were superseded by their internaI 
proletanat (the Christians) and were left as a fossi! of a dead and replaced civilization. 
Study, 4: 262. 
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city and empire.69 A third "Idolization," that of the "Ephemeral Technique," results in 

a blind overspecialization like that of the a~rested civilizations of the nomads and the 

Eskimos, whose real achievements forced them irlll> techndogical ami ecological deao-end 

niches which lhey ngidly adhered to in sacrifice of future adaptutions.70 Another fonn 

of "Idolization," the "intoxication with Victory," eventually spells the downfall of the 

militarized society whose exaltation of past military glaries prompts t:xcesses on its pan 

which lead to reactions by itli neighbors that end Hl its lInJomg.71 ln the last analysls, 

"he who lives by the sword dies by it," and the pnde ot the dominant minority leads lU 

ils downfall. These Christian watchwords underline Toynbee's fllndamentally biblical 

outlook in his first six volumes which he retains alongside of a tolerance of other 

religious traditions in the last volumes. Ta Toynbee, the worship of hum .. nity in any 

form, or of human deeds or institutions, was a rcpetiuon of the origmal sin of pride and 

a blasphemy against God. "Idolatry may be defined as an mtellectually purblind worship 

of the part instead of the whole, of the creature, instead of the Creator, of Time, instead 

of Eternity; and the abuse of the highest faculties of the human Spirit and the misdllcction 

of its most potent energies, has a fatal effect upon the object of Idolization. ,,12 

The pattern of disintegration of a civilization 1I1 history which Toynbee 

documented 'empirically' was a rhythm of "Rout-Rally-Rout," whcre there is first a 

Breakdown, then a Rully, where the civilization spreads and coalcsces politlcally as a 

Universal State, followed by a second and cataclysmic Rout where thcre IS a total 

collapse. This pattern is printed in Toynbee's mlOd [rom his analysis of Hellenic 

Civilization where he located the first RC'ut, the Breakdown, at 431 B.C., in the failure 

of democratic ecumcnical unification; the Augustine state was the Rally and the 

69Toynbee, Study, 4: 303-309. The present situation in the Modern West is 
"philosophically contcmporary." Western leadership is dominated by the "petrifïed 
devotees of the ideal of National Sovereignty." 4: 320. 

7°Toynbee, Study, 4: 423. 

71Toynbee, Study, 4: 505. 

72Taynbee, Study, 4: 261. 
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denouement was. of course, the volkwanderung waves of barbarian conquest and plunder. 

The early breakdown here strains the imagination but hardly as much as that in the Sinie 

Civilizauon, which occurred in 634 B.e., or in Russia, in 1478 A.D., and in Western 

Civilization, which, wh en he was not evading the issue, Toynbee dated [rom the wars of 

religion !!.tarting in the sixteenth century.73 Toynbee most often left the Modern West 

in astate oi suspended ammation, by withholding his fin3.1 judgement, presumably 

somewhere close to its Universal State on the road to its final disintegration. The 

Universal State can play a redemptive role in the decIine however. It acts as a conduit 

for cultural, lingUlstic, technological, and spiritual transmissions between the peoples 

united undcr ilS hegemony, and also with those who surround it, which can plant the seed 

of a new cycle of civilization, through "apparentation," or affiliation, or even a religious 

synthesis. Whilt the dominant minorities of Universal States tend to seek stability and 

order above aIl cise, their increasingly alienated internaI and external proletariats may aet 

as seeds that WIll shoot forth from ils decomposition, making Univen:al States "creators 

against their own wills ... 74 

In the chaos of the disintegrative stage of civilization, individuals, under 

Toynbee's system, have three possible orientations available to them. The two "defeatist 

solutions" are to turn ta a mimesis of past leaders and glories in "Archaism" or to look 

forward to lItOpHl in "Futurism." These two "forlorn hopes" may lead to violence in the 

degenerative schism that occurs with the decay of a civilization. In contrast to their this

worldly hopcs of revival and transformation, Toynbee posited a third type of response, 

one motivatcd by a "yearning after a harmony that is not of this world [which] inspires 

the sublime failure of Dl!tachment and the miraculous triumph of Transfiguration. 1175 

The inescapable worldly evils inherent in the degeneration of a civilization are analogous 

73Toynbee, .Study, 6: 2g4. Sec: on Sinic society, 291; on Russia, 309; on the Modem 
West, 314. 

74Toynbee, Sllldy, 7: 381. See also: 7: 56-239, on the wa~s in which civilizations 
aet as conductors. 

75Toynbee, Stlldy, 5: 399, 384-385. 
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to Augustine's view of the timelessness of Original S1I1; only a leap into the spintual can 

succeed in ~urviv1I1g the downfall once it is underway.7b There is a "schism in the sout" 

of individuals in the period of disintegration, a painful sense of spiritllal drift accompanied 

by a profound sense of moral failure akin to the sense of SlIl. This ~plfltual homdessnes"l 

teads individuals to a rehgious and cultural "promiscUlty" where they absorb the cll~toms 

and faiths of others to bolster, ~llpplant or complete thcir own. In the re~ultillg 

syncretism, again, led by exeeptionally intllltive lI1divlduals, "higher rehgions" are born, 

as in the syncretic union of Judaism, Mithraism, ami Greek Philosophy into Christianity 

in the disintegrative phase of Hellenic Civihzation.77 

A clvilizatlon is born and grows with the Withdrawal and Retul'l1 of its creative 

minorities, it dies and disintegrates in "Schism and Palingenesis" where society dividcs 

into a eonservatlve dominant mmority, an external proletariat of "barbarians" and an 

internaI proletariat which may turn to religious solutions. In Volume Five o{ the Study 

(1939), on the disintegration of civilizations, Toynbee reconsidercd his definition of the 

"intelligible tield of study" and reahzed that it was at the meeting points between 

civilizations that internaI proletariats were stimulated to the creativity which led to the 

dO\\l nfall of the dominant minorities and the rise of a transfigllred relIgion out of the death 

of the old order.78 Civilizatiops cOlild no longer be eonceived as complete fields unto 

themselves but must be examined in terms of their Intentetions and especially the 

palingenesls by whlch their key spiritual elements passed on, in metempsychosls, at thcir 

deaths to their affiliates and successors. In lhis 11ght, civiilzations, as a category, became 

as limited a field of study as the parochial natlOn-state had proved 10 be In the lIlitial 

survey. Civlhzauons can only be discreet fields in their bmh and growth, because, with 

the Univers al State, the civilization receives ahen sparks that sumulate the production of 

7~oynbee, Study, 5: 385. 

77Toynbee, Stndy, 5: 527,536, 540 (on Christianity and Mithraism). 

78Toynbee, Study, 5: 359. 
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higher religions.Î'J The p" Jgress of these religions, then, becomes the only essential 

intelligible field. HO 

Stepping back from the study of civilizations, Toynbee envisioned the progressive 

pattern of thclr bmhs and deaths as turns on a chariot wheel bearing higher religions 

toward an ordained destiny in the final unification of the ecumene. To see religions 

historically, Toynbee followed a scheme similar to that which Bergson had employed in 

his The Two Sources of Religion and Morality where he posited a religious evolutionary 

progression from "closed" statie religions to "open" or dynamic religion which is 

universal, open to the ecumene. It is mysticism which allows the step of tuming st3tic 

primitive religions toward dynamic all-embracing religions. Mysticism aiso gives its 

practitioners the vIsion to reject the sin of man-worship found in the primitive religious 

practices of the worship of ancestors and anthropomorphic spirits, or their modern 

equivalents of the worship of the Volk in Nazi racism or the elevation of mankind as a 

whole in a Corntean religion of humanity. For Toynbee, mysticism points to the faet that 

there is a transcendental being not of this world.81 

If civilizations were initially "philosophieally equivalent" to Toynbee, religions 

clearly are nol; there hdS been a progressi ve expansion in the realization of religious truth. 

By Volume Se ven (1954), Toynbee was prepared to assert consistently that "the history 

of higher religion appears to be unitary and progressive in contrast to the multiplicity and 

repetltiveness of the hIstOry of civilizations."82 In coming to this conclusion, however, 

Toynbee shed a new light on the role of civilizations that undermined their equivalence 

7"roynbee, Study, 5: 339-359. 

8{'Toynbcc, §tudy, 5: 374-375. Mao} entIcs have argued that the shift from 
civilization as the "mtelligible field or study" to humanity as a whole and the higher 
rehgions wrcaks havoc on the foundations of the whole work. See for example: 
Raymond AlOl1, Ed.. L'Hi~toire et ses Interpretations; Entretiens autour de Arnold 
Toynbee (Paris: Mouton and Co., 1961),43. 

81See BClgson, ad passim, and Toynbee, Study, 7: 510. 

8lToynbce, Study, 7: 425-426. 
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as weIl. The "second generation" civilizations, those parcrtted by the initial set of 

civihzations, came into existence, "not in order to perfonll an achievement of their own, 

and not in ordcr to reproduce their kind in a third gcncration, but in ordcr to provide an 

opportunity for fully fledged higher religions to come to birth"; their brcakdowns are 

therefore their raison d'être.8l The primary clvilizati,\ns are meaningflll only in 

providing seeds for these secondary nnes. History bccomes, for Toynbee, a fully wrought 

progressive and syncretistic growth through the vehicIe!o. of clvilizatiol1!o.. Mankind has 

a common destiny toward which aIl these elements progress; cach civihzatioll and 

religion has recclved a different ray of light from a cornrnon source which is obscrvable 

to the historian through the Oleye of faith. ,,84 

In pahngenesis there is a rebIrth from the ashes of the old society a transformed 

culture rooted in a new religion. The creative minority can be seen in this context as 

"saviors" whose renewed spiritual vision allows a fresh response to the challenges of 

psychologie al dislocation, moral chaos, and spirItual groundlessness.85 This creation is, 

like Bergson's mystical epistemology or Berdyaev's God-Manhood, Cl Revelation of sol1s 

which, in Toynbee's view, cornes out of tribulation. The suffering inherent in the do," 1-

turning wheel of civilization prornotes spiritual growth.d6 In fael, Toynbee poses a 

general law that the circumstances which are favOlable to the progress of religion arr: 

antithetical to those essential for secular growth sincc it is III times of political and social 

defeat and disruption that new religions ernerge. "This truth, that Man's failure, sin and 

suffering in Tllis World rnay serve Man through God's grace, as a chariot on whose 

wings the SOdl can SOal heavenward is an apocalypse in which History works togcther 

with Theol('gy to lift a corner of the veil that shrollds frorn hllman vision the mystery of 

83Toynbee, Stlldy, 7: 422. 

84~'oynbee, Study', 7: 443-444. 

J
5Toynbee, Study, 6: 172-177. To Toynbee as 10 Bergson, the "higher" morality and 

religion come- first to a set of saints who provide il model for the rnimesis of the larger 
f,:ouP. Bergson, 26. 

86Toynbee, Study, 7: 423-425. 
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Human Nature and Destiny ... "87 The positive gains which suffering can provide are 

deeply etched into ChIistianity and Toynbee 's other favored 'higher religion,' Mahayana 

Buddhisrn, which grew out of the breakdown of their respective civilizations. For both 

of these higher religions, the realization of suffering is a tirst step in t.he pathway to 

overcorne self-centeredness. 88 

Toynbee' s eschatological side surfaces in his description of how the process of 

palingenesis may work in the future, leaving the impression that the West, in its tum, 

verges on disintegration. The escape frem the coming "City of Desttuction" will be found 

in "enrolling ourselves as citizens of a Civitas Dei of which Christ Crucified is King. ,,89 

The kingdom of God is the ultimate expression which human nature seeks in the 

alienating breakdown of civilization; it is "in but not ot" this world. In the present, the 

"last stage of aIl, our rnotley host of wou Id be saviors, human and divine, has dwindled 

to a single company of nO:1e but gods," and "only a single figure rises from the flood and 

straightway fills the whole horizon. There is the savior." When this savior cornes, he 

does not seek to save society but to save men from it by opening the "way into the Other 

World."90 

By Volume Seven of the Study Toynbee had wrapped himself up fully in the 

mande of an evangelical prophet. He claimed that there was no future for a wave of 

"civilizations of the third generation," but, in the downfall of the present civilization, after 

the unification of the rally of the Modern West, the future will belong to a religious 

culmmation that will include the victory of religion over science and a world spiritual 

87Toynbee, Study, 10: 106. 

88Arnold J. Toynbee, An Historian's Approach to Religion (London: Oxford UP, 
1956), 128. 

89Study,6: 167 . 

9OS tudy, 6: 278-279. 
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unification led by Christianity.91 According to Toynbee, however, this new religious 

unanimity can never bring the City of God fully to earth; humanity will always be subjeet 

to the original sin inherent in hum an nature.92 Though there ean never be a perreet 

worldly utopia, "Salvation is to be sought in a transfiguration of This World by an 

Irradiation of the Kingdom of GaL --an intellectual paradox which is an historical fact." 

Toynbe-e resurrected Augustine 's sense here of the participation within the two realms and 

also viewed progress in this world as a result of the received radiations of the other. 

digested and approximated into religions and institutions, manifest in clvilizations in the 

world. Progress then, becomes the process of the opening of spiritual opportunity with 

the incremental expansion of religious institutions and spiritual exercÏses as a result of the 

mystical accretions of successive religious incarnations.93 ln the end, Toynbee follows 

Bergson' s vicw of the end of progress through the worldwide expansion of mystical 

apperception and the mimesis of saints to a point where aIl men worship a commun God. 

This wou Id unite aU men, end war, and provoke a shift in psychic energy from that now 

set upon economic goals to religious ones.94 In Toynbee's words, "History is a vision 

of God's creation on the move, from God its source towards Gad hs goal."95 

In the last two regular volumes of the Study (Volume Eleven is an historical atlas 

and Volume Twebe a reply to his critics entitled Reconsiderations), Toynbee turned his 

analysis almost completely over to arguments against the "antinornianism" of modern 

91Study,7: 449, 470,478. Later, on 701, he asserted that Christianity is the "highest" 
religion, that is, the most "open" and oriented to an externat God, of uny religion yet 
formed. 

92Study, 7: 557-563. 

93Study, 7: 558-566. 

94Bergson,204. Study,9: 639; 10: 39. "It is Man's task to .;xecute, within the time 
that God allots him on Earth, a hum an mission to do God's will by working for the 
coming of God's Kingdom on Earth as it is in heaven." 10: 26, ':'oynbee acknowledged 
his debt to Bergson for his teaching that the brotherhood of man requires the fatherhood 
of God. 

95Study, 10: 3. 
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historians: the Study became an answer to the challenge of scientific agnosticism.96 We 

have seen how Toynbee early on conœived of the process of creation as a mystical act 

and later described it as the will of God; in these last volumes Toynbee hinted at his own 

self-perception in writing his creative epic. "Prophets, poets alld scholars are chosen 

vessels who have been called by their creator ... "97 Modern liberalism and the 

antinomian spirit of modern science deaden the spirit, when combined with the 

apocalyptic potential of modern technology and the "morally perilous leisure" that it 

supplies, it Ieavcs a void in the collective soul of the Modern West which threatens 

catastrophe. New saviors are required on the model of the bodhisatvas of the East who 

can experience mystical union with the universe, but rather than withdraw perrnanently 

into the Atman, return to act, to bring along the mass of men.98 

There can be littIe doubt lhal Toynbee saw his OWil role as a world historian in 

the mythic terms of Withdrawal and Return and in doing what he could to point the way 

out of the twentieth century spiritual crisis. Toynbee shared his own mystical experiences 

with his readers, like the dream he had of clinging to the cros~ at Ampleforth Abbey and 

hearing a voice call "Am plexus Expecta," "Cling and Wait. ,,99 The dream illustrates, 

perhaps, Toynbee's perception of himself as a sort of bodhisatva as weIl as his self

conscious resistance to any religious orthodoxy despite his strong leanings toward 

Catholicism. In a letter to Father Columba at Ampleforth as early as 1938, Toynbee 

confessed that he felt that his role was 10 bring his "fellow pagan 'intellectuals'" toward 

faith in the one true God. To do this he had to remain outside of any church, to hold fast 

as a bodhisatva rather than an arhat. 1OO In the last four volumes of the Study he sought 

96Study, 9: 202-216. 

97Study, 10: 36. 

98Study, 9: 618-633. 

9QStudy, 9: 634-635. 

loo-roynbee. An Historian's Conscience (Letter of 5 August 1938), 21. 
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to instill the "Indian standpoint" of recognizing the unît y of multiple paths to the 

truth.101 In the last analysis, however, even the "higher religions" were not considered 

to be philosophically equivalent: Christianity was seen as the 'highest' in that it was 

completely oriented toward God rather than collective hum an power, and the Mahayana 

was the 'highest' in its "world-mindedness" or openness to the spirit as opposcd to bcing 

cornered in mundane institutional structures.1ll2 

Clearly, Toynbef, saw himself as a member of a new "creative minority" who 

could help in guiding Modem Western Civilization through its final stages and in showing 

the way into the necessary religious transfiguration. Toward this he espoused li purified 

and 'opened' Christianity combined with the highest features of other religious traditions. 

Perhaps his recognition of himself as an "outsider" both rcliglously and scholastically 

helped him to accept the sting of his attackers' vilification and suffer in the rightcousness 

of a patient martyrdom. The following passage summarizes Toynbee conception of the 

necessity of suffering and the self-sacrifice of the bodhisatva for the purification that was 

essential for the future transformation of society in Toynbee's ri~hly poetie style: 

If Christianity was to be requickened in dgnostic 

Western Souls through a winnowing of the ehaff out 

of the wheat, this palingenesis could be ach~eved 

only through suffering; and suffering is an experience 

that takes Time--and takes it at a length which is 

proportionate to the measure of chastening that is 

required for the sufferer's salvation. If thiS lS 

the truth, then what was required, above ail things, 

of homeward facing agnostic Western souls 111 the 

lOI Arnold J. Toynbee, !lA Study of History: What 1 Am Trying to Do," International 
Affairs 31 (Jan., 1955) 1-2: 4. Stndy, 9: 644, on Toynbee's quest to steer away from 
orthodox solutions and toward religious synthesis. 

102Toynbce, Change and Habit, 74, 189. 
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twentieth century of the Christian Era was the creative 

endurance exemplified in the age-long ministries of 

the bodhisatvas. Resisting the temptation to hide 

themselves in the rock, and facing the blast of the 

rushing mlght wind that bloweth where it listeth, 

these pilgrims through the valley of the Shadow of 

Death must let suffering do its unhurried work 

within them tiIl, in the fullness of times and seasons 

which it is not for them to know, they should 

receive power through the anguish of being Born of 

the Spirit. I03 

Leaving aside his Reconsiderations, Toynbee closed his Study of history with a 

further account of seven mystical experiences he had had and a prayer. His mystical 

experiences had culminated in a vision he had shortly after the First World War: he was 

wa lking through a London street in 1919 when he suddenly felt possessed by a direct 

experience of the entire past of the race. He felt "the passage of History gently flowing 

through him in a mighty cunent and his own life welling Iike a wave in the flow of that 

vast tide."I04 Toynbee's closing prayer in A Study of History was an invocation to the 

saving incarnations of the past and the gods of the future religious synthesis; "Christ 

Tammuz, Christ Adonis, Christ Orisis, Christ Baldur, hear us, by whatever name we bless 

thee for suffering death for our salvation ... to Him return ye every one."to5 

In the years following the final publIcation of the Study Toynbee continued in the 

face of both public adulation and scholarly condemnation to prophesy and to equivocate 

IOlStudy, 9: 637. 

I04Study 10: 139. McNeill, 90. 

\0
5Study, 10: 143. 
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over the fate of the Modern West. It was, at least theoretically, an open question to him; 

past cycles were not detenninative of the future, laws were reully more tendency than 

destiny and, at any rate, historical ends were the result of willed hum an action which 18 

unpredictable. Even so, Toynbee tcntatively lied the beginning of the breakdown of 

Western Civilization to the disintegration of the core institutions of Christendom in the 

late Renaissance where the ri se of vernacular languages, the wars of religion and the 

compromise of cuius regio eius religio provided the impetus for the growth of national 

verses ecumenical organizations.106 In this shift the notion of a "chosen people" was 

recreated at the national level. This clos ure of identity remained up to the present in 

Toynbee's eyes as a legacy of original sin and set the stage for the next imperative in the 

cycle of the West. ln a letter of June 1940, Toynbee claimed that the West was 

contemporary with the He!lenic world of 40 B.C. having gone deeply into its Time of 

Troubles and approaching a universal state hegemony; already one cou Id look for signs 

of the renaissance of a transfigured religio~ity.lo7 Earlier, as we have seen, Toynbee 

had claimed that World War One was contemporary to the Greek clisis of 431 B.e. in 

its experience of the violent divisions that preceded the establishment of a universal 

state.108 Aside from his ambiguous historical parallels hcre, Toynbee came to see 

cumulative processes of secular history which demanded that the coming uniEcllllon occur 

expeditiously. Like H.G. Wells, Toynbee became an evangelist heralding the arrivaI of 

the world state, as the only hope of human survival in the modern age of technology. 

To Toynbee, the world state became an ecological imperative; for one thing, the 

atomic age necessitated the immediate abolition of war; for another, population 

demographics demanded a world authority to supervise world food production and 

l°«>-roynbee, An Historian' s Approach tn Religion, 212-216. 

I07Toynbee, An Historian's Conscience (Letter of 23 June 1940),67. Toynbee, An 
Historian's Approach to Religion, 274, 285. 

I08Toynbee, Study, 10: 93-95 
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distribution. I09 The declining cycle of Western Civilization boded poorly for the 

resolution of these twin crises; united willed action was required ta prevent a disastrous 

outcome. In 1966 Toynbee posited three steps which were vital to the retention of 

Western Civilization: first, a eonstitlltional federation of the world into a cooperative 

government; second, a working compromise between socialist and capitalist economic 

systems, and finally, a shift to put the seeular superstructure of society on a religious 

fOlindation. llll 

Toynbee did not take a naively utopian view of the nature of the world state but 

saw any form of world arder as inherently repressive, at least in the short run. In the first 

place, nationaIism remained ascendent in the present like a "death wish" that had to be 

overcome by "world mindedness" even against the will of the majority of people who, left 

to themselves, were recalcitrant toward unification and would commit suicide by their 

inaction. Modern large-seale institutions, even withC'ut the world state, dwarf the 

individual; there is a "trend taward regimentation in aIl fields." In a world state, these 

institutions would beeome even more powerful and oppressive, but again: they may be 

essential for human surviv,,!. Toynbee retained from the 1930's a sense that the world 

state, when it came, would probably not be voted into being; more likely it would require 

a Lenin, Napoleon, or even a Hitler, and be "imposed upon the majority by a ruthless, 

efficient and fanatical minority inspired by sorne ideology or religion." To Toynbee it 

seemed proÏJable that the world sta'e would bear a priee; surviva~ might demand a 10ss 

of liberty or a new deification of the state or of a great leader. lll Though Toynbee felt 

the loss of frccdom might be essential in the short term he advocated a worldwide 

leadershi p by creative minorities to take the initiative dnd avoid the use of 

l!l9r[oynbee, Change and Habit, 27-30. 

ll00yoynbee, Change and Habit, 176-179. Toynbee, Civilization on Trial, 39. 

IIIToynbec, An Historian 's Approach to Religion, 219. 
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dictatorship.112 

Toynbee's solution for the stress in the potential need for an oppressive ordcr in 

the short nm is predictable. It is in religion that man finds compensating and truc 

freedom; a spiritually open society with a plurality of religious frameworks, led by a 

Christian vision of an etemai and personal God and united in Mahayana toleratlon, wouid 

allow psychological release, especially in arts turned toward the sacred, and in 

contemplation devoted to God.1l1 If the religious infusion of the megalopolis 10 come 

does not occur then our "spiritual vacuum" wouid remain in place and we should expect 

a compensating reversion (akin to those of totalitarian communism or fascism) to the 

perennial worship of collective human power in a "relapse to sub-human animality" that 

would, perhaps, rob humanity of its higher spiritual destiny.1l4 

As Toynbee aged he came to see modern tcchnology as a new and potentially 

devastating force in history. Toynbee felt that the "progress and accckration" of 

technological change prompted a "psychic catastrophe" in individu aIs where a tissure 

widened between the consCÎous and unconscious elements in the mind: 15 At the same 

time we have become prisoners of technology, there would be massive starvation if we 

retreated from it.116 In his last major effort, Mankind and Mother Earth, a narrative 

world history on the relations between men and the 'biosphere,' Toynbee took up the 

issue of human greed as the engine of material and technological progress and argued that 

I12Arnold 1. Toynbee, Surviving the Future (London: Oxford UP, 1971), 112, 118, 
154. Arnold J. Toynbee, The Present Day Experiment in Western Civilization (London: 
Oxford UP, 1962),67. 

113Toynbee, Chan ge and Habit, 112-142, 212, 224. Toyn bee, The Present Day 
Experiment,47. Toynbee, An Historian's Approach to Religion, 246. 

114Toynbee, Change and Habit, 226. Arnold J. Toynbee, The World and the West 
(New York: Oxfold UP, 1953), 98: on the "spiritual vacuum" and the nature of man 
which demands that sorne belief fill il. 

115Toynbee, Change and Habit, 27-30. 

116Toynbee, Surviving the Future, 32-33. 
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mankind must embrace a contrruy ideal--like that exemplified by Saint Francis. Again 

he asked for a transfiguration, even as he felt that the ecological climax was upon us, to 

"redeem" Mother Earth by "overcoming the suicidai, aggressive greed" that threatened to 

make the biosphere uninhabitable. In his opinion, "the only way we can prevent 

catastrophe is austerity."1\7 At times 'foynbee took his environmentalism, which was 

always permeated like much of his thought by apo..::alyptic anti-modernism, to primitivistic 

extremes. In 1956 he speculated that in the "Westernizing World of the later twentieth 

century there might be a revulsion against Science and Technology like the revulsion 

against Religion in the later decades of the seventeenth century," as it was discovered that 

the se material obsessions were but new vents for the "original sins" of human pride and 

greed. \1!! By the 1960's and early seventies, Toynbee became a leading voice in the 

nascent environmental movement. Here again his arguments were coached in apocalyptic 

rhetorie as when he claimed that human ecology demanded a religious revulsion against 

modernity and that perhaps only a catastrophe could stir men to the necessary change of 

heart. 119 In his last years Toynbee worked with Constantine Doxiadis, the Greek leader 

of the new community planning Ekistics organization; along with this group Toynbee 

sought a politieal and eivic devolution to a seale small enough that community members 

could know one another--this was essential for any "victory of personality over 

teehnology."12() 

Perhaps a good measure of Toynbee's importance lies in the massive critical 

response he provoked. Toynbee was easily the most criticized historian of the twentieth 

eentury and perhaps of aIl time. One must admit that the process of the study of world 

117Toynbee, Toynbee on Toynbee, 60. AfIlold J. Toynbee, Mankind and Mother Earth 
(New York: Oxford UP, 1976),9,17,20,596. 

1I8Toynbee, An Historian's Approaeh to Religion, 22. Toynbee, An Historian's 
Conscience (Letter of 20 January 1974), 520. 

11''-oynbee, Toynbee on Toynbee, 68 . 

12°McNeill, 252. Toynbee, Experiences, 379. 
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history is by its nature more synthetic than archivaI and recognize that W. H. WaIsh's 

critique of Toynbee as an "interpreter of History" rather th an as un h{stonan per se is 

c1early true. l2l Bearing in mind that in history as a discipline interpretation is 

inextricable from history in itself, one must agree that the problem of interpretation is 

multiplied for the world historian who attempts a coordinative function in bringing 

together the end products of historical specialists. The world historian inevitably adds a 

level of interpretive relativism to that which the specialists have already injected throllgh 

their perceptions of the crucial events and personalities of their respective areas. Toynbee 

takes the interpretive aspect of his task to an extreme point by centering on an ambitious 

analysis of historical meaning as opposed to attempting a narrative history of civilization. 

Pieter Geyl, one of Toynbee's most consistent critics, expressed, in what has becorne 

something of a consensus among professional historians , of what Toynbee accomplished, 

"C'est magnifique, mais ce n'est pas l'histoire." Crane Brinton labeled it instead a 

"Theodicy" and Rudolf Bultmann examined how the eschatological projections of 

Toynbee's Study asked questlo!!:; of "being in itself' for which history can have no 

answer.122 A brief review of the now standard criticisms of Toynbee will help to set 

his Study in perspective. 

First off, Toynbee's claims to scientific empiricism have been rejected by a wide 

range of scholarly reviewers; there is a general sense, again articulated by Geyl, that 

Toynbee employed a priori conclusions confabulated with "erudite decoration". J23 

l21W.H. Walsh, "Toynbee Reconsiderec1," Philosophy 38 (1963): 74. 

122Pieter Geyl, Debates with Historians (New York: Meridian, 1958), 113. Crane 
Brinton, "Toynbee's City of God," Virginia Quarterly Review 32 (1956): 361. Rudolf 
Bultmann, History and Eschatology (Edinburgh: "Sdinburgh UP, 1957). 120-121. 

123Geyl, Debates, 97, 148. See also for example: Walter Kaufmann, "Toynbee: The 
Historian as False Prophet," Commentary 23: 344. Elle Kedourie, "Arnold Toynbee; 
History as Paradox," Encounter 42 (1974) 5: 59. G.J. Renier, "Toynbee's A Study of 
History," Toynbee and History, Montague, Ed.,7. John Barker, The Superhistorian-;..i. 
Makers of Our Past (New York: Scribners, 1982), 298. William Dray, "Toynbee'!\ 
Search for Historical Laws," History and Theory 1 (1960): 32-55, ad passim. McNeill, 
William H., "Some Basic Assumptions of Toynbee's A Study of History," The Intent of 
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Toynbee then mixed metaphors by retaining an underlying macrohistorieal leviathan 

subject to laws even as he posited human freedom for individuals; he retained Spencerian 

and Spenglerian biologism in his Challenge and Response paradigm.l24 Thirdly, 

Toynbee's Golden Mean of Challenge and Response is tautological; aecording to 

Toynbee, if there is a civiIization then il must, by definition, have met its challenge. 

Toynbee reifies categories, concludes from analogies and aets as though "mental 

reconstructions" are self evident truths which do not require concrete definition. l25 

Cri tics argue that civilizations are conceptually indistinct and awkwardly employed as 

objects of study. Geyl asserted that national histories are as valid as objects of history. 

Kedourie rejected civilizations as meaningfully disereet units; to him they were extraeted 

arbitrarily out of the "seamless web of history". Niebuhr agreed that civilizations were 

not independent and rejected Toynbee' s notion of the sharp break. between civilization and 

primitive socieues. Christopher Dawson rejected the philosophical equivalenee of 

civilizations while Ortega Y Gasset stressed their unique paths of development.126 

Toynbee has also heen ehastised for errors of faet and proportion: Oeyl noted that 

many civilizations have died from violent external influences and Borkenau and Niebuhr 

have noted that only four or five of Toynbee's enumerated list of civilizations ever 

Toynbee's Hlstory Edward T. Gargan, Ed. (Chicago: Loyola UP, 1961), 34. 

1240eyl, Debates, 131. Pitirim A. Sorokin, "Arnold J. Toynbee 's Philosophy of 
History," Journal of Modern History 12 (1940): 381, 383. H. Mitchell, "Herr Spengler 
and Mr. Toynbee," Toynbee and History, Montague, Ed., ad passim. 

125Geyl, The Pattern, 65, argues that Toynbee concludes from his analogies. Dray, 
48, daims that the Golden Mean is tautological. Mitchell, ad passim, agrees. See also: 
Franz Borkenau. "Toynbee and the Culture Cycle", Commentary 21 (1956) 3: 249. Sir 
Ernest Barker, "Dr. Toynbee's Study of History," Toynbee and History, Montague, Ed., 
124. On rcificatlOn see Geyl, Debates, 133. 

12bKedourie, 59. Reinhold N,ebuhr, Faith and History (New York: Scribners, 1949), 
110. McNcill argues along a similar line in Arnold Toynbe~, 102. Geyl, Patterns, 70. 
Christopher Dawson, "Toynbee 's Study of History; The Place of Civilizations in History," 
Toynbee and Hlstory Montague, Ed., 131. Ortega Y Gasset, An Introduction to Universal 
History (New York: Norton, 1973), 220-221. 

, 
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produced religions in their break:downs or dissolutions. 127 Many have ridiculed 

Toynbee's claim that Egyptiac civilization broke down a full two thousand years before 

its disintegration and that the Hellenic Civilization began its breakdown in 431 B.C., 

before Alexander, Plato or Aristotle.128 Bruce Mazlish has pointed out that many of 

Toynbee's errors resulted from his transposition of what he perceived as the cycle of 

Hellenic society into a universal paradigrn. 129 A host of critics have taken Toynbee to 

task for his treatmer.t of the modern Jews as but a fossilized remnant of a dead Syriac 

Civilization rather than as a people within a still living stream of history.130 

Perhaps sorne of the most trenchant critiques arc those which attack Toynbee for 

his transposition of his personal prejudices and religious quest into metahistorical laws. 

Trevor-Roper condemned what he saw as Toynbee's perverted egoism in expressing his 

own personality as the law of history.l31 At the foundation of Toynbee 's version of the 

present crisis of the West was a profound anti-modernism--a rejection of the 

contemporary secular decadence and a caU for a neo-medieval flight from this world.112 

127Geyl, Debates, 101, Ill. Borkenau, 240. Niehuhr, Ill. 

128Henry Lad Mason, Toynbee's Approach to World Politics (New Orleans: Tulane 
UP, 1958), 9. Sorokin, 384. Mitchell, 83. 

129Bruce Mazlish, The Riddle of Bistory (New York: Harper and Row, 1966), 354. 

13°Kedourie, 61. Walter Kaufmann, "Toynbee and Superhistory," Toynbee and 
History, Montague, Ed., 308-309. Frederick E. Robin, "The Professor and the Fossil," 
Toynbee and History, Montague, Ed., ad passim. Abba Eban, "The Toynbee Heresy," 
Toynbee and History, Montague, Ed., ad passim. Maunee Samuel, The Professor and the 
Fossil (New York: Knopf, 1956), ad passim. Borkenau, 242. 

13lTrevor-Roper in Montague, 122. This is echoed by Kaufmann, "Toynbee: The 
Historian as False Prophet," who finds Toynbee "utterly unreliable" and lacking in 
"scholarly conscience" because he puts his own personality before history; 345. See also: 
Barker, in Montague, 110. 

U2Lewis Mumford, "The Napoleon of Notting HIll," Toynbee and History, Montague, 
Ed., 141. Mumford chastised Toynbee for his medieval withdrawal from and Manichean 
rejection of this world. See also: Hans Kohn, "Faith and ViSIOn of a Universal World," 
Toynbee and BistoIT, Montague, Ed., 357. Barker, The Superhlstorians, 268. Hugh 
Trevor-Roper, "Arnold Toynbee's Millennium," Encounters, Stephen Spender et al., Eds. 
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There is a consensus among his crities that Toynbee did not appreciate what was new and 

good in the Modem West, from material and security gains and technological progress 

to intellectual freedom and democracy.133 It is here that the attacks on Toynbee 

climaxed; his cosmic pessimism, or as Trevor-Roper put it, his "Messianic Defeatism," 

demanded an "escape into religious mysticism" in the wake of the downfall of aIl that we 

most value in modern culture; only conversion could save us; aIl the political arts, the 

laws and social gains that have been made are only ephemeral coatings on our failure as 

a civilization. 134 Karl Popper spoke for many critics when he disparaged this view as 

"apocalyptic irrationalism."m Isaiah Berlin and others have rejected the "colossalism" 

of Toynbee's "irresistible rhythms" as tending to undermine the sense of responsibility 

citizens of the West must take to resolve real world dilemmas.136 

~ew York: BasIc Books, 1963), 132, on Toynbee's medieval aspirations; Trevor-Roper, 
in Montague, 122, on regressive anti-modernism. 

I31Niebuhr, 110. Mazlish, 377. Oey1, Debates, 125, and then on 163: "Western 
Civilization ... means nothing to Toynbee." Geyl, The Pattern, 58, rejects Toynbee's 
assertion tl1at "aIl history is ':>ut a denouement to si 'aeenth century religious wars." 
George G. Iggers, "The Idea of Progress in Recent Philosophies of History," Journal of 
Modern History 30 (1958) 3: 222, explores the anti-democratic element in Toynbee. 
Geoffrey Barraclough, An Introduction to Contemporary History (New York: Penguin, 
1967),251, sees Toynbee as a last powerful exponent of "cultural pessimism". Also see: 
Kohn, in Montague, 357. 

134Trevor-Roper, "Arnold Toynbee's Millennium," 141. Trevor-Roper beat a dead 
horse in 1989 by repeating his condemnations of Toynbee instead of reviewing Mc Neill 's 
biography: Hugh Trevor-Roper, "The Prophet," New York Times Review of Books, 12 
Oetober :; 989, 28. Kedoune, 63-64. Brinton, 261. Brinton also describes Toynbee's 
paradigm as one of transcending history rather than describing it. Karl Popper, The Open 
Society and hs Enemies (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1950), 436. Dray, 50, shows how in 
Toynbee's paradlgm freedom can only occur in the transcendence of natural cycles. 
Walter A. McDougall, "'Mais ce n'est pas l'histoire!' Sorne Thoughts on Toynbee, 
McNeill, and the Rest of Us," Journal of Modern History 58 (1): 24. 

mpopper,436-439. Renier, 75. 

1360n ' colossalism': Kaufmann, "Toynbee, The Historian as Fals~ Prophet," 246. 
Mazlish, 353. On irresponsibility: Isaiah Berlin, Historical Inevitability (London: 
Oxford UP, 1954), 77, 15-16. Trevor-Roper, "Arnold Toynbee's Millennium," 134, 
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Finally, few of Toynbee's crities shared his faith in the conclusive achievement 

of a religious syncretism. Niebuhr predictably rejected "history as :.: redeemer," Dawson 

was offended by Toynbee's "reduction of history to theology" and joined protestors who 

claimed that religions had qualitative differenees which made real syncretism unlikely If 

not impossible. \17 Worst of ail the criticisms were personal attacks on Toynbee allllcd 

at his hints as to his own role in suffering his cri tics for the '1ake of the new cra; his 

religion was ridiculed as "Toynbeeism" in whieh Toynbee presented himself in !l10llstrous 

egoism as the savior of the West. 138 

It is certain that in the wide barrage of criticism th2.t Toynbee recelved, both the 

succinct and documentable and the critiques of Toynbee's personal psychological 

impositions in his history, there is a wide latitude of truth. Clearlv Toynbee's Studv is 

not strictly historieal but contams a metaphysical framework colored by post-facto faet 

selection. Despite his daims to empiricism, Toynbee never really demed thlS. Ile 

claimed that such relativism is utterly inescapable in any study of hisLO!"y; in I11S 

ReconsideratlOns he emphasized that his use of analogies was a heuristic de \lice for 

grasping an ultllnately unlmowable reality.\39 Moreover, Toynbee inslsted that, "Every 

student of human affairs does have a theology," an underlying beltef system that 

conditions his judgements. Toynbee complained that he was attacked for putting his card:; 

condemns Toynbee as the "intellectual ally of Hitler," who "spiritually hungers" for the 
downfall of the West. 

137Niebuhr, 242. Christopher Dawson, The Dynamics of World Hlstory, John J. 
MuIloy, Ed. (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1957), 386. Dawson, in Montague, 134. 
Kaufmann, "Toynbee; The Historian a~ T<alse Prophet," 354. Edward R()I'hle f lardy, 
"The Vahdity of Toynbee's Univers al Churches," The Intent of TOVllbee's History, Ed. 
Gargan, 161-162. 

1 38Hardy , 154. Brinton, 261. McDougall, 24. Tre~or-Roper, "Arnold Toynbee's 
Millennium" , ad passim. 

13lJStudy, 12. 42, 52-54. On models as heunstlc dCVlceS, 160. Study, 12: 244: 
"When Trevor-Roper says that, in my work, 'the theones are not deduccd from the faets,' 
the answer IS that neither my theories nor anyone else's are or ever will be generated in 
that way." See also: Toynbee, Expenences, 81. 
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openly on the table, an essential practice in a relativistic age.140 To a great extent 

Toynbee' s later evangelism confinned the judgements of the crities of A Study of History. 

He referred to his own sufferings a~ rroviding his vision, he asserted that historians like 

himself have the clear~st vision and importance in Times of Troubles like his own. He 

expounded mythical views of the meaning of his Study. His views on the relativism 

essential to his work made his earlier daims to science and empiricism meaningless; he 

admitted that his "chan" of the "Mysterious universe" was in large part a response to his 

fear of death; he castigated modern decadenee and dreamed of himself in a medieval 

monastery.14\ 

Despite aIl of the attaeks on Toynbee's history, however, only the most cynical 

of reviewers could deny the dignity of the ambitions of A Study of History which will 

contribute to its survival as a work of art long after most of its attackers have been 

forgotten. It is unlikely that Toynbee's Study will be judged seriously as an empirieal 

history in the future any more than Augustine's The City of God is today, but the Study 

will remain an intellectual monument and an unsurpassed challenge to a holistic world 

history. If we follow William McNeill's lead in choosing a poetic criterion for the 

judgement of the art of writing history then one must rank the incredible compendium of 

world mythology and exotic fact in the Study as a work of genius. Like any great work 

of art it must be adjudged less on the definitive answer~ it provides as with the reflective 

perceptions which it stirs within. 

The extent of Arnold J. Toynbee's general historieal knowledge of the wond may 

have been unparalleled in his day yet his paradigm of world history is already 

hermeneutically useless. Within the framework of history it raises existential and other

worldly questions which history cannot answer and no amount of d:xumentation can 

reasonably praye. Toynbee, however, approached other questions essential to modern 

civilization which the profession as a whole has renounced as outside its area of 

\4<Toynbee. Experiences. 90. Toynbee. "Can We Know the Pattern of the Past?", 91. 

14\Toynbee, Toynbee on Toynbee, 110-112. On his fear of death as an impetus, see 
page 54. 
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specialization, especially the questions of individual moral responsibility in the fnee of 

world divisions, international tensions, the nucIear standoff and eontinuing environmcntal 

destruction. In the long run Toynbee may be pereeived to have been quite correct in his 

perceptio:1 of the imperative of overcoming national and local parochialism and individual 

narcissism and greed which are at the base of misguided militarism und ecological 

devastation. He may have been right that the Modern Western secular idcology cannot 

stimulate individuals to look beyond their ever-increasing personal 'needs' to makc the 

sacrifices necessary for global survival. lt is easy to discount many of Toynbee's 

conclusions as the irrational by-products of his search for religious truth: the ultimate 

problems with which he grappled, however, still confront the Modern West and the world 

as a whole, and 'scientific' history has too often overlooked their origins and implications 

as areas of scholarly concern. 
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THE IMPERATIVES OF SUPERSYSTEM TRANSITIONS: 

PITIRIM SOROKIN'S METAHISTORY 

With material comfort vanished, liberties gone, 

sufferings increasing at the cost of pleasures; 

Sensate security, safety, happiness tumed into 

a myth; man's dignity and value trai11pled upon 

pitilessly; the creativeness of Sensate culture 

waned; the previously built magnificent Sensate 

house crumbling; destruction rampant everywhere; 

cities lî:1d kingdoms erased; human blood saturating 

the good earth; aIl Sensate values blown to pie ces 

and aIl Sensate dreams vanished; in these conditions 

the Western population will not be able to help 

opening its eyes [0 the hollowness of the declining 

Sensate culture and being disillusioned by it ... 

By tragedy, suffering, and crucifixion it will 

be purified and brought back to reason, and to 

eternal, lasting, universal and absolute values. 

Pitirim A. Sorokin1 

Pitirim Sorokin employed sociological technique to elaborate the most 

systematically integrated cultt. raI history of Western civilization written in the twentieth 

century. While his metahistory conœntrated on the West over a three-thousand-year 

period he also considered Indian, Islamic, and Chine se civilizations, and the dynamics of 

·Pitirim A. Sorokin, Social and Cultural Dynamics, 4 Vols. (1937-41, New York: 
Bedminster, 1962), 4: 778. (Hereafter, S.and C.D.). 
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cultural phases in general tenns which could be applied universally. The scope of his 

research was monumental, his manipulation of data staggering, as he analyzed the breadth 

of cultural mentality and aH its sub-system components and traced their fluctuations l'rom 

Minoan to modern culture. In achieving this task Sorokin created a new model of 

sociological epistemology, a paradigm of metahistory, and tl series of sodo-cultural moral 

imperatives toward the salvation c,f the modern West. While mU1I1tailllng a lem.lership 

role in the field of positivistic sociology, Sorokin founded a theory of social and cultural 

change that incorporated intuition, validated faith, and served as an oracle for the 

prediction of cultural tluctuatîons in the long duration of history, especially apocalyptic 

prophesies of catastrophe, and the spiritual reunion of Western culture in a new age of 

faith. 

Don Martindale has divided Sorokin's intellectual development into three major 

phases which correspond closely with Sorokin's own view of his evolving succession of 

world views.2 The first period, from his childhood up to the age of sixteen, can be seen 

as dominated by the religious climate of his environment. At age six.teen, Sorokin 

converted 10 a "semi-atheism" and an organicist-positivistic weltanschauung which he 

retained through his schooling, his activism as an "itinerant missionary of the revolution," 

his imprisonments, and up to the debacle of the Russian Revolution and his eventual 

banishment in 1922.3 In his third stage, Sorokin developed a new and "integral" 

weltanschauung which formed the basis for his sociological system most thoroughly 

expressed in his four-volume Social and Cultural Oynamics, which he conceived in 1929 

and completed in 1941. To these stages should be added a fourth which followed without 

a break in his schematic worldview but which is primarily represented by evangelical 

expositions of his view of the crisis of the modern West and exhortations towards moral 

200n Martindale, "Pitirim Sorokin: Soldier of Fortune ," Sorokin and Sociology, Ed. 
G.C. Hallen (Motikatra: Satish Book, 1972), 16-19. 

3Pitirim A. Sorokin, A Long Journey (New Haven: College and University Press, 
1963),47. 
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and spiritual regeneration in an Ideational or Idealistic cultural revolution. 

Pitirim Alexandrovich Sorokin was born in 1899 to a Great Russian father and an 

Urgo-Finnish mother in Touria, sun'ounded by the endless primeval forests of northern 

Russia. Throughout his life he retained a strong affection for the purity of his origins in 

the wilderness and for the simplicity of rural life in general along with an antipathy for 

modern urban living. As he put it: "1 feellucky to have had an opportunity to live and 

grow in the elemental realm of nature before it was blighted by industrialism and 

urbanization. ,,4 

There is a saying attributed to the Catholic Church: "Give us the child for the first 

six years of his life and he will die a Catholic." While there may not be a strictly 

determinative line here, few would doubt the essential power of religious and moral 

imprint on subsequent character developmen1. Sorokin's early world was suffused with 

piety; the simple faith in a Russian Onhodox God and His innumerable retinue of saints 

and heavenly hosts blended with the belief in the animated spirits of the natural world as 

weil as in the demons of the underworld and the brooding shadows of the dead.5 

Sorokin grew up among the Komi people of northem Russia, whom he remembered as 

living their lives according to the Golden Rule and the Ten Commandments,6 ideals 

which Sorokin retained and by which he judged and condemned modem, materialistic 

• Sensate' culture. Sorokin retamed a love of Komi folklore and music throughout his life. 

He identified wlth their "spirit of egalitarian independence, self reliance and mutuaI aid," 

and he ideahz.cd their life as one without class struggle, parties, or vested interests, where 

periodic land redistributions by village councils assured that no one became substantially 

more wealthy than anyone else. In the world of the Komi, Sorokin says, "1 was a 

4Sorokin, A Long JOllrney, 12. 

5Pitirim A. Sorokin, Hunger as a Factor in Human Affairs (Gainesville: UP of 
Florida, 1975), xiiI. 

6Sorokin, A Long Journey, 14. 
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member of a peasant community at peace with the world, fellow men and myself."7 

Sorokin 's first memories were of the death of his mother when he was tlnce, of 

being fed by strangers and attending her funeral services where he watched a priest throw 

a handful of soil on the coffin white he intoned the words "dust to dust."s Sorokin's 

father was an itinerant icon painter, a gilder of steeples and a handyman about the 

paraphernalia of Orthodox worship. He remained celibate after the 1.oss of his wife anù 

took to drink in his grief. Early on. Sorokin and his older brother Vasily went into 

business with their father while their younger brother lived on a fann with an aunt anù 

uncle. The brothers had d nomadic youth; they endured terrible hardships on the road, 

both from exposure and from hunger to the point of near starvation. Pitirim had il 

problem of "rickety legs" from periods of chronic malnutrition. Cornpounding physical 

tribulations was the psychological trauma of leaving villages just as they came to know 

them and venturing on to cold rt.ceptions in unknown and often distant settlements.1J 

When Pitirlm was ten and Vasily fourteen, their father attacked them with a hammer in 

a drunken rage, badly injuring Vasily's ann and hitting Pitirim in the face, giving him a 

scar that he would bear the rest of his life. The two fled from their father to go into 

business for themse!ves; their father continued to \.\-ork in a circuit which paralleled the 

boys' movements but they were never to see him again. He died in the same year:o 

A religions aura pervaded Sorokin's life on t:le road. He moved from place to 

place in the center of a religious culture, often staying with and spending his evenings in 

discourse with local Orthodox clergy. From these clergymen. Sorokin picked up the 

rudiments of an education; he learned to read, and was able to borrow books, e~pecially 

inspirational literature such as a series on the lives on the St\1I1ts, which he read avidly. 

7Pitirim A. Sorokin, "Sociology of My Mental Life," Ed. Philip J. Allen, Pitinrn 
Sorokin in Review (Durham: Duke UP. 1963), 15-19. 

8Sorokin, A Long Journey, 9. See also, Carle C. Zlmmennan, Sociological Theories 
of Pitirim A. Sorokin (Bombay: Thacker, 1973), 29. 

9Sorokin, A Long Journey, 29. 

IOSorokin, A Long Journey, 19. 
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He lived in a "religious cUmate"; he "tried to become an ascetic-hennit and many times 

retired for fasting and praying into the solitude of the nearby forest. "11 He acted as an 

acolyte in ceremonies where he acquired an "intimate knowh·cie~ of religious texts and 

rituals." As a traveler he learned the music ~~d ntuaIs of the church a~ weIl as inter

village neW:i; he carried this infonnation to isolated communities where he acted as a 

choir leader and as a "teacher-preacher" of the peasantry. Sorokin understood c1early i.~ 

his later years the importance of the socialization that he underwent in this p~ri()d and ils 

role in the development of his later theories. He recognized that the my~~icism integrated 

into his theoretical scheme was a residue of the "tragic mysterie~ of the mass" and his 

early religious experience of life. "The moral precepts of ~hristianity, especially the 

Sermon on the Mount and the Beatitudes, conditioned my moral values not only in youth 

but for the rest of my life. The roots of the HarvfId Research Center in Creative 

Altruism, established by me in 1949, go all the way b'4Ck to the precepts of Jesus learned 

in my boyhood."12 

While working in a village, Sorokin hapr:ned to hear cf a local school entrance 

examination--he took the test on a lark and W8S offered a scholarship of two-and-a-half 

roubles to attend. This was money enough 10 support him at school for a year and he 

accepted the award, leaving Vasily to ply his trade alone. At the Garn village school in 

the Russian far nonh, Sorokin lied together \.qe various strains of his beHefs into an 

integrated weltanschauung. "It was an idealistic wori~ '.dew in which Gol and Nature, 

truth, goodness and beauty, religion and science, an and ethicliJ weil" ~ii sornehow united 

in hannonious relationship with each other."13 It was not to last but il marked an early 

anticipation of his Iater all-encompassing worldview. 

ln 1903 at age founeen Sorokin graduated from the Garn school and entered the 

Khrenvo Teacher's Seminary in Kostroma Province, an institution directed by the Russian 

IISorokin, "Sociology of My Mental Life," 12. 

12Sorokin, A Long Journey, 40-41. 

13Sorokin, "Sociology of My Mental Life," 14. 
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Orthodox Church. Here his exposure to the larger world of modernizing Russia and the 

impact of current political events conspired to produce Sorokin's "first Crisis" which 

tested his former values, especially the teachings and rituals of Russian Orthodoxy, and 

found them wanting. The harmonious worldview of his childhood was shattered by I11S 

"contact with urbanized 'civilizatioil' and the explosion of the Russo-Japanese War and 

the Revolution of 1905."14 Sorokin joined the Social Revolutionary Party (the S.R.'s), 

a largely peasant party whose populistic socialism demanded the overthrow of the Czar 

but included an idealistic ideology tather than the economic detenmnism of Boishevism. 

Suffused with "revolutionary zea}" and expelled from school, Sorokin became li 

"missionary" of the revolution and was soon arrested for the first lime. He spenl five 

months in jail in this first of six imprisonrnents (three under the Czar, three under the 

Soviets). In prison Sorokin sludied radical literalure to become, on his release, a 

profession al itinerant revolutionary, traveling in the unGerground from faelory to factory 

starting up revolutionary cells. After a few months of this peripatetic activisrn, Sorokin 

evaded growing pressure for his arrest by fleeing 10 St. Petersburg, where he signed on 

to study at the Psycho-Neurological Institute, and later at the University of St. 

Petersburg.15 In this period he produced his first sociological treatise, Crime and 

Punishmen t (1913). 

Sorokin's new worldview embraced the contemporary current of neo-positivism, 

an empirical, optimistic view that he Id to a close behavioral methodology and a failh in 

the progress of the human race as a whole. The spread of reason and the progressive 

application of rational social management could eliminate the current social evlls mhcrenl 

in czarlst autocracy. In this period Sorokin adopted a Comtean perspective on the 

perfectibility of humankind and received training in behavioral psychology from Ivan 

Pavlov, who later became a close friend. Elements of hls behavioral traming are evident 

throughout his work but especially in his early studies on The Soclology of Revolution 

14Sorokin, A Long Journey, 41. 

15Sorokin, "SoclOlogy of My Mental Life," 20. 
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(1925) and Social Mobilitv. (1927), where he retained conditioned and unconditioned 

reflexes to explain behavior. An objective, behavioristic, and quantitative methodology 

was preserved in his system throughout his years of research, in conjunction with a 

Comtean vicw of sociology as the generalizing science and culmination of the social 

sciences. ft is important to realize, as Jacques Maquet has pointed out in his study of 

Sorokin's sociology of knowledge, that despite the changes in Sorokin's view of the 

inclusiveness of posiuvistic empiricism, he always held to a perspective of sociology as 

a hard science and never deliberately wrote an "as if" or analogous theory of culture.16 

In St. Petersburg, Sorokill rose rapidly in the turbulelil pre-Revolution society. He 

received his Magister Degree in 1916 and began teaching at The University of St. 

Petersburg. He became an important S.R. leader and in 1917, with the February 

Revolution, a co-founder of the Russian Peasant Soviet, a member of the Council of the 

Russian Republic, and the editor of The Will of the People and later of Regeneration. 

Sorokin was important in the development of the Constituent Assembly and acted as 

Kerensky's sccretary before the "holocaust" of the Oetober Revolution. In the wake of 

the Boishevik takeover, Sorokin was again imprisoned, just before the dissolution of the 

Constituent Assembly on January 5, 1918. After a fifty-seven day stay in the Peter and 

Paul fortress, he was released. Sorokin continued S.R. agitation, now against the 

Bolsheviks, in Moscow. He was subsequently sent to Archangel to help lead in the 

"Regeneration" counterrevolutionary movement there. After the failure of his attempt to 

travel into the 'white' area, Sorokin was sheltered by peasants as the Red Army sought 

him; he later hid out in the forest for five weeks before being forced to tum himself in 

to avoid starvation or the eondemnation of those who would shelter him. Imprisoned 

under a death sentence, Sorokin awaited a final word from the central Checka for six 

16Jacques Maquet, The Sociology of Knowledge (1951, Westport: Greenwood,1973), 
108-114, 205. Sorokin does sometimes assert daims to the "cognitive value" or the 
"heuristic value" of his theory; but in this he is adopting, temporarily, the pragmatic style 
of Sensate social science. The vehemence of his defence of his statistical method 
(throughout and In response tu his erities) and of the superiority of his theory to others 
gives support 10 Maquet's opinion. Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 423, 1: 157. 
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weeks while his cellmates were intennittently led out to be shotP 

In his autobiography, A Long Joumey (1963), Sorokin dramatized the spirit of his 

prison experience with a powerful vignette: one evening guards enteœd his eell with li 

list of six prisoners to be shot that day, one of whom was a student of Sorokin. The 

student bravely admonished his guards with a rousing patriotic speech--upon which li 

guard leveled a gun at his head and ordered him out of his cell. The student instead 

challenged his executioner to kill him then and there. Sorokin watched as the youth 

received three shots and died.18 

In the end, through the influence of two old friends in Lenin's cabinet, Piatakov 

and Karakhan, Lenin himself gave the order that led to Sorokin's "resurrection" From the 

"kingdom of death.,,19 Sorokin's death sentence and subsequent release roughly parallel 

Dostoyevsky's death sentence and its suspension almost seventy years before. 

Dostoyevsky's turn away from social radicalism toward a spirit-infused perspective on 

Russia's destiny resembles Sorokin 's cali for ail "Ideational" shift away From a dying 

phase of Western materialistic culture and his repudiation of his earlier revolutionary 

worldview. 

Upon his release, Sorokin lived a "death in life" in a devastated Petersburg,20 

He was confronted by starvation and the madness, executions, and suicides of his 

colleagues and friends. A young woman, who, with her mother, shared a fIat with 

Sorokin and his wife, threw herself out of their window to her death. Both of his 

brothers died in the White cause during the Civil War, and his peasant aunt and uncle, 

who had been an oasis of love and security in his youth, aiso died during this time. In 

1920-21 Sorokin moved out to the country to stay out of the way of the authorities and 

to observe the effects of the current famine on social organization. In a systematic study 

17Sorokin, A Long Journey, 160-169. 

18Sorokin, A Long Journey, 163. 

19Sorokin, A Long Journey, 160, 171, 173. 

2°Sorokin, A Long Journey, 176 . 
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of Saratov Province, Sorokin saw hunger in all its stages and to its most horrifying ends: 

starvation on such a scale that there was no strength le ft to bury the dead, and 

cannibalism.21 

The Great War, Revolution, and Civil War acted together as a massively traumatic 

experience of death and dread that shattered Sorokin's optimistic worldview and acted as 

a dialectical fulcrum for the reintegration of his perspective. The War disproved any 

naive theory of progress. 

The Revolution of 1917 ... shattered this world-outlook 

with its positivistic philosophy and sociology; its 

utilitarian system of values, and its conception of 

historical process as a progressive evolution toward 

an ever better man, society and culture ... This unexpected 

world-wide explosion of the forces of death, bestiality, 

and ignorance in the supposedly civilized humanity 

of the twentieth century categorically contradicted 

aU 'sweet' theories of progressive evolution of 

man from ignorance to science and wisdom, from 

bestiality to noble morality, from barbarism to 

civilization, from the 'theological' to the 'positive' 

stage [of Comtean progressivism], from tyranny to freedom, 

from poverty and disease to unlimited prosperity and 

health, from ugliness to ever finer beauty. from the 

man-beast to the superman-god.22 

The hreakdown of his second synthesis of his worldview or frame ofreference led 

21Sorokin, Hunger as a Factor in Human Affairs, ad passim. 

22Sorokin, A Long Journey, 204-205. 
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Sorokin to reformulate his perspective in such a way as to resurrect the sense of harmony 

and the idealistic and spiritual elements of his youthîul belief system to replace his lost 

faith in progressive human bettennent. This reintegration of a personal idealistic olltlook 

was, perhaps, an imperatlve psychological adaptation in response to personal and socio

cultural catastrophe. It was an answer which he sllbsequently projected as the "creative 

mission of hUll1amty." In the Revolution, he encountered an extreme personal experience 

of the "mental, moral and social anarchy of our disintegrating Sensate order ... 23 Sorokin 

came ta see the war and revolution as the first signal of the decay of Sensate culture; they 

prompted a "personal quest" into the deeper pattern. of the history which allowed their 

occurrence--thus the crisis dialectically provoked his researches leading to the Social and 

Cultural Dynamics.24 With this break from the contemporary worldview held by his 

colleagues in the field of sociology, Sorokin became a self·conscious outsider and il moral 

judge of society, in his words, "1 deliberately became il 'strar ger' to its gliuering 

vacuities ... hypocrisy ... al1d civilized bestiality."25 In response to this dislocation, Sorokin 

projected his life's work: the development of an integrative epistemology incorporating 

both empiricism and intuition, even revelatlOn, a soclOlogy of knowledge, a cyclical 

conception of cultural phases in replacement of linear progress, a massive digestion and 

quantification of Western history in demonstration of these cycles and in confirmation that 

the present spiritual and moral collapse was not an hlstorical end product of linear 

accumulation but a phase preceding a new Ideational era. Through these tasks Sorokin 

found a mission as the prophet and spokesman for a new epoch, a leader who offcred 

models of altruistic personal transfOlmation toward transcending the decIining course of 

Western culture. 

A Freudian psychohistorian would find evidence of a grand return of the repressed 

in Sorokin, a reversion to a neurotic dweIling in the "oceanic feeling" of infancy in 

23Pitirim A. Sorokin, Russia and the United States (London: Stevers, 1950), 173. 

24Sorokin, S. and C.D., 4: ix. 

25Sorokll1, A Long Journey, 325. 
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response to adult psychological trauma.26 This trauma and its response cou Id then be 

seen to fonn the basis for a projection of hls personal psychological disposition upon the 

world as a whole. While recognizing the real reversion to meaningful symbols and the 

ideahstic conception of reality from his youth, it is unnecessary to speculate (In the 

psychological 'mechanism' involved in the restoration of his earlier worldview. 

Regression Implies a lack of psychological continuity; it assumes a circumvention of 

cumulative growth processes in reversion to earlier psycho-sexual stages. It is better to 

see Sorokin' s'reconversion' as he did, as a reintegration that did not bypass but retained, 

in large measure, basic elements of his positivistic and scientific worldview. He 

reinterpreted the role of positivistic methodology to see it as an process that could 

contribute one facet of the truth. He came to believe that the quantitative measurement 

of worldly "becoming tl made accessible, through reflection and confirmation, a deeper 

manifold truth, that of "being in itself." 

Before tuming to a more systematic examination of Sorokin' s new outlook and 

exploring the foundations of his liociological and historical paradigm in his major opus, 

Social and Cultural Dynamics, and other works, it is necessary briefly to detail Sorokin's 

subsequent carecr. Sorokin was banished in 1922 over his book on the sociology of 

hunger. In exile, Sorokin and his wife traveled to Prague where they were the guests of 

President Masaryk, who helped Sorokin get on his feet with a scholarship. Sorokin soon 

traveled ta the U .S. on a lecture tour, the success of which prompted a job offer from the 

University of Minnesota, where he held a chair until 1929. The success of his 

publications lcd to a Harvard appointment, where he founded the Department of 

Sociology in 1929 and, eventually, the Harvard Research Center for Creative Altruism, 

in 1949. From the corn pletion of his Dynamics volumes in 1941, Sorokin increasingly 

directed his activities toward what he saw as resistance to the progressive decadence of 

Western culture. "The pressure of the crises grew so strong that it prompted me to the 

investigation of the means of preventing the imminent annihilation of the human race and 

26Sigmund Freud, Civilization and !ts Discontents (New York: Norton, 1961), 15. 
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of ways out of the deadly crisiS.'127 This shift toward activism and montl invocation 

marked a return to his "teacher-preacher" role, no longer in an isolated peasanl 

community but in a post-war world whose apocalyptIc direction, now magnificd by ilS 

nuclear potentialiues, increased the urgency of his prescriptions. These apocalytJtie 

thernes will be examined in more detaillater; it is enough here to point out that Sorokm's 

assertions of moral imperatives toward the deterrence of catastrophe and the regeneralion 

of humanity follow from his image of himself as having grasped the true key to historieal 

progression, and hence a clear view of Western cultural destiny. It is no accident that thili 

prescriptive perception corresponded so closely with his own psychological pattern of 

progression; he built a world to replace one that had died. 

Sorokin's method of sociological analysis was closely founded upon his 

"integrated weltanschauung." He attempted to unite all historieal forrns of knowledge into 

a working epistemology, as a system for the examination of the historically specifie, for 

general historical overview and as a guide into the next phase of the evolution of the 

Western mentality, that of Idealistic or Idcational integralism. Sorokin proposed a 

"logico-meanmgful" adûition to the CUITent sociologIcal mode of "eausal-functional" or 

empirical-inductive examination. His idea was to use creative rea~on for analysis and 

generalization and then to test propositions thus conceived both deductively and 

inductively.28 In this way he felt he could avoid the empty and sterile results of the 

"slTainers at the gnats" and the "Lilliputian fact-finders,"29 whose insigniticant 

exarninations of "surface and trifles" had left the fundamental realitIcs of cultural 

dynamics outside of their sociological srope. "Pure fact-finding is thoughtless [forl 

without logical thought there can be no relevant 'faet. ",30 

27Sorokin, A Long Journey, 268. 

28Sorokm, S. and C.D., 1: IX-Xl. 

29Sorokin, S. and C.D., 4: 424. 

30Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: XI. 
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Essential to Sorokin's way of approaching truth is a convergence of empirical 

verifications with "logico-meaningful" connections and eval:.Jations. The "logical" side 

of this pmtulation and evaluation process is sim ply a rigorous attention to the mIes of 

rational discoursc In avoidance of logical incongruities and in the assenion of theoretical 

interconnections. The "meaningful" aspect is the most critical element in his evaluation. 

An example will best lllustrate this. At one level Chartres Cathedral can be seen and 

"known" em piricall y as a conglomerate of measurable elements. 1 t can also be considered 

as a building which is functiona!ly integrated, both physically, as a self-contained and 

schematically-designed architectural structure, and cuIturally, as a place which serves a 

panicular socio-cultural purpose. There is also a sense in which, when Chartres is 

observed by the VICwer, it is perceptually unified; there is an "all-embracing meaning" to 

it as a cultural entity. There is an intuited experience of Chartres that has epistemological 

validity as an 1I1tegral element in it as a cultural representation. This is a truth-value that 

is not found in atomistic examination ofits discreet physical elements. Sorokin's "logico

meaningful method of cognition" aims at the "central principle (the 'reason") which 

permeates ail the components, gives sense and significance to each of them, and Ïil this 

way makes cosmos of a chaos of unintegrated fragments." One may find a similarity 

here with Spcngler's epistemology in defining the prime symbol of a culture; like 

Spengler, Sorokin locates this unit y outside of causal formula and includes a prominent 

role for "intmtion.'t3\ This intuitive element acts, in theory, by providing rationally and 

empirical!y testable hypotheses; Sorokin claimed tha t the use of intuition is critical in any 

creative sCience. The better part of his Dynamics volumes are compilations of empirical 

data in demonstration of mtuited cultural unities. 

Sorokln's epistemological emphasis was in direct contrast and ewm opposItion to 

the progre:-iSlVC view of social development of Marx and Spencer. While both Marx and 

Sorokin developed a soclOlogy of knowledge, a Wissenssosiologie, which emphasized the 

existential detennmatior' t',f knowleùge as condiuoned by social factors, Sorokin 

considered cultural dynamics as more imponant than the process of social change itself, 

3lSorokin, S. and L.D., 1: 19-~5. 
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as culture is more determinative !han the social system (of which class structure is but a 

sub-system).32 In his view, both Marx and Spencer mistakcnly employ li mono-causal 

system of "functional integration" in culture, Marx through lus attributlOn of determ inativc 

primacy to the mode of production over the mentality of classes in hlstOry, and Spencer 

with his view of evolution to the complex stressing the progress of man to perft-ction. 

According to Sorokin, no such "attempt to apply the mam faetor has slIeeecded."" In 

fact, such linear views, based as they were on a single functional line of developmcnt, 

were symptomatic of the CUITent reductionistic epistelllologicai system of Senllate culture, 

and, even so, were scarcely supported by empirical demonstration. 

Sorokin's own study of the sociology of knowledge attemptcd tn explore thc 

various fonns of epistcmological premises which have been employed in differcllt 

historical periods, each of which is presumed to have a relative truth-value, and, when 

combined in an integral approach, a complete one. Each major form of truth which has 

existed in the past--rationalism, empiricism, a truth judged by faith, or intuition-olS scen 

under Sorokin's system as partly true and partly false; each is ultimately inadequate. The 

major addition which Sorokin wanted to make to modern epis:emobgy was that of faith, 

revelation, or intuition, as a valid component of a complete truth. He argued that sOllle 

type of gnosis was active in the verification of any system, even of those which find truth 

in reason or in the senses--ultimately one must have faith that what one thinks or 

perceives to be true aetually corresponds to reality. Sorokin also argued that intuition had 

been one of the most fruitful origins of sciep~!fic, mathematical, and philosophie 

inventions as weIl as of great artistic, moral, and reIigious systems. To Sorokin, intuition 

was also the basis of creativity, an essential factor in cognition and the "ultimate 

foundation of the beautiful, and of the ethical or moral." 

There is hardly any doubt that intuition is the real 

32Pitirim A. Sorokin, "Reply to My erities," Allen, Ed. Pitirim Sorokin, 483-4H5. 

33Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: 45. 
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source of reaI knowledge, different from the role of 

the senses and reason. If so, then the truth of falth, 

derived from and based upon intuition, is the genuine 

truth as much as the truth of the senses and of reason.34 

From S"rokin's perspective, a culture is premised in part on its epistemological 

system which is an integral part of its unifying ment<ility. A culture "can be viewed 

internally as having an overarching 'culture mentality'" or "externally in tenns of objects, 

events, processes ... these external phenomena belong to a systenl of culture only as the y 

are the manifestation of its internai aspect" which is "paramount" over the externa1.35 

To understand what Sorokin means by this one must grasp his conception of culture as 

a 'logico-meaningfIJ1' construction. There can be four basic types of cultural Integration: 

that of pure spaciaI/temporal contiguity, which produces "congeries"; that of association 

due to an external factor, a "relation"; a causal or funclional integration, as in eeono"1lÎC 

determinism; or an ali-inclusive "InternaI or Logico-Meaningful Unity."36 The highest 

integration ()f culture is obviously at this last level; in faet, there are a series of cultural 

subsystems in hierarchy which are subsumed under a meaningful unit y that integrates 

them into a cultural "supersystem." This cultural gestalt provides a mentality including 

a weltanschauung and a basic personality type. This omnipresent aspect of the culture 

as a whole integrates Ils various elemental systems and material expressions."7 "We see 

that the systems are living unities animated by their sense of meanings articulating itself 

through the vchicles and human agents."38 It is this logical integration, this 

interdependence of systems and subsystems in a culture, which differentiates a culture 

34Sorokin, S. and C.O.:., 4: 751-762. 

35Sorokin, S. and C.O., 1: 55. 

36Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: 10. 

37Sorokin, S. and C.O., 1: 67. 

38Sorokin, S. and C.O., 4: 53. 
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from mere congeries of dis-integrated or non-integrated material vehicles and cultural 

subsystems. Seen as hegemonic gestalts embracing slIb-systems into unities, the 

supersystems fUIlction as wholes. The evolution of their phases and the process of thcil" 

passage is ihe single most meaningflll dynamic of history. 

These defJmtions gam c1arity in Sorokin 's exposition of historical phases unô his 

coordination of empirical studies ioto a supersystem rubnc. Il is important to emphaslze, 

however, before any examination of Sorokin 's historical phases, that I11S mtegral 

epistemologlcal system posits change in the common mcntality as the highest Ieve\ of 

socio-eultural development. "The Word (meaning) is the fmt component of any cultural 

phenomenon; when it is made flesh (ar'l"ires vehicles and aspects) it becomes a system 

of this empirical, socio-cultural realit) ln Sorokin 's system, and at the cornerstone 

of his development of a philosophy of history, reason and intuition precede the 

enumeration of historical faets; empirieal compilation and correlation are post-facto tests 

of intuitively-conceived patterns.40 It is also essential to see that Sorokin' s intention in 

his epistemologieal schema is to unite into one ail the forms of truth-valuc or 

epistemology which have been employed under the vanous supersystem cultural unities 

in Western hlStory. Each historical form of truth, "sepazated from the rest, becomes lel.s 

valid or more fallacious, even within the specific field of ils own competence. ,,41 As 

when ail the hues of color are combined, integral truth is "white"; there is a "whole trulh" 

whieh is the union of its partial fOlms.42 Although complete truth may be (H.'ccsslble 

"only to the Divine Mind," Sorokin did his best to grasp it.4\ This unit y of truth will 

be examined further on In review of Sorokin's view of the CriSlS of the West (which 

includes an epistemological crisis) and his postulation of a cure. 

39Sorokin. S. and C.O., 4: 95. 

40See Maquet, The Sociology of Knowledge, 116. 

4lSorokin, Sand C.D., 4: 763. 

42Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 122. 

43Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 475. 
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Sorokin contrasted hi~ unit of study, the :ultural supersystem, sharply with the 

"civHizations" observed by Danilevsky, Spengler, and Toynbee, which in his view may 

be ethnie enuues, religious orders, social organizations, or territorial states. To Sorokin, 

these civilizations are really only social systems and as such they are not the essential 

level of study but contain a central system alongside a multitude of differing and perhaps 

contradictory subsystems or congeries.44 He ridiculed Toynbee's d!,\ision of twenty-one 

civiJizations carved out of a cultural field. He also rejected the organicism of the earlier 

systems. Cultural systf.'ms and subsystems are not born and do not die but may become 

more or less Integrated under a supersystem and hence have more or less cohesion with 

the larger field and its CUITent phase. Civilizations are not organisms with a life cycle; 

they exist only as an arbitrary and unsystematic way of perceiving the cultural field, as 

an error of takll1g the part for the whoIe, a subsystem for the determinative and 

overarching gestalr.45 

When he came to examine cultures in history, Sorokin conceived three possible 

forms of cultuml mentality or supersystem. An Ideational culture is one in which reality 

is perceived as having a non-material and spiritual base, where human needs are primarily 

seen as spiritual and where the physical world is denigrated to a relatively low value. 

"Ideational trllth is the truth revealed by the grace of God ... the truth of faith. ,,46 

Ideational culture may be dominated by one of two subforms. In an Ascetic Ideational 

Culture, mdividuals seek to deny self, to undermine physical needs, and to vanquish the 

sensuous 'worId of the flesh.' Active Ideationalism is dominated by the impulse to 

transform the ~ensual world in accord with a spiritual vision.47 Ideational culture centers 

on absolute, etcmal, and transcendent moral values, on 'being' as opposed to 'becoming,' 

44Sorokin, "Reply to My Critics," 413. 

45Pitinm A. Sorokm, Social Philosophies of an Age of Crisis (Boston: Beacon, 1950), 
216, 228. 

46Pitirim A. Sorokin, The Crisis of Our Age (New York: Dutton, 1941), 81. 

47Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1; 72-73. 
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on an introverted control of oneself; it employs heroic models of great moral leaders, 

gods, and saInts. ~,ensate culture, on the other hand, perc~ives as "reality only lhat WhlCh 

is presented to the sense organs." Physical needs and material/sensual values predominate 

in an extroverted mentality which aims at the maximal exploitation of the material world. 

There are subdivisions here also; the Active Sensate mentality works toward the effiCient 

and rational use of material resources to maximize satisfactions, lo provide 'the greatest 

pleasure to the largest number of people.' The Passive Sensate Culture languidly exploits 

the world to fill its immediate sensu al wants, and the Cynical Sensate employs "Ideational 

masks" to cover its hedonistic sensuality.48 To the Sensate mentality, ail IS in tlux, 

existence precedes essence, the world is in process; nothing is immutable, ..;verything is 

becoming. Truth is empirically based and relative to one's c:xpenence, It IS pragmUlÎl:, 

and it responds to one's wishes. "Material wealth is the cnteria of comfort" and the 

"moneymakers are the leaders. "49 

Idealistic culture in the West has historically followed Ideation al periods. It is an 

infrequently occumng mentality which combines Sensate elements with an Ideatlonal 

predominance. Idealism is the logical union of the two; as such it is a mixed 

mentality.50 ft is from the Idealistic standpoint that Sorokin attempted to t:onduct his 

sociology of knowledge and his examination of the history of the West. 

When he turned to the study of Western history as a whole, Sorokm found that 

the three cultural mentalities acted in phase. Basically, We!:tem history, including that 

of Greece and Rome as early parts of the Western cultural continuum, has gone lhrough 

two complete cycles of cultural phase since 500 B.C. The dominant value system in eat:h 

measurable subsystem has altered in congruence with the other systems under the general 

cultural mentality; each integrated system reflects the change of phase of the cultural 

supersystem. The ove rail plan of Sorokm' s masterwork, SOCIal and Cultural DynarlllC"i, 

48Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: 91-95. 

49Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: 91-95. 

50Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: 75, 143. 
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was to track the changes of phase in subsystems through the three possible forms, the 

Ideational, Idealistic, and Sensate, and 10 reveal the chronological concurrence of various 

phases in diverse cultural vehicles, to demonstrate the encompassing dynamic of the 

cultural fonn which unifies them. In Volume 1 Sorokin chans "Fluctuations in Fonns of 

Art"; Volume 2 examines "Systems of Truth, Ethics and Law"; Volume 3 evaluates 

fluctuations in ~ocial relationships and the Western experience of war and 'internaI 

disturbances' or revolts and revolutions. In each of these cultural areas, Sorokin found 

intennittently recurrent fluctuations in both the style and substance of these cultural 

manifestations rather than an accumulative movement from primitivism to increasingly 

high levels of accomplishment and integration. A brief demonstration of Sorokin's 

analysis of phase in these subsystems will serve as a funher point of departure for an 

examination of the supersystem phases and as a basis for his rejection of the ideology of 

progress and his assertion of the modern cultural crisis. 

In an integrated culture, lut as a system manifests the mentality of the supersystem 

fonn; the style of art directly reflects the cultural weltanschauung. SI "Pure art," "for 

its own sake" and for pleasure, fluctuates historically with "purposeful art," that which 

presents a message or inspiration, just as the Sensate fluctuates with the Ideational form 

of supersystem. 52 Ideational art seeks to portray the super-sensory, the "unchangeable 

ultimate reahty" of being. The Ideational artist sees surface impression as mere 

becoming, he attempts to rresent transcendental apperceptions and to symbolize invisible 

realities. The artlst often remains anonymous, his art is toward a 'higher' cause than "art 

for its own sake," self expression, remuneration or glory. His canvas aims at moral or 

spiritual inspiratIon and has the collectivity as its hlghest social value. Sorokin asserted 

that an error is often made of considering primitive and medieval art as immature and 

lacking in techmcal skill. Actually, much of this art is Ideational; it emphasizes a non

Sensate view of Ieality that includes !'>acred and magical perspectives rather than those of 

51Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: 285. 

52Sorokin, S. and C.O., 1: 671. 
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strict visual representation.53 Sensate or "Visual" art has an opposite style and interest; 

its subject is the world as it strikes the senses, the beautiful, the 'pretty,' the aesthetically 

pleasurable or sensual image. It is dynamic; it captures a moment. Sensate art 

emphasizes the portrait, the landscape, the nude, the fashionable: its culmination is 

Impressionism, an attempt to capture light as it strikes the senses. While Visual art 

daims the value of "art for an's sake," its affirmation of freedom seems a fabncation to 

Sorokin; Sensate art serves the anist, who is often highly remunerated (and anything but 

anonymous), and the CUITent Sensate version of pecuniary worship or sex appeal.54 

The Idealistie artist employs material from the senses to present an ldeational 

message. His art aims at the eternal and statie but may employ the drama of the Sensate 

in order to inspire. Idealistic art is generaUy traditional, employing recognized symbols 

in a realistic manner to display an underlying reality or mood.55 

In his examination of these styles in history, Sorokin employed recognized an 

experts to judge in twenty-year intervals ail the known works of art of Western culture 

and set them mto his three categories. These researchers were "blind" to his design; the y 

had no briefing on his thesis.56 Among the variables empmcally tested were nudity, 

sexuality and love scenes, religiosity, emotionality, and genre style. These when taken 

together served to document the cultural phase of an artisuc period. 

Turning to Greek and Roman art, Sorokin found a pattern of long waves of the 

dominance of a panicular form. Creto-Mycenean art (before the ninth century B.e.) 

exhibited a strictly VisuaVSensate content. From the ninth to the sixth centuries B.e. 

Greek art was dominated by an ldeational mode. This was followcd by a decline in the 

Ideationai and the graduaI rise of Sensate art which produced an Idealistlc age between 

the sixth century B.C. and the fourth century B.C. After this peri(xi, Visual art became 

53Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: 270. 

54Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: 256-258. 

55Sorokin, S. and C.D., 1: 256-258. 

56Sorokin, "Reply to My Critics," 454. 
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increasingly pervasive. This Sensate dominance was gradually infused with Idealistic 

elemcnt~ in the Rome of Augustus but the periOO remained one of "pseudo-idealism," 

actually domlllated by Sensate forms into the fourth century A.D.s7 

Here SorokIn inslsted that Roman Visual art did not 'decay' as most erities have 

assumcd. The dcclIne in techniques necessary to paint or sculpt realistically was not the 

critical factor in the shift from Roman to the early Christian art of the Medieval period. 

Rather, a ncw wave of Christian ldeationalism "engulfs" pagan art; its subjects were 

Iimited tD the sacred and were depicted in the abstract as symbolic images of 000.58 

These symbols dominated the Ideational period which succeeded the dissolution of the 

Roman St:nate, from the sixth to the twelfth centuries A.D. 

The Medieval Ideational stage gave way in the thirteenth century to the rapid 

development of "perfect visual technique" where the Ideational artist turned to the 

material world for the images to clothe his inspiration. In the resulting Idealistic period, 

anonymous artists presented hannonious and serene models ad gloriam Dei that reflected 

a perfection snnilar to that which the Greeks produced in their classieal Idealistic 

period.s9 

From the fourteenth to the late nineteenth centuries Sorokin saw the long graduaI 

encroachment, and then dominance, of Sensate art in which aIl the traits found in the 

Roman Sel1~atL penod again became pervasive. Art evinced a loss of faith, a rise in 

eroticlsm, scculanzation, alld an ever-increasing sensuality. By the end of the sixteenth 

century, Wc~tcln art embraced "compulsive becoming," ostentation, and theatricality; a 

Sensate scne~ of fashionable art styles was scarcely interrupted by the neo-classicism of 

the late EnlI~htenment (best represented by the work of David) which was purely 

imitatIve of the ldeahstic spirit and portrayed only empirical subJtcts.60 To Sorokin, the 

S'Sorokm, S. and C.D., 1: 286-306. 

5HSorokill. S. and C.D., 1: 310. 

SQSorokm, S and C.D, 1: 320-326 . 

bOSorok 111 , S. and C.D., 1: 327-352. 
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accelerated change in artistic style into the iate nineteenth century highlightcd the 

incoherence and bankruptcy of the Visual fonn in il period of declining Sensate culture. 

Writing in the 1930's Sorokin felt that Sensate art was in complete collapse alter Us 1110s1 

extreme expression 111 Impressionism. 

According to Sorokin 's theory, Sensate art in decadcnce presents increaslllgly 

superficial and morbid psychological types. There are no positive herocs; nothing l~ 

sacred. Instead, artists concentrate on crimll1ality, thcy evince sexual irnbalance by thClr 

con cern for prostLtutes and the deranged, and they lower any s~,bject to depravity through 

satire and caricature.6
\ Late Sensate art is reaching for its rnaterials to the bottom of the 

"socio-cultural sewers" and hence must eventllally change its directinn.b1 From 

Sorokin's per~pective, twenticth-century experiments in an showed a tcndcncy to rcject 

Visual representation 10 pUrSlilt of sorne llnderlying reality; although these were currently 

unsacralized, Sorokin saw them as tentative expressions of a new shift in art style back 

toward Ideational representatlons.b3 ~uch an "anli-Vlsual reac!Îon" would be strong 

evidence presagmg a shift in the all-encompassing cultural fonn of the West. 

Looking at the long waves in the evolution of arti~tic mentality, Sorokin di~cerned 

extended cycles of movement from Sensale fonns to Ideational to Idealist and back again 

to Sensate. He documented the 'validity' of the se artisuc cycles in massive columns of 

data, categorized by twenty-year periods, for the thirty-one centunes under study.64 lbs 

next step wa~ to demonstrate, in contradiction wlth ~everal earlier theonst~ of arustic 

cycleli,65 that while music, architecture, and literature evolvc ut varylllg rates and may 

6lSorokin, Thç! Crisis, 52-68. 

62S0rokll1, S. and C.O., 1: 402. 

63Sorokin, S. and C.O., 1: 402. 

64Sorokm, S. and C.O., 1: 382-502. 

65Sorokin concentrated tus argument here ag:unst th\! sy"itcm of W. M. ':llllder .. Petne 
whose thenry of cultural cydes as~crtcd that the flSe and "turning pOH1b" Icadlflg to the 
decline of partlcular arts were subJcct to extended chronologlCal !ag .. , For namplc, III 

our CUITent cIVlhzational cycle, the elght 10 date, Sculpture pcaked U1 1240 A.D , Palllung 
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lag or precede developments in art to a small degree, they follow the same general lines 

found in the artistic phases.66 Sorokin described the same general process everywhere 

in modern hl~tory: the Ideational Age of Faith gave way 10 Idealism in the thirteenth 

century WhlCh was followed by a !,rradual desacralization into the Sensate which. as one 

approached the present, began to degenerate as it moved toward its final disintegration. 

His evocation of this pattern in discussing the evolution of modern literature is 

representativc of his views of art, architecture, and music: 

From God and His Kingdom and HIs Saints, the 

heroes of literature become the semi-deified 

knight:-. of the Idealistic Period; from these 

they turned into more and more human beings, until 

everything heroÎC disappeared almost entirely 

in the realistic literature and the scene was 

entirely occupied by ordinary mortals with their 

ordinary hfe events, which in turn began to be 

replaced mort" and more by the subnonnal and negative 

types and events of human society.67 

Having established a chronological architectonie of the arts, Sorokin outlined in 

his second Dynamics volume the complete exposition of his sociology of knowledge 

applied to the ~ame periods. Each type of cultural mentality embraced a partieular form 

of truth; each eplstcmological mode could be tracked historically as a cultural subsystem. 

in 1400, Mechal1lcs in 1890, and Wealth Acquisition in 1910: this progression compares 
with that of the last cycle very closely. See, W.M. Flinders Petrie, The Revolutions of 
Civtlizauon (London: Harper and Brothers, 1911), 95. See also: Sorokin, S. and C.D., 
1: 2<X)-21O, and Sorokin, SOCIal Philosophies, 12-33. 

b60n jJn;lutecture, ~ce, Sorokin, S. and CD., 1: 517-68; on music, S. and C.D., 1: 
593; on litctatllre, S. and C.D , 1: 6CK)-652. 

b7Sorokm. S. and C.D., 2: 46-50. 
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Having done this, Sorokin found, not surprisingly, that Ideational tnlth existcd in dose 

correlation with Ideational art fOnTIs, and Sensate epl~tem()logy with Scnsate art. Grcecc 

before the fifth century B.C. had a primarily Ideational VIC\V of knowledge The fOllrth 

and fifth centuries were Idealistic, finding thelr tnlth In reason and acccpting cmpmt:Ïslll 

alongside of faith. With the third century, Sensate fonns of truth achlcvcd a glanerai 

hegemony and rationalism declined.6S Then, in the third and fourth centuries 1\.0., the 

"Age of Faith" began to emerge, culminatmg wlth the "monohthic unanimity" of the 

Middle Ages (sixth to twelfth centuries) where the wisdom of the world is f()ohshn~ss 

with God ... 69 ln the eieventh century there was a graduaI rise in Ideahsm which rcached 

its high point in the thirteenth century before its graduaI decJine in the fourteelllh and 

fifteenth centunes whe.1 a parallei rise in Sensate fonns of knowledge took its place. 

Sensate truth then came to hoid a near absolutc sway up to the present "age of 

incertitude. ,,70 To Sorokin, the empirical offenSive was so strong that al! other systems 

of truth or mdividuals with idealistic or ideatlOnal world views were forced to 

"imitate ... the weapons, the tactics and the strategy of the triumphant sClenufic truth of the 

senses."7l Clearly, Sorokin is guilty of thiS himself to sorne extent in his use of a post

facto testing methodology. 

SorokIn used his research to show the historical error of the progressive view 

which asserts the linear rise of the "scientific truth of the senses" as the culmmation of 

the history of epistemology. Sorokin situated this view, held by Turgot, Condorcet and 

Comte, at the height of Sensate development in the cum:ntly dominant cultural phase, but 

denied this as an ultimate goal which has finally been achicved in the maturatIon of 

humanity's reasoning abiliues. Instead of hnear progress in epistemology, Soroklll lound 

"trendiess fluctuations" in systems of truth, thus invalidaung any one fonn as a tinal 

68Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 46-50. 

691 Corinthians 111: 18-19. Sorokin, S. and C.O., 2: 93. 

7°Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 119. 

7lSoroklfl, ~and CD., 2: 51. 
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theory of knowledge. He postulated an overall pattern where the final inadequacy of any 

one fonn stlrrcd the development of an oppositional system of truth.72 This motor of 

progression will be examined in more detail funher on. 

Having found a dIrect correlation of epistemological systems and systems of art, 

Sorokll1 turned to an empirical evaillation of discoveries and scientific advances and found 

thal discovery had a positive correlation wlth eras dominated by the Sensate form of truth 

and a negativc one wuh Ideational periods. He observed no linear line in the incidence 

of discovery and Invention: instead he found that the y peaked with Sensate hegemony and 

declined with Ideational epochs in aH erratically parabolic pattern. Science and invention, 

like the arts and fonns of truth, did not show !inear progress. In faet, Sorokin recorded 

an "unmisHtkable retardarion in the rate of increase in the last years of the nineteenth 

century and the first eight years of the twentieth." The number of new discoveries was 

actually going down! This general"fatiglle" was even apparent in World War One where 

the rate of mventions declined!73 

To systematically examine philosophical first principles in history, Sorokin again 

employed "bhnd" research assistants to compile lists of aIl recorded philosophers for each 

twenty-year pcriod in the thirty-one-hundœd-year era he took as his unit of study. These 

philosophers were set into one of three categories; theories based upon idealism daimed 

a spiritual ba~c ta reality, they were opposed to materialistic theories, and a mixed 

category was also ll1clllded. Not surprisingly, perhaps, Sorokin's figures documented that 

philosophieal Idealism corresponded histoncally wuh systems of truth in faith and 

Ideationah~m ln art; likewise, materialism fIt with empiricism and Sensate art while 

mixed system ... lied 10 with Idealistic art and epistemology. Philosophie first principles, 

then, corre~ponded directly with the long-fluctuating waves of cultural phases?4 

Views of rime and morality as cultural subsystems also evinced a direct correlation 

72Sorokin, S .• md S.O., 2: 29-33. 

73S0roklll, S. and C.O., 2: 160, 147, 149. 

74Soroklll, S. and C.O., 2: 198. 
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with other cultural fonn fluctuations. From the fourth to the fourtecnth century A.D., for 

example, temporalism disappeared from philosophical discourse and the concem for 

etemal being was ascendent. In the modern Sensate period, Sorokin asserted that truth 

excluded eternal concepts; the world is of "fleeting conventional, relative shadows" 

leaving thl:. modern mentality "an eerie and phantasmagoric complex," vOId of any "fixcd 

point of reference." 

What has happened to tmth, to the arts, and to vicw~ of time has also suffused 

modern ethics. Relativlstic perception has evaporated the distance "between right and 

wrong, beautiful and ugly, noble and ignoble, sacred and profane ... "75 Ethlca! phases 

have fluctuated in history from those of Ideational periods to the Sensate. ldeational 

moral systems claim to have received their moral nonns From God; cthical values are 

then, eternal and changeless absolutes. In Sensate periods, morality is hedonistic and 

utilitarian; the Sensate ethos aims at maximal enjoyment and ean degenerate into "moral 

atomism, relativisrn [andl nihilism," where every man IS "his own moral legislator. "76 

To Sorokin, our modem decadence rest~ on this celativistic and pragmatic hedonism 

which is devoid of moral absolutes and eternal values. In tune with the decaying Scnsate 

phase, modern people perceive aIl theories under a schem<> of process; Luman philosophy 

and life style are dominated by the clock which imprisons aIl with the "curse of 

temporalism. ,,77 

In examination of the fluctuations between phIlosophical Nominalism, 

Conceptualism, and Realism (in his meaning, where objects and their mental 

representations are considered 'real' and not simple mental figmt'nts, a~ in Nominalism), 

Sorokin found direct historical connection with p~nods of Sensate, Idealistic, anù 

Ideational culture.78 In social first pnnciples, Social Nominalism sets the tone in Sensatc 

75Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 229, 232. 

76Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 511. 

77Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 239. 

78Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 254. 
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periods whcre \ociety' IS seen as a fiction, and Singularism, a view of the individual as 

an existentiaJ f lr'it pnnciple, dominates. In the West, the Singularism of Rome in Sensate 

decline gave way, wlth the nse of Chn~uanIty, to a "rnystical imegration" or Universalisrn 

whcrc ~Oclety W:I.., seen as of the highe:-.t truth-value (Sociological Realism) for the 

duration of the Metllcval IdeatIonal penod. ln the. present Nominalism, individuals cease 

to rccognI7e ..,()Clety as a real enuty outside the narcissJstIc ego.?9 

In olher pllllosophlcal areas, determinism correlates with Sensate periods, 

indctcnnulIsm wIlh Ideauonal; linear views of cmmic, biological, and social processes 

correspond to Scnsate penods and cyclical ones to Ideutional.Ho Scientific theories 

cvolve from Sensate atomism to Ideational immaterialism, and from Idealistic vitalism to 

Sensatc Mcchanlsm.H1 Views of space Shlft concurrently from an idea of sacred centers 

and supcr-scJl'.ual leveb of ~pace to strictly empirical measures of distance and height.82 

Sorokin's analysis also found ovcrarching types of social relationships which 

oscillate along with the hi$wncal supersystem phase. FamilialistIc relations subsume the 

"'1" to the "Wc" as in '!rue' cornmunism, church societies, gUllds, and feudal corporate 

organization. hUllilialstlc bonds combine with sorne compulsoI)' relations during 

Ideational period~. Sensate periods, on the other hand, dominated by utilitarian self

interest. arc organized on Contractual lines.83 These patterns are closely identified with 

79Sorokm, S. and C.D., 2: 292-298. Cf. also Christopher Lasch's view ofnarcissistic 
culture wl1lch contams broad parallels WIth Sorokin'!I view of the Sensate decadence of 
the modern WL'~t. Christopher Lasch, The Culture of Narcissisrn (New York: Norton, 
1979). 

HOSoroklll, SocIal PhIlosophies, 7, 280. Sorokm documents here how, with the CUITent 
breakdown of Scnsate culture, there is a shift to cyclical perspective by major 
philosophcrs of IlIStory--himsclf mcluded. 

l!ISorokm. S. and C.D .. 2: 446-448. 

82Sorokll1, S. and CD., 2: 432. 

83Sorok1l1, S. and C.O., 3: 60,27-160. 
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evolving views of libeI1y and the role of the state.84 Thus, cultural supersystems closcly 

intertwine with the dommant pohtical and social orgal1lzatIon of a period. 

Sorokin' s rather questionable measurements of the 111l:ldence of war and lIHernal 

disturbances 111 hlstory do not ~how a direct correlation wlth S'::IlS'l!e, Ideatloll.!\, or 

ldealistic penods. What IS signlficant to hlln IS that t!lese dlsturbance~ so oflen 

correspond statIstlcally to periods of transition; they occur at interslltI.lI points whcle a 

cultural mentaiity IS in breakdown and another in forl11ulation. H5 ln I1I1e wlth the 1 e~t of 

his data, Sorokin found no hnear progress 10 history lowarù increaseù paclh..,m; 111 fact, 

when he analyzed the tirst twenty years of the twentleth century he found them among 

the bloodiest in ail history.~6 As such they presageù a I:dmllion that wa~ li 111 versall y 

implied by the re~t of his data and the metalw,torÎcal pattern he found in the whok. The 

unit y of ,ullllrai systems wh,('h Sorokin ùemoll"itratcd pOllltcù conclu~ivcIy al the 

overwhelnung cri~is of the twentIeth century, a cnsis mherent In a Sensate penod ltl uttcr 

decadence. lt .1lso presented the absolute necesslly (and lI1cvItabiluy) of an Idcah~tic or 

Ideational tran~fonnation of the contemporary mentahty as ~hc ~ureNructure guiùmg the 

transformation of ail suhsy~tem!o>. 

Theorellcally, the cause of supersy"tem phase tran!o>ltlon inhcrcs in the limitatIons 

of each of it~ IntegralIng forms and the hmit to the number of fomls WhiCh human nature 

allows cultural orgalllzatlOn to proceed. Change 111 cultural sy~tems is an immanent 

principle: a culture develops to a Sen~.;ate level beyonù wlllch II cannot go, it produccs 

contradictlon~ ll1herent in a !o>mgle conceptual and orgamzatIonal pattern wlm:h 1I\':.vitably 

demand n:~ollltion in an opposiuonal fonnulation. Sorok in '" IInlllancnl <.lIalccllc parallcls 

those of VlCO and Hegel as well a~ An!o>totle\ "Doctrine of the Mean," thlllg a "Princlplc 

84Sorokm, S. and C.D., 3: 162-208. 

85Sorokin, .S. anù C.D ,3: 487, 492-496. These find1l1gs are sharply cnucÎzcd by il 

friendly reviewer in: Carle C. Ziillmcnnail, Socioiogical Theories of Piurim A. Sorokin 
(Bombay: Thacker, 1973), 42-43. 

86Sorokm, S. and C.D.:., 3: 487. 
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of Limit'i" which stirs the proposition of antithetical principles and values.87 Like 

Spengler, Sorokm held that each cultural whole, or supersystem, bore an internaI unit y 

and a de~tJny "hom the moment of Ils emergence, any empirkal socio-cultural system 

is a ~elf-changll1g and sclf-dlfectmg unit y that bears in it~elf the reason for ils 

change ... é.lno the e~~ent1als of it~ destmy ... from an acorn ... only an oak develops, and 

nothlllg el 'i~. "k~ The dcvelopment of any cultural sy~teP1 reaches a point of fulfillment 

whcrc ail Il'' pO'i'ilblhuc" are exhausted; aner thiS pOlllt of limItation the supersystem 

begins to tllca" down. For example, the end of the Middle Ages was precipuated by 

squabblcs owr vanoll~ revelauoo'l. WIth disputants citing vanous Blblical rcferences and 

re1ying incrca!-.Ingly upon logic and emplflcal evidcnce to resolve their arguments, thus 

giving me to rcllcctlve ~kcpticism and eventually 10 an emplrical/Sensate criteria of truth. 

Likcwise, in the present Sensate dechne, Sorokin he Id that empirical truth is driven to its 

limitation P' )1111 by Its extreme relativism WhlCh becomes increasingly useless in any sort 

of mcanmgful clI.planatlOn of otherwise disjointed, dls-integrated data.89 

The cncornpassing pattern of the Dynamics allowed Sorokin to believe that he 

cou Id dIagno~e thc present dnd future of Western Sensate culture; to him its decadent 

declinc wa'i apparent and it~ catastrophic and mevltable overturn was imminent. He he Id 

that the We~t wOl.ld undcrgo catacly~mlc upheavals in its nascent "lime of troubles," that 

is, in the tran~ll1onal penod between the dying Sensate culture and the rise of a new 

Idcational or IdrahstIc synthcsis. Following up hls predictIons of wars and further 

upheavab 111 hl.., t'Irst three volumes, he was able to assert in 1941 that "history, so far, 

1I7Sorokin hcld that Hegel over-generalized in hiS 'three beat dialectic' as materialism 
and ideahsm always exist contemporaneously on a continuum. One form dominates a~ 
any partlcular ~Iage ll1 integration but there IS no "monotonous unifonnity" or exc1usivity 
in their pattel n Sorokm, Sand C.O., 2: 203. 

HSSorok Ill, S and C. D ., 4. 73. See also, S. and C. D, 4: 481, on the Principle of 
Limits and dl~tllrbance~. 

H'ISoroklll, Sand CD., 2: 52-53. 

, 
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has been procceding along the schedule of Dynamics. ,,<Xl ln his vicw, (he crisis thm had 

begun was one that would include aIl facets of soclO-cultural eXistence. There was an 

epistemologH:al crisis as "Sensme values .. become sl1lI more relative and atonllsl1C unlll 

they are ground IIlto the dmt dCVOld of any UnI vcr!\al rccogrl!tlom and bllloing pmwr. ,,'JI 

Since there arc no eternal venues in Sem,ate eplstcmology thcre l'an bc none III etllll's; 

there will be a contInuai dcclJnc ta moral "bankruptcy and "clf-destructlon." ln rc~pollse 

10 moral and ~ocial collap~e, Sorokll1 systematically fonnulatcd the Ilext stage 111 the 

development of WC'itern cullure, and jq (king ~o, set an 11l~toncal and moral lInperatlve 

for the contemporary society. The Sensate decline 01 the We~t would, through "tragl'l y, 

suffering, and crllcJflxion ... be brollght back 10 reason, and to elemal, lasting, univcr~al and 

absolute valuc~.,,1)2 

In Sorokm 's emol1onal reJcctio/l of Sen'iate culture, lm predictions followcd 

closely from his hopes. Sorokin yearned nostalgically for a lost age of faith ~uch as that 

which he haù experienced as a chlld. In the Sensate worlù ot hls adulthooù in exllc, and 

with the destruction 111 hlS ume of "holy RlI~~Ja," "man a~ a hcarcr of the divine ray in 

the sensory world, as an incarnatIOn of the Charismatlc grace, was lkdarcd a ~upcrstitlOus 

illusion. "<JI Sorokin 's epIstcrnological integraiism alfmncd Ihat tlll~ transitIOn wa~ an 

error; only the "white" truth of ideahsm coulù cncapl,ulate meaningflll reallty. Sensate 

society, to Sorokm, lS a fall from Grace, a lms of Goo WhlCh, If onc h to haVi! any hopi!s, 

must be in a cyclicai histoncal pattern, rather than a progrel,slw one from the dawn of 

culture. In thls way Sorokin could remfu~c thc dlVIIlC 111 hl~lory, he l'Ould mdlldc 

Providence ar,d revelation (as valid fonns of lfltuil1ve appcrccplIon) by atll!'!l1l/1g the 

soundness of the medieval weltanschauung and the iIlcvltablc n"c of a new corl"'ClOmncss, 

a new integral ~ociety, and a ncw sense of place for inùlviùuah ln a corporatIve hannony 

90Sorokin, S. and CD., 4: v. 

91 Sorokin. S. and C.D., 4: 775. 

92Sorokm, S. and CD., 4: 778. 

93Sorokll1, The Cnsls, 302. 
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with a new moral consensus. Like his compatriot and fellow exile, Nicholai Berdyaev, 

Sorokin [elt that there was to be a new land and covenant after the Sensate wanderings 

in the dC'Icrt, a land moldcd on the unit y and harmony which Sorokin remembered from 

his youth and pIOJc('ted upon a mythical Middle Ages of the past Ideational stage and 

another <;1I11 to come, where he rornantically located his utopian social, political and, most 

irnportantly, n:llglou~ Idcah. 

Wlth t1le complction of hb Dynamics volumes, Sorokin took on the role of 

prophet of an Idcationaltran~formation. His 1941 pubhcation of The Crisis of Our Age 

was btllcd 011 Hs coyer a~ a "prophetIe view of the future by one of the rnasterminds of 

this general1on." ln Il Sorokin predlcted an apocalypse which most people and sorne 

social ~ub<;y"tem" would survIve but which would utterly convert the integral principles 

of the dominant cultural systems. The egocentric contractual social and political relations 

of the Sen<;atc penod would lme thclr coerclve hold on popular consciousness. In their 

place, farlllhalIstlc relations would be extended "potentially over aIl of hurnanity" to fonn 

a "collective \\le." Llkewise, marriage wou Id shift from the CUITent "sensate selfishness" 

and the "traflic 111 ~ex partners" of the dIvorce courts, to a flITn and sacred bonding in 

"godly fall11IIah~t1c relation<;hlps."94 Mordl and legal relativism would be replar d by 

absolute cthlCal nonns, Sensate degeneracy by new heroes and by saints and ascetics in 

"new mona~tcnc~ and new deserts. ,,95 The overthrow of modemity would take place as 

such proce~~e~ always had: "Crisi~" would give way to "Catharsis," a period of dynamic 

upheaval and polarll:atlon that would be succeeded by "Charisma" where new leaders 

would integratc a ncw weltanschauung and thus produce a "Resurrection."96 

ln hl" IIlvcsugations of the phases of past societies, Sorokin had found a "law of 

I).IPitinm A Sorokin, The Reconstruction of Hurnanity (Boston: Beacon, 1948), 142-
145. Soroklll, The Crisis, 320. See also: Pitirim A. Sorokin, The American Sex 
Revolution (Bmton: Sargent, 1956), and David R. Mace, "Sorokin 's Theories on Sex and 
Society," Ed. Allen, Pitirim Sorokin in Review, 140-159. 

95Sorokl11, The Crisis, 302. 

%Sorokin, S. and C.D., 4: 778. 
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polarization" which describcd the reactions of indlvlduals to fmnme, war, anù sorial 

catastrophes hke those Wll1Ch faced the modern West. ln penoùs of sudl upheav4I1. som\.' 

people turn toward earthly utopias seeking material corn forts: for others. calamlty !ootin. an 

"apocalyptic mcntahty" whlch provokc), "pemtcncc and a~œtlcIsm." rchglOlis revlv,lI~. anù 

a disposition 10 glve awa; one'~ earthly pO~scs)'lOns.'n ln ....,ar), and rcvolutlom IwO 

opposition a 1 grollp~ ernerge: a mat~riahsttc. <;ensual and glccdy divI),lOn of ~oclety and 

a mystical, stOlC, messiamc one domillated by a view of the "Transœndental KlIlgdom 01 

GOd."98 For thls latter group war can be the Illost potent l' 01 et: produclIlg altnll'tm III 

society. SInce the present cri~ls is one of the greatest of ail hlstory accordlllg to Soro~lIl. 

we can antlcipate extreme polanzatlOn; there will bc a ri),c III mental dlstllrbancc~ and 

death rates, a di~organizatI()n of instltlltlom, a contlllucd crncrgcnce of calallllty-milllkd 

arts, and a rapai growth of a vanety of forms of apocalypuc rncIHality among vanoll~ 

segments in the population.!;'} Society will ~plit IIlto two ho),tile camp),_ one of sinner)" 

criminals and low-ltfes and another of salllts, altnllsts and ~tOIC),. "Mlhtant athelslll WIll 

be countered by religioslty of the greate),t IIltenslly, and uller 1110ral dcpravlty by ~ublllllC 

moral herol~m .. Oppo),ite the matenalistlc and utoptan city 01 man WIll be bllllt thc City 

of God ... Earthly utopians WIll contend wlth God's M~s"iah"."IfKJ Catastrophe, then, uct!; 

dialectically through polanzation to sUr responses whlch can resolvc the fUlldamclHal 

imbalance lI1herent in us etiology: the breakdown of an 1Iltegralcd cultural ~y~lelll. The 

latest crisis Will sur a cultural "revolulion" in the "heart~ and mll1d of llldlvlduals and 

groupS."IOI So Il ha~ been and so il WIll be. 

97Pitinm A. Sorokll1, Man and Society 111 Calamily (New York: Dutlon, 1 (42), 17K. 
Pitirim A. SOroklll, and Walter A. Lundcn, Power and Moralliv. (Boston: Sargent. j(59), 

174-182. Pwrim A. Sorokin, Altruistic Love: A Study of Amencan 'Good Neighbors 
and Christian Saints (1950, Boston: Beacon, 1(69), 62. 

98Sorokin, Man and Society, 183. 

99Sorokin, Man and Society, 180,308,309-316. 

IOOSorokin, Man and SocIety, 317. 

IOISorokin, l'hl Reconstruction, 231. 
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Like Toynbee and most other twentieth-century metahistorians, Sorokin included 

a central role for 'challenge and response' in historicai evolution. From Sorokin's 

perspective alllHht every personal religious conversion in history, From those of Augustine 

and St. Paul 10 1 _lllher's, folIowcd from the Impact of catastrophe on a personality. In the 

same way .1 nUll1cncal preponderance of geniuses in the arts and sciences were stimulated 

by contact wlth cml~. Culture Itself achieves religlOus and moral progress at its highest 

pitch dunng and JlI'it aftcr crise~.I02 While crises affect ail individuals in a society, they 

are intclkctllally graspcd and articulated by elile!:>. The present cataclysm will serve to 

focus the "bc\t Illll1ds of We~tern Society litsl Saint Pauls, Saint Augustines" and others 

toward 11<; rC'iolutIon.1!11 One can have little question of which side of this contlict 

Sorokin plan .. " hllnsdf or or hlS Vlew of his own mIe in the coming transformation. As 

Augustine Joo\..cd to a City of God with the fall of Rome, so Sorokin prepared for a new 

City of Got! lJ1 the wake of the forthcoming "fiery ordeal." Purified in catastrophe, the 

new leaJer~ll1p woulJ exert a "chansma" thm would aet as a key in the regeneration of 

creatI Vlly Inlo Ihl:' ncw age. (}ne can view Sorokin' s self conception in this Iight; clearly 

he sees hil1l\df a<; havmg foreseen the crisls and ilS only possible resolution, and of 

providing a IlC\V weltanschauung for what Berdyaev had terrned a "New Middle Ages." 

After the 1940 \ SorokIn spent his hfe in promotmg his visIOn of personal transfonnation 

and the "rewn-;trultion of humanity."I04 

Soroklll' ~ numerous books and articles after Social and Cultural Dynamics can best 

be seen pcrhap~ as "guides to the perplexed," as attempts to lead 10 a positive adaptation 

to an hl~toncal lI1cvItabihty as weil as, ironically, to leau to its fulfillment. He posited 

five stcps for 11l~ rcaders to take in making the transition to the Ideational (or Idealistic) 

as painlcss as possible. His adherents should recognize the crisis, recognize that the 

Sensate was but one forrn of culture, recognize the necessity of an Ideational shift through 

102Sorokin, The Reconstruction, 231. 

\0
3Sorokin, S. and C.D., 4: 778. 

\(),'Sorokll1, A Long Journey, 268. Sorokin, The Reconstruction, ad passim. 
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a profound reexamination of Sensate premises, and rejcct Scnsatc "pseudo-valucs." Lastly 

one must realile that beyond the Sensate theœ IS a "superscn~ory a~pcci of \'.'hl\.:h wc gct 

a glimpse through our reason and thmugh chansmatic graœ or IIlluillon in Ils 'Iublll11C 

fonns, that thi'i supersensory slde IS the ~uprcme H!'Ipcct of tht' valuc-rcahty ami :I!'I ~lIl;h 

it is absolule .. Man lS not only an organism but IS also a hearer of ab~olute value .. hc i-; 

sacred."lo5 SOIoklll as a "teacher-preacher" has bcen resurrcclcd. an evangeh!'ll 

proclaimmg the word, and here .tgain, his pnmary modus is cpistemo!ogH:al 

Sorokm a~serted that mankind mu~t beheve that "the \Hml became tksh :md dwdt 

among w," when he clairned the union of faith and cmpmcism. 1 le prcsented a 

psychologie al !'Iy~tem III direct contrast 10 the "morally .. degradll1g and 

socially ... dlsa!'llrous" Freudian analytic model dorninutcd by ani!ilahstic IÙ Impulse: .. 

Beyond the FlclH.han libIdo and ego complexe., therc wa'i a "~upcrconscious." a set of 

energies that <lct as the "diVine In man," a founl of creativlly wherc lhe ego dis"iolves into 

the "Infmlle Manifold of Godhead, transccndmg the lirnIl"i of human pcrsonal1ty and 

indivlduality."I(lQ It I~ thls connecuon with ulumate tran~per ... onal rt!ahuc!'l at the 

superconscious level that allows intUitive knowleuge. It is also tlm l'xpcnence of 

Samadhi, or 111 Berdyaev\ words. "God-Manhood," whlch 1" Soroklll's main hope for the 

possible re~urrectlOn of a renewed Western culture. The slmllarity of Sorokin's 

psychologie al ~ystem to an Eastern Vlew of Self and Atman IS no accident but retlects 

Sorokin 's rehglous syncremm and lus later persol1al and academic atfi"atllJ ... ~. WluJe hls 

articulation of the umon of self and the means 10 knowledge In this i,mn of Platonic 

participation is a huer evolution of his thought, the predilectIon to faith in an "Infinite 

I05Sorokin, The Cri!'lis, 315-318. 

I06Sorokin. The Reconstruction, 190. "Freudianism .. .is one of the most msidiou"i 
products of our decadent Sem.;ate culture." The Reconstruction, 203. This Idea of the 
divine in man as the source of crcativity and morality is one that SorokIn ..,han~d wlth 
Berdyaev, whosc ideas of "God-Manhood," "God-lI1-manity," and the "New Muldte Age~" 
are strikingly close to his own perspective. Nicholal lkrdyaev, Christianity and Class 
War (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1935), 91. Nichohu Berdyaev, The Fute of Man in 
the Modern WOI :d (Ann Arbor: University of MichIgan, 1 <)62), 77, 114- 1 15, 1. 
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a profound reexamination of Sensate premises, and rejeet Sensate "pseudo-values." Lastly 

one must reahze that beyond the Sensate there i5 a "supersensory aspect of which we get 

a glimpse through our reason and through chari~matlc grace or intUltlOn in its sublime 

forms, that thl!. supersensory ~ide i~ the supreme aspect of the value-reality and as slich 

it is absolute ... Man is not only an organism but IS also a bearer of absolute value ... he is 

~Jcred.,,105 Sorokin as a "teacher-preachcr" has been reslirrected, an evangelist 

proclaiming the word, and here again, his primary modus i~ epistemological. 

Sorokin asserted that mankind must beheve that "the word became flesh and dwelt 

among us" when he claimed the union of faith and empincism. He presented a 

psyehological systeM in direct contrast to the "morally ... degrading and 

socially ... disastrous" Freudian analytic model dominated by animalisuc id impulses. 

Beyond the Freudian lIbido and ego complexes there was a "superconscious," a set of 

energies that aet as the "divine III man," a fount of creatIvIty where the ego dissolves into 

the "Infmitc Mailifold of Godhead, transcendmg the limas of human personality and 

mdivlduality."IOÔ It IS this c:onneetion wlth ulumate rranspersonal realities at the 

superconsclou~ level that allows intuitive knowledge. Ir is also this experience of 

Samadhi, or 1Il Berdyaev's words, "God-Manhood," which IS Sorokin's main hope for the 

pos~ible resurrectlon of a renewed Western culture. The similarity of Sorokin's 

psyehologlcal system to an Eastern view of Self and Atman IS no accident but refleets 

Sorokm's rehgious syncretlsm and his later personal and academic affiliations. While his 

articulation of the union of self and the means to knowledge in this form of Platonic 

participation is a later evolution of his thought, the predilection to faith in an "Infinite 

\0
5Sorokin, The Crisis, 315-318. 

I06Sorokin, The Reconstruction, 190. "Freudianism .. .is one of the most insidious 
products of our decadent Sensate culture." The Reconstruction, 203. This idea of the 
divine in man a!, the source of creativity and morality is one that Sorokin shared with 
Berdyaev, whose ideas of "God-Manhood," "God-in-manity," and the "New Middle Ages" 
are strikingly close to lm own perspective. Nlckolal Berdyaev, Christianity and Class 
War (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1935),91. Nickolai Berdyaev, The Fate of Man in 
the Modern World (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1962),77,114-115,1. 
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Manifold" is apparent in the basic epistemological premises at the foundation of his study. 

In 1946 Eli Lilly sent Sorokin $20.000 to finance research on mental and moral 

cultural regeneratlOn. After Sorokm' s The Reconstruction of llumanity appe.lrl'd III 194X 

Lilly was so unpressed that he sent an addItion al $1 OO,()()O as seed llloney to the Ilarvani 

Center for Creau ve AltrUlsm. 107 In the manner of Saint Slmon, Comte, Fourier and, 

Bruce Mazlish would argue, even Karl Marx, Soroklll's later researchcs were dominatcd 

almost excluslvcly by hh eschatologleal predictIOns and miIlcnanan pI'OJect~.I(lK 

Through the Center, Sorokin produced his study of Rus",,! and the U.S. (1950), where he 

promoted the applIcation of the Golden Rule to intemational relatIons in ortler 10 bnng 

about a "temple of Lasting Peace" between the superpowers, who, III thcir mutual Scnsale 

decay, must avOlu war and so pmgress to hls envisageù ldeational union.,o<J 

In this later period, Soroklll rejected the Sensate ~tudy of the pathologlcal (as in 

psychoanalysls) for the study and promotlon of the ideal. HIS analysis of forty-five 

hundred "Good Neighbors and ChristIan Salllts" in Altrui~tic Love i'i a soclologleal 'lives 

of the saints,' designed to guide !l1dlvlduals in self-sacnflcc and self-transfonnation 

toward includll1g all of humamty 111 their ~ense of in-group or tamlly. ThiS i~ the "ag~nda 

of history." "If wc fail, hate with !ts satelhte~--death, destruction, Illisery and anarchy-

will continue 10 blot human hislory and perhaps end 111 ilS mad destructiol1." l1o The 

goals that Sorokin promoted were mcreasingly beyond the mere survival of apocalyp"e. 

He foresaw a union of his saintly followers ioto a "[ree World FederatIon" WhlCh could 

circumvent established political structures to develop a reign of "TlUth, Go()dnc~<.; and 

Beauty"--the olt! Platonic ul1lvcrsals--under the leadership of "scientIsts and experts" and 

"sages and saints," remll11~cent of Comte's synthesis of order in society under his version 

I07Martindale, "Pitirim Sorokin," 15. Sorokin, A Long Journ~, 273. 

I08Bruce Mazlish, 'fhe Meaning of Karl Mar~ (New York: Oxford UP, 1984). 

J09Pitirim A. Sorokin, Russia and the United State~, 203. 

J IOPitirim A. Sorokin, Altruistic Love: A Study of Ame,-ican 'Good Neighbors' and 
Christian Saints (Boston: Beacon, 1950), 213. Sorokin, A L0ng Journey, 273. 
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of the Religion of Humanity.l11 Pan of the role of the Center for Altruism was to 

provide sud leaders, to investigate scientifically the "ways and powers of love" as the 

foundauon of a new positive SCIence of man: "Amitology ... the science of moral and 

spiritual cducalloll, and of fnendly relationships between persons and groups ... 1\2 World 

government ajonc could save mankind from imminent self-annihilation in the nuclear age; 

Sorokin'~ theory predicts catac1ysmic war at this juncture until a new supersystem 

mentali!y I~ 111 place. Sorokm's goal then was to bridge the t\\lO eras and to help ta usher 

in the new Age of Faith wlth t:le education of the West in Altruism and his own 

integratcd worldvicw. 

An 1Il~lance of Sorokin 's activism toward this end was his 1954 Symposium 

sponsorcd by the Center. It included a group psychological study by Gordon Allport, an 

anthropologlcaJ presentation by F.S.c. Northrup, works on Zen Buddhism, Sufism, 

Huttente, and Mennonite practices, and seventeen expositions of yoga and other Eastern 

"ego transccmltng" technIques.1I3 To Sorokin, it was the mastery of the 'sub-conscious' 

by the 'supcr-c()n~cious' that was the personal basis of self-sacrificing altruism; this could 

be pllfsued thlOUgh "spiritual exercises" which could be seen as repressive from a 

psychoanalytlc VleWp01l1t. Sorokin recognized this but noted the successful sublimations 

of the grcat rdiglolls traditions as positive ego subordinations to absolute super-conscious 

valucs. 114 

Looking at Sorokin's work as a whole one can recognize that Sorokin's caU for 

moral and spil1l1lui rebirth followed logically, in his own mind, from the scientific test of 

logico-meanillgful postulation through the empirical measurcment of wars, philosophies, 

111Sorokin anù Lunden, Power, 169. For Comte's view of the "reconstruction of 
spiritual powrr" see August Comte and Positivism: The Essential Writings, Gertrude 
Lenzer, Ed. (ChIcago: University of Chicago, 1975),310. 

IIlPitirim A. Sorokin, Forms and Techniques of Altruistic and Spritiual Growth 
(Boston: Beacon, 1954), vii. 

l1lSorokill, Forms and Techniques, ad passim. 

114Sorokin, The Reconstruction, 215-22U. 
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and worldviews in history. Sorokin 's activism, founded as it was on a postulation of 

cultural collapse and dissolution, was never, on the whole, defeatist as somc of his crilÎl:s 

have maintall\cd. Alex Simirenko chastlscd Soroklll for his rejection of modern 

civilization hl~ a~~umptions rhat humalllty was înherently evtl and thattechnology had no 

positive value. Crane Brinton consldered the Dynamics a "Social Astrology" ltl which 

Sorokin gloatcd over the difflculties and potentlal declll1e of the West. Elton P. GuthIie 

rejected Sorokll1 '.; seemmg daIm chat everyone eXLepl himsclf was deludeù by the 

Sensate mentality and his call to "embracc the 'inevitablc' retum to LI mcdicval 

mentality." To Guthrie this Invocation was a calI to a ùespalr and fatalisrn akin to thal 

of fascism. Lewis Mumford condemned the sy~tem's justificatIon of Irralionalisrn 111 the 

face of a cnSlS whlch demanded rational amehorativc actlon.\15 Sorokin's 'dcfeal1sm' 

is ultimately more utoplan th an peSSlml~tic; his thought lS ù0l11lnated by the utopian 

resolution of the am biguiues of modernisrn along wlth a meSSlU1l1C sense of hls roll' in 

this process. 

To say that Sorokm 's view of a dynarmc dlalectic bctween the three fonns is but 

a figment of hlS psychologically-disposed imagination lS to tlltlke LOO reductlve a l:l\se. 

It is difficult, however, to accept the scientific objectivity of his system as a whole; 

despite the adrrllrable complexity of the interconnection of cultural systems anù forl11s, 

it evinces a certalll convenience of correiatlOn that can only be the ft'suIt of the carcfui 

coordination of variables and data (Oward a foreseen end. Sorokin 's U"ie of Scnsatc 

documentation follows his initial intuitions; as in any Idealistic system, the Ideational 

truth or message is ascendent. In his vociferous replies tü I11S critics, Sorokin IS 

1l5According to Mumford, in Sorokin's system "one cannot say ... that a bdief 111 

demons is a sign of ignorance since, in terms of an ideatlonal culture, Il may reprcsent 
the sum of wisdom." Lewis Mumford, "Insensate Ideologue," New Republic 91 (luI. 
1937): 283-284. Akx Simirenko, "Social Origin, Revolution alld Sociology. tht; Worb 
of Timasheff, Sorokin and Gurvitch," British Journal of Sociology 24 (1): XH Elton P. 
Guthrie, "Sorokin: Counsclor to Reaction," Science am' Society 3 (1939).217. Crane 
Brinton, "Social Astrology," The SOUlhern Review 3 (1937): 243-266. 
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devastatingly incisive in cogent point-by-point rebuttal.116 There is a sense here, 

howevcr, that he is batthng his crities with logical and empirical taols to defend premises 

that his eplstcmological system recognizes as faith. This is more than obvious, for 

example, III lus selection of the rate of new invention as his unit of study rather a measure 

of productlon, ~l1ch as tons of steel produced. a graph of the use of power resources or 

of other variables used in the modern penod to asscss 'progress' or development such as 

life ~pan, pel' capIta consumptIon, infant mortality, eùucation and literacy, and so forth. 

The accumulatlon of technologies and inventions, the long perspectives that modems 9ill. 

take of the hislOry of thought because of the assembled cultural vehicles available to them 

such as libranc'i, educational institutions, and museums, demonstrate processes of 

compilation arguably more important than the phases that Sorokin attempted to praye. 

He systematically ignored the~e processes in the interests of a more powerful presentation 

of hls apocalyptic case.1I7 It has been argued that Sorokin's data cou Id be manipulated 

to show the increase ln actual numbers of thinkers of all the categories and a rise in their 

ability to cOl1lmunicate with one anothcI over time. 118 This would support a progressive 

vicw of culture regardless of Sorokin's phases. Sorokin never llsed his data to assert that 

thcre was a lack of Sensate thought during Ideational periods; his phases al ways exist on 

a continuum and are not mutually exclusive. The overall progressive growth of culture 

cou Id be secn as skewed by the interruptions of social and political catastrophes rather 

than from the Immanent dialectic of phase transitions. The bias of his data is a]so 

116Sorokm, "Rcply 10 My Criucs," 269-495. Pitirim A. Sorokin, "Is ACcllrate Social 
Planning Pos~iblc?" American Sociological Review 1 (Feb. 1936): 12-25. Pitirim A. 
Sorokin, "Comments on Schneider's Observations and Criticisms," Explorations in Social 
Change, GCOIgc K. ZoIlschan and Walter HIfSCh, Eds. (New York: Houghton, 1964), 
401-431. PlIinm A. SOIokin, "Histrionlcs," The Southern Review 3 (Winter 1938): 554-
564. 

117Though Sorokin notes, as 111 passmg, that there i .. some accumulation in history, it 
is nowhere central to hlS ~ystem of Dynamics. Sorokin, S. and C.D., 2: 180. 

IINDcal1 Kenh SlI110l1ton, "Ooes Soroklll's Data Support His Theory? A Study of 
Generational Fluctuations 111 Philosophie Beliefs," Journal for the Scientific Study of 
Religion 15 (1976) 2: 197. 
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magnified by the time period he chose to evaluate; the accumulative aspect of cultmal 

history becomes less avoidable when development is examined in a longer duration, or 

is looked at in a cross-cultural context. Sorokin ignored the accumulative aspcct~ partly 

because he so strongly disapproved of them. To him, material suceess in the modern West 

was a negative phenomenon which was the result of and contributed ta the maintenance 

of a corrupt Sensate mentality. Sorokin's choice of empirical faet cvidenœd a profound 

anti-modernism. 

There are logical contradiction<; in Sorokin 's exposition. Except for lus rather 

shrill predictions of doom in his later crisis volumes, the reified supersystem forms SCl.:1ll 

to go their own way regardless of the psychological participatIon of mdividllals. 

Sorokin's metahistorical fluctuations are so glacially massive and lI1cvitable that hls own 

efforts, like those of Marx under his system, are made to seem prcdictable und 

inconsequential. The diaiectic follows ils own immar,ent logic, it neither hecds nor 

requires prophets to aiert and arm the people but will roll over them U1 any case. As 

Toynbee put it ln reviewing Sorokin's ideas, lia cultural rhythm cannot be self-regulating 

literally," it has no "self to do the job."119 Without a vlew of psychologicHI 

participation, a self-regulating cultural rhythm which proùuces change IS tautological. 

Sorokin systematically ignored the individllal psychological integrations that arc 

at the root of mentality change except to posit his law of polanzatlon that acts in rcspon~e 

to imminent supersystem collapse. Here an mevitable cultural catastrophe drlV'~s somc 

to God and others to the devil tn a mindlcss Mamchean hchavlOral rcaction to discordant 

stimuli. Individuals do not wandcr forward III conscious strugglc V/lth CXIstcntial u:aliues 

toward a bltnd future but unknowingly follow the detcnninistlc unperanves of lhl:lf t1mc'i

-sorne to Semate damnation and others (lw/ard the white IIght of II llth and sanctlty Even 

as he ascribc~ a 111cchanically reactive psychology to society a'1 a whok, Sorokin Icscrvcu 

for himself and other ehtes active ego battle~ lo crcal1vdy formulalc m:w 

weltanschauungcn 111 conjunction WIth diVine etcrnal foml'l ..,upcrcoll"ciou..,ly pr:rcclvcd. 

11IJArnold J. Toynbee, "Sorokin's Philosophy of History:' Allen, Eù. PitÎflm Sorokin 
in Review, 91. 
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His own experience in developing a worldview can in no way demonstrate that change 

is immanent rather than existential and volitional; in ignoring these elements he makes 

culture a massive mechanism and refutes his own efforts to inspire conscious cultural 

change. 

A further contradiction inheres in Sorokin' s use of Altnllsm itself. He foresaw an 

age suffused with Altruism which would effectively prevent what would be a globally 

suicidaI war. l2O Since, as we have seen in Volume 3 of the Dynamics, there is no 

correlation between the form of the supersystem and the incidence of wars and internaI 

disturbances, this is surely a t'atuous notion or else is premised upon a new fonn of 

supersystem phase. 

There is an underlying sense of finalism in Sorokin's work of which he may not 

have been conscious. Since he has integrated all fonns of truth into a white manifold, 

there should not be a limitation which would spur a dialectical shift in epistemology in 

the future as there wou Id be in the incomplete forms of truth of each independent 

subsystem of epistemology. If there are eternal verities, and if Sorokin has grasped them 

and incorporated their various forms and cultural v~hicles, then he has achieved a final 

fonn of knowledge, a blueprint for a stable cultural order and, as Don Martindale has 

suggested, he has found a "final deliverance" from cultural cycles and the crises and wars 

of their transitions.12l 

Sorokin's projection of a future Age of Faith mirrored hls deep-seated 

psychological need for a cohesive beHef system to replace the harmony he knew in his 

youth among the Komi. Sorokin's friend and mtellectual blOgrapher Carle C. Zimmerman 

has described him as a "conservative Christian anarchist" (in Henry Adam 's worth) and 

this label fits him well.122 Sorokin' s ,ision is of a society with a consensual sense of 

place where each individual agrees on eternal verities, moral nonns, and familialistic 

12°Sorokin, The Reconstruction, 47. 

121Martindale, "Pitirim Sorokin," 25. 

122Zimmerman, Sociological Theories, 34. Sorokin used the same description of 
himself in his autobiography. Sorokin, A Long Journey, 257-258. 
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social responsibilities so that the state can "wither away." In his Power and Morality 

(1959), Sorokin presented a program for the dismantlement of "nuclear" government and 

the institution of pacifistic society (despite his earlier findings on war and internaI 

disturbances). In his idealized anarchical social ordcr, the leadership of a Comtean cHte 

would not rest on their power (which is ultimately corrupting) but on their articulation of 

the united consensus of the new medieval unanimity. 

Sorok1l1'~ union of truth in his "white" manifold is clearly dominated by a single 

theological perspecti ve. The whiteness is not a union of colors but a coat of enameled 

unit y conccaling a multi-hued reality. Jacques Maquet has argued that for Sorokin it is 

his Sensate cmpirical validation that "decides in the last resort" and that Sorokin did 

maintain a crcditable empiricism.123 Others have argued that his manipulation of faets 

is merely "staticism" used to support a system of faith. l24 Clearly, regardless of the 

accuracy in his quantifications themselves, faith does precede reason and empirical 

validation, both temporally and in importance, in Sorokin's postulatory epistemülog}, in 

his worldview, and in his system of metahistory. 

Through much of his career there was Httle love lost between Sorokin and his 

sociological colleagues. Sorokin offended his peers by his lack of modesty and as an 

anti-estabEshment figure who predicted the collapse of the West and the "military

indus trial complex." In the sixties, however, Sorokin came to be lionized as the prophet 

of a cultural rcvolution, particularly by counter-cultural sociologists in the "Sociological 

Liberation Movement" who wore "Sorokin Lives" buttons ta ~he 1969 American 

Sociologieal Association Meeting in San Francisco after his death in 1968.125 It is easy 

10 ~~ee how Sorokin 's metahistorical vision could have been incorporated into the counter

cultural ethos, but more difficult ta imagine Sorokin accepting other subsystems in this 

121Maquet, The Sociology 0f Knowledge, 214. 

124For Example: Robert E. Park, "Review of Social and Cultural Dynamics, Vols. 1-
3," American Journal of Sociolc.gy 43 (1938): 827. Simirenko, "Social Origins," 88. 

12SSimirenko, "Social Origin," 84. 
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culture such as the ethos of drug use and sexual liberation. 

Depending on the critic's own cpistemological premises, Sorokin's work can be 

viewed as a bastardized quantification to support ideological vacuities or as a magnificent 

and epic achievement of history as art. To reduce the Dynamics to Sorokin's psyche 

aione is to invert his immanentist exclusivism; his creative formulation and 

systematization of his psychologieal experience did not occur in an historieal void but in 

dialogue with major events of the twentieth century and deeply-explored trends of the 

West. While his moralizations and spiritualizations of history can be judged by a varicty 

of standards, there is no doubt that Sorokin produced a perspective of culture Ihat will be 

recognized in the future as a powerful though one-sided exposition of the cultural 

mentality of the twentieth century, if not as a complete assessment of historienl 

progression. 
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CHRISTOPHER DAWSON: THE TENSION BETWEEN HISTORY AND ITS ENDS 

We attain to heaven by using this world well, 

though it is to pass away; we perfeet our nature, 

not by undoing it, but by adding to it what is 

more than nature, and directing it towards aims 

higher than ils own. 

God not only rules history, he intervenes as 

an actor in history. 

John Henry Newman1 

Christopher Dawson2 

Chrititopher Dawson may have been the most important Catholic historian of the 

twentieth century. As a Christian metahistorian he took up his role of defender of the 

faith in a lifelong study of culture from its origins to what he saw as the contemporary 

crisis of the West. A~ much as any of the historians reviewed in this volume, Dawson 

combined the skills and scholarship of the critical historian with the world vision of a 

philosopher or theologian. Dawson charted a cyclical cultural path in the 1920s that both 

anticipated Spengler and corrected his most obvious errors of closed cycles in a way that 

allowed progress to civilization in general even as lts adherent peoples feU into decHne. 

As a social critic, Dawson delivered trenchant attacks on what he saw as the faithlesslless 

IJohn Henry Newman, The Idea of a University (~/ondon: Longmans Green, 1902), 
123. 

2Christopher Dawson, The Judgement of Nations (New York: Sheed and Ward, 
1942), 150. 
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of modern individualism and the apocalyptic dehumanization that follows from it. ln the 

last analysis, the crisis of the twentieth centuI)' was part of a sacred drama to Dawson; 

heaven and hell, apocalypse and damnation, judgeme:lt and salvation, werc invi::-ible 

realities behind histcrical phenJ'11enon. The strugglcs of ""estern culture to lcsolvc HS 

divisions tl.nd its soullessness were tied ta a shrouded I11teraction bctween llldividual wIlls 

and the ineluctable mystery of divine providence. 

Ta Chnstoph~r Dawson, a~ to Lord ACtoil, "Religion is the key to history." Any 

viable civilization is grounded in a cam mon consciousness including a corn mon view of 

nature, the cosmos, and the ultimate setting of human life in a transcendent or divine 

arder. "Behind the cultural unit y of every great civilization there lies a spmtual unit y, 

due to sorne synthesis which harmol11zes the inner world of spiritual aspiration with the 

outer world of social activity. ,,3 When the unit y of this binding vision is iost or brokcn 

a culture will declme and ultimately be superseded by a new synthesis, generally one al 

a more inclusive or catholic level. Alongsic1e the technical progress of the world there 

is a religious progress which has culminated with the rise of the West and the cultural 

hegemony of its ir.tellectual and socio-political heritage worldwide. This cultural 

expansion, hm-lever, has occurred even as the West has desacralizcd its own tradition so 

that, while its by-products have been exported, its splritual core has been considerably 

constricted, leaving the cultUle of the West in a state of perilous imbalance. In their 

transplantation, the lioeral, communist and even fascistIc products of the Western tradition 

have undennined the spiritual bases of religious cultures worldwlde but have providcd 

only shadowy secular substitutes for organk spiritual Unit Y and so lcave in tlteir wakc 

ecumenical disorganization, psychological dislocation, ciass ronflict, and divlslon that, 111 

an age of progress in technology and the mechanization of sOclety, make for a crisis of 

apocalyptic dimensiops. According to Daw~on, the solution, a cohcslve social ordcr, 

cannot come in a syncretistic 'mish mash' (like that proposed by Toynbee) or a Comtcan 

ahistorical fabrication but must bear the weight of an organic alld historical ~plritual 

3Chlistopher Dawson, "Th~ Life of Civilizations. Il The Sociological Review 14 (1922): 
53. 
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tradition. The common root of the modem seculanzed world cultural synthesis. the 

Catholic rel; glOllS traditlOn, must take ltS place III rcconsecrating the ,,~ekton of 

rnojermsm ·.md provldll1g a humamling direction 111 pllrsllll 01 the tran..,ccnùental Clty of 

God. OI1Jy 111 tl11'; way can the mytlllc Tllundaliom of l11odemlsm. progl e~~ anù 

hurnanism, be rescued from the mechamzed i\ntichnst of polIllcal totalitanani~m, psychic 

depersonalizauon, and splfltual eTl~lavement. 

Having conceived the goal of resacrahzatlon tl.rough the ext..:nsion of the stuùy 

of Christian culture, Dawson dedlcated hlS life to this ta~k He felt that if modern 

Western society coui~l agree on the mcaning of its hlslory 11 would take a great step 

toward the reestablishment Of its roots and the healing of its politicaL ~oclal, rchglOu~, 

and psychological divisions. HIS wrilings center lIpon thi~ thellle of lost lInity and scek 

to provide dn intellectual foundation for its renaissance. HIS work as an editor, leader of 

"The Sword of the Spirit," lecturer, professor, and critic of education ail airn toward the 

same goal: the establIshment of an education in our Chnstlan culture 111 history that 

demonstrates its continuity up to the present, along with what he felt to be Hs IOglcully 

inherent moral and spiritual imperatIves. Dawson dedanned a desire to return to the 

Middle Ages but sought an evaluatlOn of thelr historical imphcations as a foundauoll for 

a progressive step toward a new cultural synthesis, one that wou:ù relam the progressive 

inheritance of the modern period if it could regrasp a comClousness of pust histoflcal 

fulfillment and a sense from the perspective it supplied, of spiritual dIrection. 

To sorne, Dawson's argument for Cathohcism and the dominance of the Cathohc 

center to Westem history and its role in world progress cOllld be dlsml"'~.ed a~ a ~hall()w 

Eurocentric and papist apologetic that ignores pohtical and SOCIal reahue.., and denlgntte.., 

the viability of other cultural and religious traditions Dawson was not, howcver, a mOllo

causalist who bhndly subsumed eCOIlomIC, geographic, or soclologlcal factor~ to the 

hegemony of his Church. He set rehgious heritage and a'iplration a~ one soclological 

factor llmong others which i ~ conditil}Jled by and in tllrn conditIons other a"'pech of 

culture. In the manner of Wtlham James, Jung, and Ehade, Dawson made a protound 

study of religious paraliels 111 varying cultural traditions and clallned that the very 

universality of the phenomenon, from a sociologlcal standpomt, demon'itrated that li 
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rcligiou'i "ICWpOInt of one sort or another was essential to human nature. From a 

theological pOInt of VICW he held lhat this provided eVldcnce for f\ "natural theology" 

which evolw\ progre~slvcly In culture and, seen historically, is transT;.;m,;:! by diffusion 

in lime a-; an Il1crcasmgly ulllvcrsal cultural mherilance. Whde this position is similar to 

that of modern ~yncrctJ~t~ hke Toynbee, Dawson's argument reassert~ a European cultural 

cthnocentn~lll in 11I~ clalll1 of the lead WhlCh the Catholic religion must take as the mcst 

'udvanccd' world relIgion. The Church has been the ongin of the dynamic world view 

which has propclled the West ;nto sClentific, technologlcal, and hence military and 

po!iucal wmld dommance, and has, In its secularized version, becn the toundation of 

m()derni~m ebewhere. 

Much of Dawson's view of the crisis of the West, which with Western cultural 

expansion has become a world erisis, is conditioned by his reading of Nietzsche. 

Nietz~che demc.llstrated that as 'God is dead' aIl the fundamental bases of Western 

cultural purpose along with the Westem framework of time and the place of humanity in 

the cosmos ale suspended. Dawson recognized the nihilistic individualism of his lime as 

a result accurately analyzed by Nietzsche. His solution, however, was not an ahistorical 

revaluation lO Invent new gods or to deify humanity in the supennan, but centered on a 

profound examination of the roots of Christian cultur~ to demonstrate the continuity of 

Christian history into the modern era and to rcassert the activating ideals that have been 

the unifymg principles throughout Western history. His program for the renewal and 

salvation of the West (and thereby the world) was one of education in the Christian 

tradition; It rehed on the questionable assumption that a recognition of the roots of secular 

culture ln a sacred traditIon would rnake manifest the imperative for regras[jing the 

entirety of the Western cultural inheritance, including üs sacred vision and moral order. 

Even further, Dawson felt that the objective faets of historical progress revealed a tvvo

way proce~s--one of aspIration toward a Christian millennial ideal, and one of God's 

progressivc rcvclatIons to his people in ume. The progressive unfolding of God's plan 

in hlstOry first grasped by the Jewish people and then ul:ÎversaIized by Christianity is the 

root and justification of aH the various progressive views of society; if God is dead then 

these ideologlcal faIths will soon follow, leaving only a nihilistic materialistic 
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degeneration and the increasing dominance of the mechanical ("ruer of st'culariœd 

government and corporate social control. Dawson 's work as an histonan then l'; Ihat of 

a conservatlve Christian activist: III demonstraung lhe error of thl: dlvi~lon of 

Christenc.lom throllg:' an analysl~ of Its pohtlcal anc.l soclologKal roots, lm hl~«" y ail1l~ 

at reconcIiiatIon; III Jescnh1l1g the process of progrc~:-'Ive worlù 1Il11fl(:ation unc.ler Western 

spiritual ideals, he attempts to further il: In analyzing the hlstoncal rcsponsc ID crbis hy 

the Catholic Churcn in refonn!-:, In the revI~ahlatIOn that follo'W" a rcncwcd dlVI11C 

dispensation, and in ulllvcrsalization, he provldes a l110dcl lor Ie~olvll1g the cnm and 

escaping mechanized dehumani.l.ation and Armageddon. 

Christopher Henry Dawson was born In 1889 at hls 1l1ottler's ance'itral estate al 

Hay Castle, Wales, the son of Henry Philip Dawson, an explorer and adventurer with the 

Royal Artillery, and May (Bevan) Dawson, whose father had been Archc.lcacon of Brccon 

and a prominent Welsh church historian.4 Hay Ca3tle was a twelfth-century medicval 

relie wIth haunted rooms, secret passageway~, and an empty rulllcd towcr, all sulfllsed 

with an atmosphere of immen!le antiquity. The home symbolizcc.l to Dawson an carh~r 

era and a tradition of the union of social, rehgiom., anc.l pohtlcal authonty and mtlucncc.5 

In 1896, Henry Dawson retired from the service <tnd removed hls family to his inheritcd 

estates in Yorkshire where he bllllt Hartlington Hall. 

To an early friend of Christopher's, Harthngton Hall provlded a home where 

"every detail [was] steeped in spint." The Dawsons prayed together each morning and 

evening and Christopher received a half-ho: • of rehglolls instruction evcry day from tus 

4M.D. Knowles, "Christopher Dawson (1889-1970)," Proceedings of the British 
Academy 17 (1971): 442. Christina Scott, A HI'itorian and His World (London: Shccd 
and Ward, 1984), 19. Scott is Dawson's Jaughter. "Dawson, Chnstophcr Henry," 
Twentieth Century Authors, Ed. S.J. KUnIt? (New York' H.W. WIl'ion, 1955),266. 

5David Callahan, et al., "Christopher Dawson," Harvard Theological Revlew 66 
(1973): 167. 



mothcr." ChnMopher was a prccocious chi Id; he leamed poetry dnd the lives of the 

Wclsis ~aint:-, from hls conservativc Anglican mother and recived an early grounding in 

phIlo'iophy, the cla<;slc.." and writers of the Omstlan mystical tradition through his 

AnglH.:an Catholtc father.' At SIX he wrote a story of ''The Golden City and the Coal 

City," of an <:plC battle between Chn:-.tHtn<; and hcalDt-t'\s. He had a nch imaginaf'l worlct 

whcrc reltglOn wa:-. a"..,()Clated wlth the drama of art aod poctry, as In his fathei's beloved 

cdnion of Dante wJth Botticelli 's illustrations, and with a God immanent in the forces of 

nature, c:-,pcclally in the rl\·cr at Hay, and, through the "enchanted world of myth and 

legend," \Il hlstory lt'ielf.K 

ln hl" autoblOgraphlcal sketch, "Tradition and lnheritance" (1949), Dawson 

c1aimed that hls childhood was dommated by a deep sense of stability and tradition in the 

Yorkshire communay around Hartlington; this sense of cohesion was inextricably bound 

to the "undl"puted social and cultura leadership" which the Anglican Church still 

exerclsed in this pastoral holdover where yeomen fanners sull worked their OVin land and 

the pail of the mdustrial revolutlon was only a smudge on the southern horizon. At an 

even deeper level, from Dawson 's perspective, was the impression of a sacred past which 

was wHnes:-.cd by the rUlnS of abandoned Catholic monasteries, like that of the Bolton 

Priory a fcw mIles from Hartlington, WhlCh symbolized ta Dawson "the perfect 

embodnnent of thl~ lost element ln Nonhern culture--a spintual grace which had once 

been part of our ~ocJaI traditIon and WhlCh still survlved as a ghostly power brooding over 

the river and the hills. "9 

! . ten, Christopher wa~ fmally sent off to school at Bihon Grange near Rugby. 

After his happy early childhood Immersed in the religious myths and bucolic settings cf 

°Edward I.Watkms, "Chnstopher Dawson," Commonweal 18 (1933): 607. Scott, 28. 
Christopher I).\\\''ion. "TradItion and Inhelitance," The Wind !lpd the Rain (1949): 14. 

7MmSIc Ward, "The Case of Chnstopher Dawson," Catholic World 169 (1949): 150. 
Dawson, "Tradltlon," 7, 16. 

IIScott,2X-30. Dawson, "Tradition", 8, 14, 17. 

90 "'l' d" "1"" 15 awson. ra Hlon, ."l, . 
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his family life, Christopher was predlctably out of place. To lus 1ll1l1d the sehool 'i~elllcd 

a profanatlOlI. lt was hostde to clIltlln," anù religion He !atled at ~chool ... pmt-., lm eye~ 

were pOOf, hls health s:lffcrcd and he developed chromc bIOndlltl" he hatcd ,(honl III 

1903 he movcd on to Wtnchc ... tcr, wlllch of <Ill the Engll,lI ,d1001, l'l1lblaCcd 1I.llhtlon ,md 

religion, and wherc Arnold TnYllhee attcmlcd 'It the ... ame tllne, though the t \\ 0 Ile\'l'I met 

Ar Winchester, Dawson ~rcnt hours lfl the CattIedl.! 1 and JOlllcd !Il the actl\'ttll', ot the 

Archeological Society but agam he could not meet • \1C phy~ll'al c"'4lCllon" ot ... chool 'POl h 

and actlvItle ... duc to hl'> hronchlti" and Iclt the -\chool ln 1<)0·1 \)aw ... ,'" ":'.,~ ~: .. ;',,! 

instruction WHh a tutor, ~1r. Mm" 111 Bedfonhlmc, whcre a group 01 boy~, ll1chldlng hl' 

!ifelong fnend E.r. Watkllls, \.\~le !eft largcly to thclr own dcvlces to rcad 111 pur.,uJ! of 

their own IIltcre ... ts. lO Accordll1g to Watklll." dunng tlm Umc Da\l,son read Cathullc 

myStlcs and ":1mb who made an "mdehblc ti'1pre ...... I\;II" on 111111, evt.:n SO, Watkms, a 

sensitive Cathohc, hlt hlm ovel the head wlth tus chair back for the agnostlc 

pronunciation\ he made ~()on :lfter he JOlned the tlilor Accordll1g to hls daughter, 

Chnstlna Scott, Dawson had Imt hls falth for a Umc but regamed Il III 1 <)OH when he 

entered Oxford on a Trinay College ~chola\~h!p." 

Watkin~ and a clrcle of Cathohc fne!Jd~ became central to Dawson' ~ social and 

intellectual lifc al Oxford. throughout hl~ tenure hc studlcd the work~ Dr the Chnstian 

mystics; he wrote on St. John of {he Cro~s and on the unit y of the my~tlcai cxperience, 

In 1909 he went to Rome for the flrst üme and on Fa'iter Sunday he ~at on the capital 

steps where Gibbon had been insplfcd 10 wnte The Decime and Fall of the Roman 

Empire, A':. he ~at, he feit an inSplnltlOn to lm vocatlon and made a vow 10 wnte hl'i 

own history of culture; "1 beheve tllat lt i~ (jod', will l "hou Id attcmpl 1t."12 ln the 'iarnc 

year Dawt-.on fell m love at fmt ~lght wlth an etghtecn ye~lI oILI Catholtc, Valery Mill." 

whose photograph, lI1 the gui~e of the Mald of Orlean'i, he obtall1cd and carried about 

IOWard, 150. Scott, 31-36. 

IIWatkms, 608. Scott, 36-39. Knowles, 44. 

12Quoted by Scott, 49. 
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even bef()n~ he knew her. In 1911 Dawson traveled to Sweden to study economics under 

GUlilav Ca""cl and then retllrned 10 Oxford 10 do post-graduate :;tudies in history ar ct 

soclOlo/;y 

Soon atkr lm, engagement to Valery 111 1913, Dawson underwent a conversion to 

CatholIcl'lrn w}llch he 'itiW a~ a cuhmnation of <l gradualmtellcctuaJ ar.d splrituai progress 

much Iikc the om: that John llenry Newman, ln many ways Dawson 's spiritual model, \lad 

ur.dcrgone at Oxford In Ihe Illld-l g~O~. For Dawson, however, takmg the vows at St. 

AlOY'ŒI ... '" III 1 ()j,t wali decply dlsturbmg both 111 the hreak \Vith the religlOus tradition of 

hlS father and 01 lm cmO!lonal relauonshlp WIth hlS mother, hi~ daughter testifies that 

the ll:n~IOI1 ... or lm t'onver ... ion nc<,rly led hll11 to Il nervous breakriown. D~wsan was later 

to give exprC ...... IOJ1 to hiS Idl'ntIflcatIon WIth Ncwman's fundamentahst anti-rnodernism in 

hi'i I<J.B apology tor the "~plflt of the Oxford Movement" that vindicated Newman. 

D'\wson ~harl'd Newman's vlew of modern secular liberalism and even embraced 

Newman '" "olullon 10 the CIISIS of falth that was apparent even 111 lus day but which, in 

Dawson'Ii Opll1l0n, h,tJ !'t',H,:hed unparallcled proportions 111 the twentieth century,13 

Atkr hl' had rccel'/ed degrees, Dawson'!, father set him toward a career in church 

or pohl1c~ 1 IL- lIlwally tooh. a posi~ion in the London oftïcc of Sir Arthur Steel Maitland 

for WhlCh he (ollnd him!-.clf un~UIted, prefcrnng to put hi~ energles 1I1to a thorough swdy 

of Huy ... mun \ 1l1y~tllclsm. (-Ils father nnt sent Imn into a P,lst-graduate course in 

Agricultural EC(,JoI11ICS at Oxtord, that was ,1Iso unmitable. Toward the end of the war 

Dawson worh.cd for li ume in War Trade Intelligence and Admiralty Re~earch. Though 

he was a l :llnol, he was lI1capacitated by I11S health fOI more active service. By 1916, 

Daw~on'~ father came to sec hlln as a near invalid who could not work at a steady 

pOSitiOn, and ~o gave hlln a mode~t 1I1comc that allowed hlm to maIl)' and ta pursue his 

i~scarch and LI career as a t'ree-lance writer. '4 

After the war Daw"ion began bis writing career WIth an essay on "The Nature and 

\1Christopher Dawson, 'Mhe Spmt of the Oxford Movement (New York: Sheed and 
Ward, 1933), ad passim. Scott, 62-65. 

14Knowlc'i, ~~4-445. Scott, 50-69. 
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Destiny of Man," for Fr. Cuthbert's volume on God and the Superna'ural. Over the ne>..1 

few years he artlculated the maJor themes of his world VICW in The Sociological Revlcw 

and, after 1927, The Dublin Rcvlcw Dunng the-:e year~ Dawson mtegrated iuto hls 

writings the two mos! llnpon.lI1t lI1flucncc'i on hi.., '>DC1OIogy, Le Play's concept of 

culture, acqulleu 111 part thlOUg,h I\ltnck Geddcs at The SoclOloglcal Revlew, and Ernst 

Troeltsch\ seme of the e,,~enllally reiIglOu~ nature ~)f human cultule, the orgal1lc mot 10 

modern ~ultllre 111 ChnsUaility and It~ con~el)uenl lI11pnllt on the vely ~cll~e of bcil:g of 

the Modern We'itern rnentahty. Mcanwh!le, Ill" !l!.tlll1l'd lmlory of cultlife coalcsced mto 
iJ-1 

a five-voiumc outline of world 11lStOry that Il1c!1I(il'd \(,lul11es 011 Ihe "Age ot the God~;," 

or the archaic relIgIOns that preccded and provldcd ,l ba"e for the br:;t clv!lwHlon.." "The 

Rise of the World RelIgIOns," "The Makmg or Europe," "The Brcakdown 01 European 

Unit y," and "The Modem World,"15 Dawson only completed IWO volumes of thb 

outline: The Age of the Gods, a product of tcn yem s of ~tlldy, call1t' out in 192H and 

rclated the hlStory of pnmitive culture and religIon from the allillllstl ... wor~lllp of the 

'mysterium tremendum' up to the monothelsllC synthe~ls of Iknaton and the emergent 

religious cultures of Assyna, Greece, the Persian Ell1plre, and the Etruscans, Dawson's 

best-known work, The Making .. of EuroQe (l94R) demonstrated the ri~c and triumph of the 

Medieval synthesls as the cultural cornerstone and l':.."cntwl underp1l1111ng ot modern 

culture, where Ihe Christian relIgion, c!asslcal culture, and the vitahzlflg energy of new 

people worked together to produce the most contmuoll..,ly pIOgn~~sive culture that ~he 

world has ever scen. ln 1929 Daw~on publi'lhcd an mtroductory "ummary of hl" world 

view in Progre~s and Rcligiolil where he set forth lm princlple thm matcl ial proglc"s was 

not Progress at ail but a seculanzed ghost of truc Plogrcs~, along wlth lw; can~er-Iong 

thesis, which bound hls history to hlS apncalyptlc propheslc~ anù tran~formatIvc goals: 

when the rehgious VISion of li culture îadcs, the culture dec1ines !oward" Il~ dI)mtcgratIon. 

Although he !lever fimshed hlS hi~tory of cultUIC a'l planned, Dawson'.., l1umerou" books 

ar.d articles ov~r a fifty-year jp,eriod fil! the gaps In hl" outlmc ami proVHJC a'l a body the 

15Scott, 70-73. Ward, 151. "Chnstopher Henry Daw:,on," l'atholic Authur", Mattitèw 
Hoehn, Ed. (Detroit: Gale Research, 1981), 185. 
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functional equivalent of his planned magnum opus. 

With his success as a free-lance cultural historian and sociologist of religion, 

Dawson earned a position as a lecturer in the history of culture at University College, 

Exeter, where he taught from 1930-1936. In 1934 he aiso lectured at Liverpool 

University and was asked to address the British Academy on Edward Gibbon. 

By 1935, Dawson turned tu a study of totalitarianism which he saw as a result of 

the decline of the Western religious culture. As the war approached he became the 

staunch foe of fascist and Communist tyranny and the elements of totalitarianism which 

he perceived in the mass machine of the liberal democratic allies. Daw~on's 1935 work 

on Religion and the Modern State was criticized as a pro-fascist treatise, however, for hs 

empathetic account of the psychological and spiritual roots of the fascist sense of family, 

community or people, and nation. 16 This criticism was valid in that Dawson shared the 

fascist desire for an 'organic' community and did not condemn authoritarianism out of 

hand (as he demonstrated by his support of Franco in Spain). Dawson wrote that the 

chief evils of Naziism were in its means, which were antithetical to the Christiall principle 

of treating each personality as an end in itself, and not in the ideals themselves.17 In 

Dawson's view the Catholic Church shared an anti-liberal and corporative vision of the 

state as essential to a viable social order: "There is nothing else but the Corporative State 

and there seems no doubt that the Catholic social ideals set forth in the encyclica1s of Leo 

XIII and Pius Xl have far more affinity with those of fascism than with those of either 

16Christopher Dawson, Religion and the Modern State (London: Sheed and Ward, 
1936), 41-51. At one point Dawson noted that fascism, as an economic philosophy, !lis 
not entirely groundless," that it "represents a genuine third alternative as against 
individualistic capitalism and communist socialism." Fascism as a faith system could 
satisfy its adherents in a way that the liberalism of the West does not. He ciaimed that 
there was no fundamental reason that the passing of parliamentary democracy must be 
opposed on Chnstian principles, and that a loss of economic and political freedom might 
accord with an increase in spiritual freedom. See Scott, 126, on its reception. 

17Christopher Dawson, Beyond Politics (London: Sheed and Ward, 1939), 83. 
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liberalism or socialism."18 Dawson's vision of social hannony, however, was based 

upon the irreducible free moral personality; he condemned fascism as ü false and 

depersonalizing religion and had no sympathy for racist historicism or ideology. In 1932 

Dawson had taken part in an intellectual congress in Mussolini's Rome on "Europe" 

which included Alfred Rosenberg and Hennann Goering as Gemlan representativcs. Ile 

rather courageously flouted the 'spirit of the times' and spoke on "Interracial Cooperation 

as a Factor in European Culture," emphasizing the vitalizing contributions which new 

peoples of sevelal 'racial stocks' had provided to the classical (humanist) and Christian 

cultural strains which made up Europe.19 By 1940, Dawson led in what he saw as Il 

Catholic crusade against fascism, both through his bl'oks and his writings in The Dublin 

Review, which he edited until1943, and as Vice President of Cardinal Hinsley's "Sword 

of the Spirit" anti-fascist organization.20 

Dawson was an influential member of the Catholic Literary Revival of !he early 

twentieth century which had its lead in the French movement of Catholic intellectual 

resurgence under Jacques Maritain, Charles Péguy, and Etienne Gilson, among others, and 

in England included Hilaire Belloc, G.K. Chesterton and T.S. Eliot. Dawson had no close 

affiliation with these men however; he did not consider Belloc a serious historian but a 

poet. Though he shared with Belloc's Europe and the Faith (1920) a view of the 

centrality of the Church in Western culture, he rejected the monistic view of culture 

inherent in such statements as "The Church is Europe: and Europe is the Church," which 

lost sight of the dualistic origins and nature of Western culture that provided its essential 

18Dawson, Religion and the Modern State, 135, 51. His most serious criticism of 
fascism was that it had no spiritual element; it substituted religious emotion for 
spirituality and it embraced a national rather than a universal orientation. But, in itself, 
"Catholicism is by no me ans hostile to the authoritarian ideal of the state." ln 1944 he 
echoed this authoritarianism in: Christopher Dawson, "Peace Aims and Power Pohtics," 
The Dublin Review 213 (1944): 99. 

19Scott, 104. Callahan, 168 . 

2°Knowles,445-447. Scott, on his view of fascism, 126. 
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dynamism,zl The same holds for T.S. Eliofs analysis of culture as in his 1948 "Notes 

Toward a Defini~lon of Culture." By assuming an identity between religion and culture 

and calling for a new Christian culture on this bash, Eliot would eliminate both freedom 

and progress by building a monolithic social order which, like any organization of this 

world, would be subject to the legacy of original sin, the corruptions of power, and the 

inher~nt sinfulness of human nature. Religion, to Dawson, while a dynamic force in 

cultural crcativity, must maintai11 an "othemess" in the transcendence of its manifested 

cultural forms. 22 

After the war, Dawson had the singular honor of being asked to give the Gifford 

lectures at Edinburgh for both 1947-48 and 1948-49, where he spoke on the relation 

between religion and culture. He eontinued to publÎ!:h numerous books and articles 

through the 1950s and in 1957 a retrospeetive selection of his world historieal work was 

compiled by John J. Mulloy. In 1958 Dawson aehieved what was perhaps the climax of 

his eareer when he was asked to aceept the newly created Stillman pr~fessorship of 

Roman Catholic Studies at Harvard. The five-year offer was as if in answer to his 

dreams. By this stage Dawson had come to see the spread of education in Christian 

culture as the one long-terrn key to the resolution of the contemporary world dilemma; 

the spotlight this position afforded wou Id be an ide al platforrn for the spread of his ideas 

in America where his audience was already larger than at home. Dawson felt that the 

offer was "a caH" and that his tenure at Harvard was meant to be.23 

At Harvard Dawson was seen as an eccentric scholar in "quiet isoh\tion"; he spoke 

so low that only thûse students sitting in the front of the class were sure to hear him. He 

was painfully shy, physically frail, and heedless of course structures to the point that in 

21Hilaire Belloc, Europe and the Faith (New York: The Paulist Press, 1920), ix and 
ad passim. Alexander Calvert, The Catholic Literary Revival (1935, Port Washington: 
Kennikat Press, 1968),301-316. 

22Christopher Dawson, "T.S. Eliot on the Meaning of Culture," The Dynamics of 
World History, Ed. John J. Mulloy (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1957), 108-114. 

2 \ Scott, 178- 188. Callahan, 167. 
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his tirst year he neglected to assign papers, exams, or grades to his students and thereafter 

relied on his teaching assistants for nearly aIl the structural administration of his courses. 

His classes dwindled to a dedicated core of advanccd studcnts.24 His last lecture in the 

first series was devoted to the idea of a universal spiritual society as the goal of lllstory, 

not one of Toynbee-style syncretism but one led within the organic tradition of the 

Catholic Church. 

Dawson's Harvard tenure was eut short in 1962. He had a stroke in December 

of 1959; a second in the winter of 1962 made bath speaking and wriring awkward and 

difficult but did not affect his lucidity. He was forced to give up his teaching at Harvard 

in June of that year and returned to Budleigh Salterton to continue his writing in 

retirement. A funher series of strokes incapacitated him more extensively. In May of 

1970. Dawson suff~red a heart attack that was followed by pneumonia and eventually a 

coma from which he emerged only once before his death on the twenty-fifth of May. 

According to his daughter, on Trinit y Sunday Dawson awoke and startled those at his 

bedside, who had made no mention of the day, with a big smile and the words, "This is 

Trinit y Sunday. 1 see it ail and it is beautiful," before falling into his last sleep before 

death.25 

To Christopher Dawson, the basic unit for historiea} study was not the nation-state 

nor the civilization but the culture. A civilization was a 'super cultural' conglomeration; 

it may be made up of severa} constituent cultures or peoples which are its dynamic 

elements. A culture, as the "intelligible field of study," is "an organized way of life 

which is based on a comrnon tradition and conditioned by a common environment." It 

entails a "corn mon way of life, involves a common view of life, common stanùards of 

behavior and common standards of value and consequently a culture is a spiritual 

community which owes its unit y to common belief and common ways of thought far 

24Callahan, 173. 

25Scott, 205. 
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more than any uniformity of physical type."26 In essence a culture finds its unit y in a 

religious vision which manifests for a people the end and pUl-pose of life and so unites 

individuals psychologically in pursuit of shared goals.27 While peoples .1lay have their 

cycles of births and deaths, cultures do not; they aequire the means, through education, 

to disseminate their achievements, in the case of the downfall of a constituent population 

or set of social structures, to a new ground, theœby preserving theiT l~gacy in a new 

population?H Dawson argued, like Ibn Khaldun of T"~is, that there was a dual 

dynamism 10 historical movement, that of the tribe or péople and that of religion. In 

Dawson's view, there. are organic movements in the life cycle of a people and so the idea 

of h:storical cycles has sorne validity. At the same time he asserted that religion carried 

forward througn the se eyclieal phases as a world-transfonning progressive force?9 

Dawson saw culture as a function of four interdependent factors. From Geddes 

and Branford he adopted Le Play's three conditions affecting cultural development: first, 

a "community of place" or a geographic environment with its particular ecological 

imperatives on cultural development; second, a "community of blood" or a people who 

can be described in radaI or genetic terms, and third, a "community of work" or the 

economic funetions and occupations of a particular society. To the se elements Dawson 

added a fourth, a "community of thought" or the psychological factor, which allows a 

progressive "inheritance of acquired characteristics" and manifests itself in the religious 

26Christopher Dawson, Religion and Culture (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1948),47, 
48. In 1949 he described aIl great cultures as "theogamies" where the human and divine 
came together in a saered tradition. See: Christopher Dawson, "The Relationship Between 
Religion and Culture," Commonweal 49 (1949): 490. 

27Christopher Dawson, The Age of the Gods (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1928), xix. 

28John 1. MuIloy, "Continuity and Development in Dawson's Thought," Dawson, The 
Dynamics of World History, 407. Mulloy qllotes a private letter from Dawson (Jan. l, 
1955). 

29Christopher Dawson, "Sociology and the Theory of Progress," American 
Conservative Thought in the Twentieth Century, William F. Buckley Jr., Ed. 
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merri Il , 1970), 434. 
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outlook of a people but which, in itself, could never dominate il culture unilaterally in 

independence of other conditions.30 Indeed, the most cümmon error in cultural 

interpretation and in social organization in line with an IIllerprctation was, in Dawson 's 

view, the extraction and elevlltion of one set of conditions above the others, sometimes 

even to the level of a misconceived "spiritual truth." Taken 10 isolation and made the 

principle of social order, the "community of place" lcd lo the scculurized religion of 

nationalism; the "community of blood" lent itself to fascislic and racist world views, and 

the "community of work" supported the uni-dimensional order of (;ommunism. Each error 

redu~ed reality to a constituent element and elevated il into a false god which, by ilS lack 

of integration with transcendental religious aspiration, sought a worldly mlllcllilium. ln 

fact, the four elements are interdependent and any one of then is largely conditioned by 

the others. Dawson agreed with Spengler, for example, that race ltself was a function of 

culture as a whole, the belir fs, practices and ecological relations of a particular people to 

a particular environment; allleft their marks on a genotypic racial community; thus, "race 

is a product of culture," not its cause.31 

The continuity over time in Dawson 's history of culture IS remarkable. Long 

before he read Spengler, as far back as 1922 in an article for The Sociological Review 

entitled "The Life of Civilizations," Dawson had conceived a cyclical pattern of cultural 

progression that included a period of Growth, or cultural synthe sis. as a new cultural unit y 

emergert from a degenèrating cultural constellation; a period of Progress, when the old 

synthesis from the last cycle disintegrated and a new identity fully coalesced; and a period 

of Maturity, when the new synthesis mainta:ned a hegcmony and a new cultural cycle 

began 10 form. Dawson'~ three-beat cycle c10sely resembled VICO'S pre~entation in The 

New Science of his three phases in a cultural cycle: The Age of Gods, The Age of 

Heroes, and the Age of Men. In the Hellenistlc world, for example, Dawson chaned a 

period of growth from 1100 to 500 Re. when a cultunll configuration dcve1opcd, evcn 

30Dawson, The Age of the Gods, xiii-xx. 

3lDawson, Religion and Culture, 48. 
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as its predecessor cultures of Egypt and Mesopotamia went into decline, and came under 

the dominance of a "civic-religious culture" like unto an Age of the Gods. In the period 

of progres,>, the time between Perides and Augustus, there was an age of heroie political, 

sClentific, and philosophlcal achievement. This epoch was followed by an Age of Men 

from Augustus to the time of Justinian when the old civic-religlOus culture slowly 

disintegrated to giv~ way, eventually, to a new cultural synthesis that was connected to 

a nascent undercurrent of religiosity in ChristianÎty, with the classical legacy, and with 

the élan provided by the new blood of the barbarian Volkwanderung.32 Despite his use 

of a three-stage cycle, Dawson, like Troeltsch, rejected the Hegelian notion that the idea 

in history evo1ves in dialectic and each successive 'spirit of the age' is the realization of 

that spirit in the world. For one thing, for Dawson, beyond Hegelian becoming there is 

an eternally anuthetical being outside of the world who leads humanity in history but 

remains ever separate; the idea is never manifested but only approximated?3 

Furthermore, Dawson held that the thesis which emerges in history is a progressive 

realization which meets no anuthesis, except that of worldly conditions; Catholicism, for 

example, can be furthered, expanded and progressively realized but never negated in history. 

Dawson found that the se cultural cycles which he described had been repeated 

worldwide in four successive ages of culture. In the first age, from 4500 B.C. to 2700 

Re., the first valley civIhzations had emerged in geographic isolation from each other. 

These societIes grew as cultures in an interactive ecological, religious, and econol1lÎC 

movement where external changes conditioned internaI psychological states which in turn 

stimulated efforts at envlronmentat transfonnation. In The Age of the Gods, Dawson 

traced the origins of the archaic civilizations in such a progressive religious and 

organizatlOnal pattern through Paleolithic pantheism and totemism, into the period of the 

32Dawson, "The Life ofCivilizations," 51, 54,55. Watkins,609. Watkins, Dawson's 
best friend, tesufies that Dawson did not read Spengler until mueh later. 

31Emst Troeltsch, Absoluteness of Christianity and the History of Religions 
(Rlchmond: John Knox Press, 1971), 53, 162. With Newman, Dawson rejected liberal 
invocations to a relarivity b1sed upon the 'spirit of the age.' See: Dawson, The Spirit 
of the Oxford Moverncnt, 42. 
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earth mother gocldesses with the development of female-dommat~d agriculture. This 

movement was follO\'.'ed by a shift to the worshlp of her son or lover with the 

domestication of the ox and male-dominatcd agnculture. until, \-vith the prototypical rise 

of Ishtar and Tammuz, 1 ~ere was a seasonal birth and death of the sonkon~ort god III 

Mesopotamia. Along with this rehgious evolution came the rise of a temple cconomy and 

astate socialism under a theocratic god-king. Cittes emerged around the sacrl'd sites, the 

person of the king, and the lncreasingly centralized economy. This growth provlded for 

an educated lelSllre class, wnting, calendars, and the first inklings of a sClcnuflC vicw of 

a fixed cosmic order that could be grasped and predicted.14 Each of the archalC 

civilizations was a ritual Culture which, through ilS economic arrangements and 

intelleclual accomplishments, laid foundations for subsequent clviltzations.35 

ln the second world age, from 2700 B.e. to 1100 B.C., the isolation ( C thcse 

cultural centers ended and intercultural diffusion flourished, spurring the development of 

collateral civilizations such as the Minoan and Mycenean civilizations, while parullel 

developments occurred in India and China. The new cultures of Assyna, the Pcrsian 

Empire, the Etruscans, Romans, Greek), and so forth, L Id not last long in comparison with 

the archaic civilizations but acted as aa "intennediate and transition al stage between two 

or more pennanent fonns of religion-culture"--between the archaic god-kings and the 

almost completely otherworldly religious conceptions of life and the theocratic ~tates of 

Sassanian Persia, the Byzantine Empire, hlam, and Medieval Christianity.36 The third 

world age saw the development of the great dassical world cultures culminatlllg with the 

inception of the higher religions that would coalesce into religion-cultures In the fOllrth 

age. We have seen the phases of this development for Glcck culturc; il IS cnltt:al tn 

understanding Dawson to see that these phases OCCUf on a worldwlde level in the parallcl 

34Dawson, The Age of the Goos, 40-155. Christopher Dawson, Religion and the Risc 
of Western Culture (Garden City: Sheed and Ward, 1938),35,53, l7. 

35Christopher Dawson, progress and RelIgion (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1938), 
118. 

36Dawson, The Age of the Gods, 382-383. 
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world ages. The period of progress in this third age took place as a univers al intellectual 

and rehgious awakening which Dawson views in much the same way as does Karl Jaspers 

in his description of the Axial Age. This was the em of the Hebrew prophets' articulation 

of their sacred linear history, the time of the flowering of Greek philosophy, the writing 

of the Upamshads, the meditations of the Buddha and Lao Tzu, and the articulation of the 

Confucian world view. To Dawson, "the individual mind outgrew the tradition al social 

and rcligious fOnTIS. ,,37 A worldwide cultural shift occurred with a change in humanity's 

view of reality; from the Mediterranean to India and China there was a realization of a 

"universal cosmic law," an order which acted as an underlying unit y behind the perceived 

forms of things. 38 With the ascendance of this view of a trans-corporal reality, a 

dualism of intellect\.JdI and religious culture arose which led to criticism and reflection and 

a nascent sem.e of moral idealism, a sense that there was a difference between the ways 

of the gods and the ways of men, a discrepaney between what was and what ough~ to 

be.39 

The third age ended in the mature flowering of the se new spiritual visions and 

their institutionalization in the cultural forms of the great world religions and 

philosophical systems; this marked both the end of ~n era apd the foundation of a new 

world age. The naseent sense of an etemal order led to manifestations of law, as in 

Judaism, the Way of Confucianism and Taoism, the etemal forms of Plato, and the 

numerology of Protagorus, and served as a metaphysical basis for Aristotelian science. 

At the same time the trend toward a transcendental reality was taken to hs final point by 

the orient31 religions as they rejected the world and declined into a retrograde and 

stationary fatalism. The Greeks, in falling to a similar sense of recurrence. 10st the world

transformative élan of their carlier culture and turned to a resigned stoicism. In Dawson's 

view, of ail the religious traditions only the Hebrew religion did not sim ply transcend the 

37Dawson, "The Life of Civilizatior.s," 58-60. 

38Chnstopher Dawson, "Civilization and MoraIs," Dynamics, 60 

39Dawson, Progress and Religion, 125. 
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social and temporal order hut imposed an uncompromising and into!erant morality on its 

people, a morality conceived not in tenns of an !l11persona! cosmie order hut as the will 

and expressed word of a persona! delty. For the Jews, God mamfcsted li moral purpose 

in history through his covenant and its unique prophetie allli apocalypl1c tradiuon.40 

The fourth age of the worla, the modern pcriod, had ils period of growth in the 

West in the Medieval era. The ri Ile of the fourth age bcgan ln the fmal coilapsc and 

breakdown of the oid materiai culture of the Roman Empire; in ilS place and upon its 

legacy rose a new Christian culture which preservcd the clas'iical tradition, now infused 

with the ludaic sense of dualism and linear time, and which dige~ted the vitalizing 'new 

blood' of the barbarian invaders.41 What is most slgmficant in Dawson 's vlew of the 

'fall of I.he Roman Empire,' as opposed to those of Spengler anJ in Toynbec's carly 

writings, is that the "synthesis of religion and culture which it had achieved dld not die 

with lt.,,42 Cultural center~ rise and extend themselves with the mfusion of new pco,Jles 

into a cultural [eld and the growth of umfying religious cultures; they decllllc wlth the 

passing of tradition. In Greece, the degeneration of the city-state culture that occurred 

with the rise of a cosmopolitan civilization sapped the lIlternal moral and ~ocial lire of 

its citizenry, based as it was on a faded vision of the Ideal polis. Dawson held that 

consequent population degeneration through homosexu<\lity, infanticide, and abortion led 

to the steady disintegration of the Greek body socia1.43 Dawson 's view of the faIl of a 

civilization has much in common with that of Lewis Mumford; he emphasized ln the ft' li 

of Rome that the city had become a vast megapohtan parasite which, like modern 

civilization, had a "false relation to its environment." Daw~on, howevcr, never vicwcd 

a culture as a sealed whole but rather as an organic syncretism in comtant proœss. In 

analyzing the faH of the classical synthe sis of Greco-Roman civllization he thcreforc 

400awson, Progress and Religion, 155-160. 

410aW'mn, Religion and the Rlse of Western Culture, 23. 

420awson, "The Life of Civilizations," 62. 

43Christopher Dawson, "Ctvihzauon in Cri~,ls," Catholic World 182 (1956) 2: 248. 
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considered its significance not in tenns of the decay of the civilizational structures of the 

Roman Empire but in its merger of oriental and Western streams of culture tied together 

by a new people who, by their very barbarism, had escaped the degenerating 

megalopolitan effects of civlhzational decay--they remained a rural people tied ta the 

famlly and soil.44 

in~1ead of emphasizing the decline and fall of a civilizati0n, Dawson tried to 

demonstrate how the transfonnation at th~ fall of Rome led into the fourth age and the 

Dowenng, From the ninth to 1he twelfth centuries, of Gothie Medievalism in the West, the 

Byzantine efflorescence in the Christian East, and par.tllel cultural achievements in lndia 

and Islam. In this penod there was a worldwide attempt by philosophy to digest the 

ancient wisdom of the !ast world age and to reconcile it with the new religious bases of 

society. In the later part of this period of growth, the ancient parental cultures of the 

world showed a roarked decline; China, Persia, India, the Levant, and Mesopotamia were 

aU devastated by invasions from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries, leaving the West 

in a position of relative strength going inta the progressive phase of the modern period.4S 

T~e central dynamic element in the fourth age in the West was, of course, the 

Christian Church. Dawson distinguished SIX ages of the Church, each of which had its 

origin in a crisis, was founded in a new and intense spirituality, and brought forth a new 

apostoiate. In a second phase of each age the Church was renewed by a fresh wave of 

Christian culture; a ne\\< way of life and thought was inspired. ln the third phase of each 

age, however, the Church retreated into complacency and new t~nsions between the 

Church and the world stirred a new attack from without. The first age of the Church, the 

Apostohc Age, was markcd by the three centuries of struggle with Rome; the victory of 

the Church and the nascent ideal of the Christian empire was its product and led into the 

second age, which extended from the conversion of Constantine to the fall of Jerusalem 

ta Islam. ThiS was the Age of the Fathers, of St. Basil, St. Gregory of Nyssa, St. John 

44Dawson, PrOgreSS and Religion, 44. 

45Dawson, "The Life of CIvilizations," 62-64. 
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Chrysostom, Augustine, and Jerome. In the third age, from the seventh to the lenth 

centuries, the demographic center of the Chun:h shifted to the rural north as Chmtendom 

was pressed bctween the barbarian lIlvader~ and hlalllic expansion Thi~ wa~ the penot! 

of misslOnary work par excellence, led by BOl1lfacc and the Benl'lhctll1e~. In thls Ullle 

the Church bC(,~'1I1C, JfI Daw~on 's Vlew, the "schoolma~tel of Europe" and al! ~llbsequent 

achievements of the West rested on her work The founh age \Vas sparked by lIlona~tlc 

reformers and ant!-seculan~ts whose program to free the Church flOm the t'eudal ~tate 

reached Rome lfl the mld-eleventh century. The ideals of St. FrancIs--the rcnunciatlon 

of private property and the acceptance of the poverty of Chn~t, the spmtual product of 

this reform cycle--prefigured the Reformation, WhlCh, however, 111 practiœ was dominatcu 

by sociological and nationalisuc tensions rather than any truly ~plfltual divisIOn. The fifth 

age opened with the challenges of Renaissance culture, the uiscovcry of new worlds, and 

the Protestant revolutions which sparkcd the limon of humanism and reformed 

Catl:olicism in Baroque culture and a new world mi~~iol1ary effort of the Church. The 

sixth age began in the defeat &.ld dlsaster of the French Revolution from which the 

Church had recovered by 1850.46 Central to Daw\on'.; perspectlve on the progressive 

ages of the Church is the notion that ChristIantty IS not a do~cd doctnne but an organic 

way of life condltioned by and conditiomng history, it i~ a \OClCly wlllch rcsponds to 

stagnation with a continuous tradition of spiritual growth, actuahzatIon of pnnclple, and 

reversion to unity:t7 Only Europe, in his Vlew, has secn -;lIch a reclirrent succcs~i()n of 

spiritual movements; thlS \S the reason for both a,-; uml\uenc.,s and Ils pOWl'r 

When one looks at We~tern hi~tory in tenll~ of Daw~on' s four worlu ages, ~mc cap 

see that the progressive phase of the fourth age began betwecn the fourter.:-ntr. and the 

sixteenth centmies when a workmg synthesis of anClcnt and modern knowlcdge wa., 

achieved that, wnh the dynamlc tension of the Chn'il1an traUltlOn, fcd We'itern cultural 

46Christopher Dawson, The Historie Reailly of Chnstlan Culture (New York: llarper 
and Brothers, 1960),47-67. Chlistopher Dawson, Medieval Essays (New York: Shecd 
and Ward, 1954), 57. 

47Dawson, Medieval Essays, 57. 
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and technologlcal expansion and the subsequent discovery and conque st of other lands. 

Concurrently, however, the disastrous divisions of the P.efonnation undennined Christian 

Unit Y and gave birth to a bourgeois secular culturG that was opposed to tradition al 

Chri~l1an princlples. To Dawson, Luther retarded tlle Renaissance in the North; he slowed 

the humam'>t' ~ rcvlval of learnmg and the reformation of religion. Luther's instinctive 

djstru~t of rcason, his .;ense of sm as univers al, as an e!ernent of libido ruther than a 

ChOlCC made III the consciou~ will, and the sense that redemption i~ unearned and never 

rncritcd, dlvorccd the indivldual's actions from the willful pursuit of a sacn~d ide al and 

so desacralizcd the world.48 1'0 Dawson, the Refonnation was no refonn at aIl but a 

soclOlogical, pohtlcal and natlonahstlc revolution which used perceived discrepancies 

between the Christian visIOn and the external and historic'llly ephemeral fonns and 

practices of the Church as excuses for a break. 

ln conjunctlon with the rapid secularization which the Refomlation set in process, 

a new creed of worldly progress was articulated by Locke, Pope and the philosophes in 

the mature culture of the seventeenth and eighteenth senturies. In Dawson 's view the 

new doctrine acquired all of its positive aspects from Christianity but set a revolutionary 

model k'r breakmg the connection between the two worlds embraced in its tradition al 

millenmal foml. The ideal of remodeling society 10 line with an ideal was peculiarly 

powerful 111 Western culture; when this ideal was broken from a religious and organic 

grounding in the Chnstian tradition It becam~ thr "Revolutionary attitude" which has 

progressively dlsrupted the cohesive bonds of \Vestern society.49 In place of a Christian 

progrcssivl~l11, the Enlightcnmcnt provided a science devoid of spiritual content that gave 

the West the matcnal resources to unite the world but also provided a faith in abstract 

reason 111 isolation WhlCh met lts test and failed in the French Revolution. Dawson took 

an essentlally Burkean view of the Revolution 's attempt to build a new culture a priori; 

48Christopher Dawson, The Dividing of Christendom (New York: Sheed and Ward, 
1965), 62-78. 

49Dawson, Progress and Religion, 241. Christopher Dawson, "The Historical Origins 
of Liberalü'!11," ReVlew of Politics 16 (1954): 27l. 
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he follows in the conservative tradition of De Bonaid and Le Play in his perspective thut 

the subordination of social and personal relations to economic relations kd incvitably lo 

social disorganization and dehumamzatton. 

Dawson held that Western cultural expansion has pmvlded for an unparalleled 

world revolution; a pracucal economic world unit y had come into being so that world 

culture as a whole is dominated by a \Vestern-imposcd sYllthesis that has undcrmined the 

viability of indigenous cultures.1o "These external conditions of world ul11ty an.~, 

however, but the necessary preparation for a new world synthe sis, WlllCh shaH brl'lg 10 

an end the spiritual dlsorder and social an'olfchy which has becn growÏhiS in the midsl of 

aIl the achievements of knowledge und material power of the period of progress. ,,5\ ln 

the Western sClentific, political, and economic expansIOn, the rehglOus synthcsis of the 

period of growth has been distorted or set asiùe and its malerial products taken for iLS 

spiritual foundations, leaving a secular shell of "material ulllty and control over external 

nature" which, unless it is reconnected to its roots, may become "mcrely the organs of a 

world tyranny of a complication of machinery cnt~hing out truc life. ,,52 

The bourgeoiC\ spirit '''hich Vu'as the product of the Enhghtenment divorced the soul 

from the world and made economics the center and mensure of life. This spirit has 

remained common to thf" bastard offspring of ChnstIan seculari:zutIon, cupitalism and 

communism, between WhlCh modeIl' Chrisuanity stands isolated.5l The bourgeois spirit 

is the mentality of what Dawson echoed Geddes in calling the "Necropohs," as 111 Rome 

before the fall and in the modern West, where the destruction of the nat!Jral world, as in 

the "devastated areas of industrial England and the canccrous growlh of the suburbs" is 

50Dawson, Religion and Culture, 212. 

51Dawson, "The Life of Civilizations," 68. 

52Dawson "The Life of Clvllizations," 68. 

53Dawson, "Ci vilization ll1 CriSlS," 251. 
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symptomaric "of social disease and spiritual failure."S4 To Dawson, Christianity was 

antithetical 10 the idolization of 'self-interest' as in capitalism, and to the materialism and 

represslon of free will in communism; he he Id that it must withdraw from the inevitable 

collapse of modernism as the seed to a new cultural synthesis. 

Dawson was not denying progress in Western history or even in the modem 

period. He felt, however, that "True Progress" was not a "quantitative advance in wealth 

and numbers, nor even a qualitative advance in technology and the control of matter, 

though ail these play their subsidiary parts in the movement. The essential faet of 

progress is a process of integration ... " This movzment of the consolidation of "group 

consciou:;ness" is "real and ineontestible"; Dawson saw it as his task as an historian to 

draw out ilS progress. Since a11 the Hnes of history seem to head in the direction of a 

"common consciousness," it did not seem utopian to Dawson to look toward world 

unification, a "synthesis in which every region can bring ils contribution to the whole." 

Dawson agreed with Comte and Wells that progress was the successive realization of 

unit y: he concurred on the dual nature of the optimally progressive society which would 

unite science and technology and religious cohesion with a leading elite of engineers and 

technologists and a complement of priests, but he argued that the synthesis of the future 

would find its root in its spiritual inheritance and the eontinuity of tradition rather than 

in a revolution into an order designed by scientific abstraction.55 

Dawson's position on the coming unification was close to that of Charles Ellwood, 

who held that "there is every reason to believe that when the true Christian spirit once 

fully dominates the Christian Church, it will gradually penneate and transform the non-

54Christopher Dawson, "'fhe Evolution of the Modern City," Dynamics, 193-196. 
Christopher Dawson, "Catholicism and the Bourgeois Mind," Dynamics, 201,215. See 
also: Christopher Dawson, "The Significance of Bolshevism," American Review 1 
(1933): 44; and Christopher Dawson, "The World Crisis and the English Tradition," 
Dynamics, 217. 

550awson, "Sociology and the Theory of Progress, Il 437. Also: Christopher Dawson, 
"The Recovery of Spiritual Unit y," Catholic World 143 (1936): 350. 
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Christian religions so far as they are capable of surviving under conditions of true 

civilization. ,,56 Yet, again, Dawson differed from EUwood in rejecting the view th ut 

Christianity can be arbitrarily rebuilt to meet modem needs for unit y by rational means. 

In the end Dawson felt that "we must accept the existence of this independent order of 

spiritual truths and values" whose manifestations may be examined but whose fonlllliation 

and evaluation must be left to theologians.57 Religious inspiration and the 'othcrness' 

of inscrutable divine ends made history, in the last analysis, unpredictable. Rationalism 

could not penetrate its mystery. Dawson held to a Christian theology of history which 

sought the historical expression of "divine purpose and election" and which denied the 

ultimate power of discemment of any philosophy of history. From Dawson's perspective 

the Apocalypse was the Christian substitute fe;r secular philosophies of history.5R 

Dawson sought to subsume cultural relativism to his view of the historical primacy 

of Catholicism through his perspective of a "Natllral Theology." The universality of 

religious aspirations in history and the religious basis of every culture are evidence of the 

existence of a human need for religion, an "innate tendency toward God." Any way of 

life, then, acts as a "service of God" or else it is a depersonalized "way of death" which 

has 10st its basis in human nature and is in the process of disintegration. AU cultures 

produce a class of spiritual leaders, aU perceive sorne elements of spiritual reality, aIl are 

historicaUy conditioned paths to God. AU cultures, in the development of taboos and 

laws, establish a divine sanction, a "Natural Law" or a sacred law. Prayer and mysticism 

are univers al in the higher religions. In history the evolution of higher religious 

consciousness has proceeded as the spiritual realizations of a cultural era are passed on 

successively in each new age. There is a movement to more universal forms of religious 

56Charles A. El1wood, The Reconstruction of Religion (New York: Macmillan, 1922), 
285. 

57Dawson, "Sociology a~ a Science," Dynamics, 38, 39. 

58Christopher Dawson, "The Christian View of History," Dynamics, 232-255. "There 
is no law of history by which we can predict the future." Christopher Dawson, 
"Christianity and Contradiction in History," Dynamics, 280. 
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institutionalization--those which are open to aU peoples, which emphasize the unique 

personality, the irreducibility of the self from an end to a means, and the unit y of the 

Godhead.59 This process of evolution has reached il1!l climax with the consecutive waves 

of Catholic reform and the extension of its secularized legacy worldwide. 

The C'atho1ic religion has acted as the dynamic foundation of progress because of 

its dual nature both in the world as an institution and in society, and by its aspiration to 

manifest the tra~lscendental order. Dawson saw Eastern religious experience as the 

functional equivalent of the Western mystical tradition but considered it an imbalanced 

and partial form of religious experience in that a totalistic introversion and concentration 

in soul-searching and self-perfection in the loss of self into an absolute transcendental 

reality was a 'via negativa' as in Indian Buddhist merlitation and Hindu asceticism. The 

Eastern "religions of negation" provide a bridge between religion and culture that provides 

passage in only one direction--through an escape into the spirit that allows culture to 

weaken and stagnate. When religion is totally married to culture it leads to stasis and the 

eventual loss of both spiritual and cultural vitality; this was the fate of the archaic 

religious cultures where images of and by men were substituted for gods with a loss of 

the sense of transcendental reality. Modem world religions, on the other hand, have 

sometimes erred in going too far in the rejection of the world, leaving culture with no 

essential concern for freedom, social justice, or the willful improvement of material 

conditions in general. The central problem of religion on the world level, according to 

Dawson, has been to separate the intuition of the dependence of human life on a divine 

law which is eternal and transcendental from the sociological and historical imperatives 

of a particular culture at a particular point in time.60 

Of aIl the religions, in Dawson's opinion, Christianity is most clearly founded on 

the dualism between the aspiration to manifest the City of God in this world and the 

59Dawson, Religion and Culture, 62-87, 153. Dawson's view is close to Troelt'lch's 
on "personalism" as the history-transforming element of Christianity. See Troeltsch, The 
Absoluteness, ad passim. 

600awson, Religion and Culture, 191-207. 
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recognition of the historically-binding City of Babylon.6\ lt is this deep sense of 

dualism, incarnate at the origins of Christianity in the dual nature of ChIist, which 

inspired and nourished the unparalleled moral, political, and scie mi fic creative genills of 

the V/est by providing the aspirationa1 dynamism at the root of the Western mentality,62 

H.a. Wells' and Lewis Mumford's view on lltopias are seclilar parallels to Dawson 's 

view that the dynamics of historical progress are motored by the tension between ideal 

and temporal reality. Dawson takes this a step further in a profollnd analysis of the 

Western view of time icself as a movement, whatever its secular disguises, in the direction 

of Jerusalem, so that the future, like the past, is always sacralized. The Apocalypse, as 

the first Ch istian history, is the model for subsequent views of history which sets itself 

always between first and last things, the alpha and the omega. Though he categorically 

rejected deistic and utopian evolutionary perspectives, like the one of Teilhard de Chardin, 

Dawson recognized them as products of the Christian sense of time.63 His own view 

is more closely modeled on that of Augustine; it is essentially tragic in that the two cÎties 

will continue in their tension and evil will remain till the end of the world. Men must 

always live in the face of the Apocalypse. 

In this 'tragic' view, "0wever, there is a surface inconsistency between Dawson 's 

sense of a millennial progress toward a world civilization integrated on Christian 

principles and his view of the apocalyptic tendencies of the modern era and the 

unpredictability of the future. He states, for instance, in 1942, "1 believe that the age of 

schism is passing and that the time has come when the divine principle of the Churches 

life will as sert its attractive power, drawing aIl the living elements of Christian life and 

61Christopher Dawson, "VitalÎzation or Standardization in Culture," Dynamics, 95. 

62Christopher Dawson, "Stages in Man' s Religious Experience," Dynamics, 187. 

631'0 Dawson, world history as a field was itself only a broad application of th~ 
Christian world view, whatever its guise, be it Marxian or Comtean progress or a cyclical 
pattern; it can only be approached through the Western tradition. Chnstopher Dawson, 
"The Relevance of European History," History Todj!y 6 (1956) 9: 607. 
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thought into organic unit y . ,,64 Eisewhere he states that "the Christian Church is the 

organ of the Spirit, the predestined channel through which the salvific energy of divine 

love flows out and transforms hurnanity."65 An internai consistency underlies Dawson's 

view here; any millennial solution to the present world crisis is but ternporary; there can 

and will be no worldly utopia. While a progress in realization of God and in world unit y 

does occur, it underlies a continuaI failure and suffering in the world. According to 

Dawson, the Catholic Church does Ilot preach optimisrn or social progress but constantly 

rerninds men that when things are bad one must look to the end of things.66 In the last 

analysis, Dawson, like Augustine, subsumes the millennial tradition to a purely spiritual 

eschatology based on divine ends actualized historically which cannot be full y realized 

until the end of tirne.67 

Christian dualism makes life an epic struggle against evil; Dawson adopted 

Pareto's view that the secular forms which this has taken in the modern period, the liberal 

virtues of freedorn, equality, and social justice, and those of communism, cooperation, 

economic justice, and brotherhood, have a like root in this Christian dynamic tension.68 

The modern scientific view is also founded in this tension and in the conception, as 

articulated by Aquinas, of a divine order underlying worldly phenOIr.enon; to Dawson, the 

scientific world view remains entirely reconcilable with the Christian concept of divine 

reason.69 

The breakdown of the barriers between the five or six major world religions has 

64Dawson, "VitaIization or Standardization in Culture," 95. 

65Dawson, "Catholicism and the Bourgeois Mind," 210. 

66Dawson, Beyond Politics, 135. 

67Dawson, "Christianity and Contradiction in History," 258-264. See also: 
Christopher Dawson, "The Kingdom of God and History," Dynamics, 280; and 
ChIistopher Dawson, "Saint Augustine and the City of God," Dynamics, 315. 

68Christopher Dawson, The Movernent of World Revolutions (New York: Sheed and 
Ward, 1959), 22. 

69Dawson, Progress and Religion, 259. Dawson, Religion and Culture, 216. 
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come about through the impetus of the West. In the process, the viability of non

Christian religions cultures has been deeply undermined but, Dawson claims, the resultant 

material world cultural synthesis has provided an opening for world unification through 

the extension of the spiritual principle which preceded and gave impetus to political, 

socio-economic and technological integration. The present 3piritual vacuum in the East 

is partially filled by communism which bears the secular legacy of the dynamic tension 

of Christianity.70 Going back to Dawson's Natural Theology, olle can see that the 

present secular transformation is ephemeral; it cannot last without a con'esponding 

principle which unifies the culture spiritually; the "new scientific culture is devoid of aIl 

spiritual content" and hence is "no culture at aU in the traditional sense." Alone it is but 

the victory of technology over culture. Human nature itself inevitably ca~l., for an 

integrating principle. In the lack of one, the faHUTe of the rurrent secular models of 

liberal mass democracy, communism, and fascism will become increasingly apparent.71 

Dawson sees civilization as a unitary process. In this he reverts to a nineteenth

century view of civilization Ied by Europe. At the same time his theory of world ages 

recognizes thl'" universality of world historical processes. The foundation of his 

progressive view lies on the movement of peoples into new areas where they vitalîze an 

established tradition, or on the extension of that cultu~-e, its diffusion through a process 

of bilateral dispersion which feeds mutua} growth and allows cultures to come under the 

widening umbreUas of the higher religious traditions. He defines civilization as the 

"cooperation of regional societies under a common spiritual influence" and he looks 

toward world unification on the basis of this universal rcligious inheritance.72 

At the same time, this diffusion is not equilateral; Europe has played the central 

role in the breakdown of what had been a state of relative world isolation. Dawsor. saw 

the expansion of European hegemony in the modern period, in the Europeanization of 

7°Dawson, "Civilization in erisis," 249. Dawson, Religion and Culture, 212-218. 

71Dawson, Religion and Culture, 212-218. 

72Dawson, "Sociology and the Theory of Progress," 434. 
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Russia, the autonomous growth center in North America, the English conquest of India 

and worldwide economic penetration, as a positive growth that was "cosmopolitan rather 

than im perialist in spirit." He j ustified the expansion of the British Empire as part of the 

civilizing process: "The process which is now regarded as the exploitation of the weaker 

peopleli and classes by Western capitalism, was seen by contemporaries as the great 

means of world progress and international peace." The interchange benefitted both parties 

as Western engineers and civil servants "performed the essential task of bre1lking through 

the inherited tyranny of prejudice and custom and thrusting the new scientific and 

technological order on a hundred unwilling peoples" who would not have adapted without 

Western control. He asserted that only Japan had overcome her reactionary tendencies 

to modernize voluntarily. He further claimed that aIl the modem triumphs of oriental 

nationalism and modernization, even in reaction to colonialism, were due to education in 

the ideas, knowledge and ideals of the West.73 

Dawson rejected Toynbee's postulation of the philosophical equivalence of 

civilizations (which Toynbee himself applied inconsistently) out of hand. He agreed with 

Toynbee's later position that the higher religions have been the goal of history and that 

the central dynamic has passed from civilizations to modern higher religions, but felt that 

Toynbee was in error to think that civilizations could simply 'wither away' or that in a 

new religious synthe sis the religions could disinterest themselves in the fate of 

civilizations. Central to Dawson's perspecdve of the Christian legacy is the notion of the 

transfonnauve action of religion in the world, its attempt to mold civilization in line with 

spiritual values and ends. This is t"te foundation, as we have seen, of Western cultural 

dynamisrn, the theory of progress and Western scientific and technological success. In 

contradistinction to Toynbee and Spengler, who noted cultural extension through 

imperialism in the period of breakdown and decline, Dawson 10cated it in p(.,l1uds of 

health and cultural vitality. To Dawson, it is the progressive historieal sense of the West 

and the constant tension that it provides between cultural reality and spiritual aspiration 

which is the unifying and essential elemeilt in any modern world synthesis. He 

7JDawson, "The Relevance of European History," 608-612 . 
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consequently denigrated Toynbee's syncretistic union of world religious traditions as one 

where the ahistorical and polytheistic patterns of the Mahayana and l-lindu religions would 

absorb the creative Christian tradition and so lose the act!vating sense of time and duality 

so critical for world development and unity. At the same ume he claimed that the overall 

histor Il,,al trend was toward monotheism.74 

Only Christianity was in a position to bridge the chasrn between the mystical East 

and the secular West.75 And only in this bridge, which allows the inscrutablc waters of 

the divine will to separate the two aspects of culture, can freedom be retained. 

Catholicism cannot degenerate, as secular religions are sUIe to do, into totalitarianism 

because it divides church and state and makes the individual will the locus of decisions 

of good and evil; the individual is responsible for his 'works' in a way not included in 

the Eastern tradition or indeed in the elective theologies of protestantism.76 

Dawson put the blame for the dege!leration of the West squarely on the shoulders 

of elites. The betrayal of the modem intellectual c1ass manifests itself in their failure 10 

take the place of the sacerdotal class that they have overturned but instead to provide only 

the "devitalized intellectualism" of negative criticism and the disintegranve analysis of 

disconnected specialties without supplying any new principle of unit y . They have "proved 

unable to resist the non-moral, inhuman and irrational forces which are destroying the 

humanist no less than the Christian traditions of Western Culture. ,,77 As a result, the 

principle of authority is undermined, culture is left guided by mass appetiles, and social 

responsibility disappears; the human personality is diminished, the will enervated, as 

74Christopher Dawson, "Toynbee's Odyssey of the West," Commonweal 61 (1954): 
62-67. Christopher Dawson, "Toynbee's Study of History: The Place of Civilizations in 
History," Toynbee and History, A. Montague, Ed. (Boston, Porter Sargent, 1956), 133-
135. 

75Dawson, "Stages in Man's Religious ExperienL-'," 188. Dawson, The Movement 
of World Revolutions, 176. 

7bDawson, "Civilization in Crisis," 252. 

77Dawson, Religion and Culture, 106. Dawson, The Judgement of Nations, 124. 
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worldly institutions take decisive control in all spheres of social and personallife. 

B y 1936, Dawson foresaw the universal Tise of an omnicompetent state that would 

"mould the rnind and guide the life of its citizens from the cradle to the grave"; he 

seemed 10 consider this process as inevitable then and was more concerned with the 

spiritual conversion of this state th an its ecop..omic and politieal arrangements. He 

asserted that the dynamic tension between the two orders of church and state must be 

revived to preserve spiritual freedom unde,r the present centralizing order.78 The only 

answer to totalitarianism was a parallel and independent order based upon the "poli tics 

of the W orld to Come. ,,79 

At the height of World War Two Dawson warned that even without an Axis 

vie tory modern technology and war organization produced an unprecedented and 

unconscious centralization which threatened freedom by forcing individuals to "bring 

themselves into line with the mechanized efficiency of a totalitarian mass state." In a 

mech~nized order, even a democratic one, central organs acquire the means to direct 

public opinion. He opposed this to an ideal of the "free personal community" as a goal 

for the post-war world.80 He argued in 1944 that "we are faced with a choice between 

social regimentation and social regeneration."~l By 1960, Dawson had adopted a view 

of the 'mihtary-industrial complex' much like that of Lewis Mumford; he held that 

"education and science and technology; indu&try and business and government, aU are 

coordinated with one another in a closed organization from which there is no escape." 

Like Mumford he came in time to see the power complex as following imperatives 

increasingly beyond human control, to increasingly view technical development as bearing 

its own momentum, and 10 describe the movement in the personality which corresponded 

78Dawson, Beyond Politics, 135. 

79Dawson, Religion and the Modern State, 106, 113, 123. 

8°Dawson, "Peace Aims and Power Polities," 102, 107. 

81Christopher Dawson, "Religion and Mass Civilization--The Pro'Jlem of the Future," 
The Dublin Review 214 (1944): 8. Aiso see: Dawson, The Historie Reality of Christian 
Culture, 27. 
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to technologie al progression as an automation of the indIvidllal and the transfonnlliion of 

society into an "ant heap."H2 The great danger is brought to the individual level as 

mechanized production sllpplied goods which became the raison d'être of modern people; 

this is accompanied by a hedonislic degeneration wh.ere family and nation devolve lI1lO 

a herd without personality, faith, tradition, or any end bcyond sensual gratifIcation. ln 

This renunciation of will that Dawson sees in modernism, the collapse of the dllty to 

transform society in line with faith, can only have been u most grievous sin in his eyes, 

one that certainly included the violation of the first commandment 

AH (he se trends in modern life are deeply disturbing 10 Dawson. One occllsionally 

finds in his apocalyptic rhetoric that he is not speaking in figurative but in literaI tenus 

of the reign of the Antichrist who will precede a final judgement. During World War 

Two he c1aimed that "If our civilization denies its Christian tradition and inheritllnce it 

still bears the burden of them in an inverted form. lt becomes not a humanist or a secular 

or even a pagan civilization, it is an apostate civilization--an ami-Christian order. "84 

Like the majority of cyclicist metahistorians of our century, Dawson saw the modern age 

as equivaient to that of the fall of Rome and he felt that a tremendous trial was imminent 

82Christopher Dawson, America and the Secularization of Modern Culture (Houston: 
University of St. Thomas, 1960), 18-25. AIso: Dawson, The Judgement of Nations, 154. 
In 1940, Dawson distinguished between the tyrannies cf the past and the ultimate nature 
of modern totalitarianism; the new masters, "are engineers of the mechanism of world 
power: a mechanism that is more formidable than anything the ancient world knew 
because it is not confined to external means like the despotisms of the past, but uses aIl 
the resources available from modern psychology to make the human soul the motor of its 
dynamic purpose." Christopher Dawson, "The Threat to the West," Commonweal 31 
(1940): 317. 

On his agreement with Mumford on his view of the mcgalopolis, see: C.J. 
McNaspy, "Chat with Christopher Dawson," America 106 (1961): 120. 

83Uawson, Beyond Politks. 78-79. He says further: "It seems that a new society was 
arriving which will acknowledge no hierarchy of values, no intellectual authority, and no 
social or religious tradition, but will live for the moment in a chaos of pure sensation." 
Dawson, Progress and Religion, 240. 

84Christopher Dawson, "The Foundations of Unit y," Tr~ Dublin Review 211 (1942): 
104. 
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"in which the mystery of iniquity that was already at work in the world wou Id r;ome out 

in the open and daim to stand in the place of God Himself."8s In The Judgement of 

Nations (1942), he claimed that "no human power can stop this progress to the abyss"; 

the enemy of the Sword of the Spirit was the authoritarian organization of society on anti

Chlistian lines, the "totalitarian Antichrist" .86 He felt that the modern break between 

morality and poli tics was rooteci in a secularization which depersonahzed evil and made 

the modem period more like the Apocalypse predicted by John th an the times of 

Augustine.87 

Next to the ~tridency of his social critic:sm and his apocalyptic sensitivity, 

Dawson's remedy for the crisis of the West was relatively mild and slow paced. He 

advocated an education in the sociology, history, and theology of Christian society in 

order to regain the lost roots of modern culture. His life 's work must be seen as an effort 

to implement this prograrn, to heal Christian divisions, to show the sacred roots of 

modernism, and, in presenting his perspective on the 'crisis' of the West, to demonstrate 

the way back to God that wou Id fulfill the Western tradition and the rnovement of world 

history toward unity. His caU for education is for a reapplication of Christian culture to 

a fertile new ground--modern secularized barbarism; it is more th an an academic exercise 

as il aims at a 'transfonnation of man.' As such it betrays an ambiguous Christian 

utopianism. Can a revival of Catholic education have the world-transformative impact 

necessary to produce the changes that Dawson sought? 

Dawson caHed for a new age of the Church in line with the pattern of reform 

which he described in The Historie Reality of Christian Culture (1960), and in response 

to the present threat to Western Christian civilization. In this work he demonstrated that 

850awson, The Historie Reality of Christian Culture, 27. 

1l6Dawson, The Judgement of Nations, 157, 164. Aiso see: Dawson, Religion and the 
Modern State, 58, on the totalitarian machine order as the Antichrist predicted in 
Revelations. 

87Dawson, "The Threat to the West," 317-318. 
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a living religIon is a produet of inheritance revitahzed by histoncal movements which 

attempt to regrasp its histoncal roots. The six past cycles in the Church's history 

demonstrate that a time of renewal always follows crises and so leads to an expcctation 

of a resurgence in the present.88 "What the world needs now IS not a ncw religIOn hut 

an applicatIon of religion to life," a "new ascetIcism," "an herok. effort hke that WhlCh 

converted the Roman Empire."89 The sueeess of this movement "involves Ilot ollly the 

fate of our own people and our own Civilization but the fate of humanity and the future 

of the world."90 He believed, rather optimistically g!ven his view of the modern oruer, 

that education was the last and most powerful mode of influence lcft to Chri~tianity and 

that the modern leviathan was vulnerable to an orel.cstrated movemenl from the II1SIUC 

to revive the cohesive world view of the traditional West.91 

Dawson saw the need to rcstriet the use of some technology but he Id that a strong 

social order and planntd eeonomy were necessary and probably Inevitable devclopmenls 

which would require a corresponding planning In culture. If this were so, then planmng 

must be in a "really religious spirit" ratner th an toward a devitaltzed .nechanism. "The 

only way to desecularize culture is by giving a spIritual aim to the whole system of 

organization, so that the machine becomes the servant of the spirit and not its enemy or 

its master."92 Even so, Dawson never called for a monolithic order dominated by the 

Catholic Chureh but for a renewal of cultural balance in the binary organization of secular 

88Dawson, The Historie Reality of Christian Culture, 79, 119. 

89Christopher Dawson, "What the World Needs," Catholic World 137 (1933): 93. 

90Dawson, The Historie Reality of Christ:an Culture, 113. John R.E. Bliese, 
"Christopher Dawson: His Interpretation of History," Modern Age 23 (1979): 265. 
Bliese felt that Dawson' s education al sol lItiOI1 was "hopelessly madeqllatc." V .A. 
Demant, "The Importance of Christopher Dawson," Nineteenth Ccntury 129 (1951): 75, 
agrees with Bliese. 

91Christopher Dawson, "The Challe.lge of Seculansm," Çathohc World 182 (1956): 
326. 

92Dawson, The JlIdgement of Nations, 128. 
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and sacred orders; the Church must never fuse with the seeular community of its 

organization.91 Instead, d('''\~cularization would work at a personal kv~l to in still a "new 

ethics of vocation," a '-,.!nse of place, and an altruistie aspiration for the good of the 

organic whole of 'Ile society, whieh. havmg their origin in the individual will, would 

preserve freeGo'.(J, even under the eXlgencies of a planned social order. Dawson 's vision 

of a hierarchical organic religion-culture depended on the subservience of each person to 

an acœpted vocatIon; astate which he models on that of the Middle Ages and supports 

with Paul 's notion that "To each 1s given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common 

good," and the vision of the participation of individuals as members of the mystieal body 

of Christ.94 

There are major ambiguities in Dawson 's ultimate solutions and goals. When he 

writes of the 'machine' or large-seale social planning he sometimes asserts its inevitability 

and the need only to infuse thi~ :>rder with the Christian spirit to preserve freedom. His 

assertions elsewhere on the imperatives of technology make his 'spiritual' freedom rather 

ambiguous and put it clearly at odds with the ideal of freedom in a liberal democracy; his 

freedom is ethereahzed to such a point that there may be no outlet for it whatever in the 

world. This ambiguity sometimes gives way in his work to suggestions of anti-modernist 

and primitivist solutions. He longs for the pastoral peace and social unit y he felt in his 

own childhood and described as the legacy of the Middle Ages, but could provirie Httle 

vision of how these ideals cou Id be achieved in the twentieth century. His work contains 

a contradictIon between his tragie sense of the historical condition, with its division of 

91Dawson, The Judgement of Nations, 123. 

94Pau~, Corinthians 12-7. See Corinthians 12-4 to 12-27. "Now you are the body of 
Christ and indlvldually members of it." (12-27). Christoph,~r Dawson, "Preedom and 
Vocation," The Dublin Review 420 (1942): 6-11. And see: Dawson, Religion and the 
Rise of Modern Culture, 169-172, for Dawson's view of the ideal of the Middle Ages and 
for his conception of a new order based upon it. "In every aspect of Medieva1 culture we 
fmd this conception of a hierarchy of goods and values and a corresponding hierarchy of 
estates and vocatIons WhlCh bind the whole range of human relations together in an 
ordered spiritual structure that reaches from earth to heaven." (page 177). 
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the city of man from that of God, and his rather ùtopian view of the new age of unit y t\tat 

rnay arise in the face of modern apocalyptic possihilities, a unit y now worldwlde but 

molded on the "oasis of peace" of the Middle Ages.95 

Dawson's fundamental anu-modernism and anti-liberalism and his hostllity to the 

mass culture of 'democr.uic society' rest on his desircd reversion to a cultural system 

founded on authority, tradition, and supernaturalism. It IS easy to argue that Dawson crrs 

in the foundation of his work by holding so strongly to the wntinuity of Western CUltUlC. 

Arguably the modern scientific view is not rec(Jflcilable to his faIth, and that it is only 

when secularization, the brea~down and destrucl..Îon of Medieval '-aith, occurred, that 

rationalism and the modern scienufic view could emerge. The two may be antllhetical. 

Though he strongly attacked the union of secular and sacred realms in his critlqucs 

of modern bourgeois democracy, communism and fascism, his own rctulll to tradition 

cou Id only be manifested in an equally totalitarian, and for most mdivlduals in Western 

society, a priori, imposition. Dawson demanded the separation of Church and stare and 

the independence of politics yet he also idealized the lII1l0n of life and faIth in the samts, 

especially in his highest model, St. Francis, and in the Middle Ages where a theocratic 

church and a theocratic empire were both inspired by an "All-cmbn1ctng Christian 

Society--The City of God on Earth."96 Though he postulatcd a 'progressive' view of 

history, Dawson's own goals and desires are regrcssive, even reactionary, despue his 

contrary assertions, his caBs were for a quixotIC retl/Ill lO a pa st synthesis WhlCh, bceal/se 

it is now antithetical to the 'spirit of the urnes,' would rcqlllre and mamlest, 111 many 

ways, the 'revolutionary attitude' he so condernned. Perhaps, a ... oth~r rnetahl!'lhmans have 

suggested, the new 'religious' synthesis for the fifth age of clvlhzation will be an 

evolutionary deism or even SOIne form of world religiolls syncretlsm. Though these 

95See his comments on agriculture in: Dawson, "The World Cnsis and the English 
Tradition," Dynamics, 218-219; aiso his frequent references in his articles for The 
Sociological Review to Geddesian Neotechnic soc'I!ty and New Towns. 

)/6Dawson, Medieval Essays, 57. 
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alternatives to a Catholic world revival and hegemony horrify Dawson, they would seem 

more likdy to follow from his initial macrohistorical theories of cycles and synthesis than 

a revers ion to a single religious tradition of a pa st synthesis. His history of world 

religions, especially in The Age of the Gods, is one of the progress of a 'natural theology' 

that digests and includes earlier dialectical stages of religious development as weil as the 

products of the bilateral diffusion of varying strains of religious aspiration. 

Dawson claimed that cultures are syncretistic, he championed a diffusionist 

perspective on 'Norld history as a product of the mutuai contributions of aIl associated 

peoples, yet he denigrated the results of this process in the East by his rejection of a 

Toynbeean continuity of world religious syncretism and bis claim for a unique 

dispensation. Dawson asserted that a historian could only view the past tbrough the eyes 

of his own culture. His aversion to any modern relativism leaves him with a rather 

arrogant justification for his Eurocentrism, and his admission of cultural bias undennines 

the validity of the universalist premises and implications of his work.97 The claim of 

a unique dispensation in " past cycle is inconsistent with his early presentation of a 

cyclical view of world h;.)tory and bis four world ages. Under this paradigm, tbe 

syncretistic product of one period provides the base for the growth and progress of 

another age but, in the end, is included in a larger synthesis at a more universal level. 

Dawson wants this to occur in the territorial extension of a revitalized Catholic tradition 

alone as the key to world bistory and consequently he rejects the likelihood of the 

inclusive rehgious movement that his theory of world ages would seem to predict. 

Behind Christopher Dawson's ration81 prospectus on the coming age is a guiding 

faith that in the end, beneath its ephemeral phenomena, history is a cultural movement 

of aspiration by humanity, in line with its progressive religious vision, toward God, that 

is mirrored by the active interventions of God in hbtory through His revelatory inspiration 

of saints, mystics, and spiritual leaders who articulate successive approximations of the 

divine order. Seen in this light, the progressive refonnations of Catholicism and its 

97Christopher Dawson, "The Institutional Forms of Christian Culture, Il Religion in Life 
24 (1954-1955): 379. 
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inspiration of European cultural and socio-economic expansion has been Providential. 

The SUI",;'val of Christianity after the French Revolution has been "miraclolous. ,,1)8 ln our 

modem "apocalyptic age" or "time of judgement," the "obsclirity of history is sliddenly 

illuminated by sorne sign of divine purpose"; there is a modem Revelation obviolls to 

Dawson in the movement toward world unit y: salvation will come in the spiritual unit y 

that can fulfill it.99 This is the new dispensation that Dawson offers in his Christian 

education; its alternative is a spiritual death and cultural disintegration. 

Does the predominance of Dawson's faith reduce the historical significance and 

interest of his work? Is it possible to make any historie al statement without faith in some 

first principle which establishes a eontext and meaning, which provides an epistemologieal 

and philosophical setting? Dawson, whatever his errors, made his premises explicit. At 

the same time his studies of the 'mentality' of the Middle Ages and primitive religions 

have intrinsic interest as weIl as value to the scholar; Dawson's empathetie rendering of 

these historical periods is of exceptional literary quality. His stress on the role of 

Christianity as the root of our civilization, and other religions in their own settings, is an 

incisive antidote to the domin~nce in modern historiography of studies of the politics and 

economies of earlier periods, e' en of the 'structures of everyday life,' which sometimes 

lose a sense of the psycho!Jgical reality that can be observed only in reeognizing the 

central role of a people's system of shared signifieant symbols--in the case of the West, 

those of the Christian faith throughout its historical evolution. His evaluation of the decp 

roots of the Christian tradition in the West and the legacy of that tradition in the modern 

mentality is a brilliant attempt to tum Nietzsche on his head; by demonstrating the 

penetrative power, endurance, and modern extension of these roots Dawsolt sought to 

demonstrate that Christianity still supplies the implicit order of our culture. 

Dawson's historical works, from his study of archaic civilizations to the 'making 

of Europe,' demonstrate solid scholarship and extensive erudition. As a rnctahistorical 

98Dawson, The Movement of World Revolutions, 65. 

99Dawson, The Movement of World Revolutions, 102-105. 
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theoretician his work holds up better than most in its historical explanation of particular 

periods. His macrohistorical theories anticipated Spengler'~, ane' then Toynbee's and 

Sorokin's, cyclicism and Toynbee's final mixture of cycles with a progressive religious 

movement. After 1954 Dawson felt that Toynbee's final progressive view of four world 

historical stages of civilization and religious cycles was essentially the same as the one 

he had outlined back in 1922, with the major difference being in their forecasts and the 

locus of historical dynamics rather than in their architectonie frameworks1oo As a 

Christian exponent of a metahistorical paradigm developed through specifie historical 

studies, Dawson must stand in the first rank among those in the twentieth century who 

have written metahistory in response to the perceived crisis of the West. 

lOOSee letter to John J. Mulloy (25 Sept. 1954), quoted in Scott, 163. Also: Dawson, 
"Toynbee's Study of History," 131-132. 
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LEWIS MUMFORD: THE GENERALIST AS MET AHISTORIAN 

There are parts of Asia Minor, of Northern Africa, of 

Greece and evt'n of Alpine Europe, where the operation 

of causes set in action by man has brought the face 

of the earth to a desolation almost as complete as 

that of the moon; and though, within that brief space 

of time which we call the 'historical period,' they 

are known to have been covercd by luxuriant woods, 

verdant pastures, and fertile meadows, the y are now 

too far deteriorated to be reclaimable by man ... The 

earth is fast becoming an unfit home for its 

noble st inhabitant, and another era of equal human 

crime and human improvidence, wou Id reduce it 

to such a condition of impoverished productiveness, 

\ If shattered surfac;e, of climatic excess, as to 

threaten the depravation, barbarism, and perhaps even 

extinctioll of the species. 

George Perkins Marsh l 

Man has become a slave to his own marvelous invention, 

the machine. Nikolai Berdyaev2 

IGeorge Perkins Marsh, Man and Nature or Physical Geography as Modified by 
Human Action (1864, New York: Scribner, 1874), 42-43. 

2Nikolai Berdyaev, The Fate of Man in the Modern World (Ann Arbor: University 
of Michigan, 1962), 71. 
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As far back as the middle 1920's Lewis Mumford conceived a vocation for 

himself of reaIigning the self-perception of Western Civilization in the decay of pre-war 

progressive ideology toward a 'Renewal of Life.' He sought to provide a new conception 

of the basic nature of man and a redefinition of the relationship between man and the 

machine. Mumford directed his works at shifting the contemporary perspective of "the 

entire history of Homo Sapiens" toward this end. He wrote to a frielld as early as 1925: 

If we are to have a vision to live by again it will 

have to be different from ail the past efforts of religion 

and philosophy; and yet it will have to draw from them 

and contain them ... a synthesis of, not of knowledge, 

for that is impossible except in abstract forros, but 

of [sic] attitudes and experiences which willlead out 

into the life through which even the darkest parts will 

become assimilable and humanly self sustaining. To tell 

the truth, 1 am a little frightened when 1 contemplate 

the size of my task.3 

Mumford modeled his life on that of the mythical 'universal man' of the 

Renaissance; a professional 'GeneraIist,' he wrote a history of utopian projections and 

seminal works of literary criticism of nineteenth century American literature and 

philosophy. He was among the leading architectural reviewers of the twentieth century, 

rivaling Ruskin in the nineteenth century in the influence of his criticism. A leading 

internationalist of the Oid Left before World War Two, Mumford was a persistent foe of 

fascism and helped to sway the isolatiomst and pacifistic left in the late thirties toward 

recognition of the practical and moral necessity of confronting the Nazi menace and 

3Lewis Mumford, Sketches from Life (New York: The Dial Press, 1982), 448-449. 
See also: Lewis Mumford, My Work and Days: A Personal Chronicle (New York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979). 97. 
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succoring England. Mumford led in the movement within the U .S. for urban surveys, 

regional planning and urban/rural revitalization from the 1920's up Into the 1970's. As 

a philosopher and a man of letters he has been compared to Emerson. In a psychological 

vein, Mumford presented a model of the naturai personali ty in opposition to Carl y le' s 

perspective of man as a "tool-using animal" and Bergson's vlew of man as "Ilomo

Faber"; Mumford's idea of man as a "self-fabricating animal" cmphasized the primacy of 

man's symbolizing functions as the element which most makes him human.4 His review 

of world history concentrated on the evolution of man in symbolic relation to his technics, 

where the technical constellation is an expression of human nature, a materially-grounded 

set of abstract symbolizations which, at any particular historical point, provides li 

dialectical baseline for the subsequent formulation of symbols by individuals, including 

those of their own self-perception. 

Mumford lived his monistic philosophy and articulated its implications as one of 

America's most persistent, staunch, and philosophically-consistent eco-humanists of the 

twentieth century. As a cultural critie in the Cold War era, Mumford was perhaps 

unsurpassed in his trenchant attacks on the psychologically debilitating and morally 

sapping effects of nuclear technics, tht' perverse dehumanization of modem capitalism 

with its pattern of cancerous growth fed by the lowest common denominators of greed 

and the blind desire for power, and most importantly perhaps, on the modern, now 

worldwide, dominance of the all-devouring Moloch of the military-industrial complex: 

the megamachine, for which we have recreated ourselves in the image of automation. As 

a world historian, Mumford sought to present a cohesive view of the developrnent of the 

modern megatechnical complex and to demonstrate that this process has go ne forward in 

4Lewis Mumford, The Conduct of Life (1957, New York: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1970), 39. Mumford felt that his view of hum an nature was, in a sense, a 
natural extension of Bergson's philosophy: "My own philosophy could be treated as a 
modification of his, for whereas he draws a distinction betwcen intuition, which IS vital, 
and reason, which is mechanized .. .l go on to point out that the mechanical itself 1'; a 
creation of life ... ," one that only becomes anti-vItal when dlvorced From life. Letter to 
Van Wyck Brooks, 17 August 1935, Robert E. Spiller, Ed., The Van Wyck Brook'i LeWIS 

Mumford Letters (New York: Dutton, 1970), 117. 
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pursuit of hum an ideals and symbolic ends. In his holistic view of humanity as the 

procreator of symbols and directing ideals, Mumford showed that human beings could 

seize upon that creative power and thus envision a guiding view of the future where the 

free personality could regain its place as humanity's end and being rather than the 

suborned means of mechanical accretion and agglomeration. 

As with other of our metahistorians, Mumford was driven by a utopian vision of 

a desired future that was confronted by a potential cataclysm. either by the material 

destruction of the biosphere, through war or the decimation of the natural environment, 

or from the process of dehumanization which, at any rate, accompanies environmental 

degeneration. He feared upcoming catastrophes as weIl as an apocalypse in the soul 

which is occurring in the present. To Mumford, modem society is afflicted by a 

"collective compulsive.. neurosis" through a Faustian bargain for material power and goods 

for which it has left its soul hostage.5 The material destruction of the environment, the 

lack of non-material values in modem urban life, and the mechanical imperatives of 

contempor~ry patterns of production and consumption progress of a piece; the personal 

and material aspects of life are intrinsically bound into a single development. For 

Mumford, like Emerson, "the world i:; emblematic"; macrocosmic deveiopment reflected 

that in the myriad mirrors of the microcosm and was there reflected in its turn.6 

Mumford, the generalist as metahistorian, is a moralist and seer who look up 

where the specialist left off, often at a point where he felt that humane judgement of the 

implications of historieal findings was required. As he put it: "My specialty is that of 

bringing the scattered specialisms [sic] together, to form an overall patt~rn that the expert, 

precisely because of his overconcentration on one small section of existence, fatally 

overlooks or deliberately ignores. ,,7 Modem specialization is the result of the 

5Lewis Mumford, In the Name of Sanity (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1954), 197. 

6Emerson, ql10ted in Roderiô" Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind (New Haven: 
Yale UP, ]973), 85. 

7Lewis Mumford, The Urban Prospect (New York: Harcourt Brace and World, 1968), 
209. 
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"automation of knowledge," its compartmentalization into arbitrary and deactivating 

intellectual categories where it may conveniently be stored to prevent the association of 

meaningful truth. In an age when the utility of knowledge is defined by the interests of 

the cash nexus, in a machine economy, "we find that the very words, human, history, 

value, purpose, and end, were excluded as extraneous and undesirable for any method of 

quantitative measurement and statistical prediction." Mumford cou Id not accept the 

separate hegemonies of C.P. Snow's 'two cultures' in the modern age; the scientific 

model had come to dominate in aIl areas, even those for which it was inapplicable.K 

Mumford instead held to a Jungian conception of the balanced unit y of opposites in 

society as in the fully-expressed personality. He he Id to a philosophical holism where 

distinctions between body and mind, spirit and matter, self and society, man and nature, 

and science and humanism, were extrinsic and arbitrary categorizations masking an 

underlying unity.9 

Lewis Mumford was born "out of his time" in Flushing, Long Island, in 1895.10 

Elvira Conradina (Baron) Mumford was a widow before Lewis was born; her husband had 

left her years before to go to Canada and the marriage was annulled before his death. 

Elvira worked as a housekeeper at the home of a wealthy older bachelor with whom she 

shared a Platonic love. Lewis was conceived when a nephew of her employer look a 

lengthy stay with his uncle and became Elvira's lover; the relationship was broken with 

the pregnancy and Mrs. Mumford left her position with a pension rather lhan glve up the 

child for adoption. Lewis was born to an unhappy, even bitter woman who ran a 

boarding house and was a chronic and perhaps hypochondriacal invalid for over thirty 

years. He never asked about his father until 1942 when his own boy, Geddes, approached 

8Lewis Mumford, "The Automation of Knowledge," Vital Speeches 30 (May 1,1964): 
442. 

9Lewis Mumford, Faith for Living (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1940), 296 . 

lOMumford, My Work and Days, 26. Lewis Mumford, Fmdings and Keepingsj 
Analects for an Autobiography (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975), 7. 
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his manhood. 11 

Despite the poverty of his early surroundings, his lack of a father, his mother's 

incessant and compulsive gambling, and the closed social world of his extended family 

given to perpetuaI feuds over petty trifles and insipid poker games, Mumford grew up 

with a strong s~nse of inner confidence. 12 In his early youth Lewis and his mother 

moved to Manhattan, across from where the Lincoln Center is now. There he found three 

routes of escape from his opplessive home: his grandfather, a retired headwaiter from 

Delmonico's, took hhn for extended daily walks throughout the city; from 1903-1908 he 

received his first formative exposures to rural life as he and his mother traveled to a 

Bethel, Vermont, farm for the duration of each summer. His other mode of flight was 

in an involved inner world of day dreams.13 Lewis's early insecurity was, however, 

evidenced by his ever-present fear (f death; until he was ten years old he needed an adult 

ta lay beside him for him to go to sleep.14 Lewis was an excellent student in grade 

school; he received the prize as best student and acted as valedictorian before going on 

to Stuyvesant High School where his acad~mic record was not nearly as good but where 

he became a cheerleader and was voted the most popular boy in his class.1s At age 

sixteen Lewis's interest in classicai literature was sparked, not by his school, but through 

his attraction to an older girl whose wider knowledge and literary interests demanded a 

corresponding fi uency .16 

According ta a 1930 memoir, Mumford at age fourteen had faith in a personal 

llMumford, Sketches, 25-32. Martin Piller, "Lewis Mumford: The Making of an 
Architectural Critic," Architectural Record 170 (April, 1982): 116. 

12Mumford, Sketches, 12, 42, 56, 73. Wilfred M. McClay, "Lewis Mumford," The 
American Scholar 57 (Winter 1988): 112. 

\3Mumford, Sketches, 3, 4, 13, 86. Mumford. Findings, 156. 

14Mumford, Findings, 155. 

ISMumford, Sketches, 65, 94, 98. 

16Mumford, Sketches, 177. 
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God, one who helped him to get high marks !n school. Aside from the influence of his 

fervently pious Catholic nanny, the religion of his home was superficially expressed 

within the frame of the Episcopal Church of America without ally serious sense of 

commitment. When Lewis was sixteen he left the church in favor of the God he read of 

in Spinoza; subsequently, "God was in me and 1 was in God, but the sky from that time 

was empty.,,17 He was later to have two 'mystical' experiences which stayed with him 

throughout his life, one on the Brooklyn Bridge and the other in Newport in his Navy 

days, when he experienced a feeling remarkably like that which Toynbee reported, of a 

sense of the entire past and future sweeping through him. 18 lt seems significant that, 

though they were both agnostic to one extent or another when they first had these 

experiences, neither Toynbee nor Mumford described them as 'imaginative' or 'emotional' 

but named them 'mystical' with aU the connotations and implications of a transcendental 

state. 

In the days of his youth Mumford he Id to the somewhat utopian optimism of the 

progressives, that the errors and imbalances of industrialism and urban poverty were about 

to be overcome: "we aU had a sense that we were on the verge of a transition into a new 

world, a quite magical translation, in which the hopes of the American Revolution, the 

French Revolution and the Industrial Revolution would all be simultaneously fulfilled."'9 

This utopianism, though shattered by World War One, remained as a current throughout 

his life's work, most clearly in the 'Renewal of Life' selies beginning in the thirties, and, 

after the capping blow of World War Two, with diminished hope, but no less fervor, in 

his last works on the development of the 'megamachine' and the required 'transfomlation 

of man.' 

On graduating from high school, Mumford attended the City College of New York 

during the evening and worked as a copyist for the Evening Telegraph during the day to 

17Lewis Mumford, "What 1 Believe," The Forum 83 (1930): 263. 

18Mumford, Sketches, 199. 

19Mumford, Sketches, 129. 
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help support himself and his mother. He also began to write essays. articles, and plays 

which he hoped to publish. After two years of credits as a night student Lewis applied 

for day registration and was accepted, as a freshman! The insult was aIl the more galling 

as he was already being published in The Forum; his subsequent collegiate career was 

marked by a lack of concentration in his coursework, deliberate non-conformity, poor 

marks, and extra-curricular writing--both at school and for independent publications.20 

In 1914, Mumford entered a contest in Metropolitan magazine to answer a 

challenging article by George Bernard Shaw on "The Case for Equality." Though he lost 

the contest to Lincoln Steffens, Mumford's article was also printed. Mumford was 

strongly inf1uenced by Shaw in hi~ youth; he retained Shavian perspectives throughout 

his life on the impos~ibility of a 'return to nature' as unnatural and he agreed with Shaw 

on the need for Supermen 10 lead in the salvaging of Western Civilization?l In 1915, 

tuberculosis and a month's recuperation at Ogunquit interrupted his college attendance. 

After convalescence he resumed his studies at New York University, Columbia, and City 

College without ever taking a degree, although he had plenty of credits.22 In 1917, he 

sought to avoid the Anny draft by obtaining employment in a scientific laboratory and, 

later, by en listing in the Navy where he served for ten months. In this last year of the 

war Mumford served as a radio technician. He was stationed comfortably in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, where he had the leisure to study architecture, write in the Harvard 

Library, and survey the city and its museums. During the war Mumford hopefully 

anticipated "The Revolution ... an uprising on the part of the downtrodden that would 

overthrow the master class and bring about a regime of equality and brotherhood."23 

On his discharge from the Navy in 1919, Mumford retumed to his ~tudies, now 

at the New School for Social Research, with classes by Graham Wallas and Thorstein 

2°Mumford, Sketches, 131. 

2lMumford, Findings, 9, 17. Mumford, Sketches, 137. 

22Filler, 118. 

21Mumford, My Work and Days, 374. Mumford, "What 1 Believe," 363. 
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Veblen.24 Veblen served as a model for Mumforti in this period; traces of his theories, 

like the evils of 'pecuniary society' and the impact of the machine divorced from th~ 

'instinct for workmanship,' are retained throughout Mumford's writings. Veblen also 

worked with Mumford. In 1920, Mumford had obtained a position as an associate editor 

on The Dial, where Veblen held a seat on the editorial board. The Dial was a radical 

publication of the "Younger Generation," a b'TOUP of dlsillusioned rebels in post-war 

Greenwich Village who sought "reconstruction," the rehumanization of aIl institutions as 

an antidote to what they perceived as a coming dark age.ol5 Though he was only with 

The Dial for seven months, his tenure there reinforced Mumford's directIon in the fUlure 

as a literary and social critic and as a defender of the sexual liberation of the twenties; 

it also introduced him to Sophia Wittenberg, who would become his wife and 

amanuensis?6 As 'i member of The Dial staff, Mumford spoke out against the injustice 

of the Peace of Versailles and regretfully opposed the League of Nations. At around this 

time his disillusionment with U.S. politics, imperialism, and isolationism led him tu 

conceive of the need for a "wholesale rethinking of the basis of modern life and 

thought."27 Mumford's biographer, Donald Miller, describes him as a "communist" of 

sorts during this period; one who, in the tradition of Kropotkin, Ebenezer Howard, and 

Geddes, sought a "Green Republic" and rejected the Marxist vlew of a proletarian 

revolution in which 'progress' and industrial growth would be united.21l 

In the early twenties Mumford began to make a name for himself as a wnter and 

eritic; over the years he eontributed aetively to the New Republic, Harpers, The American 

Mercury, The American Caravan, and other magazines. He published his first work of 

24Mumford, Sketches, 212-213. 

25Mumford, Sketches, 214-220. 

26Filler, 118. Mumford, Ske.ches, 234,248, 285. 

27Mumford, Findings, 202-206. 

28Donald L. Miller, Lewis Mumford; A Life (New York: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 
1989),296. 
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architectural criticism, with the characteristic title, "Machinery and the Modern Style," in 

The New Republic in 1921. By 1924 he had produced enough articles of architectural 

review to bring them together in his first book on the subject, Sticks and Stones, which 

made him a name in the field. Early in his career Mumford favored the clean lines of 

functionalist architecture in a reaction to the Victorian clutter of his childhood home; he 

celebrated the works of Richardson, Sullivan, and Wright as providing a new basis for 

the urban landscape. Later, from 1931 until his retirement, Mumford made his bread and 

butter by writing his New Yorker column, "The Sky Line," on architecture in the city. 

From 1932 to 1937 he doubled as the art cri tic on the magazine.29 Even as he 

established a reputation in the twenties as a new and powerfui voice in architectural 

cr~ticism, Mumford was doing important work in another field, that of literary criticism 

and cultural history, through his books on The Story of Utopias (1922) and The Golden 

Day (1926). 

Mumford's first book·length work of literary criticism, The Story of Utopias, 

estabhshed him solidly within the idealist tradition. He divided works in the utopian 

tradition between "escapist" fantasies and "utopias of reconstruction" which guide 

progressive activists toward the resolution of historical dilemmas. While rejecting the 

reductive utopias of nationalists and the tired radicalism of populist and progressive 

dogmatists who sought to remake the world by realigning the economic bases of society, 

Mumford praised those works which sought to regenerate the ideational superstructure of 

society. In this period he held that the utopian tradition and the "will to utopia" could act 

as a remedy to what Spengler had just defined as the 'decline of the West. '30 The 

saving revolution must be one of artists, like Thoreau, Emerson, and Whitman. Mumford 

rejected the utopias of the past, like Bellamy's News From Nowhere and Bacon's New 

Atlantis, which were dominated by technocratie elites. According to Mumford, the 

utopian tradition contained three key ideas that could be salvaged: land should be owned 

29Filler, 120. Aiso see: Miller, 164. 

30Lewis Mumford. The Story of Utopias (1922, New York: Harcourt Brace, 1962), 
2, 95-96, 268. 
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communally, work should be a "common function," and men should ait11 at genctil.: 

improvement.31 In line with his later work, Mut11ford felt that thcse three elements 

should be cultivated at the regional level by local inhabuants as a me ans of sOl:wl 

progress. Utopia must evolve from the grass roots as the rcsult of the collectlve will of 

particular communiues and not be Imposed from above hy external speciahsts. 1l 

Mumfoni criticized the utopian tradition as backward on thlS po 111 1. Though he rejcctcd 

these dstorical visions from th_ past because of thelr top-down fonnats he insisted on the 

validity of the utopian inspiration as a means of guiding action toward future goals: 

"Desire is real. "33 As he later expressed :t, "life is by nature directional and goal 

seeking."34 Utopia by any earlier definiti(\n vas 'the perfected society.' In Mumford's 

view, especially later in his career, this was impossible and unnatural; he projectcd 

Eutopia--the "best possible })lace" --instead as a process, an Ideal which gllldcs action !)ut 

never arrives at a final steady state. "Damn utopias! Life is better th an utopia ... "'5 

The most formative influence on Mumford's early career and worldview was the 

work and personality of Patrick Geddes, in Mumford's words, "the authentic father of cIty 

planning. ,,36 One hates to take the sexualized and almost universally mal-descnptivc 

Oedipal complex too seriously but in Mumford's case it is clear that Geddcs came to play 

the part of a moral and intellectual authority who stood in the place of the father that he 

had never had. Before he came uflder Geddes' influence Mumford had planncd to attain 

a Ph.D. in Philosophy; at another time he set himself the goal of becoming a successful 

31Mumford, The Story of Utopias, 304 305. In his later work he would repudmte this 
third category. 

32Mumford, The Story of Utoplas, 304-305. 

33Lewis Mumford, The Golden Day (New York: Boni and Liverright, 1926), 280. 
As he put it later, "the very ability to dream is the first condition for the drcam' s 
realization." Mumford, The Conduct of LIfe, 120. 

34Mumford, The Conduct of Life, 131. 

35Mumford, Findings, 353. 

36Mumford, Sketches, 242. 
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playwright. From his tirst readings of Geddes when he was eighteen, however, Mumford 

gradually made Geddes the model of his own adult psychological and vocation al 

development. Geddes' influence kept Mumford from specialization and justified his role 

of 'generalist'; Geddes' work in biology and town planning "exemplified the basically 

ecological doctrine of organic unit y" that was to become Mumford's philosophie goalY 

The surrogate relation was a mutual one; on the first meeting of the two in 1923, Geddes 

claimed that Mumford was the very image of his son who had died in the war: "you 

must be another son to me Lewis, and we will get on with our work together." Mumford 

stated that "this almost unmanned me."38 He felt a "complete paralysis" in the presence 

of Geddes, whose mumbled stream of consciousness soliloquies on architecture, biology, 

town planning, history, and the future were impossible for him to follow and nearly drove 

him to tears.39 

Gcddes was a man of wide-ranging but unframed ideas and unwritt."; theses who 
"" 

saw Mumford as the man to act as his secretary and collaborator and to write up his 

legacy. While Mumford did adopt and extend Geddes' ideas, he also rebdled against the 

unequal relationship; he felt Geddes "wants ail or nothing, and without seeking to get 

more deeply into one's own life, he sets before one the thwarted ambitions and ideas of 

his own.,,40 After their initial meeting in 1923, when Geddes wa_, on a V.S. tour that 

Mumford had arranged for him, me two nursed dh:appointed hopes over the lack of depth 

of their personal relationship and met only once again, in '925, though they corresponded 

regularly, before Geddes died in 1932. Writing about Geddes later, Mumford recalled his 

need to as sert an identity of his own to escape a symbiotic absorption in the work of his 

37Mumford, Findings, 101. See aIso, Lewis Mumford, The Urban Prospect (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1968), 209. 

18Mumford, Sketches, 322. Abbie Ziffren, "Biography of Patrick Geddes," Patrick 
Geddes: Spokesman for Man and the Environment, Marshall Stalley, Ed. (New 
Bnmswick: Rutgers UP, 1972),96. 

39Mumford, Findings, 99-100. 

4°Mumford, Findings, 100, and Sketches, 329-332. 
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intellectual father and end as a mere popularizer of the Geddesian system: "The tragedy 

of the relationship between teacher and pupil is that every disciple who is worth his salt 

betrays his master. ,,41 Even SO, he named his first born son Geddes Mumford. 

Mumford never really did betray Geddes' ideals despite his refusai to become a 

secretary amanuensis to his mentor and his rejection of Geddes' chans and graphs and 

his optimistic reliance on Comte. Mumford remained true to Geddes' view of history, 

the present problems of modern urban civilization and the reglOnalist movement. ln 1923 

he joined and later became the executive secretary for the Regional Plannine Association 

of America, led by Clarence Stein and Henry Wright, which was instrumental in the 

planning of Sunnyside Gardens in L<.,ng Islanci City and later in the New Town of 

Redburn, NJ., and in planning for the New Deal Greenbelt Pro gram between 1938-1940. 

In 1925, Mumford, along with Benton MacKay (the founder of the Appalachhtn Trail), 

edited the Regional Planning Edition of the Survey Graphie; they prcsented a systematic 

ideal of regional surveys and planning as solutions to urban congestion and spraw1.42 

After the Second World War and up into the seventies, Mumford was the most visible 

advocate of the New Towns movement and the ideal of regional planning to integrate 

rural and urban culture and land use and to act as an antidote for centralized state power. 

Mumford consistently championed Geddes' program for "cities eut to the human 

measure": "we must drain away ils population steadily into smaller centers until the 

metropolitan arras themselves can be reconstructed into a constellation of relatively self

contained communities, built on a more open pattern and separated from one another by 

parks and green belts. ,,43 

By the early thirties Mumford's career and poli tics began to crystalize. ln the 

early thirties he taught a course on "The Machine Age III America" at Columbia. Over 

the years he wa3 to become a popular lecturer: he received visiting professorships at 

41Mumford, My Work and Days, 118. 

42Mumford, The Urban Prospect, 211-212. Mumford, Sketches, 232. 

43Lewis Mumford, "Cities Fit to Live In," The Nation 166 (May 15, 1948): 531-532. 
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Dartmouth, Alabama College, Harvard, North Carolina State, Stanford, Berkeley, the 

University of Pennsylvania, and M.I.T. In 1930 Lewis and Sophy purchased an old 

farrnhouse in Amenia, New York, and in 1936 they moved there perrnanently; Mumford 

would travel two days a week to New York and do his writing at home. The decade was 

dominated for the Mumfords by a growing uneasiness and then vehement opposition to 

the fise and spread of fascism. In 1935, Mumford supported the United Front against 

fascism and was the only leftist intellectual interviewed by Calverton's Modern Monthly 

who thought that the U.S. should go to war to defend Europe against Hitler.44 In 1938 

he made a "CalI to Anns" in The New Republic and then wrote the rousing Men Must 

Act in 1939 and Faith for Living in 1940. In "The Corruption of Liberalism" in The New 

Republic (April, 1940) he condemned the appeasing and isolationist liberals as "passive 

barbarians" who let the fascist religion spread. In his view, fascism had "the capacity ... to 

integrate action, to create a spirit of willing sacrifice, to conjure up in the commnnity that 

possesses it a sense of collective destiny which makes the individuallife significant, even 

at the moment of death"; such a faith can only be countered by another that is equal to 

it.45 Liberais, in their suspension of judgement, "castrate the emotions' i.nd fail to see 

evil as evil: "Oood and evil are real, as virtue and sin are real... ,,46 Mumford held at 

this time that active resistance to ev il was essential even if it tainted virtue--as it 

presumably would through his own prescriptions for censorship, the jailing of aIl V.S. 

fascists, and the organization of the country for total war.47 

In his argument against isolationist and pacifistic liberals Mumford made a 

distinction between "Pragmatic Liberalism," founded on the traditionalliberal ideal of the 

unrestrained individual motivated by 'self-interest,' where interests are subject to 

44Mumford, My Work and Days, 374-400. 

45Lewis Mumford, "The Corruption of Liberalism," The New Republic 102 (April 29, 
1940): 568-573. Mumford broke with many of his old personal friends at this time (like 
F.L. Wright) over irreconcilable positions on isolation. Mumford, Sketches, 436. 

46Mumford, Faith, 42-46, 81. 

47Mumford, Faith, 106, Ill. 
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utilitarian measurement of solely material ends, and "Ideal Liberalism" that took as i~s 

paramount value the ideals of justice, order and culture, and founded itself on the good 

of the social whole. He had faith that this latter constellation of ideals and community 

was what made men human and was worth fighting for. The united left should rise as 

a man and embrace these ideals of hberalism as the hammer of fascism; as he put it in 

The Culture of Cities (1938), "Instead of aecepting the state cult of death Thal the fascists 

have erected as the proper crown for the servility and brutality that are the pillars of their 

states, we must erect a cult of life: life in action ... "48 

As the war approached, Mumford attempted to rouse his personal associates to the 

coming watershed; he set out a series of articles calling for action, he debated isolationists 

like Hamilton Fish, whom he ealled a Nazi accomplice, and he even hought himself a 

thirty gauge rifle, for, "with a Nazi victory in prospeet .... we who believed in democracy 

might presently be fighting, perhaps underground, for our lives. ,,49 In 1940 he resigned 

from The New Republic because of its unwillingness to support wat' preparation, and after 

the war he resigned in protest when the American Aeademy of Arts and Sciences, of 

which he had been president, elected to give Charles Beard, a prominent pre-war 

isolationist, an award.so When the war finally came. Mumford was an unflagging 

supporter of the Allied cause. After young Geddes died in France in 1944, he wrote a 

heart-rending biography of his son 's short life as an liet of catharsis for himself and for 

all the parents who had also made the supreme sacrifice.51 

Before the war Mumford had hoped that this second world war would be the 

48Lewis Mumford, The Culture ofCities (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1938), Il. Sec 
also, Mumford, Faith, 122, 123; and Mumford, "What 1 Believe," 268. 

49Lewis Mumford, Green Memories; The Story of Geddes Mumford (1947. Westport: 
Greenwood, 1973), 256, 257, 91. 

50Peter Shaw, "Mumford ~n Retrospect," Commentary 56 (Sept., 1973): 73. For 
Mumford's view of the Beard affair see his letter to Van Wyek Brooks (3 Oecember 
1947), in Spilier, Ed., 323-327. 

51Mumford, Green Memories, ad passim. 
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crucible for a renewal of human values and an overturning of the power-mad order of 

capitalism, fascism and misdirected Soviet Communism. Like Wells before World War 

One, he felt that this was to be the "last great crisis of this megapolitan power 

civilization" that would "displace the power personality." A Nietzschean 'transvaluation 

of values' would produce a new man and ground decentralized social power in regional 

variations of the triad of family, land, and the internaI self. 52 This historically-necessary 

"large-scale conversion" would be "deep-seated, organic, and religious in essence."S3 In 

fact, to a critical reviewer, the transfonnation that Mumford sought and his "ideal 

liberalism" with its subordination of 'self-imerest' 10 community and order had much in 

common wi th the spirit of self-sacrifice and the desire for an organic social unit y on 

which fascism itself was modeled. From Mumford's perspective, the essential difference 

would be in the rejection of the megatechnic power structure for the organic local 

community. The irony of this commonality between his "ideal liberalism" and sorne 

fascist ideas was compounded as he also saw the necessity for the technical and 

organizational means of total war to defeat fascism. At war's end he was 1eft with a deep 

sense of tragedy over the retention of these means in the AUied victory. He came to see 

Hitler as an "agent in the modernization of the megamachine"; "In the very act of dying 

the Nazis transmitted the genns of their disease to their American opponents. ,,54 

In the wake of the war Mumford was one of the fifSt to caU for the public control 

of worldwide nuclear technology. He repudiated the wartime error of indiscriminate 

bombing of civilian targets as a fascist technique that culminated in the use of the atomic 

bomb. In 1946 he condemned the Bikini Island tests and caUed for a national moral 

examination over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. To Mumford, the retention and stockpiling 

of nuclear weapons in peacetime must be averted at the start and he denounced nuc1ear 

strategy in no uncertain terms; h was as if "the secretary of Agriculture had licensed sale 

S2Mumford, Faith, 233. 

53Mumford, Faith, 196. 

54Lewis Mumford, The My th of the Machine: The Pentagon of Power (New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Jovanovich, 1970), 248-251. 
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of human flesh as a wartime emergency measure and people had tnken to cannibalism 

when the war was over as a clever dodge for lowering the co st of living." He also 

claimed that "madmen govern our affairs in the name of order and seclInty."S5 

Throughout the 1950's Mumford was one of the nation's most strident foes of Iluclear 

weapons; in his view the planning for genocidal obliteration bombing marked a moral 

reversaI in the West; the new conditioned acceptance of the American people to the 

modern goals of war, mutual extermination, evinced an overturning of liberal vinues and 

democratic contro1.56 

By the 1960's, reflecting and contributing to the countercultural and New Lcft 

critiques of modern America, Mumford condemned what Eisenhower had called the 

"military-scientific-industrial elite," and the "military-indllstrial complex" with its 

"permanent state of war. ,,57 He was one of the first and most vociferous opponents of 

V.S. involvement in Vietnam. He condemned the power machine's actions against the 

Vietnamese people: they were "tenorized, poisoned and roasted alive in a futile auempt 

to make the power fantasies of the military-industrial-scientific elite seem 'creditable. ",58 

The V.S. space program waf also high on his list of errors--it was but Keynesian 

'pyramid building' to put a man on the moon, just another manifes:ation of the machine's 

conspicuous waste.59 In the sixties Mumford explored the rise of the "megamachine" 

historically in three works that in his opinion marked the "climax of his thinking": The 

City in History won a National Book Award in 1962 and the two-volume ~1yth of the 

Machine came out in 1967 and 1970. In 1972 Mumford received a National Medal for 

SSMumford, My Work and Days, 456-460. 

s6Lewis Mumford, "MoraIs of Extermination," Atlantic 204 (Detober, 1959): 39-44. 

S7Mumford, The Vrban Prospect, 235. 

S8Lewis Mumford, The My th of the Machine: T echnics and Human Development 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich, 1967),225. Miller, 513. 

S9Mumford, Mythj Pentagon, 311. Lewis Mumford, "Prize or Lunaey," New<.iweck 
14 (July 7, 1969): 61. 
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Literature. He continued his critique in journal articles into the seventies, his central 

arguments now permanently set in their direction and tone. In the late seventies and early 

eighties Mumford the now elderly Mumford produced several r~':\:;ahng autobiogrilphical 

works.60 Lewis Mumford died in January of 1990. 

Mumford went through two major phases in his conception of the historical 

progression of man in evolution with his technics. The early half of his life's wo,:,k, 

roughly up till the end of World War Two, coalesced into the "Renewal of Life ~eries," 

an initially optimistic historical survey of man and technology from 1~ A.D. to the 

present that anticipated the emergence of a "Biotechnic" power and in~llstry which would 

circumvent the worst abuses of "Paleotechnic" industry and socid organization. The 

second half to Mumford's major metahistorical work was a parpilel sequence of books 

which centered on The My th of the Machine and dealt with its '.hemes from the dawn of 

civilization. 

The goal of the Renewal of Life Series is foresharJowed in Mumford's seminal 

work on V.S. philosophy and literature from 183G to 1860, The Golden Day (1926). 

Through this work Mumford was influential in resuscitating the reputations of the writers 

of the period who had been scorned in the Gilded Are. From his perspective, the 

writings of Emerson, Thoreau, Whitman, and Melville were ~!" response to the breakdown 

of the medieval synthesis, the last period in which man and the world could be vif"\Ved 

as a whole. "During the Middle Ages the visible world was definite ana ~Gcure. 1161 Tbe 

breakdown of the unified symbol system of the medieval order through the disintegrative 

movements of the Renaissance and Reformation was accomplished in the rise of 

abstractions WhlCh disconnected the intellectual and spiritual man from his natural 

environment. In the new financial order of money and credit a man's work was 

6°McClay, 111. R. Dahlin, "Harper and Row Signs Lewis Mumford," Publisher's 
Weekly 216 (October 22, 1979): 52. Anonymous, "Lewis Mumford Wins National 
Literature Medal," Publisher's Weekly 203 (January 1, 1973): 32-33. 

61 Mumford, ?~ndings, 98. Mumford, The Golden Day, 13. 
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disconnected from his goods. In science, there was a breakùown of the human-centered 

universe and the rise of mathematical quantification of distance and movement thm 

depopulated the heavens and pictured the body as a machine. In politienl thought, the 

individual was extracted from his society.62 

To Mumford, Emerson typified an authentie and original Ameriean response to 

this dislocation through his assertion that matter and spirit were but "phas~s of Man' s 

experience" and were not in eonfliet; matter passed through man' S spirit to be formulated 

into symbol and meaning, and spirit passed into matter and gave it fonn; in this Juncturc 

between symbols and forms man found his essence.63 Emerson, in Mumford's view, 

called for a revitalization of philosophy by tuming to a nakedness, to the freshness of 

one's own consciousness and the indepenrlent world of ideas in order to bypass the dead 

forros of the European past; "Life only avails, not the having lived."64 This renewal of 

philosophy and at the same time "life style," as Nietzsche was to call it, anticipated 

Nietzsche's 'transvaluation of values.' In Mumford's opinion, "there is little that is 

healthy in Nietzsche that was not frrst expressed in Emerson."65 1'0 Mumford, 

Emerson's Neo-Kantianism was richer th an any contemporary philosophy in Europe; the 

transcendental response to the downfall of the medieval synthesis and the rise of the 

mechanical worldview was perhaps the most potently-conceived answer to the machine 

yet invented. 

Along with Emerson's transcendentalism, Mumford found in the 'golden day' 

wamings of the dominance of urban decadence and the new industrial age by critics from 

Thoreau to Melville. In 1929 Mumford wrote his study of the thought of IIcnn an 

Melville, which did a great deal to revive Melville's reputation. Mumford used the 

62Mumford, The Golden Day, 25-27. 

63Mumford, The Golden Day, 104. 

64Emerson, quoted by Mumford, The Golden Day, 100. Mumford admitted in a leut'r 
to Van Wyck Brooks (23 December 1925) that he embraced an "instinctive Platonism" 
and transcendentalism. Spiller, Ed., 37. 

65Mumford, The Conduet of Life, bibliographie note on Emerson, 298. 
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metaphor of the Pequod as the West driven by a power-intoxicated Ahab in pursuit of a 

nature that, out of blind resistance to madness, might destroy its antagonist.66 The 

'golden day' ended tragically with the Civil War, a battle between two forms of slavery: 

the system of Black subjugation, and in the North, what George Fitzhughs had condemned 

as slavery to the 'machine.' In the victory of th(, machine "the guts of idealism were 

gone" and the ideal of the organic relationship of man and technics in the pastoral garden 

was dismissed as romantic sentimentality. In the wake of this disillusionment, American 

intellectuals turned again to Europe for inspiration or, like Henry Adams, bemoaned their 

psychological displacement in an era dominated by "men on the make. ,,67 

Mumford's early study of utopias and his analysis of the 'golden day' clearly 

foreshadowed the main themes of his "Renewal of Life Series." In writing these four 

volumes Mumford set out to build a "reconstructive utopia," a base plan for the 

transformation of society toward a "biotechnic," human-centered, culture and economy. 

The path to this utopian ideal involved the resolution of the very difficulty with which 

Emerson and his generation had grappled: supplying a psychological, philosophical and 

practical foundation for an indigenous community that could fill the void left in the 

disintegration of medievalism. The Renewal of Life wou Id occur as humanity grounded 

itself in a new humanistic synthesis where its best interests and purposes wou Id guide in 

the formation of its technics rather than be ignored and bypassed by the automatic 

movement of technical agglomeration. 

Mumford formulated his historical works in part as an answer to Spengler's thesis 

on the downfall of Western Civilization. Spengler's timetables for the stages of 

civilization concurred with Patrick Geddes' characterization of the cultural phase 

66Lewis Mumford, Herman Melville (New York: Literary Guild: 1929), ad passim. 

67Henry Adams, The Educationl of Henry Adams (1905, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1961), ad passim. Mumford shaf(~d Adams' view of the ' gilded age' or, as he called 
the se yeafs, "the Brown Decades." He pointed out the degenerative pattern of American 
culture as the Paleotechnic economy transformed it in its own image. See Lewis 
Mumford, The Brown Decades (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1931), ad passim. Also: 
Mumford, The Golden Day, 136, l66,204. 
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progression in the evolution of cities from Polis to Metropolis to Megalopolis to 

Parasitopolis to Pathopolis to Necropolis. In 1926 Mumford felt that Spengler's "feeling 

for history" was "magnificent," "sound," and "brilhant." He agreed with Spengler's 

positioning of the West: "1 am quite ready, for one, to grant that we have reached the 

final stage." But Mumford argued that this intellectual realization itself changed the fate 

of the West. Possessing an understanding of this degenerative cycle, wc cou Id, perhaps, 

prevent and reverse the decline of the West or, at any event, the West need not be 

succeeded by barbarians. "May we not, perhaps for the tirst time, make the transposition 

consciously, from a finished civilization to a new and budding culture?"6~ Mumford 

later disavowed Spengler's "disembodied Platonism," especially his anificial separation 

of a spiritual 'culture' and a materialist 'civilization,' both of which exist as elements in 

a dialectical balance in any society.69 His later criticisms of Spengler as the prophet of 

Nazi barbarism cannot gloss over the certain sympathy that Mumford felt for Spengler's 

view of the fall of ~he West and to which he connected his own version of a sort of 

conscious barbarism, one which required a cleansed slate for an Emersonian renewal or 

Nietzschean revaluation, but which would be established from the stan on humanistic 

principles. While he condemned Spengler's imposition of his martial values in history 

as pasting his own photo on the lens of history, he applied his own humanism in its place 

in his caU for renewal. 

The four volumes of the "Renewal ofLife Series" were published over a seventeen 

year period: Technics and Civilization came out in 1934, The Culture of Citie~ in 1938, 

The Condition of Man in 1944, and The Conduct of Life in 1951. With the first volume, 

Technics and Civilization, Mumford established his reputation as an advanced pioneer In 

the history of technology. In this work Mumford was at his most optimistic. Surveying 

68Lewis Mumford, "DownfaU or Renewal: Review of The Decline of the West," The 
New Republic 46 (May 12, 1926): 368-369. 

6~ewis Mumford, "Spengler's Des Untergang des Abendlands," Books that Changed 
Our Minds (New York: Doubleday, 1939), 222. See also: Lewis Mumford, The 
Condition of Man (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1973),372-376. 
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the interaction between Western society and its technics, he found that "the machine is 

ambivalent"; the "purposeless materialism" of the present is not a result of any imperative 

found in the machine itself but is a product of our lack of values in its application. With 

the imposition of new values, the machine could be an instrument of liberation and 

technological growth can be a step toward the Biotechnical economy. When Mumford 

employed Spengler's word "technics" he referred to the "enlire technological complex," 

which included the symbols of aspiration manifested in technical solutions, the 

corresponding structure of society, and the personality associated with its stage of 

development.7o Thus, in describing technics and its hislory Mumfon.! portrayed the 

evolution of mentality in the West, including an 'idolum' or symbolic field, which 

preceded and justified technological 'progress.' 

Technics and Civilization, to Mumford's later chagrin, held to the progressive 

era's optimism that rationalization of production, 'efficiency and uplift,' would produce 

a plenty that would do for aIl: reason merely demanded a victory of "sound machine 

esthetics" over what Veblen had called "the requirements of pecuniary reputability." As 

a supponer of functionalist architecture, an enthusiastic proponent of hydropower and 

rural electrification, and an optimist over the possibilities for the widespread distribution 

of goods in the emerging new economy, Mumford he Id that "we cannot intelligently 

accept the practical benefits of the machine without accepting its moral imperatives and 

esthetics forrns," and further, "the economic: the objective: the collective: and finally, 

the integration of these principles in a new conception of the organic--these are the marks, 

already discernable, of our assimilation of the machine not merely as an instrument of 

practical action but as a valuable mode of life. ,,71 At this point he felt that 

standardization and Taylorism were good things and looked forward to the growth of a 

rationalized, large seale agriculture in place of the outmoded private ownership of land.72 

7°Lewis Mumford, Technics and Civilization (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1934), 283, 
273,353. 

7lMumford, Technics, 355-356. 

72Mumford, Technics, 358, 386, 382. 
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To be fair, Mumford's optimism (which he later rued) was conditioned here by his long 

term perspective on the imminent emergence of a Biotechnic, human-centered economy. 

In his mind, the mechanical world picrure was now breaking down, capitalism, the 

"economy of acquisition" was a spent force, and techmcs would henceforth serve a post

Marxist 'basic communism' with socialized distribution at a "vital standard" that would 

end the 'progressive' pattern of increased consumption.73 

Mumford inherited and extended the historie al categorizations of Patrick Geddes 

who had divided the history of technics mto Paleotechnic and Neolechnic periods.74 He 

employed three overlapping historical periods in his early works starting with the 

Eotechnic which began around 1000 A.D. The Eotechnic period was the dawn of modern 

technics, "one of the most brilliap, periods in history," in which the West, through a 

syncretism of inventive technological contributions, syntheslzed an order bascd upon the 

new power sources of wind, water and wood (replacing man and horsepower). There was 

a balance of agriculture and small-scale, community-based, and guild-regulated industry 

which employed canals for transportation and contributed glass for lighting and the 

printing press for the dissemination of knowledge.75 Mumford argued, against Weber's 

thesis of the conjunctive origins of capitalism and the Calvinist mind set and work ethic, 

that the capitalistic order had its origin in the disciplines of work and prayer established 

in the early Ectechnic Benedictine monasteries where the clock, and thereby an 

incrementally atomized and symbolically mechamzed time, regulated canonical hours and 

instituted an internahzed relation between segments of ume and tasks to be performed. 

Simultaneously, mining and spinning industries began to advance faster than otht:r 

economic areas; the production of textiles began to shift from the individual home to the 

factory. Concurrently, the technics of the mine, like the standardization and mass tcchlllcS 

required by the army, developed a breakdown of process steps and specialization, the 

73Mumford, Faith, 390-406. 

74Patrick Geddes, Cities in Evolution (1913. New York: Fertig, 1968), 63. 

75Mumford. Technics, 110-123. 
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pattern of continuous shifts and new tools like pumps, bellows and engines, aIl of which 

required extensive capitalization. The nascent technics of the Eotechnic mine and factory 

would become the dominant technics of the Paleotechnic period.76 The other half of the 

emergent vanguard was war, "the chief propagator of the machine." Warfare was the 

main agent in promoting the growth of the mining industry, especially with the large-sc ale 

use of cannon; the cannon led to the consequent intensive fortification of moats, canals, 

bridges and outworks which required the services of military engineers. To Mumford the 

militaI)' machine was an 'ideal' form toward whieh technics tend when not direeted 

toward human ends.77 The Eotechnic order lasted until 1750 in Britain and Iater 

elsewhere, but already, by the end of the Renaissance, it was in twilight. Industry grew 

more backward from a human standpoint even as it advanced a:: a meehanical system. 

The shift from the Eotechnic to the Paleotechnic era was preceded by a 

eorwsponding shift in the symbolie abstraction of value, noted earlier in both science and 

eapitalism, which gave birth to the mechanistic world picture. The division between the 

primary and secondary qualities by Galileo, and the corresponding reduction of reality to 

the measurabIe, the dualistic Cartesian view of the body as a machine, the division of 

knowledge and the limitation of field symbolized by the expulsion of the humanities as 

objects of study by the Royal Society, the concentration on the external world and 

rejection of the internaI one: aIl evidenced to Mumford a turn away from an 'organic' 

approach.78 Mumford characterized the Baroque age as an "age of abstractions" when 

the transform~tion to the Paleotechnic was accomplished by isolating the part and 

classifying away any unifying whoIes.79 By the end of the Eotechnic period, material 

goods had replaced a communal sense of place or a religious aspiration as the measure 

of wealth and goal of life, making the "greatest good for the greatest number" a 

76Mumford, Technies, 134-5. 

77Mumford, Technics, 88-93. 

78Mumford, Technics, 41-50. 

79Lewis Mumford, The Culture of Cities (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1938),94. 
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mechanistic justification for an ever-increasing production of 'goods' without a standard 

of hum an need or any intrinsic sense of human happiness. Mumford's view of the n~w 

era of technics was baslcally an idealist cne: the change III world picture in part pn:cedcd 

change in technology just as dreams, visions, and a~pirations, like Leonardo's dremn of 

flight, provided a model later materiahzed by invention.80 

The Paleotechnic era started around 1760 WIthout a sharp break with the pasl; as 

we have seen, the idolum was in place and the technical model of the anny and the mine 

had established a pattern for its irnplementation. The Paleotechnic complex came togethcr 

with the use of coal and later oil as an energy source, iron as a bllliding material, and the 

steam engine as a motive power. To Mumford's mind, the railroad and mine system led 

to a widespread perversion and destruction of the envlronment, partly throllgh thcir 

collateral 'conurbation' (a Geddes neologism), or unrestrained urban poplllaüon 

accumulation and sprawl, at rail road junctures, mining centers, and centers of industrial 

production.81 The Paleotechnic period was a "disastrous interlude"; it destroycd living 

standards, undermined the health of cities and demanded imperialistic adventures to 

provide forced outIets for manufactures and the control of raw matenals. Accompanying 

these physical processes was the ideology of progress which measured value by Illne 

calculation and overturned Kant's dictum that man must be an end and not merely a 

means. The factory system came increasingly to dominate aH aspects of lire, turning 

skilled craftsmen into machine tenders, and extending its discipline into the school and 

bedroom so that "life was judged by the extent to whlch it ministered to progress, 

progress was not judged by the extent to which it mimstered to life," and "survlval of the 

fiuest" served as the post-facto justification of an idolum, Ilot as a true mca~ure of man '..; 

nature.H2 With the rise of "individualism," the declme of "personality" sparked the 

compensatory Romantic movement and. in the twentieth century, the irrauonalisrn and 

8°Mumford, Technics, 38, 52. 

81Mumford, Technics, 156-163. 

82Mumford, Technics, 176-183. 
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sexlIalization of art, both of which can be seen as stopgap efforts to prote st the hegemony 

of thr machine.83 

Following the Paleotechnic abu!;es and resolving many of them was the current 

rise of the Neotechnic order. Hydropower electlicity would allow regional 

decentralization and local market economies; autom~tion would save laborers from drudge 

work; new alloys, technologies of instantaneous communication, new technologies of light 

such as telescopes and microscopes, the industrialization of agriculture, conservation 

practices, birth control, collectivization, aIl would serve to humanize the machine, to 

integrate its positive benefits with human needs. The very inventiveness of the 

Neotechnical order will provide technics that will resolve the human problems of the 

Paleotechnic. And this is not all!84 Once the Neotechnic age freed itself from the 

fossilized remnants of the Paleotechnic configuration, a cooperative, liberating paradise 

might be forthcoming in a culminating Biotechnic order. Mumford's ide al of the 

Biotechnic partly anticipates Herbert Marcuse's New Left analysis of the potential for the 

elimination of the "surplus repressions" of the past that would allow a return to a 

polymorphous sexualization that wO!lld turn work into play in a garden of technologically 

prodllced abundance. "When automation becomes general arid the benefits of 

mechanization are socialized, men will be back once more in the Edenllke :Jtate in which 

they have existed in regions of naturaI increment, like the SOtlth Seas: the ritual of 

leisure will replace the ritual of work. and work itself will become a kind of game. ,,85 

An "organic ideology" replacing that of the machine will emerge in the Neotechnic period 

as we abllofb the les sons of machine production, of objectivity, the concept of a neutral 

world and the quantitative and rational side of existence--while the se are not complete, 

they are necessary te a future growth and, first of aIl, to the rejection of the religion of 

83Lewis Mumford, In the Name of Sanlty (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1954), 119. 

84Mumford, Technics, 212-263. 

85Mumford, Technics, 279. See also: Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization 
(Boston: Beacon, 1966), ad passim. 
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the machine, the Paleotechnic doctrine of Progress.86 

The locus of the change in the symbols of any society is with thœ;e individuals 

who foresee the imperatives of their agl. and are able to present symbolic resolutions that 

can be materialized by the society in its art, illstitutions and '~,fe style.' According ln 

Mumford, the Biotechnic order has already been foreshadowed by a wave of creative 

leaders, men like Robert Owen, Geddes, Ebenezer Howard, the father of the New Towns 

movement, William Morris, Kropotkin, Frederick Law OImstead, George Pcrkins Marsh, 

and Alfred North Whitehead.87 Mumford conceptualized the individllal role in creatlon 

much as Toynbee did with his Withdrawal and RetufIl paradigm and perspective on the 

spread of cultural creations by "Mimesis" through society at large. Like Toynbee he 

owed debts to Bergson and Nietzsche. He held that "only a handflll of people in any age 

are its true contemporaries. Gnly sluggishly do the mass of the people respond to the 

events that are sweeping tnrough the ruling classes or the intellectual elite ... "MM The 

"creator or transvaluator' is an artist \\ith symbols "who brings forth out of his own 

depths new forms and va!ues that am:>unt to new destinauons," who must work to 

"overcome or transform the demonic and to release the more human and divine clements 

in his own soul. 1189 The first step in social transformation then, history tells us, is to 

"find yourself' and there "establish a fresh starting point."90 

Such is the metahistorical platform that underlies the "Renewal of Life Series" and 

serves as a baseline for the later My th of the Machine volumes. In The Culture of Cilies 

(1938), Mumford charted the unhappy movement of conurbation from the ecologlcal 

86Mumford, Technics, 363-365. 

87Mumford, Technics, 426, 367. Mumford, The Culture of Cities, 9, 218. 

88Mumford, The CultUIe of Cities, 74. Mumford later clalmed precedence over 
Toynbee in his theory of Withdrawal and Return. Mumford, Sketches, 449. Aiso ~;t:c: 

Miller, 420. 

89Mumford, In the Name of Sanity, 163. 

9OMumford, The Conduct of Life, 252. 
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balance of the human-scale medieval walled town to the Paleotechnic megalopolis; the 

loss of scale at the end of the Medieval period was "symptomatic of social pathology." 

The Culture uf Cities is a landmark ir the writing of the history of the city, especially of 

urban growlh Of, as Mumford called it, "unbuilding," which is the destruction of 

ecological balance."1 He traced the effects of capitalb[ value on land use, the impact 

of increased bureaucratic centrahsm and military imperatives on urban grid patterns, and 

architectural disharmony through the Paleote'chnic phase. But then Mumford turned the 

second half of his massive tome to the prospective Neotechnic urban emergence by 

tracing the movement of urban reform through the nineteenth century. The book reached 

a climax with evangelical exhortations for the New Towns Movement and bioregionalism. 

He also specuiated ahead to the Biotechnic, where decentralized "Garden Cities" would 

be Innited in size to where each member of the communily cou Id know the others, where 

in the breakdor'n of !he factory system people would revert to the full expression of what 

Veblen cdlled the "instinct of workmanship" through a revival of the arts and crafts like 

that proposed by William Morris, and finally, where the world economy would be 

diminished in sc ale to a simple "reserve for surpluses and specialties."92 

Mumford's view of the city is like that which we will see in review of William 

McNeill's work in a later chapter; it is "the point of maximum concentration for the 

culture of a community," holding the sum of a cultural heritage.93 As such it materially 

reflects the idolul11 of its time and society. Mumford's holistic philosophy attempted to 

unite the study of urban development and town planning with an analysis of the p;laern 

of symbol integration in the collective psychology of a people. When he turned to The 

Condition of Man (1944), he was able to trace the history of ideas and mentality in the 

W"."t alongside the patterns he had elaborated in his books on technics and cities. "Every 

practical manifestation of a culture tends to leave a shadow self ill the mind"; the ob verse 

9lMumford, The Culture of Cilies, 55, 151. 

lJ2Mumford, The Culture of Cities, 488. 

93MumforJ, The Culture of Cines, 3. 
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is also true.94 Throughout the series, Mumford was able to pull together historical 

strands of evidence and unite them under his monistic system to produce a coherently 

unified perspective on culture as a whole. 

Mumford was profoundly influenced in his analysis of the increasing speed of 

technical change by Henry Adams' Rule of Phase Law of the 'progressive' movement of 

sources of power and their symbols, a progress that woulù reslIlt in man 's annihilatlon. 

He rejected the psel ·~cientific elements in Adams' vicw that rooted the catalytic 

degeneration of the 'wIll' to 'reason' in hlstory to its successivc conversion in line with 

the Second Law of Thermodynamics (entropy), but after his early period of optinllsm he 

was wholly in sympathy with Adams' view of the timetable of the disintegration of 

Western Civilization.95 According to MlImford, "Events have magnificently virl(ltcated 

Adams' interpretations." In Adams' scheme, the Rehgiou), Phase (symbolized for him by 

the Virgin) lasted ninety th ou sand years of human hlstOry. lt was followed, around 1600 

A.D., by a Mechanical Phase, similar to Mumford' s Pa\cotechmc. This was succeedcd 

by an Electrical Phase of only seventeen-and-a-half years and an Ethenal Phase of abOUl 

four, leaving humankind in 1921 with an ultimate source of power but degenelélted in will 

and humanity to such a point that it wou Id use this new encrgy to ilS own de~truction:lb 

World War Two and the atom bomb symbolically if not c:m)[lologically vimilcated 

Adam's timetable of mver),e squares by giving humanity a powt'r ~ourcc of COSIllIC 

violence that had the potential of fulfilling his dire predicuon of exl1l1Ctlon. Mumford fclt 

that Adams, alone in his day, appreciated the technics surrounding radium; he alone 

understood the potentially devastating effects of an ultimate power in a world wlthout LI 

sense of purpose. Geddes had made similar warmngs on the acceleral10n of history, and 

we have seen Wel1~' 1914 anticipation of a single bomb de~troying a city in 1945 (in The 

94Mumford, The Culture of CHies, 262. 

95Henry Adams, The Tendency of History (New York: Book League of America, 
1929), 29, 71. Mumford. My Work and Days, 259. Mumford, ln the Name of Sanity, 
100-101, and 61. Mumford, The Conduct of Life, 393. 

96 Adams, 119 and ad passim. 
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World Set Free). Mumford felt that our sight had been disastrously foreshortened when 

we failed to heed the se prophetie voices. At the same time he put himself in the position 

of these other prophets, as in 1954 when he warned of the tremendous environrnental 

hazard of even the peacetime use of atomic energy when there was no systematic 

provision for long tenn waste disposal.97 Mumford admitted his own error in 

discoUllting Adams' predictions of catastrophe and his undue optimism in Technics and 

Clvilization; he recognized that he had repressed his fears of nuc1ear technology, and he 

"only awoke after Hiroshima."98 

Adams' dilemma coalesced with Mumford's larger metahistorical viewpoint and 

the arrivai of the nuclear age to stir Mumford to the revision of his history and technics 

series and set three problems that would be central to the My th volumes. For one, Adams 

saw the progress of power transfers as outside of human control. Secondly, Adams, 

confronted by the inadequacy of reason, cast it away from himself in the end and instead 

embraced feeling at the feet of the Virgin, much as Mumford felt that Toynbee leapt into 

the spIritual 10 escape real-world contingencies.99 Thirdly Adams' despair in his sense 

of lost purposiveness, in a world where God was dead and evolution was an accident, 

must be resolved with a new biological synthesis that reasserted an Aristotelian 

purposiveness to nature and to the emergence of humanity.100 

Mumford's resolution of these three difficulties was a core concern of his later 

97Lewis Mllmford, "Anticipations and Social Adjustments in Science," Bulletin of the 
Atomic Scientists 10 (Feb.fMar., 1954): 35-36. 

98Mumford, Sketches, 274. See also: Mumford, The Urban Prospect, 235, where 
Mumford claimed that the optimlstic rhetoric of his carly works was hollow: the "Second 
World War blasted these naive hopes," that is, of an imminent coming of a Biotechnic 
culture. 

'J9Lewis Mllmford, "The Napoleon of Notting Hill," Toynbee and History, A. 
Montague, Ed. (Boston: Porter S~tTgent, 1956), 143, 144. Mumford rejccted Toynbee's 
dualism as n:uve. 

HlOLewis Mumford, "Apology to Henry Adams," VirginiaOuarterly Review 38 (1962): 
184. 
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work. He had already demonstrated his idealistic perspectIve 011 guiding symbols tu 

which the technological complex contriblltes and on which it is built, and his postlliatc 

that inspired individuals can tnlr.~fcnn the idolum: the human Will and artlstIC vision, 

when activated, l'an be detenninative of the pattern of lcchnÏcs. Secondly, Mumford's 

analysis of the inadequacy of reason was not nearly as a~solute as Adam~'. Mllmford 

held with Sorokin a sense that reason alone, lsolaled by spccializalioJl, 

compartmentalization and the consequent "strainmg al gnats," IS madequate and 

"existentially ... llnder-dimensional"; but reason, supplied with vision, in service of Ideal 

and bolstered by faith, is an important component ln humanity's search for truth and sclf

improvement toward a better future. lOl The third dement in Adams' dilemma was also 

partly resolved through Mumford's view of the importance of guidll1g pllrp()'ie~ or 

symbolic ideals ln history. In The Conduct of Life (1951), the closing volume of the 

Renewal of Life Series, Mumford confronted Adams' pessimisllc forecasts in the wake 

of their partial realization in World War Two and its afterntath. Here he formulatcd an 

evolutionary perspective of humanity's symbol making ability and the accumulation of 

culture that guides in new ide al formation. There is a human purpose to thls evollltio/1 

which allows it ta transcend cycles hke his own cycles of civic degeneration or Adams' 

entropie movement of will. In rejecting Toynbee's 'mystical' flight from the world and 

the inevitabilities of Spengler and Sorokin, Mumford asserted that "man has rcpeatcdly 

altered his arche typaI biologie al plan of life by creatIng, through culture, a social function 

and drama, formed by his own needs and conforming to his own emerging purposes."IO.! 

Evolution is teleological because man himself, through his symbol-makmg abihty, 

supplies a guiding purpose 10 il. To go even further: the nature of ail ()rgunl~ms IS 

"teleological, goal-seeking, self actualizing"; our biology, not tu mentlon our culture, is 

an accumulative coalescence of goals.\03 There IS then no real cycle to hlstory as a 

\OIMumford, My th; Pentagon, 59. 

I02Mumford, The Conduct of Life, 218 . 

I03Lewis Mumford, The City in History (New York: Harcourt Brace and World, 
1961), 184. 
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whole even if there are cyclical processes in the rise and faIl of particular communities. 

Seen in this light, Mumford's metahistory is at least existentially progressive; like 

Toynbee and Dawson he rescues a progressive sector from the process of cyclical decline. 

The great ncgation, however, of modem history has been the failure of transvaluation, the 

resignation of modems to mechanical imperatives rather than active cre .. tion. To 

Mumford, Nietzsche's 'death of God' was but a step in humanity's self-fashioning. Seen 

historically, God in aIl his local forms is a means to account for existence and so to 

complete the meaning of human life. To Mumford, God is unfinished, an evolving entity, 

actively created by man, one who, to use William James' metaphor, needs our help.l<14 

The religious realm is a "fourth dimension" to every structure man builds; il is the highest 

realm of idealism and acts as a socialized public superego that rightly distributes guilt to 

those who fail to achieve their potential under that particular idolum.105 Thus, the task 

of Renewal is a religious transvaluation and a completion of Nietzsche. What is required 

is an "Axial change," a "conversion," like those which have followed earlier periods of 

dislocation, as in the downfall of the Roman Empire. A new Axial change wou Id 

transcend the Iife-denying elements in the religious dispensation of the past and embrace 

the "new universalism" that cornes from our modem Neotechnical complex with its 

cultural relativity, ease of communication, and one-world economy. The goal and ideal 

of this transformation must be a new "Universal Man" or "One World Man" who will 

devote him.;elf to the newly conceived organic whole. Mumford waxes mystical over this 

new god of universalism; this God, like those before, "symbolizes the utmost conceivable 

potentiality: power transformed to omnipotence, time extended into eternity, life 

li ansposed into immortality, love overcoming aIl antagonism and separation." Humanity 

must reestablish the transcendentaI, if only on a symbolic level, as a new ground for a 

new superego as the only way to a real transformation of society.l06 Clearly, though 

lO4Mumford, The Conduct of Life, 67-72. 

IOSMumford, The Conduct of Life, 57. 

I06Mumford, The Conduct of Life, 211-212. 
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Mumford talks in tenns of symbols and remains tied to his monism, he has his own brand 

of millenarianism like that for which he criticizes Toynbee. Il is revealing that one of his 

central criticisms of the hope for a palingenesis of Christianity is that Toynbee is here 

guilty of Archaism; one must look to the religion of the future! 107 

Mumford's climactic metahistorical synthesis appeared from the lale 1950's 10 

1970 in his works on The Transfonnation of Man (1956), The City in History (1962), and 

the two volume The My th of the Machine: Technics and Human Developmcnt (1967), 

and The Pentagon of Power (1970). These volumes superseded his earlier work withoUl 

overturning their paradigmatic fonnulations; Mumford retained his view of the pattern 

of urban development and unbuilding as the basic rhythm of civilization alongside a de

emphasized perspective on the modern periods of teehnies. Mumford's pos(-war 

pessimism, however, increased the urgency of his caH for transformation, and his sludy 

of history led him into the more distant past. In fact Mumford's anti-modernism 

solidified as he conceived a startling prospect of a mechanical revolution, heretofore 

invisible to the archeologist, at the dawn of hislory and at the foundation of civilization. 

Mumford 'discovered' that the fust machine was composed of men. 

Looking back speculatively toward the Jawn of human history, Mumford came to 

idealize the ecological, pacifie, and feminine OJder of the Neolithic village. lUS It was 

an age of "idyllic calm." There ~ a Golden Age. At the end of the last ice age Ihere 

was yet no exploitative class, no compulsion to work for a surplus, no conspicuous 

luxury, "no jralous claim to private property" or unrestrained power, and no war.J()'J 

Mumford's anti-modernism here tumed toward a romantic primitivisrn as he lookcd back 

to the "amicable, non-predatory practices of the Neolithic village, whcre forbearance and 

107Mumford, The Conduct of Life, 116-119. 

I08Mumford, The City in History, 216-217. Lewis Mumford, The TransfonnatÎons of 
Man (New York: Harper and Row, 1972), 28. 

l~ewis Mumford, "Utopia, The City and the Machine," Daedalus 94 (Wintcr, 19(5) 
2: 272-273. 
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mutual aid prevailed, as they do generally within pre-civilized communities. "110 

According to Mumford, women were the first domesticators of nature; in the shift from 

gatht:ring ta horticulture and food and seed storage, the feminine container symbolized 

the settlement of people from Paleolithic nomadic hunting to the matriarchal Neolithic 

village. With this shift went an increase in sexuality which exalted women and formed 

the basis for sublimation and the formation of religion. In an essentially Preudian view, 

Mumford he Id that consciousness of sexuality, an "essentially religious consciousness," 

in the Neolithic era was the "dominating motive power" for !he domestication of the 

Paleolithic hunter and for subsequent religious extrapolations like the myth of the Great 

Mother.'" 

To Mumford, history can be read as the evolution of a "human vocabulary of 

symbols" and their materialization.l\2 His concept of city formation predictably stresses 

its symbolic role in advance of its practical function as a granary, trade center, and 

citadel. tt3 In contrast to Toynbee's view of "etherealization" or de-materlalization as 

the mode of progression, and in a sense his justification for his flight to the City of God, 

Mumford asserted that this process is balanced by a materialization as symbols are 

implemented in concrete.114 The sublimated sexual symbols of the nascent religious 

traditions of the Neolithic villagers materlalized in sacred centers, collective burlal 

grounds and places of sacrifice and thus provided a fundamental base for the development 

of the city. Mumford speculated that war also had its origin in the symbolic, as a ritual 

sacrifice, a mode of gathering individuals for sacrifice to local deities--particularly as 

llOMumford, The My th; Technics, 214. 

1IlMumford, The My th; Technics, 139-150. 

"2Mumford, The Transformations, 16. 

'13Mumford, The City in History, 37. 

114Mumford, The City in History, 113. Growth is not, as Mumford believed Toynbee 
posited. "a single process of de-materialization, a transposition of earthly life into a 
heavenly simalcrum." 
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oblations to the fertility of the Earth Mother. War, in turn, resuscitated Paleolîthic, male

dominated tribalism with the new leadership of successful warriors and chiefs alongside 

of intercessory priests to the gods. Ultimately Ihis development resulted in early forms 

of kingship as war leaders became managers and distributors of the ~ommllnal gram 

supply, which had also to be protected and so became a sccondary cause for the growth 

of the citadel village center. 115 The evolution of kingshlp in conjunctiof1 with the city 

is reflected in the rise of a c1ass of propitiative pnests, royal retainers, and slaves, the 

institution of private property, as the king' owns' the grain Hnd ail OIS incremental ilmounts 

in distribution, a division of labor and specialization and the rise of a justificatory and 

explanatory idolum of divine kingship.116 Cities are not the result of environmental 

imperatives as in Wittfogel's hypothetical collective management of water; theyare born 

as religious and temporal power centers and, through their power to transform men, werc 

conseguently able to conquer their physical environ ment. 

This is where the "invisible" machine comes in. Mumford first conceivcd of his 

extended historical view of the machine while contemplating the pyramids at Giza and 

the mystery of their being built without mechanical devices, without even the wheel. He 

realized that "the mechanization of men had long preceded the mechanization of thcir 

working instruments."117 He saw the organization of men, in hierarchical order, dlvided 

by function, as a mechanized leviathan, a "labor machine"; this IS civllization. From its 

onset, this mechanization acquired its maximum impact in warfare. In war, the machine 

grew internally within a society and simultaneously forced its opponents to adopt its 

115Mumford, The City in History 35, 41. 

116Murnford, The City in History, 92-109. Murnford compared this urban 
specialization ta the "polymorphism of the insect hive." See also: Mumford, The 
Transformations of Man, 47-49, where he stated that the reasons for the "acccptance of 
this 'civilized' hierarchical order remains undiscoverable unul we allow for the irratlonal 
and the supematural." 

117Murnford, The My th; Technics, 190. 
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technics or perish; thus the machine reproduced itself.l\8 The "My th of the Machine" 

is the idolum of the mechanical man, a set of symbols which were developed under divine 

kingship and which have continued to dominate civilization, with sorne interruptions, 

down to the present. Civilization, then, can be seen to be based on five institutions: the 

centralization of power; the mechanization of production, be it human or automated; 

militarism; economic exploitation; and one or another fonn of slavery for industry and 

the military .119 The skeleton of the structure is a bureaucratie power monopoly whose 

drive for increased power becomes an end in itself. The city, with its opportunities for 

communication, cultural accumulation, and creative syncretism, is the machine's finest 

flower. Along with the positive eff(.~t of the growth of civilized centers, however, came 

regimentation, division of labor, and class differentiation, all contributing to a 

"dismemberment of man" and a remolding of men in the service and image of the 

hegemonic machine.120 

As a guiding and justifying image of evolution the contemporary My th of the 

Machine reaches hs most heinous level in projections like Buckminster Fuller's idea of 

a technical1y-produced millennia or in the eschatologie al propositions of Teilhard de 

Chardin. Mumford was appalled by de Chardin's call for the control of heredity and 

directed evolution toward the growth of a "noosphere" of mind. To Mumford, de 

Chardin' s vision was an "etherealization of the megamachine" which would make human 

beings cells in a post-human "ectoplasmic superbrain" for which they wou Id have to de

create nature and destroy the highest manifestations of their personalities. l2l 

The machine has never gone entirely unquestioned. The in1fluence of Morris, 

Veblen, and Kropotkin even in the dark days of the Paleotechnic is evident in Mumford's 

118Mumford, The Mythj Technics, 216. 

119Mumford, The My th; Technics, 186 

12°Mumford, The My th; Technics, 191, 212. 

12lMumford, The My th; Pentagon, 315-316. Teilhard de Chardin is, in effect, 
"playing God." 
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idea that there has always been an irrepressible "Democratic Technics" of small-scalc 

handicraft manufacturers that parallei "Totalitarian Technics" and in sorne ems actually 

dominated the machine. l22 Aside From the day-to-day resistance of indlvldual 

craftsmen, history has been rnarked by wide-scale revolutions against the machine, nonc 

entirely successful--but perhaps one can recognize in them Mllmforu's proposeu 

transformation. Mumford held that the Axial religions and philosophies from the ninth 

to the sixth centuries before Christ were revolts against the dominance of the personality 

by the machine. "Whatever their individual accents, these axial ideologics revealed a 

profound disillusionment with the fundamental prernises of civihzation; ltS ovcremphasls 

on power and material goods; its acceptance of grade and rank and vocation al division 

as eternal categories; and ... the injustice, the hatred, the hostility and perpetuai violence 

and destructiveness of its dominant class-strllctured institutions."121 The prophets and 

philosophers, from Jesus, Plato, Solon, and Confucius, to Isaiah and the Buddha, represcnt 

the aspiring, ideal-making element in human nature; in articulating il new internai self

consciousness, they attempted to humanize the machine, with sorne success. Christianity 

in particular overgrew the machine after the fall of Rome, though, tragically, the church 

gradually became a worldly bureaucracy in the model of the state it supersedcd. 

Ultimately the church gave way before a resuscitated machine with the renaissance of the 

myth of the machine in the seventeenth century "world revolution," the rise of a new 

mechanistic weltanschauung. l24 

In the final volumes of his series on megatechnics, Mumford came up against 

Jacques ElIul's disturbing book on The Technological Society (1964). Ellul cxpresscd a 

view of the imperatives inherent in technological developmcnt much hkc that he Id by 

Henry Adams; in a long argument against Murnford's Technics and Ctvtlization he 

derided the optirnistic forecast of a 'Biotechnic' age as a "pious hope" without any 

122Mumford, The My th; Technics, 228-236, 253. 

123Mumford, The City in History, 203. Mumford, The Mythj Technics, 255. 

124Mumford, The My th; Technics, 281. Mumford, The My th; Pentagon, 24. 
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foundation. Technics, in his opinion, contained their own inexorable direction. Reason 

has sought in the pas t, and will always seek in the future, the most efficient technical 

channel, and, in doing so, it progressively transfonns society in its own image; it 

encapsulates incrementally ail aspects of life and Is, essentially, inescapable. He opinecl. 

that "it is infantile to wish to submit the machine to the criterion of the ideal," as the law 

of our age contends that "everything which is technique is necessarily used as soon as it 

is available." Just as Mumford held that the Axia! religions were absorbed in the end by 

the machme, Ellul analyzed the sociological functions of a11 movements against technics 

and found them to be diversions of an aggressive instinct into channels that could be 

deactivated and encompassed. To ElIul, Mumford's own proposaIs to release humanity 

from the clutches of rationalized technology were escapist utopian fantasy; any concrete 

implementation of Mumford's regionalist solution would have to be based on exceedingly 

intensive and rigid planning of production, distribution and land use-- "or, in other words, 

further applications of technique. ,,125 

Both Ellul and Mumford had similar views of the end order from the contlnued 

application of mechanizatîon. A world state of totalitarian efficiency and "chromium 

gleam" may be established, where the media message will be a desensitizing monologue, 

where life wou Id be dominated by mind-numbing therapies of adjuslment and the 

individual would become a genetically engineered "organization man," a "depcrsonalized 

servo-mechanism in the megamachine. "126 Mumford, foreshadowing Christopher 

Lasch's description of The Culture of Narcissism, felt that unless the CUITent process of 

mechanization were averted aIl that would be left of humanity wou Id be automation and 

the infantile id. 127 Still, Mumford desperately called for an alternative; he retained an 

125Jacques Ellul, The Technological Society (New York: Knopf, 1964),430, 19, 79, 
177. See also: E.T. Chase, "Man, Machines and Mumford," Commonweal 87 (May 8, 
1968): 694-695. 

126Mumford, The My th; Pentagon, ElIul, 426, 434. 

127Mumford, The My th; Pentagon, 350. Christopher Lasch, The Culture of N arcissism 
(New York: Norton, 1979), ad passim. 
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idealist perspective that a change in mentality could precede and detemline the evolution 

of the technical complex and he called for a new modcl of man as the basis for an 

'ecology.' In 1970, even as the communal movement in the U S. rcachcd its peak and 

the environmental movement took on a new momentum, Mumford's vision rcached the 

zenith of its popularity and influence. He claimed that "wc must rcject the Faustian pact 

with technology, control and limit its application; withdraw from the citadd of 

power ... and quietly paralyze it," in order to restore personaltty and community as a basis 

for regeneration. 128 Unlike Ellul, Mumford felt that modem man could disconnect the 

machine and restore his freedom. 

\1umford has been criticized for the use of undue speculation which occasionally 

took rhetoric for reality; this is especially obvious, to his critics, in his constructive myth

making about the Neolithic period and the rise of the city.129 William Kuhns has 

argued that his "scholarship edges on an almost desperate apologetic" and that his 

pessimistic view of history does not really take into account the dramatic thscontinuities 

in technics in the modern era. l3o He is attacked for his "Ahab-like hubris" against th\! 

city, for his "old testament" doomsday prophesies and for his major postulate that any 

transformation must he lotal and of a piece.13I Mumford's position against incremental 

reforms led him to oppose busing in the cilies, ta reject the Model Cilies program and 

small-scale self-help programs for Blacks, and consequently dr w d.arges of racism 

128Mumford, The My th; Pentagon, 408. 

129Allan Tcmko, "Lewis Mumford at Seventy--' .10," Harpers 235 (October 1967): J07. 
Shaw, 74, rejects what he sees as Mumford's misuse of empty rhetoric. 

130William Kuhns, POlit Industrial Prophetr;; (New York: Weybright and Talley, 1971), 
33, 63. 

l31McClay, 118. Morton White and Lucia White, J'he Intcllcctual Versus the City 
(New York: New American Library, 1972),205. The Whitcs' held that Mumford's work 
is the "most thorough, unrelenting contemporary expression of anti-urbamsm." Geoffrey 
Bruun, "Metropolitan Strait Jacket," Saturday Rcview of Litcrature 44 (April 15, 19(1): 
17. Bruun rejected Mumford's "organ notes of doom." 
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against him. \32 To sorne crities the lack of empirical grounding to his plans for 

transformation, along with his totahstic holism, left Mumford with no practically operative 

reforms to propose; this was compounded in the eyes of sorne as he rejected science as 

the rneans of resolving present social ills.!33 His utopianism, in Roger Starr's opinion, 

led to a "fatal confusion between the needs of the world and the illusory possibilities of 

reapplymg or bringing to birth a Golden Age."134 Other erities have seconded this view 

of Mumford as being caught up in metaphysical subtIeties and utopian absurdities at the 

expense of real world dilernmas; they daim that his "self righteous" denial of scientific 

solutions, COll pIed by his demand for wholesale cO'1version and his Cassandra wamings, 

make him difficuIt to take seriously.\3S To many progressives, Mumford is seen as an 

"organic reactionary" likc Ehot, Pound and Adams, whose analysis is at best useless, and 

at worst, paralyzing. Finally, Peter Shaw's criticism of Mumford eneapsulates sorne of 

the most trenchant attack3 when he daims that in Mumford's a priori approach to culture 

he is not really producing an analysis of culture but is merely "expressing an attitude 

mOavid R. Conrad, Education for Transformation: Implications of Lewis Mumford's 
Ecohumanism (Palm Springs: ETC, 1976),79. Conrad, though a supporter of Mumford, 
condemned his delusions of an aIl-inclusive transformation. A good example of 
Mumford's hohstic approach to retonn can be observed in his confrontative testimony 
before the Rlbicoff Committee in 1967 whcre he rejected massive new federal funds for 
housing as a dead end. Instead of surporting low-income housing programs, Mumford 
chastised the panel, especially Ribicoff, for their faith in American industrial civilization. 
"You accept, 1 take it, the CUITent American faith in the necessity for an expanded, 
machinc-centcred economy, as if this were one of the great laws of nature, or if not, then 
America's happiest contribution to human prosperity and freedom." Urban renewal within 
such a "powcr-orscssed, machine-oriented economy" could not produce positive result" 
Mumford, The Urban Prospect, 223. 

lllWhÎle, 235. Conrad, 80. 1. Brownowski, "Strategy for the Next Plateau," The 
Nalior un (June 14, 1956): 42, 43. 

\l4Roger Starr, "Mumford's Utopia." Commentary.61 (June, 1976): 62. 

n5Wllite,235. Van R. Balsey, "Lewis Mumford's Golden Day," The New Republic 
137 (Aug. 12, 1957): 21. Heinz Eulau, "Mumford; Not Guide But Lantem," The New 
Repubhc 114 (April 22, 1946): 583-584. 
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toward it.,,136 

There is no doubt that Mumford's message does, in part, come before his history 

and that it is difficult to verify empirically. How does one measure the 'invisible 

machme?' By what standard are we 10 weigh our dehumanization? Is thcre a 

proportion al relation between passive hours before the television or our per capua 

consumption of useless, trivial and ecologically-destructive mate rial 'wants and nccds' and 

our loss of souI? As a prophet Mumfor~ l'vas a VOlee thrcatening what he saw a ~ our 

deserved damnation, if not in an otherworIdIy eternity, at Ieast symboheally, throllgh our 

extinction. Like most world historical writing, Mumford's history is selective and iJl 

service to his ideals and goals, to his humanism, environmentalism, and hls verSl(lI! l)f the 

ecumenical ideal. This is not to say that there is no truth to his diagl1(Isis but only that 

history cannot provide its own framework and that the questions which MlimfOlo rmsed 

may have no determinative answers. To a large extent Mumford accepted thi,,' hl!> 

history is an impressionistic pastiche--a pointilhst portrait of the machllle, wlueh 

artistically invoked tLnsvaluation as its plI'amount aspect and provldcd a runl1lng 

commentary on history by means of argument. As a metahistory of values, Mlimford'!I 

work strains as often to impose his own values on his age as to IIlve~tigate thosc of the 

pasto As a 'generalist,' his generalizations sometimes precede hls '[acts.' 

Lewis Mumford's originality is not pnmariIy in novel ideas. His debts to Emer~on 

and Thoreau, Nietzsche, Geddes, Spengler and Toynbee, Henry and Brooks Adams, Smut, 

Bergson, Whitehead and Berdyaev, Freud and Jung, Owen, Oimstead, Mar~h, Kropotkin, 

and Howard, are transparent and acknowledged. Mumf('fd's genius lay more in hi"i abihty 

to digest, absorb, and fuse ideas, if not into a system (a word he abhorred a~ mechal1l~tlc) 

then into an organic synthesls. Mumford's history IS two sidcd; il contam<; an idolulll, 

a collection of meaningful symbols as a means to examIne the procc~~ of cvolvl/lg 

mentality, alongside a perspective of the materiahstlc effects of thil, mental1ty in Imtory. 

His analysis is foundcd on a worldview whlch posits a modern lol,s of soul and an 

apocalyptic potential for dehumanization and destruction in the Faustian pact wlth 

136Shaw, 73. 
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technology. To Mumford we are at the stage where the modern God of progress and 

pIe nt y has died, leaving only a life-devouring soulless mechanism, and so dialectically 

stirs a needed transvaluatlOn. 

Mumford's 'world hlstory' cr Ilot be placed in the c1a~s with those of Toynbee 

or McNe!ll, it is not universal and Mumford's historical skills are those of the now out-of

fashion man of letters or polemicist rather than the trained rigorous researcher. He did 

no serious study of any culture other than that of the West. His later research, going back 

to Sumena and Egypt, merely traced back an already conceived process rather than 

interpreted these cultures as having any essentially distinguishing unit y and validity in 

themselvcs. HIS side-stepping of other civilizations except for references to their 

contributions 10 Western technics was based on the assumption that the We..,tem 

megatechmcal complex was the critical detenninant in world history and that a change 

in Western hearts and minds was the probable locus for any future transformation--this 

is a closure that Toynbee, for one, ne ver committed and would have condemned. As a 

metahlstoncal Daniel, however, Mumford's apocalyptic vision of the crisis of the West 

echoes and amplifies his predecessors' and focuses the sense of crisis in areas that they 

had not attended as closely: post-modem urban degeneration and the corresponding 10ss 

of will and ~oul to automatism, the destruction of the natural worlu and the place of 

nuclear potentiality in the constellation of the contemporary dilemma. More than any 

other world historian Mumford brilliantly highlighted the ecological relationship of 

historie hum an mentality and its contemporary technology. He is unsurpassed in his 

evaluation of thc world historical roots and implications of the modem megatechnical 

complex. 

Mumford, hke the other world historians reviewed in this volume, used history to 

invoke a reqlllred transformation. The necessity for a cultural revolution reflects a 

profound pcr~()nal discomfort with a 'post-modern' lack of idf''ltity and a desire for a 

symbiotic sense of community which he fell existed in the Neolithic village and in the 

organic rnedlcval town. A Freudian psychohistorian would, no doubt, find Mumford's 

works, with thcir sexual longings and abhorrence of 'male-oriented' megatechnics, a 

projective transposition of the Oedipal eomplex to world history, and his desire for an 
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organic community as a symbolic retreat to the womb of the all-embracing l\lother. a 

desire he shared sympatheticaUy with Henry Adams, who se caU to the Virgin as an 

escape from the new age of "men on the make" echoed in aIl of Mlimford's writings. llI 

It is perhaps symbolic that Mumford's sympathy wllh Freud was tempered by his 

criticism of the Oedipal complex; Freud was interested in only half of the equation, that 

of the repressive father and filial rebellion; he neglcctcd the aspirative clement, or the 

ideal of the female principle within.138 

But perhaps this oversimplified Freudian review sim ply redll~es life to metaphor, 

an error Mumford himself, for ail his contrary exhortatIons, commilled repca~cdly. 

Clearly Mumford was as dissatisfied emouonally as he was intellectllally with the idolul11 

of modem capitalism. His faith in the symbols of progressivism anù "the revolution" 

were overtllrned by the aftermath of the First World War; his hope of li Biotechnk 

society was undermined by the rise of fascism, the Second World War, the Cold War. 

Vietnam, and the continued progress of the military-industrial complex. Mumford V/as 

left in a desperate state Dt dislocation. With the oid symbols, God, Progrcss, science, and 

dernocracy shattered or devoured, he spent his career working toward the revitalizatlOI1 

of personality which wou Id stir re-symbolization and so provide a mcanmgful and life

giving alternative to the dehumanizing 'myth of the machIne.' lt rcmams to be seen as 

of this writing whether the West can activate itself to avert wholcsale cnvmmmcntai 

destruction and perhaps extinction; whether there are ideals for which modern Westcrncrs 

will sacrifice unrestrained material consumplÏon. Whatevcr his faults, Mumford wa-; il 

brilliant diagnostlcian and critic and he may have bcen right that hurnan survival will 

require sacrifices that only a new superego, a new ego Ideal, can IIlstill. Pcrhaps 

ultimately, the validity of Mumford's work is in the arllslÎc Impact it ha'i in artH.:ulatll1g 

sorne of the dominant undercurrent questIons about the modern expenrncnt III I!H.lll~tnal 

civilization. Mumford, the world hlstonan, who provH1cd an llnparallcled 11lSlght ml<> the 

J37See Henry Adams, "Mont St. Michel and Chartres," Adarn1i., Ernest Samllcls and 
Jayne N. Sarnuels, Eds. (New York: The Library of Amenca, 19X3), 337-714, ad passim. 

138Mumford, In the Name of Sanity, 183. 
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interaction of the material aspects and myths of technical change in history, was always 

balanced by Mumford, the Artistic Revolutionary, who contributed a vision of a renewed 

culture. As a 'Generalist' Mumford wrote works of world history whose provocative 

interpretations of technics and mentality provide a deep perspective on the modem 

"environ mental crisis" and its world historical setting--one which may yet prove useful 

in its eventual resolution. 

• 
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WILLIAM MCNEILL'S ECOLOGICAL MYTHHISTORY: 

TOWARD AN AMBIGUOUS FUTURE 

Instead of enhancing conflicts, as parochial historiography 

inevitably does, an intelligible world history might be 

expected to diminish the lethality of group encounters by 

cultivating a sense of individual identification with 

the triumphs and tribulations of humanity as a whole. 

William H. McNeill l 

Like aIl other fonns of life, humankind remains inextricably 

entangled in ilows of matter and energy that result from 

eating and being eaten. William H. MeNeile 

In 1954 when Toynbee published the last volumes of A Study of History William 

H. McNeill began work on his self-appointed task of writing a narrative history of the 

complex web of interactions between civilizations--in under a thousand pages. In The 

Rise of the West (1963) and subsequent works Mc Neill has donc much to overturn sOl1le 

of the major formulations of his mentor even as he has assumed the metahistoncal mantle 

as a recognized leader in the world historical genre. McNeill's works have been, on the 

whole, gratefully received by his profession al colleagues who have respected McNcill's 

erudition and are, ab ove ail, relieved by his restnction of the lange of hls dlscoursc ln 

"this worldly" movements of power and peoples. SlIlce 1963 McNeill has been pcrhaps 

the single most powerful voice in the promotion of the idca of world history as a means 

lWilliam H. McNeill, Mythhistory and Other Essays (Chicago: University of 
Chicago, 1986), 16. 

2William H. McNeill, The Humall Condition; An Eco!ogica! and Histonea! VICW 

(Princeton: Princeton UP, 1980), 74. 
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to a global consciousness and as an antidote to the catastrophic potentials inherent in 

current historieal trends of militarism, the increasing closure of a united disease pool, and 

xenophobie nationalism. Me Neill has produced a new macrohistorical model of 

ecological hlstory (hat may aet as a fulcrum for a new generation of world historians. 

McNeill' s works in the field of world history have acted 10 clear the air of 

metaphysical ()b~curamism, cyclical detenninism, and the organicism of self-contained 

civilizations that pursued predictable life courses. He has repudiated the millenarianism 

of his predcccssors, sometimes in characteristically restrained critical evaluations of them, 

but more profoundly in the example of his own work which follows in the affirmative 

secularism of his carly mentor, Carl Becker. He has rejected the utopian aspirations of 

his precursors who formulated spe~ulative ideal futures or anachronistic returns to a 

mythical cohesion in the past in response to their sense of the tragedy of modernism. 

McNeill has di~missed naively tragic and transcendentally expectant views of history and 

maintained a qualified optimism. He asserts that with creative growth in technology and 

social mar,lgement there were increases in human choiee, material weIl being, artistic 

range, and the riehness and variety of communications between individuals. While 

recognizing the multivalent ambiguity of modernism, especially in the tension between 

individual freedom and the hierarchical managerial order, McNeill has emphasized a 

cumulative pattern of interaction in world history that encompasses the complex and 

pluralistic slrains of technological and ecological evolution and posits a fulfillment of the 

growth of humamty as a whole in our increasingly unified modern world order. 

Undcr MeNeill's criteria, the culmination of progressive world development in the 

historical acquisltJon of power in areas as diverse as demographics, technology, the arts, 

and intellectual life, has produced a world bureaucratie order whose justification is its 

success in past adaptation and its necessity in resolving current dilemmas in world 

dcvelopmcnt. McNeill argues that the (lItnS race, the environmental emergency, 

burgconing world population growth, and potential epidemiologieal crises in a united 

disease pool all require concerted management on a globallevel to avert catastrophes that 

arc madc more potentially devastating with each increment of growth, technological 

dependency, and ecumenicaJ closure. 
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MeNeill's The Rise of the West. though profoundly inflllcnced by Toynbee und 

other world historical systems, made a clean sweep of utopian faith and Augllstinian 

parallels. Instead of cyclical patterns of Spenglerian risc and fall whkh in Toynbee und 

Sorokin correspond to periods of creative mysticism and sinful degencrucy. McNeill has 

traced a un. tied and continuou5 pattern of cornmuJ1lcation, technologlcal transfer, und 

social, politieal, and religious growth broken intennittcntly by ccological catastrophes und 

man-made disasters. Despite these interruptions, an accumulative pattern of historienl 

growth predominates and survives the passage of peoples and empires; il has incrcased 

the complexity and breadth of human life even with the psychologieal dislocations und 

apocalyptic potential it bears. It is scarcely neccssary tn point tn the tille lU note 

McNeiil's repudiauon of Spengler, yet The Risc of the West IS a peculiar tttie for a 

history of the world as a whole. It sItuates McNclll in the Western world historieal 

tradition and marks the very cover of his work with a commandmg ambition: to overturn 

the most predominant world historical perspective of the twcnticth century, to demonstratc 

the continuity of world history as a total process which has produced modern Western 

dominance as a world historieal rather than a national or, to an extellt, cven civihzational 

dynamic and thus to open historical discourse upon a view of world unit y as a living 

reality from the nse of civihzation. The Rise of the West, then, is not a stage ln a closed 

Western cycle (hat will give way to its inevitablc dissolution. Il is a world histom;al 

fulfillment, a union of the contributions of past ages and peuples of the ecutncne At the 

same time the title underlines McNeill's sense that mod~m clvililluion IS a Western 

synthesis in ils must current manifestation. McNeiIl hopes that Western ltberal ideals of 

freedom, equahty the self deterrmnation of peoplcs, and :,0 forth, ali emhodied in the 

charter of the United Nations, will moderate the blind movcmcnt~ 10 world Illtcgralion in 

the technical and economlc fields. In a self-critical revlew of The Ris~ 01 the We~t 

twenty-five years after its publicatlon McNcill points out that hl..., 'grcat book' could he 

seen as a hislory from the point of Vlew of the wmncrs. Secn ln the context or U.S. 

leadership of the West at the hcight of the Cold War, McNelll recogni/ed that J'he Rlse 

could be perceived as "a rationalizatÎol1 of American hegcmony, retroJccling the \llUatlOn 

of post \Vorld War Il decades upon the whole of the world's past by daiming that 
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analogous patterns of cultural dominance: and diffusion had existed always. Il Even if there 

is a partial truth in this McNeill can defend himself by pointing out that his own time 

itself reflects deeper historical curn.nts.3 

Of aIl the macrohlstorians considered in this study McNeill is clearly the most 

'tough-minded' in William James' sense, the most scientific in his use of models, the 

most detached, clinical, and dispassionate. Yet he daims that modern epistemology has 

made any postulation of absolute historic.il truth im~ossible in either microhistorical 

analysis or in definition of global patterns of development. He opts instead for a view 

of "mythhistory" where hislorians accept lheir role of providing a 'sense of the past,' a 

broad meaningful interpretation as a ground fol' action. Any significant study of history 

requires "intuitive leaps" into generalization which can then be evaluated by their 

usefulness in dealing with additional information.4 

McNeill' s relativism is moderated by a view of emergent truth in the open 

marketplace of ideas. He is a pragmatist of liberal faith. Taken as a whole the study of 

world history is itself progressive as models evolve to include broader categories of 

material and a more inclusive perspective. The measure of truth in any area of study 

must then be ilS hislorical success, ilS evolutionary adaptability and usefulness; the truth 

will out in time and evaluation of interpretations by historical evidence can further the 

process. McNeill claims that generalization is inevitable even in the most specifie study 

and that the historIan bears a dut y to eoordinate a use fui past in the face of present world 

contingencies. Hlstorians, whether they like it or not, are mythhistorians who provide 

ideational grounding through generalization for a climate of opinion; in McNeill' s work 

this task has the weight of a moral imperative, to ignore CUITent macmhistorical dilemmas 

in fragmentary analysis of dlscrete shards of a past is a 'trahison des clercs.' 

3William H. McNeill, "The Rise of the West After Twenty-Five Years," Journal of 
World History 1 (Spring 1990): 2. 

4William H. McNeill, "Review Essay: The Nature of History by Arthur Marwick and 
Comment on Ecrit L'Histoire by Paul Veyne," History and Theory Il (1972): 106. Also: 
William H. McNeill, The Shape of European History (New York: Oxford UP, 1974), 30. 
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MeNeill' s own mythhistory is not without its contradictions. His clinical 

perspective on historical patterns of epidemiology, technology transfert the history of 

ideas, and religious development, emphasizes a basic Darwinian analY'iis of the survival 

value or use value aspects of these patterns. In the struggle for exilitence, 

"microparasitical" relations of endemism which allow maximal survival of pest and host, 

and rationalized "macroparasiucal" arrangements between elites and conl(uered 

populations, allow consummate prosperity tu host and parasites, and so provldc adaptive 

success. In inter-group relations, success requires the immediate and perpetuai adoption 

of increasingly lethal forms of killing technology along with a world view which justifies 

and perpetuates these arrangements and a religion which adJusts individuals to thelr most 

painful effeets. The major historical patterns McNeill reveals are end products of human 

adaptation in line with Spencer's dictum of "the survival of the fiuest." ln the end 

McNeill charts the blindly devastating influence of microparasitism and the passage of 

the technologieal and organizational imperatives of macroparasitism along with the 

conditioning effects of evolving 'climates of opinion' which often seem to do liule but 

refleet the se underlying and compelling forces. The liberal postu!ates Inherent in 

MeNeill's goals in writing are occasionally undennined by his sweeping generalizatIons 

about the climates of opinion which often leave the question of le.ldership, creativity, and 

inspiration aside. In his paradigmatie formulations diffusion sometimes assumes the 

weight of a near-universal explanation so that individual creativity is de-empha~ized or 

glossed over. MeNeill's ambiguous conclusions on the future, his projection of an 

equilibrium in the realm of micro- and macroparasitism, and hls cxpectation of a world 

union under a government of potentially self-interested social managers seem to deny hls 

liberal hopes. Yet McNeill evinces a sense of optimism that is central 10 hls own 

personal 'climate of opinion' but does not follow }ogically from the pattern'i of history 

which he chans. In the end McNeill's work begs the question. Can an ecologlcal Vlew 

in world history preserve a central role for the free will and action of the imhvldual? 

Lonked at from the outside, can the history of humanily at the spccie'i level bc more than 

contest~ in pcwcr !llllchination that end with the hegemony of the ~trongc~t? 
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William Hardy McNeill was born in Vancouver, British Columbia in 1917, the son 

of John Thomas and Netta (Hardy) Mc Neill. The McNeills moved 10 the U.S. when 

William was ten. John Thomas Mc Neill , a leading expert in the history of Calvinism. 

was a professor of church history at Union Theologieal Seminary until his retirement in 

1953. By the time he was ten McNeill had already decided to "do history" in his father's 

footsteps. From his father McNeill received his most important early influence in his 

orientation to broad-based historical patterns and the focus on points of interconnection 

between individuals and groups. John T. McNeill's work ran across denominations and 

through centunes of Christian history. McNeill admits that "my sort of history is indeed 

a secularization and geographical expansion of his. ,,5 

McNeill attended the University of Chicago, receiving his B.A. in history in 1938 

and his Master's degree a year later. After starting his Ph.D. work at Cornell, his 

education was interrupted by the World War Two during which he served in the V.S. 

Army (1941-1946), from 1944-1946 as an assistant military attache with the rank of 

captain in Greece, "a graduate student of history in uniform."6 His war experience led 

him to write three books on Greece which contributed to the dialogue surrounding the 

Marshall Plan.7 During the war McNeill met Elizabeth Darbishire, the daughter of 

Robert Shelby Darbishire, Toynbee's traveling companion in Greece. and married her in 

SR. Walters, "McNeill, William H., His Own His tory, " New York Times Book 
Review, 6 October 1963, 30. Cf. John T. McNeill, The History and Character of 
Calvinism (New York: Oxford UP, 1954), ad passim. See also McNei11's dedication to 
his father in William H. McNeill, Venice; The Hinge of Europe, 1081-1797 (Chicago: 
University of ChIcago, 1974). Mc Neill, in correspondence with the author (15 December 
1989) noted that "we have a very similar cast of mind, always looking for the 
commonality that connects human beings and groups." 

6Wilham H. McNeill, "The View from Greece," Witnesses to the Origins of the Co Id 
War, Thomas T. Hammond, Ed. (Seattle: University of Washington, 1982), note before 
pagination, 98. 

7Walters, 30. William H. McNeill, The Greek Dilemma; War and Aftermath 
(PhIladelphia: Lippencott, 1947), ad passim. 
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1943.8 At the war's end McNeill wrote a doctoral dissertation at Cornell on the 

influence of the potato upon Ireland which foreshadowed his later ecological interests.9 

At Cornell McNeill took a seminar with Carl Becker and acted as his teachlllg 

assistant. He had read Becker's Modern History tcxtbook as a junior in high school in 

1932 and felt that "everything 1 have since thought or written about modern European 

history is no more th an embroidery upon and modification of what 1 then absorbcd. "lU 

After the influence of Mc Neill 's father and a high school teacher, Becker furthcr opcned 

up the "magic" of history to MeNeill and presented him with a modern moral dilemma 

that is one root of MeNeill's macrohistorieal synthesis. Becker charted three clements 

in modern history: a history of past polities, a history of the progrcss of the idea of 

liberty, and a history of changing means of production. In Becker's view, foreshadowing 

changes in contemporary mentality, or as : ~ called it, "climate of opinion," acted in 

relation to ecomonie and politieal interests to precede accomplishments in hislory. With 

World War One, the three lines of historical progression he charted intersected, leaving 

an incoherence whieh he sought to alleviate in part by his text, by revising and adapting 

a climate of opinion that would make sense of these developments and lead to action tn 

resolve current contradictions. McNeill's goals in writing history are clearly 

foreshadowed here, in his own attempt to educate and inculcate a new "c1imate of 

opinion" in the world as a whole in response to the same dil,mma. He saw this as the 

contemporary task of uniting the heritages of the past to make civilization worth 

preserving.11 

8McNeill, Mythhistory, 186. 

9See McNeill's subsequent article: William H. McNeill, "The Introduction of the 
Potato into lreland," Journal of Modern History 21 (1949): 218-222; and, "McNcill, 
William H., 1917," Contemporary Authors Ed. Ann Avory, Rev. Ed. (DetrOIt: Gale 
Research, 1981), 2: 459. 

IOWilliam H. McNeill, "Carl Becker, Historian," History Teacher 19 (1985): 89-100. 
McNeill called Modern History his carly "gospel," 97. 

IIMcNeill, Mythhistory, 157. 
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Three other elements of Becker' s historical analysis bear mention for their 

influence on Mc Neill. Becker repudiated P.J. Turner's the sis on the unique dispensation 

which frontier conquest provided for the development of the distinctively 'American 

character,' and thus positioned V.S. history as a part of a wider Western historical 

tradition; in this in~tance among others McNeill felt that Becker anticipated his own 

global perspective. 12 McNeill also retained Becker's skepticism, his sense that eternal 

truth is im possi ble to attain, so that 'everyman is his own historian' who brings himself 

into his history, and makes the writing of history a continuous process, even a progressive 

one, building upon the perspectives of those who came before. Finally, Becker 

epitomized for McNeill his own "conundrum of detachment." To the historian, a 

reflective distance before historical evidence must remain a guiding ideal even though one 

cannot achieve it and is, like Becker, committed to liberal principles.13 

A second central influence in McNeill's education was from the field of American 

cultural anthropology, especially the work of Robert Redfield. As an undergraduate 

McNeill studied under Redfield at Chicago, where Redfield taught his interpretation of 

the "transformation of man," the revolutionary shift from primitive to civilized society 

which occurred with the convergent processes of urbanization and the development of 

agriculture. Redfield' s idea of civilization as the "antithesis of folk society" may have 

conditioned McNeill to accept (at least in the short term) Toynbee's more case-oriented 

appr'Jach to the independent "outbreaks" of the first wave of civilizations. 14 Redfield 

emphasized the unraveling of the cohesive order of primitive society, a breakdown of 

12See McNeill's later exposition of the problem in: William H. McNeill, "The 
American War of Independence in World Perspective," Reconsiderations on the 
Revolutionary War; Selected Ess?ys, Ed. Don Higginbotham (Westport: Greenwood, 
1978), 3, 8. McNeill 's view of the American Revolution situates it as but one of a 
number of rebcl\ious responses, most unsuccessfuI, to the worldwide advance of European 
"centralized bureaucratie administration." 

13McNcill, Mythhistory, 161-170. McNeill, "Carl Becker," 99. 

14McNcIIL Mythhistory. 183. Redfie1d, Robert, The Primitive World and Its 
Transfonnations (Ithaca: Great Seal, 1953), 22. 
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rotes and beliefs which countered the advantages of cÏvilizatioll. With this unraveling 

came new psychological burdens of "dreadful freedom," when decisions fonnerly 

prescribed by an established custom had to be made throllgh isolated personal Judgcmcnts. 

McNeill has retained throughout his work a sensitivlty to the ambigllity of progressive 

advancement which, in its inception, is both creative and painfully dls11lptivc of an 

established "cake of custom."15 In his later studies he refers 10 CiVllization as a "kllld 

of cancerous growth" that is resisted to sorne extent by the "overwhelming majority of 

mankind [who are] always trying regain this lost ancestral Eden."16 McNeill has 

maintained that the shift to civilization was a destabilizatioll from a Neohtluc equiltbnum 

that was not replaced until a civilized ecumenical balance obtaincd Just before the coming 

of Christ.17 This problem will be examined ln further detail 111 review of McNcill's 

perspective on CUITent ecumenical problems; it is enough hcrc to note the ambigully of 

progress for McNeill as each advance entails a dislocation. 

When McNeill came upon Toynbee's first three volumes of A Study of lIistory 

in the Cornell Library in 1939 he was fully prepared to adopt their metahistorical 

orientation. He had read Spengler in 1936 but was unmoved by his :\bstractness. /\s 

Toynbee had read Thucydides before World War One and nad been lI1splred by the 

paraUei between the IWO ages, McNeill read Thucydldes in his flfSt graduate year at 

Chicago, wrote a Masters Thesis on Herodotus and Thucydides, and felt the "remarkable 

15McNeill cOITespondence with the author, 15 December 1989. ln his reccnt article, 
William H. McNeill, "Control and Catastrophe in Human Affairs," O'ledalus 118 (1989) 
1: 11, McNeill takes Redfield's view a step further wlth an aSl)crtion that evcry galll in 
coordination and efficiency is offset by an ll1crcascd vulncrahliIty A good cxamplc of 
McNeill's Vlew on the ambiguous path of progrcs.., II) found 111 lus study of Grcck 
modernization: Wilham H. McNeill, "Dilemma'i of Modcrnlzatl0n," Ma"''iachll~Cll'i 

Review 9 (1968): 141. Here growth smce World War Two, pIOspcmy, and UrbaI11/ilUon 
have led to a psychologlcal break with traditlonal pcasant culture, a-moraiI..,m and li 

pervasive matenahsm has resulted and the accumulation of good.., ha~ bccomc thc hlgIH;..,t 
moral priority. See also McNeill 's conc1usiom 111: William II. McNcJll, "The 1V1akll1g 
of Modern Times," Harpers 269 (1984): 16. 

16McNeill, The Shape of European History, 40. 

17McNei1l, The Human Condition, 28. 
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eeho between the ancient Greek polit;çal patterns and those of my own day." Likc 

Toynbee, MeNeill was suffieiently moved by this :;ense of recunence to project the task 

for himself of writing a book that would explore the cyclical parallels helwecl1 ancient 

Greek and modern European history.18 Only upon reading Toynbee did McNcill extcnd 

his scope; his ambition grew to embrace the history of aIl civihzalions. IY 

On reading Toynbee McNeill was "transported" with "rapture"; "for awhile his 

thoughts were my thoughts." Toynbee had done .Ill that McNeill had conœlVl:d 10 tracing 

the parallels and more with "dazzling virtuosity"; he was "an authe.ntic hero of the lamp." 

In his reeent book on Mythhistory, McNeill forthrightly admits that he was movcd 10 the 

point of making a "leap of faith" in aecepting Toynbee's worldview--"even though 1 half 

recognized its kinship to the other leap toward Christian faith which 1 bogglcd at 

making. ,,20 McNeill aiso acknowledged that he had a deep-selted affinity from his 

Calvinist background for the idea of predestination, for a sense of destiny that tram' ... endcd 

human consciousness and free will. where freedom wou Id exist in submission to world 

historieai processes.21 Clearly Toynbee's paradigm resonated early on with this affinity 

in MeNeill and it is probably not going too far to note that McNeill's leap of faith into 

a maerohistorical framework was in sorne ways a secular functional equivalent and 

substitute for accepting the Christian worldview. ThIs faith, however, did Ilot survive 

Toynbee's own increasingly blatant Augu~tinian imperatives and hls invocations of a 

mystical syncretism. The incipient Christian teleology inherent even in Toynbee's earliest 

fonnulations, like those of his caUs to the elected historical supennen and saints who 

create and transform civilizations, may, however, have echoed McNeill's early Calvmist 

conditioning and his youthful struggles for identity and a cohcsivc worldview. 

McNcill met Toynbee in 1947 when Toynbee was at the height of his fame in the 

18McNeill, Mythhistory, 174-178. 

19McNeill, correspondence with the author (15 December 1989). 

2°McNeill, Mythhistory, 177, 178. 

21MeNeill, Mtthhistory, 181. 
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V.S., just a few weeks after Henry Luce's Time co ver story. The two got together at 

McNeill's father-in-Iaw's hou se in Kentucky where the y hiked, got lost together and 

apparently becaIrle friends. In 1950. after publishing books on Greece, finishing his 

Cornell doctorate, and teaching in Chicago, McNeill moved to London on a:1 inVItation 

to work at Chatham House on Toynbee's Survey of Internaticoal Affairs. The two met 

daily and talked over '!'~ynbee's work on the final vulumes of the Study. McNeHl would 

CAl'ress his reservations about Toynbee's scheme and his own ideas on teehnology, the 

importance of CUITent anthropologir,al perspectives and contacts between civilizations, but 

Toynbee seerned set in his path and unable to make any serious reexamination of his 

ideas. When MeNeill e:..amined Volume VIII and gave Toynbee sorne specifie written 

cùicisms of problems he found with basic issues in the text, Toynbee simply included 

MeNeill's eomments in direct transcription as footnotes! While both historians came to 

drop the cyclical conception of history at around the same time, McNeill boggled as 

Toynbee turned his sights toward the divine and he instead reaffirmed his agnosticism and 

reached to the "dusty earth," "to understand how flows of matter and energy sustain 

human lives."22 

During his time at Chatham House McNeill wrote America Britain and Russia 

(1953) for the Survey. This "Nork on the diplomacy between the three Alli~d superpowers 

from 1941 to 1946 foreshadowed many of the central concerns of his macrohistorical 

work in the future. Mc Neill eharted a parallei development among all of the participants 

in the World War, especially the big three, of progress in administrative technique and 

technological development coupled with an erosion of social tradition. War <,rganization 

marked a "social revolution," a "tremendous victory for instrumental rationality," and 1eft 

as an ambiguou~ 'egacy the "myth of peaee through human planniag."23 While positing 

a predominant historical positiùn to Roosevelt's myths of international order, the idea of 

th~ Grand Alliance and the importance of the individualleaders of the Alliance, McNeill 

22MeNeill, Mythhistory, 186-197. 

23William H. McNeill, America Britain and Russia: Their Cooperation and Confliet, 
1941-1946 (1953, New York: Johnson Reprint, 1970),766-68. 
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also noted that personalities are most often unimportant in the final decisions, thal 

demographics, military imperatives, resource management, and so forlh are the 

df ·erminative factors. 24 

In 1954 McNeill ~et about the task of writing hi:; OW.I world history even as 

Toynbee completed the culminating volumes of his Study of world history and religious 

syncretism. As he put it: "1 proposed to turn Spengler and Toynbee on h.dr heads, as 

Marx claimed to have done -.vith Hegel." He felt that Toynbee and Spengler both erred 

in iheir assertions of the independence of civilizations and their emphasis on the internai 

rhythms of particular civilizations whieh made external influences scem relatively trivial. 

McNeill's approaeh, "influenced by anthropologists, assumed that borrowing was the 

normal human reaction to an encounter with strangers p()~sessing superior skills." 

Diffusion, the adoption by societies of technologies, skills, customs, and SOCIal 

arrangements which they perce~ve to be finer or more empowering than their own, has 

been the critical dynamic in world historical change. MeNeill's world history foeused 

from his initial formulations on points of contact between civilizational cent~rs and the 

resultant stimuli produced by cultural diffusions?5 Looking back over Toynbee's work 

sorne thirty-five years later, McNeill retained a great deal of respect for Toynbee's 

achievement, especially in the discourse which he opened,26 but his own paradigm makes 

a sharp break with cyclical metahistory. In its place McNeill has fonnulated an internally 

consistent perspective of challenge and response which emphasizes the accumulative 

nature of trans-CÎvilizational diffusions and the culmination of this process in cvolving 

ecumenical hegemonies. 

Part of McNeill's originality is in his role in introducing the insights of modern 

anthropology on cultures and their patterns of growth into the discipline of world 

24McNeill, America Britain and Russia, see 361 and 755 on the importance of leaders; 
760-763 on the role of ideas; and 756 and ad passim on the predominant power of 
underlying patterns. 

25McNeill, Mythhistory, 57. 

26William H. McNeill, Arnold Toynbeei A Life (New York: Oxford UP, 1989),286. 
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historical writing. He is perhaps the foremost world historian promoting a diffusionist 

view of culture. Cultural int(;raction in his paradigm, ra~her than tl.ny internaI cyclical 

dynamism, is the "major motive power" for historical change. Diffus:on occurs "when 

a group of men encounter a commodity, technique or idea that seems superior to what 

they had previously known, they will lij' to acquire and make their own whatever they 

perceive to be superior, but only as long as this does not seem to endanger the values 

they hold dear ... 27 Diffusion does not al ways occur under conditions of free choice, 

however, where the 'superior' adoption is sought out for its positive value in promoting 

cultural progress; in many cases McNeill presents cultuml borrowing as an urgent 

requ: rement, as for the adaptability of a conquered population or in the case of adoptions 

accepted to ward off external threats. 

McNeill has found that the contribution of diffusion to a society is subject to a 

"Rule of Compound Interest" wherein "societies that have already accepted important 

changes withm living memory are likely to provoke invention" among their members. 

He agrees with Sorokin and with Alfred Kroeber's idea of "constellations" of invention 

which cllJster historically in time and space. With the rise of civilizations, emergent 

metropolitar centers shift from being the open receJ.ltors of cultural influences from 

equally seml-barbarous neighbors or from other naseent external civilizational centers. 

They beco:ne radiant foci which diffuse their own borrowings, and the innovations which 

these borrowings have stimulated, to their peripheries. Centers in time fonn "cultural 

slopes" through their barbaric fringes and toward primitive frontiers beyond. With the 

rise of multiple centers diffusion acquires a complex topography as peaks an~ slopes 

intersect in a mutually stimulating confluence of cultural growth.28 The success of 

diffusion outward from a center is critical for that center's viability as each center must 

sustain its growth, and, for epidemiological and demographic Teasons, its very existence, 

27McNeill, Venice, xv. 

28McNeill, The Shape of European History, 37-39. 

1 
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by drawing on its external rural population anrl cunverting them lIlto its citizens.1'l Thus 

McNeill's perspective on dIffusion leads mtn his view of a pllllcllhtted Cl\lIi~lbriul11 

between civilization and ils peripheral hinterlands; he has explorcd tbis dynamk: III ost 

extensively in the rl!lations betwetn steppe-d\\-elling nomaù~ and civllizeù agricultural 

peoples who m,'st periodically conven the conquering barbarians or invent and adopt 

technologies which can hold them off. 

MçNeill's world history has acted to ~ynthesize two major slrands oi 

macrohistoncal theory, the Spenglerian and Toynbeean study of the fiSC and l'aIl of 

civilizations .md curtent theories of cultural development helli by leading anthropologists. 

Aside from Redfield's influence, McNeill read Ruth Benedict, V. GOldon Childe, 

Margaret Mead, and Ralph Linton.30 Linron held that the "so-called ri~e and l'aIl of 

civilizations .. .is marginal in certain respects landl actually on1:' affected the surface of 

culture." These superficial chaJ'!ges overlay à cumulative cultural matrix that is inherited 

in time and in its displacement to new peoples on the penphery. In The Tree of Culture 

(1955) Linton analyzed this matrix a3 a worldwide proces~ of cultural diffusion which 

sen/ed as an underlying unit y (like the trunk of a tree) supporung peri!1heral 

differentiation. Linton anticipated McNeIll's outlook on the accumulauVt: pattern of 

growth and even in his forecasts for the future; he warned of a trend toward the end of 

free compe:tition worldwide as massive corporations, bureaucratically integrated under a 

web of governmental controIs, absorbed sm aller businesse~ and promoted an increasmgly 

sharp system of c1ass divisions.31 

Alfred Kroeber, the oean of American cultural antl1ropology, also conce'ved 

patterns ef cultural growth that parallel MeNeill's macrohi~toncal perspective. His 

ConfiguratIOns of Cultural Growth (1944) broke wlth S penglcnan and Toynbcear: systems 

in three major areas: Kroeber denied, first of ail, that thcre wali a "master pattern" to 

2~i1liam H. McNeill, Europe's Steppe Frontler, 1500-1800 (ChIcago: Un1ver~ity of 
Chicago, 1964), 32. 

30McNeill, Mythhistory, 183. 

31Ralph Lmton, The Tree of Culture (New YOIk: Knopf, 1955),662-670. 
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which ail cultural development in distinci. civilizations mw: respond; secondly, that aIl 

civilizations followed through essentially parallel stages; and 'hirdly, that civilizations die 

of themselves. 12 Althougr Kroeber in hll: Configurations Httt mpted ta SOI1 out patterns 

of cultural con~lelldtlOns, la analyze the valleys and peah of thelr incidence in a 

somcwhat nalve recapi tl'Iation of Sorokin' S study of cyc \ ~'S, his more enduring 

contribution may be the fmùmg that "cuIture~ merge mto one anll\her and so cannat have 

the individual cntlty of higher organisms.'t31 Along with thls pm, 'ulate he presented the 

baffling problem of the role of the indlvidual withm the cultural IT1 ,trix; to l<roeber, and 

this is sometlmes implicd in McNeill as weIl, persrJnality can be St en more clearly as a 

vehicle them as an agent in cultural development.34 F1I1ally, agam lB ~' McNeill, Kroeber 

attempted to examme cultural p·.ttems while maintaining a clinica,\ distance to avo!d 

apocalyptic pronuncIations on destiny or millennial exhortations to utopia; he held that 

"the study of civllization can hard1y bewme trulv scientific or scholarly until it divests 

itself of emùtional concern about crisis, decay, c.:ollapse, extinction, and doom."35 

W hat ullites the cyclical theori!lts and the cultural anthropologists as their 

fundamental common root is the culturally Darwinian perspective which Toynbee's 

'challenge and responsc' paradigm most directly epitomizes. As Carroll Quigley points 

out in his The Evolution of Civirzations (1961), Petrie, Toynbee, and Spengler aIl held 

ta the view that environmental conditions or contacts with other peoples are primary 

J2Alfred L. Kroeber, Configurations of Cultural Growth (Berkeley and L.A.: 
University of California, 1944), 828. 

33Kroeber, Configurations, 761. On the similarity of his perspective to Sorokin's see 
pages 21, 67,91 and also the appendix on Sorokin in: Alfred L. Kroeber, Slyle and 
Civilizatlon (lthaca: Cornell UP, 1957). 

34Kroeber, Configurations, 763. 

15Krocber, Style and Civllization, 160. See also: Elie R. Wolf, "Understanding 
Civilizations," Comparative Studies in Society and History 9 (1966-1967): 446-465, on 
McNeill' s debt to Kroeber and his school. 
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among the challenges which produce cultural growth. 16 ln addition, Spengler 

exemplifies most obviously, but the others sha:-e the pel~pective, that with the comfoils 

of civilizauon may come a relative stasis in the lack of challenge, a~ 1!1 Spengler's 

"civilizatIon" stagc, which aets as a funetlonal equivalent 10 degcneratlOll as other l'llltlll~''i 

are able to surpass the stagnatmg civilization dlle to the élan that th~y a'\.111lre !Il 

continuous struggle. QlIlgley puts thlS proces~ \11 .t nUbhcll in hi" own scwn .,tage 

system of the movement of SOCIal organlz:niun III rcsponsc 10 challcllge~: "The 

civilization fises whde thlS organization is an instrumcllt lot adaptation III the face of 

challenge 1 and declines when this nrganization becornes an lllstitution." 17 

McNeill applies the chalknge and responsc paradlgm with more wnsistcncy and 

balance th an any other modern ~ l>rld hlstonan. His ecologlcal analysis allows him, orten 

with penetrating inslght, to examine an exceedingly complex vanety of man-made and 

ecological crises as cultural stimuli.38 Where Toynbee found tllesf' snmuli most ol'tt~n 

in the origin and growth stages of civilization, as in his recurrent use of Wmfogel's 

hydraulic hypothesls and the "taming" of the origirMI home~ {lf hlS distinct clvihLations, 

McNeill employs an overarching perspective on perpetuaI stimulu~-response relations of 

human Iieings with disease fluctuations, agricultura! technology, I.ootechnical advances, 

and 1 ~sultant changes in food supplies, human habitat, and envlronmental control. 

Moreover, Mc Neill brings this process up to the present 1I1 hls cvaluations of the 

continuous line of growth and integration which he charts as the central dynamic of 

history. 

MeNeill's macrohlstory is, then, a study of tlle challenges of 'wrvlva! prcsentcd 

by humanity's evolving rdationship to its environment and III the pllnctuated equillbnurn 

(lf the struggle between groups. MeNeill's entire overVlew of the proccss of dlfTu'ii<\fi 

centers on two aspects, that of the individual 's aspiration for supcnor goods and a more 

36Carroll QUigley, Tho: Evolution of ClVlhzatlOns (New York: Macmillan, 19(1), 6X. 

37Quigley, The Evolution, 69. 

38MeNeill, Mythhistory, 59. See also: William H. McNeill, Plagues and l'copies 
(Garden City: Anchor, 1976), ad passim. 
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sadsfying material, social and r.ven spintual Iife, and p,- :haps even more critically, on the 

competitive race of contiguous societies for technology and social order to mamtain their 

independence or extend their power over theiI neighbors. The stimulus of 

poliucal/mihtary competition l~ perhaps the dominant eco-historical pattern in McNeill' s 

history. Thl'; IS clearly the case in his view of the 'rise of the West' after 1000 A.D. 

where variety, instnbility, and tpe Jack of a hegcmonic economic power promoted 

European econOn1IC growth, and chronic warf?re, endemlc ta nascent European 

multinational/sm, proved to be one of the "powerfuJ mainsprings of the West's 

vitaJity."w McNeill's position on the stimulating effects of competition leads him to his 

conclusions on the amblguous future in a world increasingly unified by technology, trans

national economics, and communication~. and intersecting oureaucratic institutions. Will 

the future united ecumene suppress disruptive stimuli tl) the point where human creativity 

is fatally undermil ~d? 

ln 1954 McNeill addressed these issues in Past and Future, a work which in many 

ways schcmatically anticipated The Rise of the West. Past and Future included a brief 

outline of world history, a perspective on what Mc Neill took to be the central dilemmas 

of the present and an evocative exposition of future contradictions, and the prospect ('f 

their ambiguous adjustment. McNeill claimed. in contradistinction to Toynbee's view of 

the independent paths of the first civilizations, that "the history of civilized mankind can 

be considered as a product of the progressive b!'eakdcwn of...isolation," through four 

epochs in the Jevelopment of human mobIlity and contacts.40 Each point of transition, 

from pedestrian ta equestrian movement (2000 B.e.), fror1 land transport dominated by 

the steppe frontiers to the central role of oceanic tr:lVel (fifteenth century A.D.), and to 

the rÏse of mechanical transportation with the Industrial RI~volution, occurred as a point 

of cri sis on a progressive continuum which required resolution and a new ecumenical 

3\villiam H. McNeill, The Rise of the \Vest; A History of the Human Comm.!nity 
(Chicago: Mentor, 1963), 597. 

4°Willian: H. Mc Neill, Past and Future (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1954), 8. 
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equilibrium .4\ 

McNeUl's view of the present in 1954 emphasized the modern perilxi as a "ltorilOll 

point,' an era of cnsis where the older equihbrium had broken down and rapid Inl'lovatioll 

had made 'Iociety "everywhere L1nc~rtain, un~table, and urlComfort:lolc," whclc natlOlls and 

nationalism, those foundauom; of secular psychological cohc~lon 111 the dowllfall of sacrl'd 

worldviews, had fallen 1nto eclipse leaving a "pervaslve unease" and a "hauntll1g Sl'nse 

of the futility of human life.,,42 Along WIth thls VICW of psy.:hologlCal lhslocallon 

McNeill held a perspective on the mechamzation of the human SOCIal orùer 1Il1lch IIke that 

which dominaicd Lewis Mumford's worldvicw. The profession al spcctahwtlon of 

invention, which McNeill later documents ln ~ 'he PllrSl1lt of Power (19H2), the re

emergence of command economies and social management bllreaucraclcs in the modern 

era, after the dominance of market économies, threatens the fOlindal1ol1 01 !ibcral soclcty. 

McNeill echoed Weber and Mumford in his vlew that as men tramform "themselves, thclr 

fellows and the physical envlronment in confonnity to !",lllOnal calculauon," the free 

citizen becomes "no more than a replaceable part 1'1 a great machme. ,,41 

In turning to the future Mc Netll descnbed ecologH,;al imperatives for the renewal 

of an equilibnum upon which the preservation of the specle~ depcnded. Fmt off, rcason 

demanded an armed world authonty to elimmate I!1ternational war. A monopoly of power 

by a governing body of techmcians and administratl)rs obeymg a central authonty that 

united the world militarily a 1\1 bureaucraucally was esse nuai and indeed "thc only rational 

way" to avert catastrophe. In 1954 McNe1l1 expected a thlrd world war, even a nuclear 

war, with world hegemony going to the victor 111 a worId dominance by a single st,lIe, 

41McN~ill, Past and Future, 14, 67. 

42McNeill, Past and Future, 67 -68, 79, 111. 

43McNeill, Past and Future, 67,91. Mc Neill documented this pmces!I 111 World War 
Two in his work on America Britain and Russia. He cOll'lidercd the two world waf' .. a'i 
points of punctuation withm an overall trené. 111 this dlrectlOrr "During the two world 
wars militons of indlvldllUls submitted their daIly aCUvltle~ to the control of governmcnt 
officials--a control WhlCh, 1 th1l1k, It is not fanta~uc 10 compare wlth the control cngtnccr ... 
are accustomed to exercise over mammate mi1chmc'i." McNet11. Pa~t and Future, 50. 
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Comintern or the U.N.44 He foresaw this imminent world union .)n the model of 

Toynbee's "Umversal State" and felt that in the aoseTlce of wa' the \\'est would be the 

leader in the Integration pr4xess. Indeed, Americans snould set the world state as their 

guiding VISion, an hernic t&sk whlch requircd herOIc effort and sacrifice.45 McNeill 

elaborated these thcmes over the next nine year'i as he wrote The Rise of the West. 

The product of lwenty-five years of conception, ten years of wnting, incorporating 

the input ûf four research aS!llstants and the review of twenty-eight historical speclalists, 

The Rh·e of the West, judged by the standards of CUITent profession al historians, may be 

the foreillost single volume of world history written in the twentieth century.4b 

To McNeill, the v'orId was one from day one. Civilizations are not 

anthropomorptllc beJOL' willfully following their destimes and then dying of old age but 

are representativcs of a single, and from the first, relatively unified process of growth, 

spread and IntegratIOn which has culminated wlth the dynamic disequilibrium of the 

present. In hls study of CÎvilIzauon and diffusion McNeill set out to identify in any given 

age where the center of highest skill was located as the focal point of ecumenical 

development.47 The Rise charts the breakthrough 10 clvilization in Mesopotamia w.th 

the invention and diffusIOn of agriculture, the dt::,,~lspment of the traction plow and 

irrigatIon, and from these techniques, male-dominated fanning and husbandry, the rise of 

urban center!. and the "social engine" of concentrated surplus food supplies controlled by 

managerialleadership under naseent kingships. He documented the Ieapfrogging diffusion 

of the Mesopotamian adaptations to like environments on the Karun (Elamite civilization), 

44McNeIil, Past and Future, 14, 67. 

45McNelll, Past and Future, 179,211. 

4bSee Walters, 30. Perhaps most symbolic of the positive reception that The Rise of 
the West rcccived was Hugh Trevor-Roper's New York Times Book Review, "Barb:uians 
Were Often at the Gate", 6 October 1963, 1. His perspective of MeNeill's work was in 
sharp contrast to hiS ridIcule of Toynbee 's metahistory: "This is not only the most 
leamed and the most intellIgent, it is also the most stimulating and fascinating book that 
has ever set out to recount and explain the whole history of mankind. Il 

47McNelll, Mythhlstory, 62. 
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the Jordan (Jcricho), the Indus, and the Nile and the adoption of ùigestlbll! techl1lqlle~ hy 

peripheral areali of "hlgh barbansm," some of whol11 adaptcd C"\\'1111<1l1on 10 nun·\valered 

lands (around 2000 B (') III M1Iloan Crete amI A"Ia MIIlOf There wa" a "doubk puhe 

beut" of anclcnl clvJllla110(1 dorl1lnated 1/1 .. , IllIual pha~l' h) !Ill' ,!!rowlh and npan!>101l 

of Mesopotamtan ,lnd Egyptlan clvtlll!ltI(ln~ fmm noo tl' : 700 B C. Thl'i deVl'lopmCnl 

was Înterr Jpted around 1700 I3.C by a barbanan V()l!..w;!ndeniiî~ :hro~f.h the l'mire 

Middle Ea~t reglon, wllich hy lS0(l B.e. haù harne,,~ed the hor~e to thc ch mOllo glVt' 

attackers an overwhclmlllg technologlcal ~upenonty over li':hgenou ... agnclIltural pl'oples 

and swept the length of the EunlSlan ecumene to reach the Ycllow River hy 13(lO B.e 

The barbanan wave of ncw peoplcs and the dlffu~\On of ~kdls flOl11 Ml'sopotanll,1 gave 

birth to a second wave of clvllIzatlOns whlCh in turn (.1rodw\'<l gradients of Influence into 

thC' barbaric pen phery :~8 

By 500 B.C. a bal,mced eqll1libnum came into bcmg wlth the cnù of Middle 

Eastern cultural leadership. Across Eurasia four clvlhzatlon;J1 centers emerged 111 tension 

with their barbanan fringes; thlS marke<1 the end of ê1 wqrld Ill ... toncal cm. For the ncxt 

two thousar.d years each civilIzation existed I!l a land-cenlered halance wlth Ils peers that 

was thœatened in tum by Greek expansion under Alexander, IndIC growth, the Islarmc 

movemrnt and finally, Chlllese hegemony over th~ir landcd penphery and movernent 1I1to 

the Indian Ocean.4
':1 From 500 B.C. unul ! SOC A. 0 tlll~ Eura",wll balance allowcd 

contacts and borrowings among "roug~lly equivalent" centcr~ -after 1500, thc"ic borrowings 

would be dommated by the West :md were necessary for ... urvlval III the rest 01 the 

ecumene as E~lrope forced 'moaelnizauop,' on the non-W.:'" lf1 II-. Illlage. 50 

The contmuum of clvIlization achteved oy 500 B C. lIlauguIated a period that 

McNeill refer'i to as "the cIoslIre of the Eur;I ... lan Ecumene" l'rom 500 B C. \(\ Z\}O A.D. 

the relative isolation of the four centers of Eurasian clvIlll:atton wa"i brokcn down through 

48McNeill, The Rlse, l, 18, 42, 81, 103. Also ~ee. WillIam Il. McNcill, A World 
History (New York: Oxford UP, 1967),99. 

49McNeill, The Rl~C, 25·1, 267,273. 

~OMcNcilI, A World History, 121-124. 
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trade, communications, and military extensions from one end of the ecumene to the other. 

This brIef tlowenng of c1o~cr interconncction and tramfusion affected the arts most and 

flrst but rnay aho have dlffused the lommon sotcriologiral strand of Buddhism and 

Chri'ltF!nlty l'rom a Grcck center.51 The dl~astrous epidermological effects of the newly 

opened Eura..,,,l/1 contllluum on rcJauvely Immune-detrclent peoples on the extreme ends 

of the contmuum, in China and the Roman Empire, will bc dlscussed ln the context of 

McNetll's late; work, Il IS cnough hcn." to say that The Rt:-,e of the West noted the 

cpidemlOloglc,d contnbution to the falls of Rome and the Han Empire and the subsequent 

demographlc vaCU1'm that was Olled In the East and West by a new wave of steppe 

barbarian .... 57 

Whde Chma survived It ... epldemlo)oglcal catastrophe and clvilized the influx of 

barbarian ... , and Indla (200-600 A.D.) went through its 'golden age' in intellectual and 

rehglous devclopment, Western civlhzauon was nearly overcome. In contrast to other 

world hlstonam, most notably Chri~:topher Dawson, McNetll held that "Christian culture 

was at low ebb betweer. 600 and 1000 A.D."s3 Only wah the belated adoption of th" 

lranian anncd cavalry cataphract and Ils accompanymg feuda! social organizatIon could 

the West resist epidemics of barbartan InCllrSIOn and achieve a relative stability. 

Meanwhile Chllla achleved a new umty under the Sung (960-1279) and by 1000 A.D. had 

obtal11ed an ecumemca) leadership in the deve!opment of technology that was only offset 

by its (onfuclan hlerarchlcal demgratlOn of the warrior and especmlly the rnerchant 

cla~~es. ThiS lcd to a decapltation of merchant groups as successful bllsinessmen 

withdrew l'rom the unseemly marketplace to take up more prestigious raies as 

51 McNeil', The Kise. 379. McNe11l follows Toynbee and the Western 
historiographlcal traditIon In his evaluation of Greece as a key milestone and center of 
diffusioll in hlstory. tIlt may be a confession of my own culture-boundness to say that 
the clal>slcal Gœek style of clvilizatlon seems to excel ail its contemporaries ... " McNeill, 
The Shape of European HlstOry, 57. 

52McNc11l. The Ri~e. 391-3. 

5JMcNclll, The Rise, 399, 502. 
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conservative mral landlords.54 

Between 1000 A.D. and 1500 A.D. McNc!l1 noted IWO major dlsruptions of 

e.::umenical balance: the steppe H1cursions of the Mongols wbdl in tht end may haVI: 

been rnost important in extending Chmese technology IntO the Islamic world and ta the 

West and, seconJly, the consequent Western '~xpan~lOn stlJllulated by the acquIsitIOn of 

gunpowder, printing, the compu'is alld Improvcd naval technology.5s FïOm 1500 on, a 

new ~ra opened, the "Era of Western Domlllance" whlch proceeded as a "va~t explo'iion" 

incomparable ta any other place or period. Western expansion was fed by Illtcrnatlontlj 

military and economk rivalnes that promoted a compctitIvc bOfnJwi.lg of techniqucs and 

ideas from rival nations and Islam. Concurrelltly, the old dOllllna!ion of landeLl Cl11plre~ 

ar~d the perpetuaI tllIeat from the semi-barbarou'i ~teppe wele lesst;l'ed wlth the 

demographlc changes and technological transfers wlllch gavc masscd IIlfantry :l1,rt cannon 

a firepower advantage over maraudmg horsernen, ami the European ~hlps an cLlgc over 

any that they met on thelr worldwide expam"on. By 1700, an unpreœdented levcl of 

diffusion was reached, a leavening "cross stimulation" of the Ic-wlIted wOlld CCUIllene; 

attempts to wItheiraw l'rom the upheavallllta a tradniop retaInll1g Isolation were doomed 

ta faiJure and participatIOn became an urgent neceSSIty. "Worfd hi~tory SlI1t:C 1500 may 

be thought of as a race between the West's growing power to mole st the rcst of the world 

and the increasmgly de~per3te effons of other peoples to stave Westcrncrs off, cuher by 

clinging more strenuously than before to thelr peculiar cultural inl'entance, or, when that 

failed, by appropriating a'lpects of We<;trrn cIVlhzatlon ... "S() Elsewhere McNclli c1anm 

that "power, in short, mgests weaker ceIlters of power or 'itllnulatc!-. rival centers to 

strengthen themselves. This fact..has dommuted the whole hl~tory of mankind," as 

civilized history is a "series of breakthroughs toward the reahzatlOll of greater and grcater 

54McN('lll, The Rise, 515, 545. 

55McNeill, The Rise, 584. 

s6McNdll, The Rise, 614, 707-708 . 
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power. ,,57 When he eame to outline this period of history, from 1500 to 1917, in The 

Rise of the West, MeNeiIl ehronologically offset by fifty years his analysis of the 

advanees of the West and historieal sections dealing with the impact of rising Western 

power upon developments in other areas of the world. 

It is not surprising that MeNeill's perception of the Renaissance and 

Enlightenment diffcrs sharply from those of cyclical theorists like Sorokin who see in the 

Renaissance a rising Sensate society which has undermined and disrupted the organic 

cohesive unit y of the Middle Ages. For one thing, McNei1l traces his own intellectual 

roots to the secularizing rationalism of Galileo, Descartes and Newton and up to Adam 

Smith, Malthus and Marx.58 Paralleling the rise of military and economic power of the 

West McNeill de.scribes a growth of intellectual power. He perceived the breakdown of 

dogma in a different and more positive light than had the cyclical theories of his 

predecessors; with the disintegration of the medieval framework people were presented 

with a new stimulus, a choice of belief systems and a freedom of thought that was both 

unsettling psychologically and stimulating of new techniques and ideas. In Hne with these 

developments MdJei1l isolated two central features of modernism: the growth of human 

control over inanimate matter and energy, and an activist readiness to tinker with social 

institutions and customs. Taken together the iWo are equivalent to "the progress of 

human reason applied to man. ,,59 

Along with thjs progress went increasingly conscious management of industry, 

technology, finance, and society punctuated by the French Revolution's impetus toward 

centralization and consolidation of power, Bismarck's managerial machine, and the 

euhninating war "machines" of the world wars of the twentieth century, motored by "[he 

57McNeill, The Rise, 877. 

58McNeill, Mythhistory, 53. 

s9McNeill, The Rise, 794. 
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invention of deliberate invention."60 McNeill's speculations on the ambiguous resolution 

of these patterns in the future dominates the last sections of The Rise of the West. He 

noted that the pattern of the extension of sovereignties achieved in the present under 

world duality dominated by superpower spheres leads to the logical expectation of a 

"single world sovereigmy" in the future, either through war or by the convergence of 

American and Soviet societies.61 McNeill examint:d the ominous process by which 

wartime coordination of production and social ordc:r continued into peacetime as "human 

engineering [of] 'machined' individuals .. .into interchangeable parts" in managerial 

eeonomies. He warned that the elites of this order may in the future be swayed by a 

"bureaucratie self interest" that wou Id put into place "elaborate rules and precedents" 

which might in rime make daim to "the semi-sacredness of holy ritual" in an attempt to 

throttIe baek disruptive scientific initiatives and social change to produce a conservative 

bureaucratie world hegemony.62 

Sinee 1963 Mc Neill admits to two major changes in his perspective: he is no 

longer satisfied with the concept of distinct civilizations that he employed in The Rise but 

emphasizes even further the web of communications between cultures as more crilical 

than their relative independence. Concurrently McNeill's stress has increasingly focused 

upon the ecological context of the movement of world history.63 McNeill's incipient 

6OMcNeill, The Rise. 801-814. See also: William H. McNeill, "The Complex Web 
of International Relations," The Twentieth Centuryj A Promethean Age, Ed. Alan Bullock 
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971), 50. 

61McNeill, The Rise, 868. 

62McNeill, The Rise, 875-876. In his later work on The Human Condition, 72, 
McNeill retained this view of the 'military industrial machine' dominance of world 
society: "It is easy to imagine a time not far in the future when existing public and 
private bureaucracies might come together into a self-perpetuating structure aimed first 
and foremost at keeping things as nearly stable as possible by guarding the privilegcs and 
power of existing managerial elites around the globe." 

63McNeill, Mythhistory, 64, 65. McNeill has recently published and evaluation of his 
'great book': McNeill, "The Rise of the West after Twenty-Five Years," 1-22. 
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ecological approach pervaded his earlier work from his interest in the fixed ecological 

niches of civilized planting peoples and the nomads of the grassiands on the Eurasian 

steppe in Past and Future, to his doctoral dissertation on the potato in lreland and the 

confluence of overgrazing, the loss of forests and plague that contributed to the 

seventeenth-centllry decline of Venice.64 

In 1976 McNeill produced his first major work in world epidemiological history, 

Plagues and Peoples, in which he approached the study of "microparasitism," the 

reciprocal relations between hum~n beings and parasites in human history. Humankind 

is here observed in a petri dish as "an acute epidemic disease"65 in relation to other 

animaIs. This is an approach that McNeill takes further in his later work on 

"macroparasitism," tht: inter-relatinnships between human parasit~s and their host 

societies. What concerns McNeill in Plagues and Peoples is the history of hum an 

relations with infection and the ramifications of the se associations on demographic 

patterns, the rise and faIl of states and empires, and the intellectual and religious 

aspirations of societies. 

In 1972 Alfred Crosby explored the complex exchange of disease patterns with 

the European discovery of America, a mutual transfer that led to the greatest epidemic 

of aIl time in the New World with the die-offs from European smallpox, measles and 

other Old World infections as weIl as the movement of food crops to Europe which 

helped to support the population explosion that coincided with the growth of European 

hegemony and the subsequent industrial revolution.66 McNeill applied this approach to 

the world as a whole and postulated what Crosby later called "McNeill's Law," that 

disease works with conquest, that microparasitism allies itself in history with th~ 

64McNeill, Past and Future, 14, 30. McNeill, Venice, 145-6, 218. 

65McNeill, Plagues and PeopIes, 20-22. 

66Alfred W. Crosby, The Columhian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences 
of 1492 (Westport: Greenwood, 1972). McNeiIl deals with these die-offs in Plagues and 
Peoples. 203-208. Both authors are forced to use statistics which measure population loss 
without empirical means of detaiIing the escape movement of people from disease centers . 
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expansion of civilized centers whose endemism provides them with a devastating invisible 

weapon in hs contacts with peripheral peoples. The decimations in the Americas, when 

the complex endemism of a united Eurasiail disease pool was brought to bear on a 

population lacking in immunities to the most corn mon Eurasian "childhood diseases," 

were but an extremely devastating instance of a process begun in the lirst civilized 

centers.67 

In Plagues and Peoples McNeill tentatively charts a world history of epidemiology 

to open what he sees as a neglected area of concern In history. He describes the "gradient 

of infection" from south to north that benefiued those primitive groups who undertook 

migration from tropical to temperate zones. With the coming of civilization he marks the 

shortened food chains, the redllction of biological variety, the importance of the struggle 

with weeds, and the political imperatives inherent in plowing, irrigation systems, and 

protection from rival groups. He details the passage of an epidemiological horizon point 

with the concentration of people that cultivation allowed, the new disease contacts 

domesticated herds provided, and the emergent new pattern of disease with the rise of 

cities. New "diseases of civilization" emeI'ged in the naseent urban centers where 

population densities allowed an uninterrupted infectious chain.68 Civilized societies 

"learned to live with" these diseases which struck "replaceable youth" as childhood 

diseases, often providing an immunity to those who survived. As noted above, such 

endemism acted as a weapon in new contacts with rural and isolated populations where 

the childhood diseases of civilization killed young and old alike, contributing 10 proeesses 

of demoralization, economic break:down, and loss of faith in protective gods and totems-

all of which aided the poli tic al and cultural expansion of the civilized center. 

Civilizations in history have "digested" their primitive peripheries, having "ma"iticatcd" 

them with war and disease.69 

67Alfred W. Crosby, Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Expansion of Europe, 
900-1900 (New York: Cambridge UP, 1986), 21. 

68McNeill, Plagues and Peoples, 30-32, 37, 50-53. 

69McNeill, Plagues and Peoples, 69-71. 
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From an epidemiological standpoint history is the story of mutual adaptation of 

disease endemism and the growth of a host population. By 500 B.C. four relatively 

independent disease pools had coalesced in Eurasia; China, India, P :rsia, and the 

Mediterranean world each had an endemism which facilitated its expansion.70 In The 

Ri~e of the West McNeill had pointed out the interconnection of these ecnters in the 

perioo between 500 B.C. and 200 A.D., a period of the "clos ure of the Eurasiall 

ecumene." By 128 B.C. Chinese diplomatie contacts were extended as far as the Oxus 

and Jaxartes; by 101 n.c. Ctinese armies had followed thé~~ contacts from oasis to oasis 

to open the Silk Road across the southern Eurasl.tn steppe which extended from China 

through the Kushan Empire and the Parthian Empire as far as the Levant and the Roman 

Empir~. In addition, Roman maritime expanSIOn from the West reached Indian ports even 

as China linked itself to the sub-continent by sea.71 The closure of the ecumene through 

this transportation and commercial transmutation led to a continent-wide infectious chain 

as the Old World disease pools came into mutual contact and disease transfers swept 

through these united populations leading to disastrous die-off on the relatively isolated 

ends of the infectious chain--Han China and the Roman Empire.72 Thus McNeill applies 

a natural history perspective to the faU of Han and of Rome in place of a biologie al 

metaphor of lite cycles and inferenees of moral decay and degeneracy due to the 10ss of 

spiritual cohesion. 

The opening of contacts through Eurasia led to the Roman plagues of what were 

probably smallpox and measles of 165-180 A.D., and their recurrence in 251-256, which 

began the population decay of the urban Mediterranean, led to breakdowns in literacy, 

culture, and central authority, and gave demographic advantage to the northern rural 

barbarian peoples who were invited into the empire to fill the population vacuum. In 542 

Bubonic plague reached the West, triggering a new wave of devolution and dooming to 

7°McNeill, Plagues and Peoples, 109, 76. 

71McNeiH, Jhe Rise of the West, 322-346. McNeill, Plagues and Peoples, 111. 

72McNeill, The Human Condition, 31. 
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faHure lustinian's attempt to reunite the Mediterranean. In the resultant dark age, the 

church provided a positive model of adaptation as it looked for succor in the next world 

in the face of the suffering in this one and emphasized charity, including the tending of 

the sic;k. A t'inal :-esult of the disease ravages was the power vacuum in the West whidl 

facilitated the Moslem expansiofi'i beginning in 634.11 China suffered l'rom major 

epidemics which paralleled those !JfRome (161-162 A.D. and 310-:~12 A.D.), contributed 

ta the fall of Han (221 A.D.), and left demographic openings for steppe incursions. 

China, however, was able to 'convert the barbarians' and sa evaded a simila: .. break in its 

cultural continuity. 

The downfall of empires on the ends of the Eurasian continuum interrupteJ that 

continuum. When a new line of communications and trade was opened to the north 

across the Eurasian steppe by the Mongols, a new wave of infection was prccipitated. 

The bubon_c plague, carried by black rats to China and Europe, again led to massive die

offs; in this round, however, the peoples of the steppe were decimated in turn, leaving the 

ultimate demographic balance in favor of the agricultural civilizations.74 1.1 Europe the 

Black Death led to an interruption of medieval faith, 10 phenomena as diverse as the 

flagellant sects, the Dance of Death, and an antic1ericalism that contributed to the 

Renaissance and Reformation as civic authorities, especially in Italy, responded positivc1y 

to the challenge while priest:, were shown to be impotent in the face of the pest.l~ 

The Eurasian disease pool was extended by the European voyages of dlscovery, 

conquest, and trade to the American continent and w\)rldwide, precipltating massIve die

offs as peripheral peoples were digested in the closur~ of a world diseasc poo1,76 With 

73McNeill, Plagues and Peoples, 114-116, 126-127. Also see: McNeill, The Human 
Condition, 36, on the role of adaptation to ecological conditions in the nse of the 'hlgher 
religions.' William H. McNeill, "Disease in History," Social Science and Medicine, 
(Special Issue) 12 (1978) 2: 80. 

74McNeill, "Disease In HlstOry", 80-81. 

7SMcNeill, Plagues and Peoples, 182-185. 

76McNeill, Plagues and Peoples, 215. 
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this convergence came a relative dec1ine in epidemics in Europe that, from McNeill's 

perspective, allowed a deistic view of God to emerge. Without epidemiological crises, 

and in the context of a new scientific dialogue, divine providence was no longer a 

necessary adaptive belief in explanation of the world.77 

As a parallel to microparasitism McNeill applied epistemologi{;al terminolog}' 

analogou~ly to the relations between peoples in macroparasitism. Just as the total 

destruction of a human host population is an inefficient mode of adaptation for bacteria, 

McNeill asserted that human macroparasitr,s early found that genocidal conquest and 

seizure of the entire food supply was an inefficient mode pf exploitation and consequently 

adopted modes that allowed 'endemic' relations such as imperial conquest with tribute or 

taxation; this allowed continuous health for the host population while maximizing the 

durability and sprt.>ad of macroparasitical 'infection.' Under such a system surpluses 

grown to satisfy conquerors and to prevent their rapacity act as antibodies, and the 

successful government of a conqueror would immunize, through the collection of taxes 

and rents to build a military defence, against further short-term epidemics of conques t, 

plunder and rapine.78 Macroparasitism is an ambiguous balance--since social diversity 

was founded at the dawn of civilization by those specialized elites who did not cultivate 

grain but were able to extract grain from others, rnacroparasitism cou Id be called the 

"hallmark of civilization. ,,79 Just as populations needed to reach a thre~hold to maintain 

microparasitic endemism, so a critical size allowed a large enough support for a 

conquering population; a civilization dominated by a warrior caste then became, 

analogously to a population with endemic diseases, "lethally formidable" to other peoples, 

especially to peripheral groups who had not come under a cohesive macroparasitic 

hegemony. Depending on external threats to a social order, macroparasitical scale cou Id 

shift in adaptatIon. According to McNeill, "most of European political history, in fact, 

77McNeill, Plagues and Peoples, 256. 

78McNeill, Plagues and Peoples, 256. 

79McNeill, The Human Condition, 17. 
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can be viewed as an unending fluctuation between impenal consolidation and feudul 

devolution, punctuated from time to time by epidemics of nomad invasions whencvcr the 

defenses of settled agricultltral communities became insufficient to hold back anneù 

raiders from the steppe."ao 

In his stimulating study of The Pursuit of Power (1982), McNeill out!ined a world 

history of the incrcasingly adtlptive effickncy of macroparasites in competition, in a 

Darwinian struggle in which the incrementally refined technologies and psychologil:al 

instruments of power prove victorious over ever larger hegemonies up to tht pre~cnt cn~ 

of Western dominance.81 As the twin to Plagues and Peoples it is another tour de force, 

a brilliant analysis and historical exposition of the ecoJogical relations of organized human 

groups in competition for the resoun:es and techniques of power. 1\t the same lime it is 

a disturbing book; McNeill charts a modern shift away from the Western "aberration" or 

"eccentric period" of a free market economy which only rose. in (he fifteenth century, 10 

the reemergence of "bureaucratie comm ,md structures" in the revers ion to the historical 

nonn of the "command economy" since rhe eighteen eighties.8~ This shift received ilS 

most powerful impetus by the continuaI arms race in the West whcre the bureaucracy 

became adynamie force in pursuing invention and promoting "command technology," that 

systematically produced in direct response to directives from ehtes.HI 

Political history, like that of human adaptation to disease, in Mc:Neill's view, can 

be examined with the use of ecologicai principles, e\jpecially the concept of evolving 

equilibria. In opening new historical boundmies McNelll sets his eco-historieal 

framework outside the moral judgement of system'i of exploItation, like that whlch one 

may infer behind the arguments of the dependency theorists. In notmg their UnIversal and 

8°McNeill, The Human Condition, 22-25. 

81William H. McNeill, The Pursuit of Power; Technology Arrncd Force and SocIety 
Since A.D. 1000 (Chicago: Umversity of Chicago, 19H2). 

82McNeill, The Human ConditlOn, 70-72. McNeIli, The PurSUIt of Power, 116. 

83William H. Mc Neill , "The Industrializauon of War," Southem Humal11tics Review 
13 (1979): 152. 
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mutually adaptive role in the history of the species, McNeill analyzes them as natural 

relations between groups which follow nataral paths of efficiency analogous to those of 

disease. 

McNeill's tour de force contains certain problems that are perhaps inevitable and 

inherent in broad generalization and the pursuit of historical detachment. His model is 

applied to sorne extent metaphorically and he never wants to make the reductive claim 

that world historical processes are nothing but the interactions of microparasitism, 

environmental challenges, and a macroparasitism made increasingly formidable by the 

invention and diffusion of technology and modes of social control. McNeill's metaphor, 

his emphasis on adaptive evolution on the epidemiological model, often suggests a blind 

process of the organic growth of power hegemonies in are a , sophistication, and even 

depth of psychological management that can ~r.arcely be balanced much less directed by 

the wills of the individual bacterium or the ceUs of the social body. 

McNeiI! recognized the incipient elements of detenninism in his work as at least 

in part a legacy of "the Calvinist World View" which holds that "massive largely 

unconscious processes ... operated at a level bclow deliberate political-military planning and 

action." He believes that this underlying "order means limits, and such a vision of 

historical processes ought also to remind us that we are never wholly sovereign, whether 

as individuals or citizens of even the greatest of states. ,,84 There is a close similarity 

between McNeill's sense of the ecological roots of tlecessity in history and Fernand 

Braudel's analysis of the underlying economic and ecological processes active in the long 

duration which provide the deep structures upon which the epiphenomenon of 'battles and 

kings' take place. McNeill sees Braudel as a "kindred spirit"; Braudel's The 

Mediterranean and the Medh~rranean World in the Age of PhililL!! was the most 

powerful book that McNeill read during the ten years that he wrote The Rise of the West. 

The two historians share l common root in the study of Marc Bloch and the Annales 

school but McNelll resists what !1e sees as Braudel's tendency to reduce an history to 

84McNeill, ''The American War of Independence," 10. 
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economic and market relatio'ls.8s With his own 'holistic' ecological approach he 

attempts to av<)id a structural determinism by claiming that the underlying patterns which 

he describes art: cht'lllenges th:tt condition but do not define the free responses of 

individllals. The pmblem is magnified here, howe\er, as these responses occur within li 

social psychologie?l framework or, from a hlstory of mentalities perspective, 111 

conjunction with a delimitated sel of 'mental equiprncnt' which further conditions the 

range of free expression. An ar.alysis of McNeill's view of religion in Illstory can 

perhaps illustrate this problem further. 

McNcill analyzes religiolls phenomenon in history as movernents of belief systems 

or "climates of opinion" whieh allow positive adaptation to material and social conditions 

He takes an "ecological view of religion," examining it "from tht outsioe" for its 

contribution to human adaptability and survival.86 The Axial religions in the pcnod of 

the first Eurasian ecumenical union, for example, originateo among marginal "excluded 

eHtes" and swept through civilized aceas because these fauhs "fitteo the neeos, the 

feelings and the life position of the majority of civilized hurnankir.d. ,,117 In domg so the y 

contributed to human survival. The Axial religions were 'universahst,' open t<J aU ethnie 

groups, and inculcated generous rules and prescriptions for dealing with strangers at a 

time when a uniting ecumene made for increasing contacts with diverse peoples. ln 

8SMcNeill, M'/thhistory, 199, 201, 210, 233. Cf. also: Fernand Braudel, The 
Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip Il, 2 Vols. (New York: 
Harper, 1976), and Fernand Braudel, Afterthoughts on Materia} CivilizalÏon and 
Capitalism (BaltImore: John Hopkins UP, 1977), for a sense of his perspective 011 deep 
structure in the long duration. For an excellent brief analytical évaluatIon of Braudel's 
model see Samuel Kinser, "Annaliste Paradigm? The Geohistorical Structurahsm of 
Fernand Braudel," American Historical Review 86 (l): 63-102. 

86William H. McNeill, "RelIgIOn in the Modern World; An Historian's Reflection'i," 
Papers in Comparative Studies 3 (1984): 23. 

87McNeill, "Religion," 25. There is a close co. Imonality here wlth Erik Erikson 's 
Vl~W ofreligious change in response to the requirerm ots of 'identity shifts' of inOlVldual 
leaders and thetr wldespread adoption among r opulations undergoing the same 
macrohistorical tensions. See: Erik Erikson, Young Man Luther: A Study 111 

Psychoanalysis and History (New York: Norton, 1958), 254. 
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addition these religions contained ideals of heavenly compensation for troubl~s in the 

world, from plagues to invasions, and thus promoted an adaptive forbeal'ance in the face 

of adversity. According to McNcill these religious traditions smoothed contacts between 

people, helped coexistence and thus supplied the foundations of the "commercial 

transformation of human society."gg The Axial "half sisters" of Christianity, Mahayana 

Buddhism and Hinùuism, "provided the first really satisfactory adjustment to human life 

to the impersonality and human indifference that prevails in large urban agglomerates. ,,89 

Religion has th us played an ecological raIe in history through adapting to given social and 

material conditions and in tum conditioning societies toward future adaptations; religion 

under this paradigm is more a conditioned response to ecological imperatives with a 

sodal and psychological use-value th an it is a free aspiration, much less a providential 

contact. 

As for the analysis of inner religious experience, McNeillleaves this suoject alone. 

He feels that religion in the present is in a "transition al "hase" and that this may be the 

"most agitated and critical growth point of our time." Yet he cannot personally bridge 

the gap between the "mcandescent" faith of true believers and the rational analysis of 

religion from the outside and feels unable to "converse with true believers, whether 

secular true believers, or transcendental, tradition al true believers." lronically, given the 

distance in his work from any sort of religiosity, McNeili maintains that modern society 

may require religious grounding as an adaptation to rapid social change He seems to 

take a '.'oltairean perspective: exhibiting no religion himself he caUs fc,r a plurality of 

vibrant faiths as "requisite for the maintenance of the stability of civilizt.'d society. ,,90 

In Past and Future McNeill approached the gap in belief systems with the 

integration of the military-industrial complex and in the light of a future world union. 

Here again, a religious or spiritual adaptation is presented as a necessary requirement 

88McNeill, "Religion," 26-28. 

89McNeill, The Rise of the West, 383. 

9OMcNeill, "Religion," 31-32. 
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under the new order: "Without religious renewal lin a post-modern united worldl on a 

grand seale, 1 should think it hkely that moral lassitude, and perhaps a SUplllC fatalism 

woulù increasingly gain hold of men's rnlOds; and, havlIlg nothing much worth wlnlc 10 

live for or strive for, they might even cease to propagatt' thclr k1l1d .. ,,~1 The Illeal go.ll 

of the West in these troubled urnes should be il "liberal cooperative, Clvtlm:d world Older 

in whicb aIl mankind could flOd a spIritual as weIl as a phy~ical homc."'12 The IIltlul'l1ce 

of Toynbee on this early formulation IS patent and needs no fmther analy'iU., what 1" 

perhaps more pertinent to his later view of religion IS the u<;eflilnes~ of religloslty, It only 

as an adaptive delusion in Freud's sense in Civiltzatlon :Jod Ils Discontents, one wlllch 

accommodates individuals to society and panicularly to the repressive [catures of any 

civilized social arder. 

For it is clear that William McNeiIl, despite hls mis~lOn as a world hislOrian, is 

no utopian. One gets a sense that the "spintual" world order that he IIlvoked III 1954 is 

onlyon the "outside," an adjustment ta the mechamzation of man that !v1cNelll outlincd 

just as clearly as Lewis Murnford had but for which he could not develop :my kmd of 

explicit faith in an ameliorative "transformation of man" or true spmtual revllalmllion. 

Instead MeNeill recognizes the continuity of repre:-;~ions, even thelr growth, wlth the 

inevitable and even necessary rise of bureaucratie orgamzatlon and ~ocial control 111 an 

increasingly complex and unified world. We cannot expect perfection; despllc hi~ 

'progressivism' McNeill has no illusions on the perfectl':>iltty of m~lI1 or the end of hUl11an 

history in an earthly sacralized paradise. "Human affatr~ always exhlbit...an alloy of gain 

and loss, good and evil, advance and retrogres~ion. "'Il Any world bureaucratie ortkr 

would likely resist change, preferring a conservatl~m that would ~low SOCIal (hange ami 

promote a new balance as the moral and religi()u~ sphere I.:l\ught up wnh the \ocwl 

changes which have oecurred. 

9lMcNeill, Past and Future, 175. 

92McNeill, Past and Future, 202. 

93McNeiIl, Past and Future, 190. 
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In a 1980 reply to Alexander Solzenitsyn 's oraiorical attack on Western decadence 

at the 1978 Harvard commencement, McNeill analyzed the modern vacuum of belief and 

the lack of courage that he located in a lack of a self-defimng and encompassing sense 

of group Identlty. "The cntlcal deficiency of our ~ecularized vision of the 'true end of 

man' dS inhented from the eighteenth century, seems to me to rest in its individualism. 

Human betng:-. are social creatures, and happiness depends mainly on effective 

partIcipation In groups, where shared values and goals, cooperative behavior, and mutual 

aide can floun<.;h. ,,1}4 McNeill asserted :hat wlth the decline of traditional religious values 

in the Wc<.;t, natlonalism has substituted as a primary mode of identification, a functional 

equivalent for the lost faith. Now, with the breakdown of the credibility of national states 

after the First and Second World Wars and the increasingly international scales of 

organizatlon, a lack of groundmg has resulted. In answering Solzhenitsyn McNeill 

ass,erted that he would not follow him down "new and unspecified pathways to salvation" 

in hopes of revlving the West but felt that, in clisis, the secular ideals of the West would 

prevaIl in the end. "1 prefer to believe that in time of need sufficient unanimity can be 

achieved withm the plurahstlc framework of Western society to keep us strong enough 

to survlve.,,<j~ ln the setting of this dialogue McNelll's work can be seen as a program 

of moral education. ln makmg a dehberate shift in hlstorical orientation from a national 

to an ecumcmcal level, McNelll sets up hlS mythhlstoncal system as a secular substitute 

for the Augustimun Chri~tJan and syncretisic epos that Toynbee reverted to in the end. 

Rather than follow Toynbee, McNeill 's version of world history emphasizes the unit y of 

mankind 111 thls world and the pote!lual for good or evil action in the future; it is then, 

like our otlH:r worid vislon~, at once a grounding toward a post-national sense of identlty, 

a warning, and a call to action. In the preface to The Rise of the West McNeill implied 

his sense of purpose In writmg hls world hlstory. He felt that "a single book such as this 

94Wilham H. McNelil, "The DecIme of the West," Solzhenitsyn at Harvard, Ronald 
Berman, Ed. (Washington: EthlCS and Public Policy Center, 1980), 127-128. 

95McNe!ll, "The Decline of the West," 129. 
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one may become a real force in the cultural history ot mankind ,,96 In reve:tling the 

interconnections of the past and 'ihedding light on the contributions and distinctive 

pathways of non-Western cultural traditions McNeill educatcs his readers 10 think illlenns 

of ecumenical unit y . In 1986 he asserted thal "ecumenical history" was the "moral dut y 

of the historical profession in our time," a means to redefmc the 'in grou, " to ovcrcoml..' 

the divisive nauonalism thal national history consclOusly or not tends 10 promote.91 

Ecumenical history, seen in this light, has been a s~~cular mi~sion to McNeill, a ,:oIlM.;m1\; 

means of "preparing reader::; for more successful membcrship III a world syslem ... "IJX 

McNeill's work is a demonstration that we have wider loyalties, 10 humallity as 

a whole. He typifles thîs onentation throughout hlS writing, il characteristlc lIlS1anœ 

being his seemingly dispassionate approach to polyethniclty. In demonstrating that 

polyethnic empIres of one sort or another have been the historical norm of civilizcd 

human organization he attempts to provide a groundmg for modern movements to 

increased polyethnicity with the opening of national fromiers and in antIcipation of wha! 

he foresees as an upcoming age of v'1Ikwandenmgen.99 His selection of cntical patterns 

in the field of world history IS in line with his view of the central dynmnIcs of the present 

and the moral choices which are presented by historical conditions and which will guide 

future adaptations. 

The ambiguity in Mc Neill ' s presentation of history is revealed r ! .her dramatically 

with his sympathetic identification with Lord Acton' s struggle and failure to write his 

great book, The Hi5.tory of Liberty. Predictably McNeill réjected Acton's 'scientific' 

96McNeill, The Rise, vil. 

97McNeill. Mythhistory, 16, 37. 

98McNelll, correspondence with the author (15 Dccember 1989): "So 1 am a 
missionary too: maybe a little less flamboyant than Toynbee was." 

99Wilham H. McNeilI, "On National FrontIers; Ethnic 1 !(,ffiogenelty and Plurah'iffi," 
Small Comf0l1s for Hard TImes: Humanists on Public Policy, Michael Mooncy and 
Florian Stuber, Eds. (New York: Columbia UP, 1977),207-219. 
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view of empirieal epistemology, the idea that one ean allow massively accumulated faets 

to speak for themselves without architectonie intervention by the historian; in his view, 

faets only aequire meaning as a part of an interpretive scheme. lOO McNeill's work, 

however, places him in the same dilemma that he aseribes to Aeton of reconeiling the 

Whig interpretation of history, "the notion that aIl mankind has been toiling upward 

toward the pinnacle of English (and/or American) constitutionalliberty," and the mareh 

of increasingly çoneentrated power which, by its tendeney to corruption, denies this 

advance. Aecording to Mc Neill , Acton wanted to write a history of the rise of liberty and 

virtue but was derailed by his confrontation with the evidence of the concerted emergence 

of centralized power: this left the father of Whig history unable to complete his self

appointed task of applying il to the world seale. lOI ln this context MeN eill views the 

work of Spengler and Toynbee as attempts to present an inclusive historieal perspective 

in response to the dethronement of Whig history by World War One. On the whole sueh 

attempts must be seen as relative failures in his eyes, for most modem historians, 

including Mc Neill, retain an ambiguous sense of the meaning and direction of history. 

In his words, they "remain at least as uns ure as Aeton ever was of whether history is a 

record of the advance of human fre~om, of tmman power, of both freedom and power, 

or of power al the expense of freedom . .,102 Yet MeNeill has retained as his own the 

task of salvaging what can be rescued from Whig progressivism in an age whose central 

metaphor is ecological and whose social order is increasingly eentralized and bureaucratie. 

In a lively review article Walter A. McDougall has characterized McNeill's stand 

as one of "uncomfortable liberalism"; he quotes a letter from MeNeill that admits that a 

technocratie world order is the likely outcome of historical patterns but optimistically 

aftinns that "what really matters is relations with other human beings on a face to face 

J(lOMcNeill, Arnold Toynbee, 286. 

101William H. McNeill, "Editor' s Introduction," The Liberal Interpretation of Historyj 
Lord Acton (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1967), xii-xvii. 

l02McNeill, "Lord Acton," xix. 
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basis."lQ3 According to Mc Neill it has made no sense since World War One to speak 

of European history as the rise of liberty and we must therefore create u new mythhistory, 

a new ecological and global vision, to make the world intelligible.104 When McNeill 

charts the progress of 'the mechanization of man,' enforced diffusion, micro and 

macroparasitism, he often presents these historie al patterns as if they were underlying 

detenninative structures which belied liberal assertions of free will. He daims that "the 

ideal of freedom, according to which individuals cooperate in public matters of their own 

volition because of common recognition of dangers from without and costs of civil strife 

within, stands and has al ways stood in persistent confliet with experience."I05 Thcrc 

is a sense that pervades McNeill's work of a Calvinist sort of freedom like the one which 

Redfield posits in the Neolithic community, a freedom from choice in acting in terms of 

a faith or a prescribed pattern of life. Civilization breaks this cohesion and sharpens 

choice~ but also imposes certain behaviors in line with particular social and historical 

condltions. Freedom then is always relative and in a context. "lndeed the. priee of 

complete personal freedom is to consume only what one can produce for oneself in a 

place where risk of armed attack by outsiders has somehow been effectively exorcised. 

Such places are few and far in our world," and the costs of such freedom from mutual 

dependence outweigh the benefits for most of us. Seen in the light of Redfield's view 

of primitive cohesion and its breakdown with the onset of civilization, one can view the 

elaboration of rules and social order in civilization as "a real liberation. "106 

l03Walter A. McDougall, "'Mais ce n'est pas l'histoire!' Sorne Thoughts on Toynbee, 
McNeill, and the Rest of Us," Journal of Modern History 58 (1): 40, Letter of Il 
December, 1984. 

lO4McNeill, The Shape of European History, 3. William H. McNeill, "What's 
Happening to European History in the United States?" proceedings of the Americ:m 
Philosophical Society 123 (1979): 343. 

lOSMcNeill, "On National Frontiers," 214. 

lO6McNeill, The Pursuit of ~ower, 254. William H. McNeIlI, The Great Frontier: 
Freedom and Hierarchy in Modern Times (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1983),58. MeNeill 
notes here that "the rewards of interdependence and exchange are too grcat to be 
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In 1955 Mc Neill wrote an evaluation of A.J.P. Taylor's study of European 

diplomacy between 1848 and 1918 which criticized Taylor for ignoring ideology and 

belittling the importance of individual statesmen as nothing but "calculating machines, 

registering tremors in the balance of power with seismographic accuracy." He called 

Taylor a "Cartesian Historian" for "abstracting from history all that made it human in 

order to achieve a clear and definite idea. ,,107 After his publication of The Pursuit of 

Power the same type of criticism has been applied to his own work. Alvin Bernstein 

found that McNeill. like Braude], studied underlying patterns in history to the point that 

there were no people in his history, as though personalities and politics had nothing to do 

with the progress of power. He called The Pursuit of Power a "mechanical, deterministic 

view of the historical processe~" that ignored conscious decision, distorted the innovative 

process by overemphasizing the stimulus-response necessity of technological adaptation, 

and posited wars as the inevitable results of technologieal advanees and demographic 

pressures. lOS There is a Carte sian duality in MeNeill's work; he emphasizes the 

systematie forces propelling human history in each of his works even as he continually 

affirms the importance of the individual and the role of belief in the outcome of events. 

The eonundrum of determinism is particularly evident in his sweeping employment of 

challenge and response as a macrohistorieal process: individual creativity is scarcelyever 

examined in detail in his work, and at any rate, seems to fulfill a sort of historical 

necessity in resolving macro-dilemmas rather than personal aspirations.I09 

McNeill does not try, however, to overcome through a simplistic formula the 

complex duality of freedom verses determinism in history or to draw a firm line between 

foregone." 

I07William H. McNeill, "A Carte sian Historian," World Politics 8 (1955): 127, 132. 

IOSAlvin H. Bernstein, "The Arms Race in Historical Perspective," Orbis 27 (1983): 
761-766. 

I09It may be that McNeill has, consciously or not, reaeted against Toynbee's emphasis 
on creative change in individuals as a mystical inspiration that leads in the processes at 
the origin and growth of civilization. 
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ecological imperatives and individuai free choice. Rather th an choosing a single and 

reductive pattern of explanation McNeill has atlempt~d the more difficult task of 

demonstrating the various ecologicai patterns in history, including that of individual 

choice and action, as interacting balances in history that uct as a hierarchy of equilibria 

in response to each other and to environmental changes. In correspondence with the 

author McNeill argues that: 

Indi vidual acts and refusaIs to act do add up to make 

a difference in ecological and statistical terms ... 

The most changeable and therefore the most disturbing 

element ill any ecological situation is human purposes: 

for as the y alter and direct human action, sometimes 

mass action, the differenœs wrought in ccological 

systems becomes enormous ... We are surely free to do things 

differently; and in so doing ch~'1ge patterns and deflect 

processes into new paths, but we never entirely prevail, 

nor is there a perfect fit between words and things, 

hopes and realities, ideas, ideals and behavior. IIO 

Human beings can direct their own destiny although not within conditions of their own 

choosing. Eisewhere McNeill asserts that "in human socicty ... belief matters most" and 

the myths that we employ to make sense of life and to guide our aClion are "often self

validating. "III 

According to Mc Neill, only a world government can match modern commercial 

exchanges; on the analogy of macroparasitieal exehanges this would aet as an adaplive 

lI°McNeill, correspondence with the author, 15 December 1989 . 

I11McNeill, The Rise, 876 . 
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"climax equilibrium." While seeing the necessity of a world state and sometimes 

optimlstically calhng for one, McNeill holds to a Weberian view of the rise of the "iron 

cage" of bureaucracy and rationalized social order. A world state, dominated by eHtes 

and interlocking bureaucratie managerial patterns may leave no room for questions of 

direction or meaning. As he puts it in his concluditlg remarks in The Rise of the West, 

"administratIve routine may make rational definition of the goals oÎ human striving 

entirely supertluous. ,,112 He also stated his hope that people might yet prove refractory 

to the machinations of the bureaucracy, in particular to its poteYltial, through bio

engineering, to produce a managed post-human population of sub-human toilers and 

superhuman cIite leaders, each as "specialized in function and various in type as the social 

insects are now."113 

lt is arguable that his characteristic predisposition to end his works on a positive 

note is belied by his perspective on the progressive nature of the acquisitive movement 

of human power. Alongside his invocation to individuals to resist such machinations he 

claims that scruples over the use of human power have never pennanently turned the flow 

of this movement aside; if an empowering technique is rejected out of fear of social or 

cultural consequences, adventurers in other areas will seize upon h, thus forcing 

opponents and ueighbors to copy them or succumb to their improved efficiency.114 This 

is as true in the area of social management as it is in the arca of mechanical technology: 

"Once having deliberately set hand upon the levers that effect human behavior, it is hard 

to stop short of a far more complete mastery of the art of manipulating others than men 

have anywhere yet achieved." This art may in the future come to include control of 

irrational social forces and psychologies of the unconscious developcd in the twentieth 

112McNeill, The Rise, 876. 

I\3McNeill, The Rise, 876. As far back as 1953 McNeill made similar avowals 
hoping that "a stubborn residuum of human psychology ... [may] always continue to limit 
the managers." McNeill, America Britain and Russia, 767. 

114McNeill, The Rise of the West, 877. 
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century but still not fully plumbed for use in social control. 1 
15 The imperatives 

contained in technology and social management as adaptive strategies which empowcr 

macro-elites in a struggle for survival seem to act aln.ost Jawfully in McNelll's paradigm 

and to &UPport conclusions at odds with his optimistic forecasts. lib 

In a recent article on "Control and Catastrophe in Human Affairs" (1989), McNeill 

reverts to a Wellsi~n theme of Olt[ "race between intelligence and catastrophe."117 Ile 

claims that there is a law of the "Conservation of Catastrophe"; that with each civilizcd 

adaptation we move away from individual ecological self-sufficiency and we up the ante 

of the potential for inter-human catastrophes, through our abilities to destroy each other 

or from other ecological disasters. In the modern period two major changes have 

occurred which bring the present disequilibrium into high relief. McNeill takes a neo

Malthl!sian view of worldwide population growth as threatening the long-tenn stability 

of [he species. On the positive side nascent global communications and transportation 

allow action on a global level in response 10 catastrophes from drought in Africa to 

earthquakes in Mexico. lIs Even this opening and uniting of the ecumene is not without 

its downside howevcr as McNeill had earlier noted the dissolution of the 'cakes of 

custom' with the rise of communications and the proportionate decline of traditional 

agricultural lifestyles; the present transition point has left individuals without moral and 

religious convictions, not yet adapted to post-agricultural conditions.1I9 In addition, the 

open communication of disease between vast modern populations makes the modern 

disease pool one that invites disasters and demands early and systematic response to ncw 

1I5William H. McNeill, "July 1914-July 1964," Foreign Affairs 42 (1964): 567,561. 

116McNeill, A World History, vi. 

1l7McNeill, "Control and Catastrophr," 9. "Intelligence and ingenuity ... run a race with 
all the nasty eventualities that interfere with human hopes and purposes; it is far from 
clear which is winning." 

\l8William H. McNeill, "The Making of Modern Times," Hurpers 269 (1984): 14,16. 

119McNeill, "July 1914-July 1964." 567. 
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infectious adaptations on a global level.12o From an ecological/epidemiological 

perspective humankind has reached a state of perilous imbalance through overpopulation. 

McNeill can be far from sanguine in his appraisal of our modem victory over death. He 

holds that the successes that humanity has achieved have upped the stakes but that "a 

series of sharp aIterations and abrupt oscillations in existing balances will occur in the 

future just as they have in the past."l21 

So far in history human intelligence has responded successfully to the challenges 

which naturai and man-made disasters have presented. More than any other historian that 

this volume reviews, McNeill emphasizes these break points in history, catastrophic 

interruptions through microparasitic or macroparasitic epidemks e~ environmental 

changes. And yet, of aIl the metahistorians he is perhaps the least eschatological and the 

molst optimistic over the ability of civilization to adjust to the future. "Vie ought not to 

despair," he says, "but rather rejoice in how much we human beings can do in the way 

of capturing energy from the world around us and bending il to our purposes and wants, 

intensifying the risk of catastrophe with each new succesS."122 McNeill holds that 

despite the apocalyptic possibilities in the competitive pursuit of power and the Ellul-like 

imperatives that he records in technological development, our era is an unprecedented 

golden age that gives us ground for optimism. He has frankly admitted, however, that 

"1 tend to discount ... eschatological views, probably more for temperamental than for 

intellectual reasons."123 

In the end McNeill leaves the future open. He recognizes that, on the surface, his 

work cou Id lead to a gloomy prognosis for the West and the world as a whole but, despite 

the ecological processes that provide the boundaries of human life and from which 

humanity will never extricate itself, he is optimistic that human intellie-ence can transfonn 

120McNeill, "Disease in History," 81. 

12lMcNeill. Plagues and Peoples, 291. McNeill, The Human Condition, 72. 

122McNeill, "Control and Catastrophe," 12. 

123McNeill, "Control and Catastrophe," 12. 
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the conditions of life, can adapt in the face of the worst, and cun guide the species 

forward. "1 attest my lively faith in the power of words to alter the way human beings 

think and aet," he says, and he affinns this faith in lus view of the validity of 

macrohistory as a means of guiding human beings toward future su~cessful adaptations, 

especially in the present shift necessary for world ciuzenshlp.124 

William H. McNeill has investigated patterns in world history which have set the 

discourse into the future. In line with his perspective, and of course no less int1uenced 

by the dramatic requirements of our times, the ecological study of history scems likely 

to reign paramount in the efforts of world historical scholars into the new century. World 

studies of 'progresûve' patterns of environmental management, disease control, racial and 

ethnie integration, and the process of the growth of sovereignties 10 history will rontinuc 

to serve as ground for understanding as these processes are furthered, perhaps toward 

sorne of their logical conclusions. Gaps in McNeill's ecological paradigm, partieularly 

in the systematic evaluation of land and water use, species loss, pollution, and 

consumptive waste, will presumably spark further world historical work in tille with the se 

areas as vital concerns for survival into the future. 

In McNeill's par~digm of world history, human intelligence has thus far prevailed 

in a great and ennobling adventure, and a blind one, into a future at once unknown, dark 

and forbidding and full of challenges that may lead humanity to new heights of power 

and self discovery.125 His work is itself an articulation of these challenges. 

124McNeill, The Human Condition, 74. "What we believe about our pas~, after aIl, 
does much to define how we behave in the present and what we do towards making up 
the future." Also see: William H. McNeill, "The Relevance of World History", Sir 
Herbert Butterfield. Cho Yun Hsu and William H. McNeill on Chine se and World 
History. Noah Edward Fehl, Ed. (Hong Kong: The Chine se University of Hong Kong, 
1971), 47-48. 

125William H. McNeill, "Democracy Faces a Global Dilemma," New York Times 
Magazine, 17 November 1963, 123. McNeill daims that "the wise ... rejoice in thcir 
ignorance [of the future], for foreknowledge of anything important 10 us would in fact be 
utterly crushing .. .it would deprive us of all that makes jjving worthwhile." See also: 
McNeill, A World History, 415,495. 
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WORLD HISTORV AND ESCHATOLOGY: THE GOALS OF THE METAHISTORIANS 

The pursuing the inquiry under the light of an 

end or final cause gives wonderful animation, 

a sort of personality to the whole writing. 

Ralph Waldo Emersonl 

Nikolai Berdyae\' eiaimed half a century ago that "the philosophy of history is 

al ways prophetie and cannot be otherwise ... History has meaning only if it is going to 

come to an end."2 History, particularly world history, is founded on a sense of meaning 

in the present that is conditioned by our anticipations of the future. It might be said that 

our future determines our past; in many cases prophesy precedes and justifies, as weIl as 

completes our histories. World historians do not write outside of time but compose a 

unit y that is made up of future vision and present imperatives applied to the chaos of 

historical data and conditioned by the perspectives applied by their predecessors. To 

confront world history is to confront the ultimate questions of human destiny. 

This is not to say that the world historian is nothing but the proponent of myth; 

clearly there are varying levels of historical accuracy and c'lmprehensiveness in the work 

of twentieth century me.tahistorians and not aIl interpretations are equal. Individu al 

historians do take positions of relative distance from the ideologies of their times and 

IRalph Waldo Emerson, Representative Men, The Complete Works of Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, Vol. 5 (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1876), 113. 

2Nikolai Berdyaev, The Divine and the H'lman (London: Geoffrey Bles, 1944), 168-
9. Berdyaev located the origin of this cultural predisposition in the western religious 
heritage. "History is created by the expectation that in the future there will be a great 
manifestation, and that this manifestation will be a disclosure of Meaning in the life of 
the nations. It is the expectation of the appearance of the Messiah or cf the Messianic 
kingdom." (167). 

----------,----------------------
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attempt relative levels of objectivity in viewing the past as a whole. Even so, if they are 

judged pragmatically as henneneutical tools, world historieal theories by definition are 

to be seen in terms of their use-value to explain and ascertain the meaning of history as 

an ~ntirety, and for their ability to correctly locate the discrete evidencc ('1' the past in li 

plausible f.:amewOl'k, one that ean be reconciled with our prospectus on the future. The 

data itself is secondary to this. Th~ epistemological standpoint of the modem West does 

not allow us to step beyond the sense of useful construct to as sert the truth of il world 

historieal system; daims to the absolute or fini shed trulh of any world historkal m(xicl 

are dismissed by most scholars as delusiol1:; of grandeur or unprovable expressions of 

faith. 

There is a consensus among the authors studied in this work that Imxiern 

epistemology is flawed by its reduction of reality to discrete atoms of data that in 

themselves can bear no meaning. Each of the se authors proposes a super-sensory 'way 

of knowing' that is antithetical to this modem reductionism and that serves as a basis for 

their own macroscopic perspective; the y also posit this way of knowing as a means 10 

creativity in culture and so a root to the births and growths of civilizations. Spengler 

evokes the integrative ability of the imagination which in the modern West acts as the 

Faustian lem' that allows one to discem the 'soul' of a culture. Sorokin claims an 

Ideational fonn of perception that goes beyond the dissecting epistemene of the Sensate 

period; Mumford's work occasionally fa Ils back upon a similar sense of 

transcendentalism. Toynbee relies on a Rergsonian sense of inspiration that has a holistic 

mysticism, a subtle Revelation, as its foundation; Dawson goes but a step further to place 

this providential source in a Catholic framework. William McNeill utilizes a pragmatic 

sanction declaring "mythhistory" to be an essential task of the historian, the presentation 

of a useful, if not absolute, framework for understanding processes of the whole. In the 

last analysis historical 'knowledge' becomes 'existential knowledge"l~ it provides a 

3Rudolf Bultmann, History and Eschatology (Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 1957), 133. 
Bultmann makes this daim in review of Collingwood's sense of history as a means of 
"human self know ledge." 
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setting useful in the psychological adjustment of indi viduals and the social cohesion of 

groups. This is not to say that there is no historical reality independent of the individual 's 

viewpoint, only that the subject of this study is the perspectives of twentieth century 

world historians and not world history in Ïtself. Because of this alignment of the focus 

of the discourse there is no attempt here to judge the use of eviden~e but only the intent 

of the writers selected. The danger of reducing world history to individual psychology is 

a real one, but the emphasis of this argument is not on how closely our set of 

metahistorians have mirrored historical realities but on the use and meaning that the y have 

applied to their work. 

In highlighting the religious and psychologkal elements in the writing of modem 

world history it is not this author's intention to claim a mono-causal determinism of the 

world historians' religious outlook, independent of cultural and historical exigencies and 

the documentary mateltcll available to them, but to uncover one aspect of their work--a 

common search for meaning in the movement of the whole. At bottom, world history has 

been written to provide a useful model--which in sorne cases may require faith for its 

usefulness to be realized--from the needs of the present and particularly as a means to 

promote a desired future. This is probably inevitable given the dialectical nature of 

human thought and the mentd conditioning inherent in our ability to anticipate and plan 

for th~ future along with the near-universal prospective of modems who, even in their 

intellectual rejection of progress, retain (if unconsciously) an ameliorative attitude toward 

the future. One must look at history, particularly world history, as the reflection of a 

desired future. 

In the twentieth century world historical writing has been in pursuit of a unitazy 

perspective in confrontation with the crisis in confidence in the meaning and direction of 

world history which was prepared by Nietzsche and expressed most fully by Spengler in 

his The Decline of the West. Spengler typifies the modemist loss of faith in progress, 

continuity, and an historical goal or end point which provides a unifying ground to action. 

His nihilism, the product of his disturbed inner psychological 'anti-world' and German 

cultural despair, was expressed in a corresponding forecast of collapse, destruction, and 

cultural dissolution enlightened only by the 1!'ories of victory for those barbarian ovennen 
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who could grasp power in tune with the times. Yet even his trugie vision, as has been 

seen, is a calI to action; it presents a world with 'moral' imperatives, " lawflll cosmos in 

which one acts according to one's time and destiny. Spengler's hard morahty postulated 

regional ends to history. There could be no 'movement of the whole,' only a series of 

almost unrelated, clo.;ed civilizational cycles. Twentieth-ccntury world history sincc 

Spengler has been dominated by what cou Id be called the Ecumelllcallmpulse, the desire 

to reinvest the past with a functional unit y and an aspiration to revivify a progressive 

movement to the eClimene, even if one subject to cyclically rceurrent movements within 

culture or in series among civilizations or empires. Central to this impetus is the attempt 

to rescue a continllity that extends through the cycles of the birth and death of 

civilizations. Under the Ecumenical Impulse, the controlling element in each major 

world historical system since Spengler, world history is gUided by varying perspectives 

on a single goal for the future. World history has become a pursuit of world unity. 

White this goal has been inherent in the millennial anticipations of a unified Chnstendom 

and continued into the Enlightenment designs of Condorcet and Kant, the Ecumclllcal 

Impulse has been fueled in our century by the sense of 'progress threatened' presenled 

by the real apocalyptic potential of the modern em. 

So much has been written on the subject of progress lhat il could almosl be th~ 

major problem in the intellectual history of our century. Where the ninetecnth century 

has been somewhat naively typified as dominated by the ideology of progress in its 

myriad forms despite the dissonant voices raised against H, the twentleth century is secn 

as one where the very foundations of progress are problematic. There arc those who, like 

Pitirim Sorokin or Christopher Dawson, charge ail of modern history for the desperate 

groundlessness of the present. Like Rudolf Bultmann they see the Renaissance and 

Reformation, the Enlightenment and the French Revolutwn, as 'progressive' steps in the 

breakdown of a sense of dh'ine authonty which cemfIed man 's existence and gave order 

and an 'eschaton' to hurnan life.4 Robert NIsbet closes hIS tour de force on progres'i with 

the assertion that "only .. .in the context of a true culture in whlch the core is a deep and 

4Bultmann,7. 
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wide sense of the sacre ~ are we likely ta regain the vital condition of progress itself and 

of faith in progress--past, present, and future."s Christopher Dawson, the only world 

historian studied in this volume who actively allied himself to a particular historical 

religion, agreed with Nietzsche that the reverberations from the 'death of God' must 

topple ail the progressive perspectives underlying modem social and political institutions 

and indivldual psychology. His solution was not to attempt to disprove Neitzsche's world 

historical inslght but to call for a renewed Christian education to combat the atheism and 

consequent groundlessness that made those insights so psychologically cogent. Twentieth

century world historians have confronted the secularization of the progressive pers~ective 

and have found it on the whole inadequate. For most of the world historians studied here, 

the modem enlighl ... ,lment, 'progressive' view of 'becoming' rather than 'bdng' leaves 

modern man only as a process--r,~nstarJy "making himself" without ever realizing his 

essence. In the pursuit of becolling m'to has lost his being. The anti-modernism of the 

world historians is toward recaptüring the solidity of an "eternal" referent through their 

pen:pectives on the ecological balance of the neolithic village, the unit y of the Middle 

Ages, or by means of a sense of eternity or supersensual reality outside temporal cycles, 

outside the tragedies of history, outsid~ of the subjectivity and relativism of the modern 

mentality. In the absence of the sacred, progress is reduced to increased material 

consumptlon or, as in McNeill's work, a Weberian rationalization of society and its 

technics that is ambiguous at best and at worst thteatens the viability of creativity in the 

human spirit. 

In contrast to Enlightenment progressives from Condorcet and Kant to Comte, 

twentieth-century world historians have, like Nietzsche and Spengler, viewed the 

movernent from the origins of culture in the sacred drarnas of myth ta the skeptical 

perspective of rational urban individualism in a negative light. Even H.a. Wells, who in 

his l'ather naive sense of continuing enlightenment had no sense of just how far the whole 

Western perspective of progress was being undermined, wrote of progress threatened, 

idealized a new community, and founded a set of myths to guide in its fonnation. 

5Robert Nisbet, History of the Idea of Progress (New York: Basic Books, 1980), 357. 
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William McNeill, the only fig Jre examined in detail to retain a secular progresslvism, 

qualifies his statement of progress by extending Robert Redfield's sense of the breakdown 

of social cohesion and the unit y founded on common myths at the dawn of civllization 

to the pattern of growth in civilization as a whole. He emphasizes the brcakag~ oi' the 

'cake of custom' that accompanies the emergence ami extension of ci";Uzation. The 

Ecumenical Impulse which dominates the twentieth-centUlY wntlI1g of world history i~ 

a sometimes desperate attempt to eSlablish progress on a new footing, one which 

transcends the limited perspectives of regions and the ideologies of muion-states, toward 

a world unit y or a world state as a logical and even a spiritual culmination of world 

development. World historians have attempted to reanimate a sense of sacred time in 

order to reinvest meaning in history. 

Along with the teleological sense of the Ecumenical Impulse in the writing of 

twentieth century world history is an attempt to incorporate Nietzsche's resurrection of 

what Mircea Eliade has called the "myth of the eternal return," the archaic historical sense 

of perpetuaI reoccurrence and participation in the primai myth of the 'beginnings' of a 

people and a culture. Where the Judeo-Christian tradition emphasizes 'becoming' and 

historical irreversibility (allowing for ritual participation through reenactment), in Eliade' s 

view of the "archaic ontology" the emphasis is on the return to mythical 'beir.g.' Eliade 

holds that modern metahistorians attempt to defend against the "terror of history" outside 

a teleological framework by reverting to a sense of etemal return.~ This is most obvious 

in Sorokin's paradigm which presents the inevitable evolutionary rctum to an Ideational 

age but it is inherent as an undercurrent in aIl the authors wc have exammeù. Spengler 

sought a retum to his culture's supposed source in a Gc;i&.::lnlc barbarian vlrility: Wells, 

a community of saints in a rationalized post-ChristIan religion; Daw.;on, a resurrcction and 

6Mircea Eliade, The My th of the Eternal Return; Of Cosmos and History (Princeton: 
Princeton UP, 1954), 152-153, and ad passim. 
In Robert J. Lifton, History and Human Survival (New York: Random Hou~e, 1970), 
335, Lifton echoes this sense from the perspective of the wnter of history: "One may 
speak of a reaching back to prehistory--to astate i'1 which nnagmed and actual evenLs 
could not be distinguished--in order to reassemble symbohc elements that might revitalize 
both imagination and history." 
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spread of the Christianity of the early disciples. Toynbee looked toward a transfonnative, 

transcendental unifying religion based on his perception of the unit y of the Western 

mystical tradition within Christianity and the tolerant universalism of the Mahayana. 

Lewis Mumford looked back to the harmonious balance of the human community with 

its myths and technics in the r'eolithic village and the medieval independent town. 

There is a consensus among the post-Spenglerian cyclical theorists examined in 

this volume, including Sorokin, Toynbee, Dawson and Mumford, that a new religious age 

is in the offing.7 The consensus is even more widespread in twentieth century world 

history that the West is in a perilous position, one functionally equivalent to that of Rome 

before the fall. Even William McNeill, from his c1ear-headed agnosticism, has claimed 

that a new religious revitalization may be an essenti.ll adaptation for racial progress and 

survival. Even Spengler predicted the return of a 'second religiosity' tllough for him it 

is only toward a fellaheen stasis. Surely it is no accident that Spengler, Sorokin, Dawson, 

Toynbee, Quigley, and Kroeber all conceived cyclical cultural or civilizational cycles 

within a generation. This is not to say that there are Jungian archetypes which each of 

these authors have experienced somewhere in the nether regions of their collective 

psyches. It seems more pertinent to locate the anti-modernism implicit in their historical 

c~ cles in a common uneasiness with the breakdown of the collective myths and symbols 

of Western society, a common experience of the psycho-historical dislocation of 

modernism and a similar reaction to the cataclysm of the First World War. Pitirim 

Sorokin expressed what is probably a typical view ofmodernism among our authors when 

he claimed that "we are in the midst of an enormous conflagration burning everything into 

7Erich Kahler, in his "biography of humanity" written during World War Two also 
predicted a world state and new religious age. Erick Kahler, Man the Measure (New 
York: Pantheon, 1943). Eric Voegelin's profound multi-volumed exploration of Order 
and History (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State UP, 1956-1987) charts a world history of 
period!j closed to the perception of transcendental reality (order) and those open to it. 
Voegelin believed that the Modern West was at the end of a 'closed' period. Aiso see 
Voegelin's comments in: Raymond Aron, Ed., L'Histoire et ses Interpretations; Entretiens 
autour de Arnold Toynbee (Paris: Mouton and Co., 1961) 140. 
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ashes."g Sorokin held that linear and apocalyptie views dominant in the late Sensate 

period of a culture give way before cyclical perspectives in the Ideational9; all the other 

authors studied in this volume have agTeed in their analysis of the present ccntury as an 

'axial age.' 

There 1S a cri sis in the twentieth century, one of historical confidence, thm aets as 

a psychologieal impetus in the projection of world historieal theories. lo It is this desire 

for a i'"eturn to the 'sacred' roots of culture alongside the aspiration for a teleological 

purpose to history as a whole that makes twentieth century metahistory such a curious 

blending of ahistorical cultural cycles with a direction that transcends their declines. To 

take this further it seems clear that the pervasiveness of the cyclical perspective is due, 

at least in part, to a eommon recognition on their part that Western civilization is 

threatened with collapse. The 'death of God,' the world wars, the breakdown of 

progressive faith, urbanization and conurbation, the consumer society, the mechanization 

of man and the fragmentation of tradition al forms of social cohesion: al1 symbolize to 

twentieth-century world historians a break in the cultural continuity of Western 

Civilization. A cyclical view in a 'twilight' period of civiiization provides faith that a 

renewed civilization will rise from the ashes. A cyclical view in the last resort can 

provide a progressive setting that transcends the 'short term' collapse of civilization. 

Cycles can thus act in a manner equivalent to Teilhard de Chardin's apotheosis of 

evolution. To Teilhard de Chardin evoluf,on countered the Second Law of 

Thermodynamics (which was also Henry Adam's nemesis); it was an "anti-entropie" 

teleological movement that promoted the progress of the whole in the face of physical 

8Pitirim A. Sorokin, The Crisis of Our Age; Social and Cultural Outlook (New York: 
Dutton, 1941), 14. 

9Pitirim Sorokin, Social Philosophies of an Age of Crisis (Boston: Beacon, 1950), 
7. 

tOp. Chatelet, like Sorokin and Toynbee, holds that philosophies of history are born 
when a civilization is menaced by crisis and that aU such systems offer utopian solutions. 
Raymond Aron, Ed., L'Histoire et ses Interpretations, 112. 
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laws of decline. l1 

This rescue of progress by the metahistorians is, however, closely bound to what 

could be called their "deep conservatism," a conservative stance connected to their sense 

of return to the formative point of civilizational development and cultural creativity. This 

conservatism, reactionary as il may seem on occasion, is Ilot founded within the 

contemporary poli tic al boundaries of right and left but like Henry Adam's 'conservative 

Christian anarchism' reverts to a mythical period of cultural origins to establish at a 

fundamental level a sacred point of departure that provides goals for the future and an 

ethical ground toward their realization. The 'fundamentalism' of the world historians' 

attempt to isolate an architectonie of the long duration has contained implications for the 

organization of a new order that parallels the twentieth-century orders of Soviet 

Communism and European Fascism. Both these systems were grounded in 'deep' 

readings of world history; their proponents justified the 'new order' by reference to deep 

and detenninative patterns of economy and race charted in world history by their 

ideological predecessors. White of the metahistorians we have studied only Spengler can 

be sincerely eonsidered a proponent of fascism, each of the other authors examined, 

excluding McNeill, expressed aspirations for an anti-modern world order--often one based 

on a transcendent faith--that would establish a new sense of 'place' beyond what they saw 

as disintegrative individualism, and a new sense of social cohesion under a moral and 

spiritual authority. The desire to reinvigorate or reproduce societal myths as the 

foundation for a new civilizational order, and the sense in Spengler, Sorokin, Toynbee, 

Mumford and Dawson of the disintegrative tendency of the rationalism of the 'last men' 

of culture, oflen led them to anti-rationalism and anti-intellectualism. With the twentieth 

century 'new orders' of the left and the right the metahistorians shared a fundamental 

aversion to modernist anomie and nihilism and looked to a new community based on a 

shared faith and unified social purpose. Spengler, Mumford, Sorokin, Dawson, Toynbee 

IIPierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man (New York: Harper, 1959), 
27, 271. "Thus, something in the cosmos escapes from entropy, and does so more and 
more." 
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and Wells all shared a yearning for a corporative 'organic' social order in their writings 

in the 1930's. However, with the exception of Spengler's culpability in preparing the 

ground, Toynbee's doubts and equivocations, and Well's increasing pessimism, ail fought 

actively against the fascist response to modernism. 

John T. Marells has written in his Heaven, Hell and History a survey of 

"redernptive historieity ... the use of historieal conseiousness as a redemptive faith. ,,12 

Marcus eehoes a number of erities who have noted that the faith in history climaxed in 

nineteenth-century rationalism, positivism, and socialism and that in the twentieth century 

there has been a "collapse of historical consciousness." Like Robert J. Lifton, Marcus 

sees faith in history as a form of "symbolic immortality" which has for many individuals 

taken the place of immortality symbolizations from tradition al religious and mythical 

systems. Marcus daims that "particular historical ideals merely serve as the means 

through which the individual seeks a self-transcending identification with the 

encompassing unit y that gives purpose to human existence and a vicarious release from 

death." The breakdown of earlier formulations of meaning in history, the loss of a 

historical ground and setting for individuallife, and the accompanying sense of immortal 

participation in a pattern that transcended individual existence leaves modems in a 

"profound moral and psychological void." 13 As sober an analyst as Fernand Braudel 

testifies to the breakdown of symbols of connection and grounding in modern society: 

"AU society's dearest symbols, or nearly all--including sorne for which we wou Id have 

sacrificed our lives yesterday with hardly a second thought--have been emptied of 

meaning"14 Robert J. Lifton has systematically analyzed the breakdown of the !iense of 

connection that immortality symbolism provides in a series of psycho-historical works that 

attempt to locate the collective symbols of a people and the predominant "mode of 

12John T. Marcus, Heaven, HeU and HistoD'j A Survey of Man' s Faith in History 
from Antiguity to the Present (New York: Macmillan, 1967), xx. 

13Marcus, xx-xxiv. 

14Fernand Braudel, On History (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1980), 7 
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im mortality " that prevails within parricular historical societies.1S From such a 

perspective the writing of history becomes meaningful in formulating boundaries for 

individual experience and a setting of 'cosmic' scope, be it cyclical or progressive, that 

allows a sense of psychological continuity beyond the inevitability of biologie al death. 

With the breakdown of a progressive, historie al symbolic consensus in the modern period, 

the foundations of the psychological setting for a sense of symbolic immortality are 

undermined. This dialectically stirs an investigation by intellectuals designed to fill this 

psychological gap in terms of the collective symbols (or even 'mental equipment') of a 

society. Seen in this light the writing of world history is a integrative process where 

individual psychological aspirations connect with shifts in the collective symbol system 

of a society. In the writing of twentieth-century world history one can distinguish a 

response to the disintegration of progressive symbols in modernism and an attempt to 

regain an 'immortal' setting for human action in an age of 'weightlessness' and existential 

dread. 

Il could be argued that this analysis of world historieal thought in the twentieth 

century is biased from its outset towards visionary and even religious philosophers and 

seleetively ignores the works of those who are not encapsulated by ils central themes. 

From the start this study has chosen to present a short list of metahistorical paradigms or 

models rather than attempt a sweeping but more shallow survey of the host of writers of 

world history in this century. Certain authors are obvious; no one cou Id write a history 

of this subject and ignore Spengler, Toynbee, and McNeill. Wells wrote the most popular 

work of history of aIl time and typifies, for our purposes, pre-war progressivism and the 

15Lifton 's major works include his theoretical opus: Robert J. Lifton, The Broken 
Connection (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1979), and applications of his psychology 
to world history including: Robert J. Lifton, Death in Life; Survivors of Hiroshima 
(New York: Random House, 1968); Roben J. Lifton, The Nazi Doctors: Medical Killing 
and the Psychology of Genocide (New York: Basic Books, 1986); and Lifton, History 
and Human Survival. In The Broken Connection, 283, he asserts that "we can understand 
much of hum an history as the struggle to achieve, maintain and affirm a collective sense 
of immortality under constant!y changing psychic and material conditions." 
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tremendous impact of the war on the Western prosprct on the future of civilization. Arter 

Spengler and Toynbee, Sorokin arrived at a perspective on cultural cycles that is highly 

original and contains an immense erudition in the quantification of cultural history. In 

Dawson there is a judicious summation of Christian metahistory in the twentieth century. 

Finally Mumford's profound examination of the problem of the relation of humanity to 

its technics in world history is a crucial expression of a perpetLJally central issue in the 

historiography of the twentieth century. 

Any selection contains elements of subjectivity; the criterion for the dcfinition of 

one's subject must be specified as clearly as possible. First of aH, world historians, as 

defined for the purposes of this study, have been those who have attem pted to grasp the 

who le of history with a theoretical construct or 'ideal type' and have tested their theory 

by writing a CL'lCrete work of comprehensive world historie al seope, that is, one which 

embraces the 'known' ecumene from the dawn of 'historical' time. Thcse individuals arc 

not simply abstract philosophers of history; they must claim the title of historian and 

apply their philosophy in historical analysis. A second major criterion, and perhaps a 

rather debatable one from the standpoint of intellectual history as a discipline. was the 

popularity of a particular model. One does not read H.a. Wells to find an accuratc or 

even an especially penetrating analysis of the dynamics of civilizations but in part for his 

ability to express as weIl as to capture and mold the contemporary 'climate of opinion'; 

his popular success testifies to this. Originality and influence were also taken into 

account in selection but scholastic credentials per se have not been of pnmary concern. 

Evidence suggests that 'outsiders' avoid the stigma attached to metahistorical speculation 

by the academic disciplines and so evade the narrowed focus within a particular genre 

that academia promotes.16 Finally, one could make an argument that this work centers 

160f the seven authors examined, Spengler, Wells, Dawson, and Mumford wcre all, 
to one extent or another, "outsiders" to any standard academk milieu. Il is also 
noteworthy that major insights in metahistory have come, as often as not, from acadernlc 
disciplines other than history; Sorokin and Wallerstein exempIify two perspectives from 
sociology. Kroeber, Linton, Redfield, and Wolf have employed anthropological insighl<;. 
Of the two other major historians considered only McNcill ha~ pursued a standard 
academic teaching career; Toynbee held a rather smgular post at Chatham llousc. It is 
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on a particular tradition in the writing of world history, albeit a central and diffuse one, 

one initiated in our century by Spengler and brought to at least a partial conclusion with 

William H. McNeill. 

Since McNeiIl there has not been a full blown world historical paradigm which 

has taken the cycles of civiiization as its starting point. The movement from the writing 

of 'the history of civilizations' to 'world ecumenical history' that has occurred from 

Spengler to McNeill reflects the closure of a nascent worldwide civilization. Il may also 

be that in The Rise of the West we see the end of a chapter in world historieal discourse 

and to sorne extent a limitatIon of that discourse in the immediate future (at least 

academically) to the comparative study of historieal and politieal organizations without 

a framework for their ultimate goals and ends. 'Post-modem' history is open-ended. In 

the face of this trend there is also, however, a continued sense of the apocalyptic potential 

of our rime, now largely shifting from the fear of nuclear annihilation of the Cold War 

to one rooted in the present eonsciousness of environmental erisis. It seems likely that 

new world historieal perspectives will emerge in !ine with the modem environmental 

discourse and one might also expect that issues of world unit y and structural 

reorganization will be addressed with the end of the Cold War. Whether these naseent 

issues will coalesce around renewed attempts to ressurrect religious ends to history is a 

question one must leave to the future. 

The definition of the 'world historian' presented here is allything but airtight. 

Spengler can hardi y be said to have written a concrete and comprehensive world history. 

H.a. Wells falls to a large extent outside the tradition specified above; he really 

represents a popularization of nineteenth-eentury positivistic progressivism and, though 

he writes in response to his fears of the decline of the West, he does so without having 

been exposed to Spengler or modern cyelical metahistory. Sorokin, Mumford, and 

Dawson are decidedly Euro-centric ln their emphasis and prospectus. Toynbee and 

also interesting that of the seven, Wells and Mumford, and to a lesser extent, Sorokin and 
Spengler, were autodidacts whose creativity came in part from their propensity to strike 
out alone upon fresh intelleetual paths. 
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Spengler, along with McNeill to a lesser extent, centered on pattems presenteu by an 

education in Greco-Roman antiquity. Finally, William McNeill, far from attempting 10 

redeem history from materialism, has been motivated by the conscious intention to dctach 

world history from the metaphysical and theological speculations of his predccessors tu 

establish its solid credibility in academic discipline. Even SO, McNeill never makes 

dogmatic claims to having found hard and fast empirical answers to the problems of 

world history but recognizes the usefulness of metahistory in providing li 'mythic' 

background for the study of the humanities. As he puts it, "unalterable and eternal Truth 

remains like the Kingdom of Heaven, an eschatological hope. Mythhistory is what we 

actually have--a useful instrument for piloting human groups in their encounter with one 

another and with the naturai environment."17 

There are important works which occaslOnally border on our defined field of 

discourse that have been omitted, particularly those of 'dialectical materialism' in its 

various fonns. Immanuel Wallerstein's paradigmatic formulations of world history may 

prove to be the most influential of the se. If he has not merited a chapter in th;s work it 

is not because he escapes the teleological orientation of the included world histoiians. 

Like them his work contains a con~cious mission, expresses the Ecumtnical Impu!se and 

is prophetie and end-oriented. Wallerstein rejects the progressive ideology of the 

ninete~nth century, t.:specially that of Marxian inevitability, to afflrm morality as the 

detenninative element in the progress of civilization into the future. 

Wallerstein has likened the modem world capitalist system to Rome before the 

fall; it is a decadent order of exploitation whose contradictions are economic but pcrhaps 

even more essentially moral, demanding correct choiccs for progress to oecur. lK 

Wallerstein has scarcely hesitated to prophesy the fall of the modern world ordcr through 

the structural crisis of capitalism that is now occurrint; and will end in the next century. 

He holds at a fundamentallevel a perspective of the lelativism and pragmatic w,cfulness 

17William H. McNeill, Mythhistory and Other Essays (Chicago: U of Chicago, 1986), 
21-22 . 

18Jmmanuel Wallerstein, Historical Capitalism (London: Verso, 1983), 98. 
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of his own work and a moral imperative fueled by his sense that exploitation in the 

capitalist world economy is unequivocally "unjust." The resolution of world injustice is 

in no way guaranteed by history; it "will be the outcome of our collective human 

intervention and is not ordained."19 Wallerstein defines socialism, the moral goal of the 

positive and 'anti-systemic' movements in the modern world system, in opposition to 

capitalism. If in capitalism economic decisions are made in tenns of optimum 

profitability, in socialism the y are based on social utility. If capitalism contains a 

progressive inequality in the distribution of its products, socialism diminishes these 

inequalities. If capitalism permits only those liberties that do not threaten the political 

structures upholding wl"\rld economic injustice then socialisrn will root liberty at a depth 

in the social fabric where it cannot be subject to political machination. To Wallerstein, 

there is no socialist state in existence and there can be none while the capitalist world 

system maintains its hegemony.20 While he holds that "communism" is a utopian ideal, 

"the avatar of ail our religious eschatologies," he argues that his socialist future is by 

contrast a "realizable social system ... 21 It is impossible for Wallerstein to fully escape 

the utopian proclivity of Marx, however, and the eschatological religious undercurrent in 

Marxism has been belabored enough to require no further elucidation here. Wallerstein 

has made the anachronistic claim that the entire history of the world since the neolithic 

era has been a series of revolts against inequality and that "in the long run the inequalities 

will disappear as the resuIt of a fundamental transformation of the world system. ,,22 The 

frrst half of this polemic is clearly at odds with the ideas of Wallerstein 's mentor, Fernand 

Braudel, and the Annales School in general, whose analysis of the' Slfuctures of everyday 

19Wallerstein, Historical Capitalism, 90. The quote is from Immanuel Wallerstein, 
"Crisis as Transition," Dynamics of Global Crisis (New York: Monthly Review, 1982), 
50.54. 

2°Wallerstein, "erisis," 50-51. 

2lWallerstein, Historical Capitalism, 109. 

221mmanuel Wallerstein, The Capitalist World Econom" (New York: Cambridge UP, 
1979), 52, 65. 
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life' focuses on the immersion of the individual in an 'ecological' muterial life and 

mentality which underpins and conjoins with 'events' (like those of revolts) of wider 

historical dimensions. The second half of this contention is clearly a statement of faith, 

even if one based on economic analysis of contemporary historical trends. Sliffice it to 

say lhat central elements of Wallerstein's application of dependency theOI'Y do fit weIl 

with the theses of this volume. 

Wallerstein, however, like Braudel, is primarily a student of cupitalism und the 

"modem world system" and not of world history as a whole?3 ln extending Andre 

Gunder Frank's idea of the "development of lInderdevelopment" historically, Wallerstein 

has begun by analyzing what Marx called the "original sin" of capital accumulation at the 

foundation of the modem world economic order.24 Ooviously, structural relmions of 

'unequal exchange' and dependency betweeil core and peripheral areas have existed 

throughout human history, at one scale or another and through the evolutionary movement 

of economic eenters. But neither Wallerstein I!or anyone else in the dependency school 

has attempted a full world history of dependency relations and their connection to the rise 

and decline of known ltistorical civiIizations. Instead, for the most part they confine their 

analysis to the history and prospects of the modem capitalist world system. One cou Id 

speculate that the fundamental tenet behind Wallerste:n's moral condemnation of the 

capitalist world system, that of the absolute increased immiseration of the proletariat 

(when viewed on a world scale)25, becomes problematic before the fifteenth century and 

23See Wallerstein's exposition of his theory in Immanuel WaIle:~tein, The Modern 
World System, 2 Vols. to date (New York: Academie Press, 1974, 1980). Braudel's 
work also contains invaluable insights on the 'limits of the possible' set by structures of 
everyday life and the conjunctures between these structures and the major events of the 
politiea! and economic history of the 1 fJdern world. Braudel's work centers, however, 
on the origins of capitalism and the pa 1 four centurie!; of European history. 

24Immanuel Wallerstein, "The Rise and Future Demise of the World CapltahSl 
System: Concepts for Comparative Analysis," Comparative Stlldles In Society and 
History 16 (1974): 392. 

25Wallerstein, Historical Capitalism, 98. 
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in particular it supplies no place to the infrastructural progress that Marx claimed as 

essential to the development of successive stages of production. By subsuming aIl 

productive arrangements of the present under the determinative world capitalist gridiron 

Wallerstein sometimes glosses over variations in depe.ldenœ that exist concurrently and 

that precede capitalism even as he reduces class struggle to that between economic 

powers (nations) and favors an emphasis on exchange and distributive relations over those 

of production. Even more seriously, perhaps. he de-emphasizes the mutualism inherent 

in historie al exchange relations, lik(! those explored in detail by Eric Wolf in his Europe 

and the People Without History.26 Using an anthropological perspective, Wolf 

investigated the mutuality of relations involved in exchange and in particular the classes 

and individuals within so-called 'dependent' societies that 'f"'!ely' enter mto relations that 

benefit them economically and in terms of their power within the existing social system. 

He rejected the view of the periphery as a passive agent and he demonstrates effeetively 

that 'core' exploitation is in tum dependent upon its ability to gain alliances within the 

indigenous class structure and to interface with the cultural system; dependency is a two

sided interaction. 

One could also argue from a Marxian point of view that dependency relations have 

historically fulfilled a 'progressive' funetion and. judged in terms of intrinsic merits in 

partieular historieal settings, dependency, or mutual dependency, has fulfilled a socially 

lIseful and even creative function. But clearly this is out~ide of W allerstein' s definition 

of 'dependency' as a modem exploitative phenomenon in a particular "world system." 

Wallerstein's and other dependency theorists' contributions to the dialogue in world 

history are immensely important; dependency theory in gelleral is one of the most useful 

hermeneutical tools in analysis of contemporary history and international politics. For the 

purposes of this study, however, the work is of secondary signifieance as it has 

demonstrated its usefulness in explaining only the modem period and has not approaehed 

26Eric Wolf, Europe and the People Without History (Berkeley: University of 
California, 1982). 
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the problem of our selected authors; that is, the rise and fall of civilizations.27 

The writing of world history has until recently been a Western phenomenon. This 

reflects the combined influence of Judeo-Christian linear time and Enlightenment 

relativism along with the progress in empirical techniques in historical research through 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. There have been no universal and comprehensive 

world histories (in the modern sense of the tenn) written from a traditionally Chinese, 

African, or Indian perspective. Although Jawaharlal Nehru wrote a world history during 

his stay in a British jail in the 1930' s which was aimed at demonstrating in part the bases 

for Indian independence, his education and sources were Western and his inspiration was 

The Outline of History by H.a. Wells.28 K.M. Panikkar's contribution to world 

historical research marks the progressive extension of world historic"l technique and 

foreshadows a true universalization in the writing of metahistory, one whi~h will in the 

future increasingly incorporate the insights and historical experience of diverse cultural 

traditions worldwide.29 It is interesting if predictable that the Soviet Union has produced 

little in the world historical genre. Berdyaev and Sorokin were exiled in the same 

expulsion in 1922.30 Official post-Stalinist world history until recently provided one 

2'Por a detailed critique of Wallerstein 's work From a Marxist perspective see: Robert 
Brenner, "On the Origins of Capitalist Development: A Critique of Neo-Smithian 
Marxism," New Left Review 104 (1977): 25-92. There are considercd reviews of the 
logical premises and coherence of Wallerstein' s system In Stanley AronowItz, liA 
Metahistorical Critique of Immanuel Wallerstein 's The Modern World System," Theory 
and Society 10 (1981): 503-520; and in Haldun Gulalp, "Frank and Wallerstein Revisited: 
A Contnbution to Brenner's Critique," Journal of Contemporary Asia Il (l9HI) 2: 169-
188. 

28Jawaharlal K,hru, Glimpses of World History (1934, London: Asia Publishing 
House, 1962). 

29See K.M. Panikkar, Asia and Western Dominance (Northhampton: George Allen, 
1959). 

30Sorokin, Social Philosophies, 137. 
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volume before and another after the world-transforming October Revolution31
; the 

standard interpretation allowed Hule room for metahistorical speculation. 

Of the authors studied here in depth there is an intriguing pattern of national 

origins. Spengler conceived his first volume before World War One and completed it 

before Gennany's defeat in expectation of an emergent Gennanie imperium. His 

subsequent works stressed Germany's dominant position as the hinge of Europe in the 

'period of contending states' and the nascent era of conquest and world hegemony. H.a. 

Wells wrote in a time when the British colonial system and world trade hegemony were 

under ineœasing strain and after a world war whose outcome defied his hopes for world 

union. Toynbee and Dawson began their major works when it was clear that Britain was 

in decline as a power and their later works when the empire was in a shambles. 

Mumford and Sorokin wrote in a period of growing eeonomic and military power of the 

United States and aehieved their highest popularity at the height of American hegemony 

in the 1960's, when the fate of American civilization came under inereasingly eritical 

scrutiny. McNeih's The Rise of the West was completed in the optimism of the Kennedy 

presideney when ar. ideology of moral courage and detennination anchored a faith in the 

progressive spread of European civilization and 'the American Way.' His later work, on 

the pursuit of power and epidemiology, traces ambiguous elements in The Rise and earlier 

works. The question of the destiny of civilizations has been integrally bound to the 

perceived position of the writer's historieal setting. It is perhaps at the height of 

hegemony and in the initial phases of decline of a nation 's power that the concern for the 

patterns of civilization becomes most acute; th en one is tempted to look, as Spengler and 

Toynbee did, to the rate of preeeding civilizations as a model for the prediction of the 

future. 

3IA.Z. Manfred, Ed., A Short History of the World, 2. Vols. (Moscow: Progressive 
Publishers, 1974). The focus here, as one might expect, is on the successes of the Soviet 
Union; even in this, however, there is a blatant distortion. Stalin is mentioned only four 
times while Lenin receives fony-six citations. Trotsky's !lame appears only twice, once 
as wanting to exploit the peasantry to build industry (2: 73) and earlier as one among 
other European centnsts "posing as revolutionaries" (1: 577-78). 
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World historians have confronted the macro-historical dilemmas of the twcntiehth 

century with attempts at producing a common ground or a common memory that ll1ight 

serve in uniting individuals toward their resolution. From the ~tandpoint of the 

environmental movement of the 1990's their vicw of the problems of an indulitriai society 

and the consequent 'mechanization of man' provides an enduring pattern of reaction 10 

the machine. There is continuity From Adams and Soengler, who were impressed with 

the near 'Satanic' force which humanity had acquired through machine technics and that 

threatened its extinction, to Sorokin 's belief that Ideational technics would soon replace 

the Sensate, and on to Mumford's Cassandra-like warnings about technocratie dominance 

and the sinister pervasiveness of the mechanical myth and Toynbee's uneasiness with the 

Faustian bargain of man with his tools. Even William McNeill, who, alone of our 

subjects has maintained a liberal perspective on world history, lIas anticipated a new em 

dominated by a technocratie and bureaucratie clite and sees the realm of Teal freedom 

shrinking to the dimensions of our personal relations. These issues along with the sense 

of cri sis now surrounding environmental issues on a world scale and the need for global 

environmental education make world eco-history an imperative for the profeSSIOn. 

In his recent biography of Toynbee, William H. McNeill cIaimed that Toynbee had 

led the way in outlining the central question before the historieal professic.Jn of the present 

age, that of finding an "accurate and adequate framework for ail human history ... 32 From 

a s~ctly methodological point of view there has been enormous progress in the research 

and writing of world history in the twentieth century. It is a far step in the empirical use 

and documentation of historical evidence From Spengler and Wells to Sorokin and 

Toynbee, and probably as great a step again to the restraint of Christopher Dawson and 

William McNeill. There is a seemingly continuous progress m extension of hl'ltorÎCal 

knowledge horizontally into the cultural history of non-Western civilizations and vcrtically 

with the steady increase in information on the earliest l.. ,llizations and proto-clvililatlOns. 

A progress of sorts may be observed historically 10 these paradigms; they becomc more 

inclusive as the ecumene is extended and nauonahstic and Euro-ccntric clements are 

32William H. McNeill, Arnold Toynbee: A Life (New York: Oxford UP, 1989),286. 
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progressively minimalized. This progress in the technical application of historical method 

can never fully resolve the great unknowns in the question of the meaning of world 

history. Ranke put this weIl when reviewing his own efforts at world historical research: 

"1 have often raised the question, whether it would be at aIl possible to compose a 

universal history in this sense [that of truth based on critically documented research]. The 

conclusion was that it was not possible to satisfy these most stringent standards, but it is 

necessary to try. ,,33 Instead of empirically provable world history we are left with 

models approximating critical accuracy with relative degrees of success which act as 

artistic attempts to shift the chaos of data into a meaningful historicallandscape. The use 

of ideal types is essential despite their subjective elements; any world history is bound 

to a~centuate certain features of ground and diminish others to provide a sensible image. 

Historical models work like scientific tools (or Kuhnian paradigms), as lenses which allow 

observation of 'secondary qualities' and not the 'thing in itself.' Despite the relativism 

and indeterminism of the modem Western mentality, wodd history fulfills an essential if 

often unrecognized function. The absence of critical world historical research and the 

avoidance of broad historical questions of historical meaning and direction would be a 

repudiation of an essential function of the historical profession, a trahison des clercs. The 

historical field would be left to those who abstract the mhutia from the setting which 

provides it meaning, who denigrate and disintegrate myth and meaning in their impossible 

attempt to divest the writing of history of any 'imposed' values, or to those whom 

McNeill has called "ignorant and agitated extremists" who take up the occupation of 

mythhistory when critical professionals despair of it.34 Peter Gay has argued, in defence 

33Leopold von Ranke, "Weltgeschichte," 1: vi-ix, The Secret of World History: 
Selected Writings on the Art and Source of Historv, Roger Wines, Ed. (New York: 
Fordham UP, 1981), 250. On page 243: "The goal is to bring to life the whole 
truth .... The facts are thus: the idea is infinite; the achievement by its very nature, limited. 
Fortunate enough, when one sets forth on the correct path and attains a result which can 
withstand funher rcsearch and criticism." 

34McNeill, Mythhistory, 32. One need look no further than Chamberlain and 
Rm.enberg. 
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of the use of psychological interpretation in the study of history, that "whether he knows 

it or not, [the historian] operates with a theory of human nature."3S ln a similar :;ense 

a world historical framework is implicit in any work of history; the study of the particular 

in history relies, consciously or not, on a frame of reference, be it of patterns of 

exploitation and dominance, of the progress through Ancient, Medieval, und Modem 

periods, or a standpoint of the independent movement of particular civilizattolls. The 

direction and goals of world history are inextricably tied into the ground of uny historical 

study; when these issues are ignored the historiali relies on an implicit framework of 

development, if only one of blindly accumulutive ca1jsation, that is assumed as li process 

operative on a global and 'deep' historical scale. When one approaches the study of 

world history as a whole these questions become unavoidable; indeed they become the 

most obvious and critical questions for history, as the study of human nature revealed in 

time, to examine. It is no accident then that the works of many of the authors presented 

in this volume straddle the fences between the historical profession and anthropology, 

sociology, moral philosophy, and religion. 

The twentieth century has seen a progressive movement in the writing of world 

history from the linear dead ends of the Nietzschean experience of the 'superhistorical' 

and Henry Adam' s theory of entropy to Spengler' s closed entropie cultural cycles; and 

from Toynbee's hope of a transcendental gain in each cycle and Sorokin's scheme of how 

one cycle gives way to the next to Dawson's faith in this progress and McNeill's 

postulation of progress in the diffusion of culture tl'rough the whole. There is, to some 

extent, a completed cycle here: from a nineteenth-century progressive teleology, to 

entropy, to a cyclical theory, firs~ of closed cycles and then gradually with the rcscue of 

'residues,' to a renewed progressivism. Our cycle in the writing of world history is by 

no means a c10sed circular one, however, as McNeill' s idea of progress is not lhal of 

Wells' or of the Enlightenment. It is a tentative progress lhat questions teleology and 

lacks eschatological faith. Far from the Enhghtenment prospect on the end of history in 

3SPeter Gay, Freud for Historians (New York: Oxford UP, 1985), 6. 

1 
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the perfectibility of man, McNeill and other contemporary world historians, while having 

overcome to a large extent the theories of entropy and closed cycles, have left us with an 

open future. 1t is a future that must be made, as far as one can see into the discernable 

future, among continuing apocalyptical possibilities that are th~ legacy of the success of 

the species. 
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